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L'ngo 233, Line 8 from botlom, for poliosus, read leuceras. 

Page 2i0, Line 11 from top, for hetea read pefea. 

Page 272. Line 7 from bottom, \ 
Page 312, Line 12 from top, 

Page 342, Line 11 from top, 

Pngc 347, 

Pagc 279, 

I'agc 281, 

Page '&, 

I'agc 292, 

I'age 298, 

Page 287, 

Page 290, 

I'agc 300, 

Last line. 

Line 5 from bottom, fur here read where. 

Linc 7 from top, for rltpicrcllrs read rupicolas. 

Line 13 from top, aud second from bottom, for pyropterlts rrad pyrrop/err,r. 

Line 6 from hottom, for msobora, rend msbora. 

Line 5 from boltom, for widedy rrad widely. 

Line 12 from bottom, and 

Line 3 from top, and 3 for diaphi~rous read d inpknr~o~~s .  

Line 8 from bottom, 

Page 309, Line 1 and 
)for rupeculn, rcad rupicola. 

Pngr 441, Line 13 from top, 

Pagc 314. Line 3 from top, pyroplerns, read pyrroplerus. 

I'age 314, Line 6 from top, and } for ~upecu lus  read rupic011,s 
Page 3i3, Linc 13 from top, 

Page 315, Line 2 from bottom, for Hormay read I l a ~ r ~ ~ e y  

Page 336, Line 4 from top, and [ for hemagonolepus, read he.zogo~rolepis. 
I'age 337, Line 11 from top, 

Page 312, Linc 2 from top, for B .  progastus, read Orei~lris proguslrrs 

Ditto, Line l i  from top, forpreceeded, reai  preceded. 

l'agc 3.4, Line 10 from hotlom, for PI. 30. read PI. 39. 

1';tge 338, Line 7 from bottom, for macrourl~ ~.ead macroarac 

Pagc 422, Line 8 from bottom, for aca~lthoplerus read lnli,vi~rnulrrs. 

Page 452, Line 8 trom top, for lamyhlcr read latnghur. 

P l i~ te  XLV, Four Perilamps is by mistake markell LVI .  

I'latc L I X  last figures right lower corner, for 13 rcad ligure 1-1. 

l'age 220, Line 6 from botlom, omit, nlirgul, and insert lhc following spccics ligurccl by Bucl~n l l a~~  ; C w ' i ~ r t s  ckulu 

Conchonius, Jogio, Shakra,  Barna. Vagrn, Borila, Aw'a~la. 

Page 231, Line I 1  from bottom, after the aonls "dorsal and anal small," i~rserl, " llre fornrer oppo.\,ilr. lo 1111 

rrenfrrrls." 

Page 209, Line 4 from top, after the !vords " intestine is short, and'' insert, "the body" 

1';qc 345, After 0. s ~ a c u ~ a r u s ,  J .  hl. inscrl PI. 57. f. 6. 
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BY MR. JOHN M'CLELLAND, 

ASSISTANT SURGEON BENGAL MEDICAL SERVICE, 

I'resentcd, 5th September, 1878. 

DR. PATRICK RUSSELL published in 1803 an account of 200 species of 

fishes found chiefly on the coast of Coromandel; there appears to be no 

copy of his work in Calcutta, nor have I been able to meet with i t  i n  

India; but his collection appears to have embraced few Cyprinirlol, and 

scarcely any of those afterwards found in Bengal by Dr. Buchanan." The 

fishes of Ceylon as well as those of the Bay of Bengal have recently es- 

cited the attention of naturalists,t while those of the Sunderbuns and the 

vicinity of Calcutta have long been objects of interest to collectors for 

the Museums of France and the other parts of the continent, where alone 

ichthyology seems to have been cultivated as a philosophical branch of 

zoology. 

Afterwards Dr. BUCHANAN H A ~ ~ I L T O N .  As most of his publications have appeared under 

the name of Buchanan, authors should follow the example of Cuvier in the RPgne Animal alld 

Hhtoire  hTnturelle Des Poissons in referring to the author of llle Gangetic Fishes by the ]lame by 

which he is best and will be universally known, in proportion as his vast works on India11 

statistics and Natural History transpire. 

t BIT. Bennett and my  fricnd Dr. Cantor. 

B 
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. 
2. Dr. Buchanan appears to be tlie only author wlio has devoted his 

attention to tlie fresh-water fishes of Bengal, and liis success seems to have 

left little for others to do in the way of discovering new species. His 

Gangetic Fishes, published in Edinburgh 1822, contains descriptioiis of no 

fewer than eighty Cyprins, of which number he has only given figures of 

twenty-one. Aiid unfortunately, Cuvier appears to have adopted such only as 

were figured in that work, leaving the rest as doubtful materials, which from 

their extent, and the deficiency of the details connected with tliem, perhaps 

deterred l i in~  from the task of entering into, or finishing, liis account of the 

Carps in the 1iop.e of receiving further particulars regarding them from India. 

3. I t  was partly with a view of supplying this deficiency that I devoted 

tlie time we spent on rivers during our* journey to Assanl in the winter of 

1835-6, to the examination and figuring of species. The obscurity of 

Buchanan's specific descriptions, which with few exceptions are chiefly 

coinposed of characters of generic value, rendered the task of identifying 

liis unfigured Cyprins most difficult and uncertain. Nevertheless it ap- 

peared to me to be a desideratum that must be accomplished sooner or 

later by some one, and at  length, after perseverance for the better part of 

three years, occasioilally giving i t  up in despair, I succeeded in identifying 

most of the species unfigured by Buchanan, as well as in having made two 

series of finished drawings of them, one set for England and one for India. 

After all this, and after the present paper had been ready for pltblication in 

April last, my notice was for tlie first time attracted by a remark of Buclian- 

an, in consequence of n~hich I thought i t  necessary to make inquiry for 

certain drawings alluded to Pisc. Gnng. p. 316. 1 had hcard of drawings at 

the Botanic Garden, but never saw them ; and always supposed them to he 

merely the originals of published figures; but I confess I was quite unpre- 

pared to receive at that time a collection of drawings from Dr. Wallicll 
-- - -. - 

" I allude to the deputation of Dr. M.'allirh, A l r .  Grillitl~, and myself to Upper Assam 
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iunounting to 150 beautifully executed, and including nearly all the un- 

published species on which my painters had been so long employed, wit11 

the specific names in Buchanan's hand-writing marked under the figures, so as 

to leave no doubt or difficulty in referring them to corresponding descriptiorls 

in the Gangetic Fishes. I am not prepared to state how many unfigured 

species this interesting collection contains, except in the particular fanlily 

~vliich is the subject of this paper. Along with these drawings I received inti- 

mation from Dr. Wallich that two folio volumes of manuscripts and drawings 

on general zoological subjects by the late Dr.  Buchanan still remain at the 

Gardens. The descriptions alluded to may probably serve as a key to 

Hardwicke's Illustrations, into wllicli 1 perceive several figures of Cyprinid~i, 
have been accurately copied except in the colouring, from Buchanan's drawings : 

and as no descriptions of the plates of Hardwicke's work have been yet 

to my krlolvledge published, the source from whence the figures in question 

came does not transpire, and there is no allusion to  it  on the plates ; at any 

rate it  is unfair to General Hardwicke as it  is to Dr. Buchanan, and to all 

\vho are engaged in pursuits connected with the Natural History of this or any 

other country, to have the unpublished works of any man shut up for 

twenty-two years in a library that is not open to the public.* 

* Buchanan's Researches regarding the fishes of India comlnenced on his arrival in  the country 

In 1794, and ended with the publication of the Gangetic Fishes in 1832. Anything that tended to 

lessen the value of a work that occupied SO n ~ u c h  of such a life is to be regretted. I t  is stated in a 

1)iographical notice of Bucl~anan in Chamber's Lives of Scotcl~rnel~, that on Iris departure from India 

Ile was deprived by the Marquis of I-Iastings of all his extensive drawings and papers relating t o  

every branch of Natural History,pnrlicttlnr& Boln?g, " althougll to me," quoii~lg his own words to t l l ~  

Edinburgh Philosopl~ical Society, " as an individual they were of 110 value, as I preserve no collections. 

and have no occasion to co~lvert tllelll into money, but I was merely desirous of seeing them safely 

drpositcd in tllr India IIouse." 111 deciding that Bucl~anan's papers sllol~ld be retained ill India, it 

Inay be presunled that the object \\'as that they should here be rendered more useful to the country 

than tliey could be in Ellgla~ld. I t  could scarcely have occurred to the Marquis of Hastings t l l a~  

tllese works would be consig~red to oblivio~l and the nutllor ill consequence superseded by his successors 
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The following are the names of the unpublished figures of Cypri- 

#id& in this collection of drawings.* 

Cyprinus Gugani, Buch. 

Gorachela, id. 

Joya, id. 

-- Cachius, id. 

-- Loubuca, id. 

Phula, id. 

Bhola, id. 

-- Gora, id. 

Borelio, id. 

- Rerio, id. 

- Dangila, id. 

-- Balibola, id. 

-- Bukrangi, id. 

- Loya, id. 

- Phulchela, id. 

-- Titius, id. 

-- Terio, id. 

-- Sutiha, id. 

-- Phutunio, id. 

-- Gelius, id. 

- Kanipunte, id. 

Casuatus, id. 

-- Cursis, id. 

- Cursa, id. 

Mirgul, id. 

-- Bata, id. 

Cyprinus Bangana, id. 

-- Pangusia, id. 

-- Sarana, id. 

-- Kunta, id. 

-- Tor, id. 

-- Sada, id. 

-- Lati, id. 

-- Gohama, id. 

-- Godeyava, id. 

Dheno, id. 

-- Jauyali, id. 

-- Paungsi, id. 

- Bimaculatus, id. 

Sucatio, id. 

- Balitora, id. 

Cobitis Gongota, id. 

-- Balgara, id. 

-- Cucura, id. 

Guntea, id. 

-- Botea, id. 

-- Pangia, id. 

Biltura, id. 

-- Turia, id. 

-- Scuturiginum, id. 

-- Savona, id. 

- Corica, id. 

* But  although they seem to have been withheld from Buchanan himself, the following 

drawings from his original collection of unpublished figures of fishes have found thcir way from the 

Botanic Garden into Hardwirke's Illustrations, without any acknowledgment to point out from 

whence they were derived. 
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4. A n  examination of the  viscera connected with the digestive organs 

together with the form of tlie mouth, suggested the  possibility of identifying 

Tab. 84. Hypostomlrs sisor, Btich. Sisor Rnbdophorus, id .  Gnn FIY.  t\vo drawings. 

T. 85 nlalopterus Karnli, Bucl~.  Two figures; name changed to " Mnloptertts (Ai l in )  Hrtyrt- 

lensis" Gray, in the pirated figures. 

T .  fj6. Fig. 1. Cypritazis nttqra, Bucl~.  Pirated figure disguised under bad colouring, and named 

" Cypritrzts H,,miltonii" Gray. Fig. 2. Cypritznsgoha, Buch. Colouring much exaggerated. 

There are two figures of each species, so that t l~ i s  plate has been taken wholesale rrorl~ 

Buchanan. 

T.  87. Fig. 3. Cyprinus chedra, Buch. A good copy of a very beautiful drawing in Buchanan's 

collection. 

1'. 89. Fig. 1. Syngnnthus carce, Buch. (Kharlte id. orig. draw.) Note-an error in spelling the 

generic name of this species as written by Bucl~anan on the original drawing, is preserved in 

the pirated copy. Fig. 4. Syttgnathris deokpaln, Buch. 

T.  91. Fig. 1. Mpslus chitool, Bucl~.  Colouring mucli exaggerated in the pirated copy. 

T. 93. Fig. 1. Cypt.ittz4s mosnl, Buch. Two figures, and two of Cypritzus morala, id. The  coloured 

copy of this last is so badly executed that the characteristic marks of the species, thougl~ well 

depicted in the original by tlie obscure transverse streaks crossing the sides, are quite omitted 

in the copy. 

1'. 94. Fig. 1. Cyprinustileo, Buch. 

T. 95. Fig. 1. Opkisurus boro, Buch. The species is referred to Buchanan's manuscripts, but nothing 

is said to point out from whence the drawing was obtained, but  i t  is so accurately traced fro111 

Buchanan's original, as to remove any doubt on that score. Fig. 2. Ophisurtrs harnttcha. 

Buch. By mistake on the part of the plagiarists in numbering the figures, the details of the 

first, are given to the second species. Fig. 4. Mzirtma ~nilaborttn, Bucl~.  disguised under 

the names of Ratabozira " Hardp~.ich.ii" Gray;  t l ~ u s  not only depriving Buchanan of the 

honor of figuring, but also of naming a new species. As an instance of the little reliance to 

be placed on those who t111is appropriate the works of others, it is necessary to observe that the 

outline figure representing the lower parts of Muretta ~ni/nlorrtn is transferred to 0plristrt.11~ 

born, in return for that of the last having been given on the same plate to Ophis~irrrs Aornt~chn. 

111 other plates not numbered, forming 19111 and 20th parts. are pirated as follows: 
* C' 
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something on which the natural arrangement of fishes might be founded. 

In those Carps whose mouths are constructed for the collection of vegetable 

Holocenhws ? h-nlknyn, B. MS. two figures name changed to ' Pterapon Trivittatus'. Cofttts 

chnlrr,  U. MS. name changed to 'Platycephalus chacca', marked ' h7nltcral sixe'. Clreclodzplerlts 

Rltttlitt~e, B. 111s. name changed to ' Checlodipterus Butis', and the species referred to ' Hamilton', 

but  nothing said of the source of the two figures. Cyprinus morar B. AIS. two figures and Cypri?rtrs 

gora, B. MS. forming an entire folio plate, the name of the latter changed to ' Cyprinzis corn.' 

Clnpanado~z clrnprn, B. AlS. pirated figure called ' Alosa chapra N.  Indian Ocean', what the latter 

ternls mean I cannot say, as the figure is from Buchanan's unpublished drawings of Gangetic species; 

like the remark' natural size', annexed to Cotlus d n k a ,  i t  is certainly calculated to impress the reader 

xvith the belief that the autlior had scen the specimens from which the drawings were made. 

Neither of the remarks in question appear on the original drawings, which are characterised in 

Buchanan's hand writing. 

Buchanan died in 1829. T h e  work to which so much of his labour has been transferred was 

published in 1833, and altl~ough no descriptions of the plates have yet appeared, i t  is no excuse 

ior having suppressed tlie source from whence so many of them a t  least were derived, especially, 

when i t  was thought necessary to acknowledge the source of other figures in the same work. 

These circumstances induced me to visit the Botanic Garden, with a view of ascertaining if 

all the otller plates in Hardwicke's Illustrations, as well as those of fishes, were derived 

from ~ h c  two folio volumes stated to be in the Library of that Institution. The  following memo. 

randurn whicll was made on the occasion, must be interesting to all who are in any way connected 

wit11 zoological pursuits. 

" Botanic Garden, 3d September, 1838. Having obtained the requisite permission, I inspected 

Bucllanm's Zoological AISS., for the first time ;-they seem to contain descriptions and figures of 

the fullowing animals :- 

" F i r e  species of Simin, one recently described by Dr. Harlan, in the American Phil : l'ransac : 

as .Yinzia Hoolook. 

" Five speciesof Felinm, one gray above andspotted beneatl~, and a Felialeopnrdzrs albt~s, njt L'rstrs. 

' , Six Cervidm ; n Cervtcs ~riqer, Buch. Several species of dlzts, two bearing Buchanan's specific 

names, also an Icl~neumon and a Hysferix opez'gtcra, Buch. three species of Cnl~ra bearing Itis specilic 

Iiarncs,as well scveral species ofTortoises, two species of IlyingFoxes, two Lacerlm,and two Pnmdort(ri. 
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food, I found, as might be expected, the greatest development of intestinal 

canal; in these the moutli is invariably either horizontal or directed down- 

wards, as in the Cirrhins ; all such types I have included under the head of 

Peononzinte or herbivorous Carps, of which the Gudgeons and Gonorhynchs 

are the most remarkable. 

5. In  the last mentioned genera the mouth is situated completely under 

the head, and is constructed in the Gudgeons for bruising soft vegetable 

"Of  birds, I observed about sixty species of Fnlconide, about 150 Insessores, and about 74 

G~.alIe,  including many rare Tn~tkzl ide,  and the species of Ciconia recently described as C. cristnfn, 

wl~ich appears to have been named nearly 30 years ago by Buchanan Ardea crinila; all which, in 

addition to t l ~ e  fishes, are drawn in duplicate, thus amounting to about 900 dramings." Altl~ough 

Bucl~anan was professedly a botanist, his researches appear to have extended to all branches of 

natural history except entomology. His volumes on Gangetic Fishes, published a t  his own espensr, 

under the disadvantage of being deprived of the greater part of his figures, are the only part of his 

zoological labours that are known, yet Iris inquiries in other branches of zoology were equally exten- 

sive, and equally intitled to publicity. I t  now appears that two quarto volumes of AISS. written wit11 

l ~ i s  usual erudition, have been retained in the Library of the Botanic Garden since 1815, while every 

periodical that has since appeared deprived him of some portion of those claims to priority which his 

papers ought to have secured to him had they been placed in proper hands, or deposited in an institu- 

tion where their existence could have been known or appreciated. 

Had sucl~ all injury to theadvancement of information resulted from an oversigl~t in an ordinary 

public office, the circumstance would excite less surprise ; but that the works of a naturalist should 

be so treated in a public Institotion expressly intended for the promotion of science. is so 

unaccountable to me, that I cannot presume to espress an opinion on t l ~ e  subject. B u t  as t l ~ e  cnse 

stands. perhaps the best remedy that can now be applied in justice to Buchanan, ns wrll as to 

otllers who arc still engaged in scie~~tific pursuits, would be to give a complete edition of his labours. 

botanical and zoological, to the public, a t  the same time it is right to say t l ~ a t  no atonement m n  now 

lnalie amends for tllc injury thnt 11as been inflicted OII Buchanan as a naturalist, or for the time that 

llas been lost in allowing orhers to go over u~~neccssarily the ground which he investigated, iustcad ot' 

beginning \\.here 11e left off. 
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substances, such as are found in stagnant waters, and in the Gonorhynchs 

for tearing and uprooting certain kinds of confervoid plants, which form 

a short slimy covering to  the rocks on which they grow in clear mountain 

streams. 

6. The true Cyprins (Cyp. proprizts CUV.) together with the Barbels, 

Cirrhins, and Labes, subsist less exclusively on a vegetable regimen. Their 

mouths are invariably small, and either directed downward or situated low in 

the head; and as far as my inquiries have extended, i t  is on such modifications 

of the mouth that we find the length of the intestines and the habits of the 

different groups to depend. 

7. I n  the Gudgeons the mouth is formed simply for receiving a 

kind of food that is obtained in abundance without any effort, and which 

requires no prehensile teeth or other organs for its collection or preparation 

before i t  is submitted at once to  the process of digestion. The mouth 

is consequently small, and is opened and closed chiefly by the muscular 

structure of the snout; the jaws are weak, and the lips hard and cartilagi- 

nous, without sensibility or muscularity, and their intestinal canal varies from 

eight to  eleven and even twelve lengths of the body, including the head and 

caudal fin ; except in the Hypostomi, Lacep. among fishes, Ostrich among birds, 

and perhaps some of the ruminants, such development of the abdominal 

canal is rare, a circumstance which it  will be necessary afterwards to recollect 

when speaking of types. 

8. In  the Gonorhynchs the muscular power of the snout is greater 

than in the Gudgeons ; the mouth is smaller and situated farther back in the 

lower surface of the head, the lips thicker, and tl~ough defended externally by 
a hard insensible cartilage, are formed for very powerful muscular action. I n  

this genus thc length of intestinal canal is usually about eight lengths of the 

I~ody, and exceeds that of all other Cyprins except the Gudgeons. 
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9. The development of the intestinal canal in Cypr i~z id~  differs with tlie 

habits of species, so as to afford something like a basis for true distinctions 

between the different genera, and is fortunately connected with such pe- 

culiarities of form and colour, as to render it  easily available as a guide to 

an improved method of classification. 

10. The philosophical views of Mr. RlacLeay regarding tlie circularity 

of groups, left i t  almost certain that the law which applied to other 

classes might be also applied to fishes; and as the essence of that law consists in 

the tendency of the contents of natural groups to form a circle, i t  became 

highly probable that as strictly herbivorous Carps were known, so on the 

coxitrary carnivorous species might be expected also to exist.* This is exem- 

plified by a comparison of typical with subtypical groups, as QztacETumana 

with Fern: in the orders of Mammalia, and Insessores with Rnptores in 

the orders of birds; as this is true with regard to higher groups, i t  should 

be just as applicable to the lower assemblages when they happen to be 

equally coinplete in their parts. 

11. The above inference whether its principles be just or not, has proved 

to be perfectly correct, notwithstanding the remark of Linnreus that C ~ ~ r i n s  

are perhaps the least carnivorous of the whole class of fishes, <' feeding chiefly 

on seeds, grass, and even mud ;" and the observation of Cuvier c 6  that they 

are the least carnivorous of all fishes." Those who have since written on the 

subject have for the most part adopted the views on this point of the great 

authorities just named. 

12. A close investigation of our Indian species has led to very dif- 

ferent results, and enabled me to form Cyprirridn: illto three sub-families. 

First tlie Peonomitze or herbivorus Cyprins already adverted to, 1vhicl1 

I here refer particularly to what Jlr. JIacLesy mils affinity of transultation, or tlmt relation 

which the opposite points of a circle of afinities bear to each oll~er. 
D 
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consist of species wl~ose habits accord with the views of Cuvier and Liiiiiaus : 

and SnrcoBori?ta or carnivorous Cyprins, consisting of several natural ge- 

nera; and Apnlopterina, including the Cohifin~ or Loaches, the P~cilinncr. 

c;l~/priaoclons, and other genera ~vliich in the Regn& Animal appear to have little 

connexion with the family, as well as some new forms peculiar to India. 

13. As the peculiarities of the first sub-family, consistirlg in the font1 

of their mouth and digestive organs have been pointed out, I shall now 

proceed to notice the characteristics in structure and habits of the several 

groups of Sarcobori?za. Two of the most remarkable genera of this sub-family 

are the Perilaml~s and Opsarions; the first, consisting of small insectivorous 

fishes remarkable for the brilliancy of their colours, always disposed in streaks. 

The secoild are lengthy handsome species, larger than tlie I?erilamps, though 

still of small size and very bright in their colours, which are however disposed 

in cross bars,-these are exclusively carnivorous, and remarkably voracious. 

14. The l'erilamps (Perilnf?al~tis) form the connection between tlie 

Systoms and Leuciscs. The mouth is placed in a directly opposite posi- 

tion from that which it occupies in the typical forms of the Pczonovzina ; 

the ja~vs are directed upward, and their apices are placed on a level 

with the back or crown ; their intestine is short, and in no instance exceeds 

the length of the body, and their food consists of insects only, which they 

derive by springing from beneath the surface of the water, thus forming a 

direct contrast to the Gonorhynchs and other P~ono~nince whose food is 

exclusively derived from sandy, rocky, or muddy bottoms. Eleven or twelve 

species of this new genus are described in this paper. 

15. The Opsarions (01)sarius) differ from herbivorous Cyprins still 

more widely in their ecorioiny and habits. The body is long, the mouth 

widely cleft and Ilorizontal, and tliough without teeth, the syinphysis of the 

lower jaw is armed with a sharp hook in the Inore characteristic, but which is 

blunter and less prominent the further we pass from the most typica 



forms ; but this hook more or less developed, is characteristic not merely of 

tlie Opsarions, but of the sub-family (Surcoborince) to  which they be- 

long. I t  is received into a corresponding depression in the apex of the 

upper jaw when the mouth is closed. The back is straight, the dorsal is 

placed opposite to a long anal, both fins being situated near the caudal 

extremity, by which the power of darting or springing is rendered most 

perfect." The abdominal cavity is long, and is chiefly occupied by a straight 

stomach of equal length, which is divided by a strangulation from a short 

fleshy intestine connecting the stomach directly with the vent, without any 

c.onvolutions or elongation of the tube. 

16. " The energies of nature," to use the words of Rlr. Swainson, 6'  are 

liere concentrated as it  were to t,he production of that form most adapted for 

one especial purpose," that of springing on their prey like the Feline or 

cats, which they seem to represent. I t  is no uncommon thirig to  find an 

Opsarion so overgorged that the tail of its prey remains protruding from 

tlie mouth, to be swallowed after that portion which is capable of being 

received into the capacious stomach is sufficiently digested to admit of the 

ilitrod~~ction of the remainder. t 

17. Two other genera of this sub-family remain to be noticed ; viz. Sys- 

t o ~ t z i t ~  and Leziciscus. The first is made up chiefly of small species named 

Pungti by the Indian fishermen. If we were merely guided by their general 

* The  principal instrument of progressive motion ill lisl~es is the raudal fin ; other fins, as 

sllewrt by Roget, are mere auxiliaries, serving lo balance the body while it receives propulsion froni 

t l ~ e  tail. Vide Bridgewater Treat. i. 286. This is correct in regard to fishes in general, bnt  in tlie 

C)~~sarions and Perilamps the dorsal and anal, from their position and size, contribute greatly to their 

velocity, being also situated on or near t11e tail, t1111s increasing the candal surface, which, as Roget 

justly observes, opera!cs as an oar does in sculling. 

t I have seen Opsnrions so often in this state, that I presttnie lhey arc easier caught in it tlinn in  

ally other. A similar power of deglution is recorded of sea-gulls by Blu~nenbach. 
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appearance aiid the form of their fins, the only principle of division hitherto 

adopted in this family, they might be brought into the several sub-genera 

Cyprinus propius, Cirrhinus, etc. of the Regnt  Animal. Buchanan, who 

published his Gangetic Fishes cotemporaneously with Cuvier's system had not 

an opportunity of consulting its divisions, while those of Lacepede, Bloch, 

and lwevious writers were not reconcilable to Indian species; Buchanan 

therefore formed temporary groups for his own convenience, applicable to 

the local features of the family in this country. The Pungti, like all his 

other groups, were formed according to native opinions of their habits un- 

shackled by artificial views, and being better marked than most genera, 

Buchanan's Pungti have more or less affinity to each other. 

18. The stomacli and intestine of the Systoms are in none of the species 

I have examined more than thrice the length of the body, and tlie former 

which is thick and fleshy, usually contains the remains of insects. The 

mouth is small, and when opened, the intermaxillaries project so as to form 

a narrow tube,-hence their generic name. 

I t  is in the Systoms we first perceive a tendency to the hook or 

prominence on the apex of the lower jaw after quitting the herbivorous 

genera, and for this reason, as well other peculiarities which appear to point 

them out as a typical or most perfect group, they are placed first in the list 

of carnivorous genera. 

19. The Leuciscs or white fishes, succeed the Perilamps. In this genus 

the prominence on the lower jaw is more distinct, and I have restricted 

the genus to such as possess this character, having at the same time the 

dorsal and anal small, the former placed anterior to the latter. They are 

all carnivorous, but not constructed for leaping above the surface like tlie 

Perilamps, nor for springing like the Opsarions; although the shortness of 

the intestines, size of the stomach, and prominence of the tooth on the 
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lower jaw prove them to be scarcely less rapacious; yet I am not sure 

as to tlie accuracy of separating them from one or other of the preceding 

genera, merely on account of the size and position of the dorsal and anal fins. 

particularly as the dental hook is only of importance in distinguishing them 

from some of the Pao?to~~ti?ra. 

20. r-lftcr this outline of tlie structure of Sa~.cobo~*i~zc, a few remarks 

regarding their colours will be necessary, as embracing another principle 

on which the divisions have been formed. The ~vhole of the sub-family 

Pao~to~?t ina are remarkable for their uniformly plain colours, consisting of 

olive-green, bluish-grey, or brown extended along tlie back, and softened 

off on the sides so as to leave the lo~ver surface of the body an impure 

~vliite, partaking more or less of the colours of the back. The fins partake 

of the sober hues of the adjoining parts of the body, the pectorals and 

ventrals, as well as the branchial inembrarles and irides usually displaying 

after death a slight blush of red caused by the capillary effusion of blood in 

those parts. Of the species with which I ail1 acquainted, not one possesses a 

brilliant spot of any pure colour, but when we approach the limits of 

the next group we begin to find in the Gonorliynchs, obscure dark spots 

on either side of the tail of some of the species, as G, binznczikcitus. 

21. But, on tlie other hand, as soon as we cross the verge of tlie herbi- 

vorous group and enter tlie carnivorous, we find such spots as those alluded to 

become brighter and more numerous, and the opercula and fins to be staiiiecl 

~ r i t h  yellow and red in deep and natural tints. T o  Sgstontus, the first genus 

of this group, the Gold-fishes," commonly called Golden Carp belong. The 

intestinal tube of the Systoins though only thrice the length of the body, or 

half the length of the abdominal tube in those herbivorous species in ~\~hicl l  it 

is shortest. is nevertheless twice the length of the same orgnn in any of the 
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other Snrcolrori~~ce. As  we advance in this sub-family from the Systoms towards 

the Opsarions, we find as has been shewn, the abdominal tube dimii~isl i in~ 

in length, and in proportion as this takes place, and tlie habits of species 

become inore carnivorous, we observe the brilliancy of the colours becomes 

more remarkable. 

22. The Perilamps, as already stated, are followed by the Leuciscs. I n  
these the diversity of colour is not great, but is compensated for by the 

metallic brilliancy of the nacre, or silvery pigment with ~vhich the scales 

and opercula are covered, and from which the genus has derived its name 

Leuciscus, Ables, or white fishes, though not applicable to all the species ; 

for there is one which is marked on each side with the bright longitudinal 

streak of tlie Perilamps, and like the blending of tlie markings already 

observed between the Pceo?zonzinm and Surcoborina the species in ques- 

tion, Lez~cisc?(s luterulis,* seems to unite the white fishes with the Perilnmps. 

23. The Perilamps in their structure naturally follow the Systoms, and 

present numerous bright longitudinal lines of various colours, but particularly 

blue on their sides. They are all small species of little or no direct utility to 

man, nor is i t  possible to account for the peculiar brilliancy of their colours in 

any other way than as an instance of that inscrutable design, by which i t  

would seein that in pursuit of aquatic insects on which they subsist along 

the surface of waters, they become the better marks for I<ingfishers, Skimmers, 

Tern, and other birds ~~rliicli are destined to keep tlie number of fishes in 

check, especially in deep waters beyond tlie reach of the waders.+ 

Cyp. Driaico?lius. Bucl~ .  tvhicll appears to me to be identical with Cyp. AtzJano, id. ; but i f  

not, the latter species on account of certain peculiarities about the mouth, wliicll seem to IIC* 

wanting in t l ~ e  former, must be referred to the Perilamps. 

t See remarks on P. persrzcs in a subsequent part of this paper. 
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24. The Opsarions are Cyprinid~ that live upon other species of their ow11 

class ; they are no less remarkable for the peculiarity of their colours than for 

their remarkable structure and habits. Instead of the longitudinal stripes of the 

Perilamps, they are characterised by transverse bands or spots, having a tenden- 

cy to form cross bars on the sides. The analogy between the structure and 

character of the Opsarions and Feliwe has already been referred to (16). W h y  

the former should present similar external markings to those which belong to 

tlie most destructive types of quadrupecls and birds cannot well be accounted 

for on other principles than those of symbolical representation, by which an 

uniformity of design appears to  extend throughout all the infinite forins in 

the animal kingdom. As  an ignorant confidence in this or any other doctrine 

would be as absurd as a denial of any thing else with which we are imper- 

fectly acquainted, the only way in which we can evince our respect for those 

\vlio have opened so vast a field for iriquiry is, to  imitate their industry, 

leaving our views to be slowly formed and matured with the progress of 

inquiry-the only way in wliich sound or useful results ever were, or can be, 

elicited in scientific pursuits." 

Green appears to be the cliaracteristic colour of the markings on the 

sides of Opsarions, as blue or purple forms those of the Perilamps ; and those 

Opsaxions that are not either marked with transverse green bars, or oblong 

spots of the same colour transversely placed with regard to the body, are 

covered with a silvery pigment similar to that of the Leuciscs. 

* Nothing is more easy, or more common because i t  is easy, than to announce as discoveries t l ~ r  

startling results of immature inquiry into obscure subjects; yet when \ve consider the comparatively 

small amount of real discovery solely attributable to Newton, compared \vitl~ t l ~ e  extent of 11is ap- 

plication, and how seldom a Newtoll appears, we shoold always receive wit11 suspicion t l ~ e  snpposed 

discoveries of persons \vho from their frequent appearance ill public, and t l ~ e  number of their occupa- 

tions, argue a sad deficiency in all those qualities essential to t l ~ e  p r o n ~ o t i o ~ ~  of any science. 
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25. I n  conseqnence of the important connection between colour and 

structure here pointed out, I am in some doubt as to the nature of foul- 

sillall species described by Buchanan,* and figured in the collection of his 

drawings at  the Botanic Garden. Two of them have been figured in the 

Gangetic Fishes, and one a second time in Hard~vicke's Illustrations; but in 

the published figures, the peculiarity of the colours to which I allude, 

and ~vhich seems to have beer1 preserved in the original drawings has 

been overlooked. They have the form of Cirrhins, but they are each 

marked with a dark spot at the end of the tail, and the colours of the back 

descend partially across the sides in bars as low as the situation of the lateral 

line. I have added the species in question to the Cirrhins as CirrIiilzoi~IS, 

until we know something more of them. Should they prove from the lengtl~ 

of the abdominal canal to belong to Sc~rcolorinre as their colours indicate. 

they will occupy a place between thc Opsarions and the Loaches. 

26. The third sub-family Al>nlopleri~~a, consists of the old Linnzaii 

genus Colitis, the Anableps, Precilin, Lebias, Fti~zdz~Iz~s, fifolincsia, and Cyp1.i- 

~ lodo~s ,  as well as two other genera, Platycarat and Psilorlry)zclrz~s, to be 

described in a subsequent part of this paper. These fishes are all reillarkable 

for their long cylindric bodies covered with a slimy mucous, the absence of 

spines in any of the fins, and the shortness of their alimentary canal. 

Mr. Gray lias recently separated the Loaches with suborbitar spines from 

those that are without these singular orgnils. I have endeavoured to find 

farther reasons to strengthen this division, a single character being insufficient 

'. Cyp. D e ~ o .  Buch. Gang. Fis. PI. xxii. L 78. Cyp. !\lornln, id. PI. xriii, f. 91. Cyp. 

jr,olirts id. op. Cit. 316. Cyp. Paz~sircs. id. loc rit. 

t Named by Mr. Gray as Huchanan's Bnlilorn, which rather correspond with my Psilorhytt- 

rhtrs, Psil. znriegatus being Buclianan's C y p r i t z ~ ~ s  Balilorn. 
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to distinguish a natural group without some more general reference to  

habits and structure. Not having been successful, I am obliged to resort to 

another arrangement which appears to be more natural, and a t  the same 

time equally obvious ; the caudal of the one sub-genus (Cobitis pryr ia)  being 

entire, and that of the other (Schistura) bifid, or divided into two lobes 

as in the ordinary Cyprins. Colour is here a no less important guide that1 

we have found it  to be in Sarcoborince. Green disposed in bars and zones 

crossing the body characterises all the Schisture except a single species 

(Botia granrlis, Gray) in which the colour is green, with oblong light 

yellow spots, or rather short interrupted streaks, irregularly disposed in all 

directions. 

The true Loaches (Cobitis prop.) on the contrary are all brown, inclining 

in different species to red or yellow, disposed in nebulous blotches or obscure 

bars having a transverse tendency. 

27. The structure of the digestive organs in the Loaches and Schistiir~ 

does not appear to be very different, but in the latter the intestine seems 

to be somewhat longer than in the former, exceeding in the one genus the 

length of the body, while ill the other i t  falls short of this. I n  both, the 

stomach is a small lunate sack placed cross-wise with regard to the body, with 

both orifices in the front, thus differing in this peculiarity from all other 

CyprirzicZa that I have examined. The mouth is small, and placed in the lower 

surface of the head, and surrounded by minute cirri. Besides the difference in 

the caudal fins, length of intestine, and colour in the two sub-genera of 

Cobitina, the body in Scl~isturn is often arched above and below, and com- 

pressed the same as in Cirrlzi?zus and the generality of Cyprins, but in Cobitis 

pro~~rin or true IJoaches, it is almost cylindrical, and generally very long. Some 

of the Schistura are possessed of an air vessel placed as usual in the upper 

part of the abdomen, of an oval shape, and divided into two lateral cells by a 
F 
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longitudinal septum ; but in Cobitis prop. or Loaches with entire caudal, I have 

not found any trace of that organ in the ordinary position, but in different 

species that I liave dissected, i t  is placed in a small bony case over tlie entrance 

to the cesopliagus ; tliis case consists of a single sub-globular cell, although in 

the European species i t  has been found to be bilobate. In  those Schiskm, 

on the other hand, which are without tlie abdominal natatory bladder, I find 

the organ situated over the entrance to the cesopliagus as in Cobitis prop.. 

but formed of two small globular cells, joined together by an interme- 

diate tube. 

28. Having thus explained the general principles on which I have 

sub-divided the family, i t  may be useful to examine how far tlie results 

are likely to correspond with those laws that liave been laid down as the 

basis of natural classification. T4Titli this view, we should first of all en- 

deavour to ascertain the denomination of the family, or its relation in point 

of rank to fishes in general; but as tliis could only be done after analysis 

of the whole class, we can only attempt to form an estimate on the subject 

by comparing Cyyrinide with what seem to be analogous groups in other 

classes, to which the philosophical views of Mr. Macleay, Mr. Swainson, 

Mr. Vigors, and other writers on the natural system have been extended. 

29. I t  might be unnecessary in a coinmui~ication of this kind, to offer 

any remarks on the general principles of the natural method of arrangement, 

as these are fully expounded in popular introductions that ought to be 

universally read, as well as in several papers that liave been publishecl 

within these last twenty years in the transactions of the L i n n ~ a i i  and other 

learned Societies. I may however reinark, that in addition to tliose affinities 

by which ariiinals are immediately connected, there are more remote relations 

called relations of analogy, by which they typify or represent each other, 

6 6  a principle which," as Swainson observes, ~vas in some degree perceived by 
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L i n n ~ u s  when lie compared ruminating quadrupeds to gallinaceous birds," 

both of which evince the greatest intelligence, docility, and contentment 

under the domestication of man." Appendages to the head, whether in the 

shape of horns, crests, or fleshy protuberances, and the property of affording 

wholesome and nutritious food, and otherwise coiltributing to the ease and 

support of man, are according to Swainson the chief attributes of the type 

to which the above analogy refers. 

30. The Elephant, horned cattle, domestic poultry, etc. are commoil 

instances of the type alluded to, and if we compare their properties in 

their respective circles, with the Cyprinida in the order of abdominal mala- 

copterygians, we may venture perhaps to look upon that family as the equi- 

valent in its circle, to other rasorial groups in theirs. 

31. The mouth of Cyp. Calhusus, Buch. is small, and directed downwards, 

the anterior lip is compressed by a pendulous muscular snout to which 

four short muscular cirri, different from the nervous filaments of Siltiridc 

are attached,t and the posterior lip is fixed to the ligamentous union of 

the transverse apophyses of the lower jaw. In the Cii-rhins the lorver 

jaw is composed of two short branches or bony limbs, obliquely inclined 

towards each other from their articulation to the blunt apex of the jaw, 

where they are united by ligaments instead of sylnpl~ysis at the approxi- 

* Such analogies were, as RIr. AIacleay has slle\vn, known to Aristotle, by whom however, as well 

as all subsequent writers up to the time of RIr. IIacleay himself, they were mistaken for affinities. 

t The cirri of C y p r i t r i d ~  are soft and capable of being co~~tracted and elongated, iu well 

as the loose nluscular appendages of the snout to wllicl~ they are attaclled, particularly in llle 

genus Cirrhi~ztts Cov. ; but in IJintelodrts nor, Bucll. and most of the Silr(ritim I find the cirri are 

flat and cartilaginous, wit11 a groove on either edge for the protection of a large nervc. an artery, 

and a vein. A cirr~rs  so constructed is illcapable of muscular aclion, and IS strict]! all organ 

of sense only, and not of prehension as in CyprlZitltr, and ought to be called a filal~lellt. 
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ination of a slender apopliysis from each side. Figs. 4, 5, 20, 21, Plate 
54, show the under side of the right ramus of the lower jaw (natural 

size) of four species, n, being the point of approximation with its fellow at, 

the chin, and h, the articulating extremity behind. 

32. This structure is evidently adapted to the habit of collecting fruits, 

seeds, and other soft substances from the muddy and sandy bottoms 

of indolent streams, in which loose detached objects of the kind are most 

likely to occur, and where they may be easily collected without bodily effort 

by means of these soft pendulous and prehensile organs attached to the 

lips. If to these characters we add the great size of the species compared 

with the rest of the family, and tlie plain dusky colour of the Cirrhins, 

their analogy to the proboscidian types of quadrupeds seems almost coin- 

plete. But there are still other remarkable points of resemblance between 

the Cirrhins and rasorial forms among tlie quadrupeds, in the deficiency 

of teeth, and tlie weakness of the union of the two limbs of the lower jaw. 

33. In  the Elephant this jaw is only formed for grinding such substances 

as are introduced to the mouth by the proboscis ; there are no cutting teeth, 

the use of which in gathering food being superseded by the trunk. In all ani- 

inals possessed of such an organ, prehensile and cutting teeth appear to be less 

prominent according to t,he degree of its development ; of this we have instances 

in the Tapirs and Edentates. In  the SurcoboriacE the incisors and prehensile 

teeth are represented by a formidable knob on the sympliysis of the lower jaw, 

and in the PcEonomincE, \vllere even this symbol is wanting, we find such of the 

genera as are without strong muscular appendages to the snout, furnished 

with a cartilaginous rim to tlie mouth, which in some, as the Gonorhynchs, is 

confined to the edge of the lower lip, as a covering or defence when employed 
in detaching their peculiar food from the rocks to which i t  is fixed, and inar 

for this reason, be con'sidered as the last semblance of a structure eqlli- 
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valent to cutting teeth ;* but in the Cirrhins even this is quite deficient. Nor 

does the analogy between these fishes and proboscidian quadrupeds end here ; 

the presence of cutting teeth implies a strong solid union of the two bony limbs 

of the lower jaw at the symphysis for their insertion, but in the Edentates and 

Elephants the symphysis is remarkably feeble ; the two sides of the jaw being 

nearly separated by a deep fissure almost detaching its limbs from each other, 

as actually occurs in the Cirrhins, with which I include Labeos, which are also 

furnished with similar prehensile organs in the form of thick pendulous lips. 

So many corresponding circun~stances between animals so remote from each 

other in the scale of affinity, cannot be referred merely to  coincidence, but  

rather to a law of symbolical representation, by which the same type appears 

throughout an infinity of forms in the several classes. 

34. I f  C y l w i t ~ i d ~  be a rasorial group, as f h e  above analogies of their most 

perfect forms with rasorial quadrupeds would seem to indicate, the same rela- 

tions should appear on contrasting them with other classes, the corresponding 

points becoming more striking or faint in proportion as the groups with wllicll 

they are compared are contiguous or remote from them ; therefore, as birds are 

nearer to fishes than quadrupeds, the comparison of analogous types between 

these classes should afford more striking results than those I have cited. 

The 111ost reinarkable characteristic of rasorial birds is their sl~ortness 

of wing, terrestrial habits, and consequent strength and size of their legs. 

tvllich are formed for the principal support of tlie body, and in some almost 

Mr. Evans pointed out Lo me a peculiarity, for \\.l~irh lie colrld see no object, in ok~r skeleton 

of an Indian Rhinoceros, consisting of t\\.o minute incisors scarcely larger l l ~ a n  those of a Rabbit. 

and I~ardly projecting from the alveolar; yet these teeth, so small as to be utterly unfit for ally 

us~ fu l  purpose, are found in every individual of rile species. W e  can only regard these, and all sucll 

orgalls of \\~Iricll the animal kingdom presents innumerable examples, as the cllaracters hy wlliclr 

nature distinguislres her various types. 
% 



supersede the use of wings. It may be thought difficult to find among 

fislies a terrestrial type ; but .as water is the natural element of this class, 

so tlie ocean is its metropolis ; and those kinds that are confined to rivers 

and the interior of continents may be safely looked upon as more terrestrial 

than the rest, and consequently so far equivalent in their habits to rasorial 

birds ; and, ~vllile there is no instance of rasorial birds possessed of aquatic 

habits, or, as Swainson observes, " frequenting water or even its vicinity,"* 

so no species of Cyprinida is known to belong to tlie sea. I n  India the 

Cypr in id~  are exclusively confined to fresh water, mostly keeping beyond 

the influence of the tides, thus evincing a propensity for land analogous 

to  that of Rasores. 

35. There is perhaps no point better settled in comparative anatomy, 

than tliat the pectorals of fislres' represent the upper extremities of the 

lliglier classes of animals ; short pectorals may therefore be said to be eqni- 

valent to  short wings in birds ; but it  is a question of much interest to 

determine fully how this applies to tlie case before us, and if i t  is to be 

relied upon as a true analogy. 

I n  tlie Frog and several reptiles the scapula, has been found by Cuvier 

and Geoffrey to  be composed of two osseous pieces, agreeing with the two 

upper bones of the posterior frame or jamb of the branchial aperture in 

fishes, and a third or lower bone assists in forming a girdle to which tlie 

pectoral fins are fixed in SiZuri(Ece and most fishes of tlie same order, wit11 

the exception of tlie Cyprinida, and particularly tlie herbivorous section of 

the family (Pcononziaa). These bones were found by tlie most satis- 

factory analysis to represent tlie llumerus, or bone which gives support 

to the third row of quill feathers in birds. Below this bone there is a stylet, 

\rIlic11 in Cyprins is  merely rudimetltul. I t  was fourld by Cuvier to represent 

Geog. Dist. and Class. of Animals, p. 259. 
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the ulna and radius, or, in other words, to be eql~ivalent to the cubitus 

or bone wllicli sustai~is the secondary quills in the wings of birds. 

36. Tllrrs, t\vo bones whicli in birds constitute the larger portion of the 

wing,  nay be said to be allnost deficient in herbivorous Cyprins, thougl~ 

they are more developed in many species of the carnivorous section of 

the family, and still more complete and uniform in other families of t l ~ c  

sane order, as Siluride. 

37. I t  is hardly necessary to enter into farther analysis to prove that 

the pectorals of Cyprinich in general, but particularly of herbivorous 

Cyprins, are less complete than those of neighbouring groups ; for we are 

at once struck with the fact, on observing the small size of the pectoral 

fins in all our Peonontina., and tlie slenderness of the rays of which they 

are composed ; while the large clumsy rays of the ventrals, and the strength 

of these fins, are circumstances that cannot be overlooked, and which, when 

l~iewed in comparison wit11 tlie strong and fully developed legs of Rasores 

(34) supply all that is essential in tlie analogies between tlle groups in 

question. 

38. 111 the most carnivorous species of Surcoboriwe on the other hand, and 

especially in some of the Opsarions, as 0. polioxrts, and 0. pholiceyhrtlnu,* 

remarkable instances are observed of excessive development in the pectoral 

tins, and this is always as far as I have seen, attended with a proportio~~ate 

 ant of size in the ventrals, ~vhicli are so slender and small in tllis gentls, and 

their structure so delicate, as to render i t  hardly possible to conceive that t I~ey 

can be of much use in aiding the ~nove~nents  of tlie body. Now the \videly 

cleft moutll or beak, great breadth of wings or pectorals, obsolete ventrals or 

feet. are comiuon to Opsarions and Fissirostres, so tliat the first nrould tlrus 
-- 

* t. 47, t .2, 3. 
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appear to be a natatorial type of Srcrcoboriwe, corresponding with that type in 

the order of perching birds. T o  this however tliere is some objection, for if the 

Snrcoboriwa represent the Ferce, the most carnivorous genus of the sub- 

family (which Opsarions would seem to be) ought to represent the FaZco?~i~Za 

j11 which there is only one genus (Gjpattus) reinarkable for short feet and 

great breadth of wing; but the cruel habits and voracious appetite of the 

Opsarions go to establisli this last as the true analogy ; this however as well as 

many other points must remain to be decided by further inquiry. I11 the 

mean time we may be justified in the conclusion that tlie F e r e  among the 

,iIan~malia, and the Falconida among birds have their representatives among 

the Cypriuidce, and that the same type in each of the three groups seems 

to possess certain corresponding characteristics which may distinguish them 

from all adjoining groups, and that in describing those characters, the sanie 

terms are as applicable to tlie one as to the other, which is quite sufficient to 

prove their corresponding analogies. 

39. I t  may be objected to by those who have not paid much attention to 

the subject, that detached comparisons of this nature are of little value ; still, 

they are important as the ineans of directing attention to characters that 

would otherwise be liable to be passed over unobserved, I am therefore dis- 

posed to pay little regard to such objections. The number of species and 

groups are now so much multiplied in every department of natural history, 

that detached descriptions are daily diminishing in value ; and, besides, it is so 

easy to make a new genus if not required to shew our reason for doing so, 

that we need not be surprised that it should now have become a regular trade, 

a n d  that many acquire a temporary fame with the unthinking part of man- 

kind by the practice. 

40. The first test of a natural group is the circularity of its contents. 

To &certain whether the affinities of the Cypritzidre ore circular, it is 
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necessary to recollect that the herbivorous Cyprins are characterised by  their 

plain colours and great length of intestinal canal, which varies from six to 

twelve lengths of the body in the different groups ; those with the shortest 

(the Barbels) intestine being in the centre of the sub-family, i t  follo~vs that 

the two extremes must meet, or shew a tendency to  approximate or close. 

T h e  lierbivorous Carps are united to the Sarcolrorina by means of the 

Goirorhynchs and Systoms, and shew like tlie last a tendency to form a circle 

of themselves, though it is probable that the group is yet far from being 

complete. Tlie Surcoborince and the Loaches are united by turo new types, 

the Phtycarn and Psilorhynchus; and the Schisturn in addition to approxirna- 

ting to the PZdycscrn unites, or shews a tendency to unite both in form and 

habits with the Pceononine, the group with ~ v l ~ i c h  we set o u t ;  thus exempli- 

fying tlie first principle of natural classification, namely, that every natural 

series of beings in its progress from a given point, either actually returns, 

or evinces a tendency to return again to tliat point, thereby forming a 

circle." 

41. The second test of a natur;~l group relates to tlie number of its 

types. On this point there esists some difference of opinion among 

writers on the natural system, which their profound inquiries are now 

doing much to remove. I t  is a question which, to understand sufficiently 

for practical pllrposes, requires an extensive knowledge of natural history, 

and a mind soinemhat more imbued with tlie spirit of philosophy than has 

l~itlierto been considered requisite in those who ventured to n a ~ n e  new 

genera. I t  has already been said that tlie lower jaw of the Labeos agrees 

with tliat of the Cirrhins, in bei~ig formed of two bones articulated beliii~d 

to the anterior process of the preoperculum, a ~ i d  that in front a transverse 

* Swain. S a t .  Class. and Grog. Dist. Aliini. 2.74 

EI 
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al~ol~liysis is given off on either side, so as to meet nearly in tlie middle, 

\rliere they are united by ligaments and muscles at the chin, whicl~ is 
square, with a fissure i11 tlie middle. 

The lower jaw of tlie Barbels is composed of two longer limbs (Fig 6, 

Plate 54) articulated behind as in the Cirrlliiis, but without transverse 

npophyses in front, where the two bones are united by symphysis, or close 

union firmly cemented as i t  were with cartilage. 

I n  the Gudgeons the chin is rounded horizontally without the depression 

in the middle observed in that of the Cirrhins, or the acute lengthened apex 

of the Barbels, and is composed of a solid bony rim formed of a transverse 

process directed from each corner of the inoutli to the centre, where it is 

firmly united to its fellow by eymphysis at the chin ; at the corners of the 

mouth these transverse processes turn backwards at right angles (as in Cyp. 

butu, Buch. F ig  3, Plate 54) and sometimes at  still greater angles as in (Fig 2, 

Plate 54) Cgp. mrigukt, Buch. This last process is articulated behind to the 

anterior process of tlie preoperculum, and corresponds with Cuvier's angular 

bone in tlie Perch. 

42. The angular transverse processes in this last form have every 

appearance of being two distinct pieces (c. and d. Fig. 2, Plate 54) consolidated 

in adults by a bony union at the corner of the mouth, yet formed from 

distinct centres of osseous deposit. Now as these tliree forms are each 

attended with peculiar traits of character in regrard to tlie nature of foocl 

and the manner of obtninillg it, as well as in tlie structnre of their digestive 

organs, we may be sufficiently justified in regarding them as characterizing 
three types which, if we like, we may term primary. This view is filrther 

supported by the fact that, to one or other of the three forms in question, 

variously modified, the lo~ver jaw of all tlie Cyprills of this country may 
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be referred. In  Cyprinzis se?ntj~lottu (Fig. 1, Plate 54) the angular pro- 

cess is merged into tlie transverse, the first being only distinguished by 

the pterygoid process (c. Fig. 1, Plate 54), which we know from all the 

other species examined to belong to the angular limb (cl. Fig. 2, Plate 54) and 

not to the transverse process on which it  is in this species placed, while the 

;uialogy to the type of the Gudgeons is preserved by an additional transverse 

bone being placed parallel to, and in front of tlie first (e. e. Figs. 1 and 2, 

Plate 54.) Of the positive value of these characters, I n ~ a y  mention that 

Cypinzis mrigaln, Bucli, is indicated by Cuvier as a Cirrhinus, but proved 

by this method of analysis to belong to the G~tdgeons (Gobio prop. J. 31.) 

Iiaving as well as the peculiar affinity here pointed out, the lengthened 

alimentary canal of that genus. Cyprinus prop. Cuvier, I suspect will be 

found according to these principles to agree in its natural affinities either 

with the Barbels or Cirrliins, as tlie length of tlie dorsal and the presence 

or absence of a spinous ray are scarcely sufficient distinctions even for a 

sub-genus; and the Catastomi and Labeos of America will, I presume, be 

found to arrange themselves naturally with the Cirrhins. 

The lower jaw of the Gonorliynclis is coinposed of two limbs placed 

nearly parallel to each other, and as in the Cirrliins not united in front, 

but with this pec~~liarity-that the os hyoides is prolonged to the chin, at  ~vliich 

situation the anterior extremities of the three bones are tied together wit11 

ligainents." 

In the Opsnrions, and generally tl~rougliout the Sarcobo~.itz~, the secontl 

forill of jaw prevails, ~vitli the addition of being inore acute at the 

sympliysis ; this forin also seems to prevail in the Cobititla, but in these the 

V i d c  Jour. As. Soc. Beng. 1835. p. 40, where I described this structure ill G O I I O I . ~ J I I C ~ I ~ . V  

pc[roplril~ts. 
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bones of the jaw are soft and flexible. The limbs of this organ are round and 

slender in Cobitis prop., but firmly united in front by means of two es- 

panded apophyses, while in Schistz~ra they are flat and obliquely inclined to 

each other, so as to form by means of tlieir inner edges a lengthened symphysis. 

43. Thus we appear to have tliree primary types; the first distinguisl~es 

the Cirrhins, Labeos, and probably Catastoms ; a second is peculiar to the 

Barbels, Opsarions, and numerous otlier genera; and a third is seen in the 

Gudgeons. From these three types being so prominently developed in the 

Pc~o~zomiace, while one principle chiefly seems to run through all theSarcolo~.bc~., 

i t  is perfectly legitimate to conclude even from this circumstance alone, that 

tlie former should be the most perfect group of the two, and tliat its species 

should consequently be endowed with more diversified instincts; hence, al- 

though a vegetable regimen is the great characteristic of the Paono~ninn~, 

still many of the species are omnivorous, and this is to be expected, especially 

ainoilg the Cirrhins and the true Carps (Cyprinus prop. Cuv). The Barbels. 

however, as well perhaps as the Breams which appear to be peculiar to Europe, 

seem to partake more of carnivorous habits, and therefore must be held as tlie 

sub-typical, while the Cirrhins are the typical*, and tlie Gudgeons and 

Gonorhynchs from their possessing in the greatest perfection the single 

instinct for a tendency to ~vliich the Paonornine are most remarkable, viz. 

subsisting exclusively on a vegetable regimen, are as unquestionably the 

aberrant forms of Peonornine; on the other hand the rapacious habits of the 

Su,.coborine inark them so conspicuously as a sub-typical group, correspond- 

ing as they do with the habit of tliat group ill devouring other animals, 

t l ~ a t  it is unnecessary in this place to offer a remark in support of n 

fact so plain. 

*' Tlie Cirrllins being the most perfect forms of a typical group, arc strictly, in the language 

of Jlr. Swainson, pre-emitlent/?/ typical. 
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44. The consideration of the third or aberrant group in C y p i n i c h  
involves some points which will not be so clear to  those who have not 

studied the principles of natural classification. This group should possess 

three types, and these should be so related as to  form a circle of affinities 

among themselves. This property has suggested the following proposition 

to RIr. Swainson, which tends to reconcile some diversity of opinion that 

fortllerly prevailed as to the number of primary types-" The primary 

circular divisions of every group are three act~ially, or five apparently." The  

three aberrant types are named by Rlr. Vigors (Lin. Transac. vol. 14) from the 

corresponding groups in ornithology, natatorial, suctorial, and rasorial." Thc  

third type I find to be represented by the Loaches, but before we enter into 

a consideration of that part of the subject, it is necessary to point out the two 

first types which I have already only alluded to ;  this I must do by entering 

into more particulars than may seem to be necessary. 

45. R~~chanan in defining his ninth division of the old genus Cyj~ritzus 

which is composed of Gonorhynclis, as I have already pointed out, gave 

tl~eln the barbarous name of Garra, and compares their habits to those 

of the Loaches, and observes that they are called Balitora, or sand-dig- 

gers, by the natives ; a name I may observe which in Assam, and I 

presume also in Bengal, is applied to Loaches only. Indeed the Gonor- 

hynchs, or Gnrru of Buchanan are peculiar to mountains, from whence they 

are driven down during floods, and do not extend beyond the rapids that 

skirt their base, so that they can scarcely be said to be entitled to any Bengal 

name. In this group RIr. Gray detected a new genus, to which I wish he 

had given a more appropriate name than Balitorn; for independently of the 

* As thesc terms 11ave bee11 applied conditionally by AIr. Swains011 to Mnnt~ltnlin, I need 

make no apology for following the example of so good an autllority in applying tllern t,, 

fislles. Indced I halre been guided entirely by the views of Mr. Rlncleay, exllibited in t l l r  
Linnzan Tr~nsactions, and the works of Mr. Swainson from beginning to end of this paper. 
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species being different from any of those described by ~uchanati ,  and sup- 

posed by him to be the Balitorn of the natives, RIr. Gray's genus is peculiar 

to tnountain torrents, the beds of whicll are usually rocky rather than sandy ; 

for this reason as well as from the fact of the Bnlitorn of Gray forming a 

new type distinguished by ;L flat head and other reinarkable characters, 

I propose for it the generic name Plntycnru.* Several speciinens of this 

genus, corresponding I suspect with the spotted species of Gray, P. ~)rncukctc(, 

Plate 49, fig 2,t were brought down froin Bouton by Rlr. Griffitli, but they 

were unfortl~nately in such a decayed state when opened, that we have been 

unable to obtain fro111 them a very full specific description. I have llo~vever 

from these specimens been able to satisfy myself 011 other points connected 

with their structure, and find not merely that they are distinct from the 

Gonorl~ynchs (Gurrrr, Buch.) in eonsequence of their short fleshy abdominal 

tube which does not, including the stomach, exceed the length of tlie body, 

while that of the Gonorhynchs is equal to eight lengths of the body, but 

that their broad and blunt head is more like that of a Silrtrwa tha~l  a 

Cyprilzus. Tlleir cliaracter is rendered still more remarkable by the great 

breadth and position of the pectorals situated almost beneath the eyes, and 

the fleshy pedicles or arms on which they are placed, are decided arlalogies 

to natatorial forms. If we compare the characters of the Pkttycarct wit11 

* F r o n ~  plntcts broad and knrn the head. 

t From the importance here given to these species as forming a new type, I have trans- 

ferred the two figures from Hardwicke's Illustrations in ~ \ , l ~ i c l ~  there is no description of t l~em,  to 

Plate  49. 

Since the above was written the collectors employed by my friend RIr. Qriffill~ in the 

Kasya l~  mountains have obtained all atlditional species, and as their liberal e~nployer has no 

object to serve beyond the interest of science, he has freely permitted me to makc use of this or any 

similar object of zoological interest contained in his collections. The  species alluded to, P. ttas~rtn, is 

described in Prinsep's Journal of the Asiatic Society for November, 1838. PI. 56, f. 2. See also 

PI. 57, f. 2, of this paper; in this species the pectoral pedicles arc very slightly developed. 
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those of the natatorial types in the other classes, we are struck with the 

analogy-'' a blunt truncated muzzle, an obtuse head with strong jaws 

for seizing animal food." The  short intestines of the PZutyca~u prove their 

habits to be carnivorous, and though the mouth is not very large the jaws 

are remarkably strong, composed as in the Gudgeons of two limbs soldered 

in the middle, but much stronger than in the instance referred to. Among 

birds, the Owls-the natatorial group of Raptores, and the Fissirostres in the 

circle of perchers, as well as most of the Natatores are distinguished above 

other birds for their breadth of wing, and the blunt or flattened form of' 

the rostrum or the head, as has been proved by the philosophical analyses 

of the class by Vigors and Swainson." 

16. For the nest, or suctorial form (Plate 50, f. 1, 2,) we are indebted 

to two drawings in Bucl~aiian's collection, which are marked 'cStolephorus," 

hut the Stolephore (E~zgrrrzilis Cuv.) or Ancl~ovies, belong to the C/upeic/a, a 

family remarkable for its narrow or coinpressed forms. The  two figures referred 

to are not co~npressed nor sharp beneath, so that they could not belong to 

the genus Buchanan had in view whcil he named them on the drawings, 

and tliis inistake he seems afterwards to have corrected, as the same two 

species appear unquestionably to be those described in the Gangetic Fishes, 

pp. 347-8. under the names of Cypvi?lus Sucntio and Cyp Bn1iiora.t 

Tlie muzzle of these species is remarkably flatteiied and thin, but tliere 

is ilotl~ing remarkable about the pectoral fins, and the eyes instead of 

* T l ~ e  Pmcilintrtu ScWtb. to whicll I I ~ a \ ~ c  added a sub-genus Aplochclrcs, as well as tlle ad- 

joinillg gcnera wit11 flat l~cads and teeth, I also refer to the same type. Plate 42, figs. 2 :3. Plate, 

55 ,  f. 4. 

I. It \ v u  probably Buchnnan's descriptions of these species A l l . .  Gray 11ad 111 \view \vllc.l1 

Ile bcstowed the nnnlr h'fllilorn on the genus \vllicll I now cnll P/n(r/cnrn. 
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being placed on the upper surface of the head as in PZritycn~n, are situated 

on its edges; the mouth is remarkably small, placed far behind the long 

and thin muzzle, without any appearance of cirri as in the Loaches, to which 

Buchanan supposed them to bear a resemblance. This genus which appears 

to be the suctorial type, I propose to name PsiZorhyachus.* The peculiarities 

just noticed, as well as the position of the eyes which are far back in the 

head as we see in the Moles, Ant-eaters, and other analogous types among 

quadrupeds, together with their well formed and fully developed fins, 

indicative of powers of rapid motion, such as distinguishes the Hnmming- 

birds, Cinnyris, Waders, and other suctorial types in the same class. Unfortu- 

nately we are not acquainted with the habits of the two interesting species 

under consideration, farther than that they were obtained by Buchanan in 

the northern parts of Bengal, to which they have been probably swept from 

the mountains. The information to be derived from their intestines is 

however of the less importance as affecting their type, as they would be 

equally suctorial ~vhether they derived their food from the juices of plants 

or from shell-fish or ova. 

47. I t  remains to notice the analogical relations of the Loaches, an 

exceedingly numerous group in India, many species of ~vhich are common 

in every pond throughout Bengal and Assam. In these fishes we shall find 

the characters of rasorial birds as well as quadrupeds so strongly depicted 

as to leave no doubt of their forming an equivalent type among Cyprinich. 

When noticing the difference between the true Loaches (Cobitis) and 

,S'chisturm, I omitted to mention that in the dissections of five species of the 

former-all I have had an opportunity of examining, I conlcl find no natatory 

Frorn p s i / ~  thin or atter~uated, and rytichzta a S I I O I I ~  o r  beak. 
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bladder, while in the only species of the latter which I have been able 

to inspect I found that organ, though small and peculiar in its form, yet 

slifficiently developed to lessen considerably the specific gravity, enabling the 

Schistura to swim with facility, though perhaps with less buoyancy and 

ease than other Cyprinida.* But if a natatory bladder exists a t  all in the 

true Loaches (Cobitisprol).) or those whose caudal is entire, i t  must be in the 

manner described by Sclineider-very small and enclosed in a bony bilobate 

case which adheres to the third and fourth vertebrre, but even in this 

rudimental shape I have been unable to find an air vessel in any Indian 

species yet examined.+ 

This peculiarity, together with their small and weak fins, as well as 

lengthened and cylindric form, approaching to that of the ~ + f z ~ r ~ ~ i i [ l ~ .  

afford satisfactory evidence that they are less adapted for swimming than 

any other CyprilliCJCE, and may therefore be said to  be more terrestrial in 

their habits, living chiefly on sandy and muddy bottoms, or in jeels amidst 

aquatic vegetation. 

* Schistt11.0 rlorio iu~d  gel0 I~ave a men~branous air vessel placed in the upper part of 111~ 

abdomen as in ordinary Cyprins, but it consists ollly of a single lobe. S. ~fnrio, Buch. is tile 
only species of the L innaa~l  genus \\rllicll I Ila\-e foulld to frequent deep \vaten in t l ~ e  ope11 cllallnels 

of the Ganges and Bramaputra. 

t Since this was \\ .ritte~~. I Ila\.e found the air vessel in all these species sitt~nted in a snlRll hny 

rnse immediately over the entrance of the c~sophagus f m l  the nlouth. Plate 56. f. 5 ,  is a mqnified 

representation of the organ (whicll is not larger tI1an t l ~ e  Ilrad of a pin) as it occurs in cobitiiP 

~to~tecr ,  Bucl~. and otller neigllbol~ring species of the same sub-genus. Fig. 4. Platc 5(;, reprt.smts tllr 

rnlnc orpnn in several of the smaller Sclri'rirtr, in w l ~ i c l ~  it is also placd over the cntmn,~. of tht. 

~esop l~ng~~s .  and in 11otl1 CRSCS pmbnhly stls\vtbn t11e purpose of the hmncl~inl or pharyngeal ttrtll in 

the Pmo~to~ttitrcr, cspecinllg ns thr c~strrllnl sorfacc of t l ~ r  lmny crust a.11irl1 s t ~ r n , u n d ~  tllc 

vessel is. as represented in t l ~ c  ligurrs, studded wit11 ~n inu tc  spines. 

K 
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How nicely does all this correspond with the character of rasorial 

birds and quadrupeds given by Swainson! "Their toes are never united 

so as to be used for swimming, a peculiarity which confines them to dry 

land or to climbing among trees." " This is the type," says the philosophical 

observer just alluded to, " so remarkable for the greatest development of 

tail, and for those appendages for ornament or defence which decorate the 

head. If we went through the whole class of birds, and selected those 

beginning with the Peacock, wherein the tail was most conspicuous either 

for its size or for the beauty of its colours, we should unknowingly fix upon 

those birds which analysis has already demonstrated to be rasorial types. 

The  same results would attend a similar selection of quadrupeds and of 

winged insects ;. all these collectively would furnish many hundred proofs 

by which the uniformity of this type is preserved; appendages to the head, 

whether in the shape of horns, crests, or fleshy protuberances are no less a 

prevalent character of the group now before us."* 

48. These peculiarities mill be found exactly to apply to Cobiti.~ prop., 

which I shall nonr prove. 

First with regard to tail, the Loaclies are the only group of Cyp)-it~i(la 

in which the caudal is not bifid or divided by a fissure into two lobes, 

reducing its size and power as an organ for propelling the body forward ; and 

on the tails of several, especially Cobitia paco?zrtcen, J. R1.t we have even the 

zoned or eye-like spots exactly resembling those of the Peacock, although no 

instance of the kind is to be found in any other group of Cypritii<ke ; and in all 

Geog. Diet. and Class. Quad. 258. t PI. 52. f. I .  
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Loaclies the caudal is barred and otherwise ornamented, while that of every 

other species in the same family is perfectly plain.* 

Next as to soft appendages to the head, tlie Loaches surpass every other 

group in the same family in the number and uniformity of these appendages ; 

and lastly, the Loaches and Schisture present the very extraordinary rela- 

tion to the tribe of ruminants, and especially to the Cervide, or stags, in 

having articulated to the orbitar process of the frontal bone on either side, 

a formidable horn which can be raised at pleasure from a suborbitar sinus 

analogous to the suborbitar sinus in Antelopes, the use of which in them 

is conjectural. The horn which is concealed in this sinus in the Loaches, 

appears to be equivalent to the suborbitar chain in the Perch, and to the 

corresponding plates in the ordinary C!ypi?ti&; i t  is somewhat flattened 

or palmated, as in many of the Deer tribe, ending in a sharp point which is 

directed forward ; on the anterior margin and near the base of the horn 

a strong antler is given off, this is also very sharp, and turned forward like the 

point of the horn itself. 

4% I have shown that Cypri~lida is a natural group, that it is circulart 

in its affinities, that for instance in setting out from the Gonorliynchs we 

This as well as all similar analogies afirded by the structure of Cypri,ticke were developed 

ill the course of nly examination of species before I had ventured to form any general vietv\.s 

011 llle subject, and even h fore  I had studied those of BIT. BIacleay, or perused tlie works of 

i\Ir. Swainson, which have taught me llle inl~ortance of r l~anc te r s  \vl~ich althougll noted. I felt 

totally at  a loss how lo use. 

t ' I  They might as wc.11 be cnlled oral or square." '' IVhy not linear ? "  Tile rcsenrcllrs of z,Jolc,- 

gists during the last t ~ e l l t y  years llave fortllllately left Ine nothing originel to say ill *ply to tllis 

criticis~n, whirl1 perhaps deserves notice 8s conling fronr a ~ ~ i r n i l u r  oi  thc Cotiiolittee ,-,I 

Paperg, >lr.  C-. Spcakitig of describing natllrsl olljerts in l l ~ c  order in wl~irh they succeed racll 



1xiss through a succession of species connected together by direct relations, and 

after arriving at an opposite point (0psm.ius) at nrliicli the forms, habits, and 

other in nature, Cuvier and Valenciennes observe, "he alone could build up such a pretension who 

\vould attempt to place animated nature on a single line, a project which we have long since re- 

~ ~ o u n c e d  as one of the most false that could be entertained in natural history."-Historie hTaturelle 

des Poissons. 

On the same subject, another authority observes-" The day is now llaypily gone past when 

zoologists thought that the infinite variety of animals \vhich inhabit this globe owed their origin to 

the unsuccessful efforts of nature before she could attain the human structure as her term of 

perfection."-Alncleny-Liv. Trnnsnc. 

"As  to the rule of natural progression, is it  linear ? The idea of a simple scale in nature had 

long been discussed and finally abandoned."-Swnil~son's Discourse on the study 01 Nntztrnl Historj. 

As all natural objects have three relations of affinity, it is clear the chain that connects them 

cannot be straight, and not being straight the next simplest form is circ~~lar ,  but there is no 

objection to the progression of affinities being square or oval, provided they can be proved to be so ; it  

is less the form than the circumstance of the opposite extremes of a natural series meeting, that 

is insisted on. 

Some no1io11 of circular affinities appears to have existed from an early date. Hermann in his 

Tabula Aflnilatunt Animalium, published in 1783, as Mr. nIacleay points out, refen to a11 earlier 

writer who, like himself, seems to have had a glimpse of the same truth. Lin. Transac. vol. 14, p. 49. 

31. Lamark detected the existence of a double series which setting out in opposite directions from a given 

point met together at another. Unacquainted with the result lo which Larnwlr had been led, Prof. 

Fischer in 1808, perceived a tendency in the series of affinities to form acircle ; but these obscure inti- 

mations were first established by analyses in the Horre Entomologice of Rlr. JIacleay published in 

1819. Since then Mr. Vigors submitted a general analysis of the whole class of birds to theLinnean 

Society, in all the groups of which he found the affinities to confirm what had been observed by RIr. 

nlacleay during his examination of insects, as well as the views contained in a subsequent publica- 

tion recorded in the Linnean Transactions, in which the same principles were applied by Mr. RIacleay 

to the wl~ole animal kingdom. The birds of New Hollal~d were subsequently examined by nlessrs. 
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structure differ totally from those with which we set out, we are led back 

agaili through a succession of different forms from those through which we 

passed at  first, to the point from which me started. 

I t  has resulted from Mr. AIacleay's views applied to the analyses of the 

classes of birds, quadrupeds, and insects, that " the contents of such a circular 

group are symbolically (or analogically) represented by the contents of all other 

circles in the animal kingdom," but as s l~ch analyses have not yet been carried 

through fishes and reptiles, the conclusion just quoted has been submitted 

rather as a proposition by the distinguished author of the geography and 

classification of animals whose next proposition is, " That the primary divi- 

Vigors and Horsfield with the same result (vide Linnaean Transactions, vol. 16) and the whole of 

tl~cse observations hare since been confirmed, and their results more fully made out by Blr. 

Swainson, who also has extended his views to the Mamnzalia. About the same period with the 

publication of the Horz  Entomologica?, the progression of afinitics began to acquire additional 

interest among botanists. i\I. Agardh and BI. Decondolle both published their views on the subject, 

the first in his Botanical Aphorisms, and the second in the Memoires did Mztsetcm; when, with- 

out knowing \\'hat had been done by BIr. BIacleay, Jlr.  Fries announced the same results in the 

Fungi, attained by a different form of analysis. Similar views have since been more extensively ap- 

plied to plants by Professor Lindley in the last edition of his Introduction to the Natural System. 

Writers on natural history in the present day may be divided into three classes; first, those 

wllo recognise no rules but such as appear to be laws of nature, and taking nature as their guide fornl 

their vielvs according to the result of observations which are not confined to external characters, 

but  embrace all that concerns natural objects. The  second class consists of naturalists who 

pllrsue tile easier course of following authorities, but their works consist chiefly of techni- 

calities derived from external characters indiscriminately applied to genera and species; tlleir 

higher groups are consequently constructed arcording to rule rather than nature. The third class 

comprises describers of species, whose books are only remarkable for their size and expense. 

Nor can I altogether overlook upon this occasion another class of persons, who, though they 

are not naturalists, and scarcely even allow us to call them writers, yet exercise but too often 

an influence in Societies detrimental to the objects of such institutions, and the real advancement 

of science. 

I. 
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sions of every group are characterised by definite peculiarities of fonn, strl~c- 

ture, and economy; which, under diversified modifications are uniforn~ 

tliroughont tlie animal kingdom, and are therefore to be regarded as tllc 

primary types of nature." I shall now merely copy from the work referred 

to, one of the tabular views of the parallel relations of well knowrr groups of 

MammaSa and birds, adding in the first columrr what appears from my 

analysis of Indian Cypri~lide to be equivalent grorlps, and thus shew at onre 

liow far this family of fishes is calculated to exemplify tlie great leading 

principles of analogy discovered by RIr. Rlacleay. 

Orders of lhe Orders of' Fmn' qf A?rnlo,qical Characters. JIo,llmnlio. Tribes 
C ~ h a i d a ? .  Birds. Insessorcza. 

T ~ I J  ical. 

i 
Pre-eminent in their 
powers of prehension, 1 PZONO~IINR. ,  . . and in gerleral organi- QUADIIUMANE, .  . ~ N B F : s s o ~ ~ ~ s . .  . . .CONIROSTABB. 
ration-claws, spines, [ 
or 11ail.s not acute. . . J 

Rapacious, feeding 
. . {upon live animals- 

SARcOBOR1xm~ claws, or other organs FEIIE . . . . . . . . . . R A F T ~ ~ R S  . . . . ~ ) l % ~ 1 ' 1 ~ 0 ~ ' r l l l i f i .  

of torture acute. . . 

Nafalorial. 
l Head or rostrum flat l 
I and large, a~lterior ex- 

L A T A  and { tremities more de. - 
,,,,,,, ,,, , ,  velopd in prlportion I CETACEA.. . . . . . N A T A T O ~ ~ S . .  . . . P ~ s s ~ n o s t n ~ a .  

than the posterior- I 
(habits carnivorous. . . ) 

St~cforial. 
Sizediminutive,upper 

~~II .O~IIYNC!HUS, 
mandible, or I 

snoutprolonged,--r~~n, GLIIIES. . . . . . . . ( :HAI,~.ATO~ES..  . T B N U I H O S T R Z ~ ~  

fly, or swim very fast. 

ILasorial. 
Ilead ornamented 

. . 
elther with horns or 

C ' I ) M I ~  IH~; . .  soft appendages-ha UNQULATA.. . . . .RAEORES.. . . .. . . SCANBORBR. 
bits granivorous or 

(herbivorous. . . 
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.5O. It  would be too mucl~ to expect from the materials of one zoo- 

logical province to demonstrate satisfactorily all the properties of nat~lral  

groups in the minor divisions of this fanlily. That  its typical and sub- 

typical groups are circular is plain enough. from the d i r n i ~ l u t i o ~ ~  in tlre 

le~lgtli of the intestinal canal we experience in passing from the Cirrlri~ls 

to the Barbels : and agaiu, f ro~n  the Harbels through the C~onorhyncl~s to 

tllc Gudgeons that canal beco~nes longer, indicating an union between the 

latter, and the group fro111 wl~ich we set out. 

I .  l l ~ e  same thing is observed in passing from the Systoms tlirouglt 

tlre Opsarions, Perilamps, and I,euciscs; a tendency between the former and 

Inttcr to r~rlite is indicated, thus forming the sub-typic:tl group (Surcolrori~rce) 

into a circle. 

A similar thing may be seen in the aberrant group ( A p a l o ~ ~ t e r i a a )  in 

which the Sclristura form one extremity, and the Plutycnrn the other;  the 

intermediate space being occupied with the P a c i l i a ~ z ~ ,  Psilorhy?zchi, and true 

L,oaclles. 'rhe entire caudal of the former points out their relation to Cobitis 

prop., but  until analysis be extended to all known species, European and 

American, the attempt to reduce the smaller groups to any thing like pre- 

cision would be difficult and uncertain, from the greater chance there is of the 

series being less complete tha~l  in the higher groups, of which we migllt 
*-. 

:rlways hope to possess at least a specimen of each genus. I s11;lll tl~erefore 
content myself with having submitted the preceding tabular view of tile 

principal group, referring to the elucidation of genera for f~lrtlrer details. 

in the confident expectation that what tias already been denlollstrated ~vill  in- 

duce naturalists to investigate the subject from the materials of other countries 

s well as of this. 

W e  are far fro111 being prepared to point out the most cllnracteristic 

types even of our Indian groups of this family. Indeed there n1;LI; yet 
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be some unexpected forms unknown to us, the discovery of which worlld 

necessarily derange ally attempt we could now make to trace in farther 

detail tlle parallel relatioils of the minor groups anlong themselves. Six 

species collected in the mountain streams at Simla by Dr. AIacLeod, 

and obligingly submitted to me, have proved to be all undescribecl, :uld 

one of them affords the type of a new genus Orei~zus, or mountain Barbels, 

of ~vhich I had before received from Mr. Griffith a species from Boritan 

( 0 .  guttatus); but as there was but one specimeli in Rlr. Griffith's collec- 

tions, and that considerably injured, I hesitated to form from i t  alone the 

characters of a new group.+ This genus has the form of Go~zorhynchus ; the 

mouth is situated in like manner under the head, but the alimentary canal 

is considerably shorter, and the dorsal is preceded by a spine as in the Barbels. 

51. I am uncertain as to the habits of the Europeaii Breams, not having 

examined them myself; but from all that I can glean on the subject, they 

appear to be insectivorous, and in the best figures I can find of them the 

mouth appears to be directed upward, and the anal fin to be long; these 

characters may prove to be analogies rather than affinities to the Perilamps, 

and until the point be decided, the parallel relations of the two groups cannot 

be made out ;  the only Indian Bream I am acquainted with (Cyp. cotis, 

Buch.) has the character of the Perilamps both in the form of its mouth 

and length of its alimentary canal, while on the other hand, the old genus 

Leucisczis is not a natural group, some of the European species, as Cyprinus 

Cultrat~is being doubtless an Opsariz~s,t while others are certainly her- 

' Cyprinus Richardsotzii figured in Hardmicke's Illust. t. 04. f. 2. is an Orei7izcs, and may be 

appropriately named 0. picaclntlrs. 

t Lezccisczts Caerztleus, Yarrel and L. erytl~roptl~abnus, Cuv. appear to be Perilamps, L. doubln, 

1,. lcancaslrie~rsis, Yarr. and L. alburnus are also insectivorous. I have mentioned this in a letter 

to Mr. Swaiz~son in Octobcr last, and I have no doubt the hint will be sufficient lo direct the 

attention of this philosophical naturalist to an examination of the wliole of the English species. 
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bivorous,* and might perhaps be referred to the Gudgeons ; but until all 

these points be settled, it would be idle to dwell farther on the parallel re- 

lations between the typical and sub-typical groups. 

52. Cyprinida, of all fishes of equal importance are those that appear to 

have occupied least, the attention of naturalists; a circumstance the more 

curious, as in consequence of their being peculiar to fresh waters they are more 

universally distributed in the interior of continents, where they ought to be 

more familiar and useful to man than any other family of the same class. 

Regarding their distribution, little has hitherto been made known. I t  

would not appear that there is any one species common to Europe and 

America ; i t  is not however to be supposed that we are yet prepared to form 

an accurate comparison between the C'yprinide of the old and new worlds, 

since the majority of species in either seems as yet to be but ill defined. Nor 

is it to be supposed that ichthyology has yet been prosecuted in America to 

an extent at all likely to make us acquainted with the numerous species that 

,nust inhabit the extensive lakes and rivers of that continent. Of African 

species few only are referred to by Cuvier, while the Nile is known to present 

some species that are not found in the south of Europe. The Chinese species 

may yet be said to be almost unknown, with the exception of a few 

determined by Cuvier from the very doub t f~~ l  data afforded by paintings; 

although it is seldom that so favourable an opportunity is afforded for 

collecting information on any branch of natural histoly, as that which the 

British embassies in China possessed, for investigating the peculiarities 

of the fresh water fishes of that empire, from the length of time they passed 

in boats on some of the principal rivers. Nor is any thing whatever known, 
as far as I am aware, of the existence of Cyprins in New Holland or any 

I.etccis ztilgaris, L.  id^& and L. rttliltts are probably I~erbivorous, and accordil~g to 111e 

lengtll of their intestine may either be added to one or other of the groups I~ere indicated. 

A 1  
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of the Polynesian Islands." I n  India the fishes of several of the great rivers 

pet remain to be investigated, as those of the Irra~vaddi, the Indus, and the 

Nerbudda. A collection of drawings of the fishes of the Indus, prepared during 

a scientific mission under Capt. Burnes, has recently been deposited in the 

museum of the Asiatic Society ; and Rlr. Griffith, to whom every branch of 

science is as dear as the one in which he is fast rising to the highest station, 

is now engaged in making extensive collections of, and observations on, the 

fishes of the same river. The museums of Paris must already be well stored 

* This and other blanks in  our knowledge of the animals of New IIolland are now about to be 

supplied by Mr. RIacleay himself, who, in August last, embarked with the intention of pursuing 

researches in every department of the natural history of New H o l l a ~ ~ d .  On his departure from 

England, Mr. nlacleay intimated his desire to receive at  Sydney, where he may remain for 

three or four years, Insects, Crustacea, and other ncglected objects of a similar nature from 

India in  exchange for the productions of New South Wales, wliicl~ he would be llappy to supply: 

Few who entertain a just pride for the scientific character of oar  country wl~ich Mr. Macleay 

has been the means of elevating, would require the stipulation proposed to induce them to for- 

ward the views of one of our countrymen who has already been the means of exalting zoological 

pursuits to the highest place among intellectual occupations. Considering the intimate intercourse 

now established between Calcutta and Sydney, i t  is to be hoped that an appeal to India, 

from such a quarter, will not have been made in vain, and that all who are interested in 

the advancement of natural history will collect and forward whatever objects their particular 

localities may afford, with a view to facilitate the researches of the illustrious author of Horte 

Enlomologicm. Mr. 3Iacleay writes from London, 12th August, 1838-"I an1 now on the 

eve of embarking for Sydney, where I intend to remain for the next three or four years, and 

what 1 would ask of you is to exchange invertebrated animals, collected in India, as the Anne- 

lids, Annulosa, Cirrepedes, Radiata, and Acrita for other objects collected in New Holland ; Insects, 

Spiders, and Crustacea of India I a t  present desire above all ; and shall feel obliged by any 

notes on their inetamorphosis or economy. With regard to such notcs, I need not say I sliall bear in 

mind the axiom " S I L U ? ~  c~~ique," if YOU will point out your particular desiderntn in natural history 

I \\.ill c*ndeavour to add to your collections." 

RIr. Stvainson also writes as follows-" At  present I am cngaged in Icl~thyological 

volumes ; butaa tliese will be published before you would have time to render me any 
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\\.it11 Indian species collected by Messrs. Duvaucel, Jaquemont, and De- 

Lessert, but I doubt if any of oiir British museurns contain many of the 

commonest species of the Ganges. 

Natural history is now assuming a station so important in the highest 

scale of intellectual pursuits, that any remarks at all calculated to impress on 

the minds of those who are connected with missions into new countries 

a lively sense of the interest that attaches to its most minute details, will 

not, we may be assured, be taken amiss. Information however carefiilly 

collected on such occasions as those referred to, becomes comparatively use- 

less when unaccompanied with specimens of the things to which it  relates. 

\Ve should ever recollect that the easiest and best way to promote our 

own fame, and coritribute at the same time to the advancement of natural 

history, is by making collections, nor are we without examples of the 

higliest awards having been, though somewliat prematurely, conceded to 

collectors. Nevertheless, to render collections of the highest degree of real 

value in the present advanced state of science, those who make them should 

gather at the same time as much information as possible regarding the 

circumstances under ~vliicli the various objects comprised in them live, or 

assistance, I will rather entreat your aid in the class of Insects which will next succeed in the 

' Cabinet of Natural History.' My cabinet is remarkably deficient in tlle entomology of India, parti- 

cularly among the smaller and less showy species. T l ~ e  best way of preserving Beetles or coleopter- 

011s insects as well as spiders is by p ~ ~ t l i n g  them into spirits, all other insects should be stuck upon 

cork." Common bazar spirits answers the purpose of preserving insects very well, if i t  be strong 

enough to burn, which it would be well to try always before trusting to it, and instead of cork 

remarkably light and convenient trays may be made of a common species of deschy,~onre)te, called 

ill  Bengal Soh,  and may be made, so that a number of them fit into a box. The  paste wit11 

which the Sola is fastened might be poisoned, and a little campl~or rolled up in thin paper, 

placed in ear11 tray as a security ngainst ants. I shall be l~appy to afford my aid to nrly friends 

of science in India, by for\vartli~lg any collcctions that may be entrusted to me for tile eminent 

I ~ C ~ Y O I I S  n.110 have applied to us. 
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occur ; and it is in this that the intelligence of the naturalist may be best and 

most profitably displayed during his journies in new countries. 

53. The following tabular view of the distribution of Cyprinida, though 

avowedly imperfect, will serve to show how the leading groups are generally 

dispersed. Cirrhins, for instance, appear to be peculiar to India, or at least to 

the tropical parts of Asia, and the Catastoins to America ; while both are 

represented in Europe by the true Carps. From the number of Gangetic 

species, the Barbels like the Cirrhins would seem to have their metropolis 

in India, from whence the genus is extended over the Caspian Sea, and 

the Nile into Europe. 

The Gonorhynchs would also seem, as a group, to be natives of the 

East, one species only having been found in South Africa, none in Europe, 

and eleven in India. 

The greater part of the Sarcoborinc~ are probably also Eastern fishes, 

with the exception of the Breams and Lenciscs, although some of the European 

forms set down under the latter genera may be found to belong either to 

the Perilamps or Opsarions. 

The small sub-genera of Pacilia appear to be equally distributed in 

all parts of the world, one having been already found in Africa, two species 

in India, where a few more may be expected, seven species in America, 

and seven in Europe; but in every case the species of one continent have 

been found to be distinct from those of another. 

The Loaches (Cobilis prop. Lin.) afford another instance of the con- 

centration of numerous species in India, while three only are found in 

Europe, and none whatever in America. The annexed table exhibits the 

general distribution of the family. 
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CYPRINI- 
DIE C'ltU. 

G E N E R A L  VIEW O F  THE DISTRIBUTION O F  C Y P R I N I D E .  

- 

SUB-FAN. GENUS. SUD-CEN. 

Cirrliinus Cuv . .  . . . . . . . - - 1.7 - - - - 
Labeo Cuv.  - 2 I - -  1 1 5  1 Catastomus Leaeur. . . . . .. - 19 - - ---I9 

Barbus Czw. . . . . . . . . 4 - 11 - 2 1 - 18 
Oreinus fiIcClell. . . - - 4  - - - - 4 

6  - 4? 4 ?  -- - 14? 

i Tinca CUU.  1 - - - --- 1 
[Gonorhyncl~us G r o a . .  . . . .. - - 1 0  - - 1 -11  

I - 
Abramiv Cuv.  5 1 1 - - - - 7  

S.HconoRINw Rliodeus A.qa~s. Fossil Genera in the lacustrine deposit of CEningen. 

Perilampus 3lcCleU. . . . . . . - - 12 - --- 12 
Leuciscus Klei21. . .. . . 1 3 ,  4 ? 9 - - - - 2 6 ?  

(Opsarius nfcclelz. . . . . . . -' - 12 - - - - 13 

I Pacilia prop. Schvt. - 4 - - - - - 4 
Lebias Cztu. . . 1 - 3 - --- 4  

( Pn.ilia ,NrcIeII, Fundulus Lncip. 5 ,  2 - - -- - 7 
Molinesia Leseur. - 1 - - --- 1 

1 Cyprinodon l a c & .  2 4 - - - - - 6 
[Aplocl~elus McClell. - - 3 - - - - 3 

APALOPTERI- Anableps BI. - - - - -  1- 1 
Platycam 1WrCIeZI. . . . . . . - - 3 - --- 3 
Psilorl~ynchus iMcClell. . . . - - 2 - --- 2 

The American species of this family referred to in the Regn6 Animal, only 

amount to thirty-three, but Dr.  Richardson in his report on North American 

Zoology mentions nearly as many more, imperfectly indicated by Rafinesque 

Srnaltz, and other writers as belonging to the rivers and lakes of the new world*: 

* I have not yet seen the volume of Fnt~rin Borenli A ~ ~ ~ e r i c n ~ r n  by Dr. Richardson, wliiclr 
is  devoted to Irl~tllyology, the \,olume on Birds being tlie only part of that important work which has 
rc~acllrtl India. 

N 
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still however the preponderance of species in favour of India is so remarkable, 

that i t  is only by extending our consideration to other genera of the order 

1Maluco~1terygii abrlonzinales that we find the equilibrium restored in the 

distribution of fresh-water fishes. Thus the Salmonida which form a large 

proportion of that order in the rivers of both Europe and America, are 

in India quite unknown, not one species of that extensive family having yet 

been found in this country, where the blank appears to be filled up by the 

excessive developmet~t of the Cyprinida. 

54. One species of Tenth,* four Leuciscs,t and one Gudgeon,i are erlu- 

merated among the fossils of (Eningen by M. Agassiz, who also describes 

two new genera j Rhodeus and Apius, nearly allied to, but distinct from 

the Perilamps and Systoms. They are distinct from the first, by the dorsal 

and ventral margins being equally arched, and the caudal and anal fins being 

less developed; and from the second, by the absence of spines in either of 

the latter fins ; both belong however to Sarcohorinre, and will serve to render 

that group far more complete than it  appeared to me to be before I saw 

M. Agassiz's splendid work. TIVO fossil species of Cobitinre are also found in 

the same locality, one of these, C. cephnlotus Agass. belongs to Scltisiu~a. 

The marlstone in which these remains are found is justly considered by M. 
Agassiz to be a lacustrine deposit, and supposed to be coeval with the molasse 

of Switzerland and the sand stone of Fontainbleau, and consequently to cor- 

respond with the miocene or early tertiory period. 

Tzrtca leptosomn, Agass. Recherclies sur les Poissons Fossiles, vol. v.  t. 51. 

t Leuciscus papyracetcs, Agass. V .  t. 36. L. Iepfus, Agass. V .  t. 57. L. pusilltcs id. I .  c. 

I,. ceningensis id. and L. keferurus id. I .  c .  

: Gobio analis, Agass. t. 57 

5 Rlrodeus elongalus, Agass. t. 54. and R. lalior id. I .  c .  Of the genus Apius, hI. Agassiz 

describes A.  gracilis, and A. brongiarti, V. 1. 55. ; but the latter as well as Leucisczts pnpyracelrs 

are from the lignites of hI61lal. 
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55. That the external covering of animals indicates the medium in 

which they live, we know by the hairy coat of the Manimalin, the  feathers 

of birds, and the scales of fishes and Anzphibia. Nevertheless there are several 

families of fishes without scales, and many terrestrial Mammalin that are sup- 

plied with them instead of hair. I n  the naked fishes the body is defended by 

a copious oily mucous, which saves it no less effectually than scales from the 

abrasive influence of the dense medium through which they are destined to 

move, while their habits and form render the necessity for a scaly a m o u r  less es- 

sential to their safety, being capable of concealing themselves from enemies in 

sands and mud, as the Rays (Rain) and Eels, (Murana,) or are of such a for- 

midable character as to render any security against the injuries of their class un- 

necessary ; such are the Squallida or sharks, which may be said to be predomi- 

nant among the fishes of the ocean, and the Silurida which maintain a corres- 

ponding place in fresh-water lakes and rivers. Notwithstanding this diversity, 

RI. Agassiz has turned the external coverir~g of fishes to a happy account in the 

study of fossil species, of which the scales alone are often the only vestiges that 

remain ; thus a knowledge of eight hundred extinct species has been attained 

that could not have been characterized by ordinary means. Although the 

researches of RI. Apusiz have added largely to the science of zoology, they 

have done still more if possible for geology, by " introducing a new element" 

into our calculations ;* no one however is more aware than M. Agassiz himself, 

of the error i r~ to  which some are led in supposing the lepidermal system to 

be based on principles that are in any way a t  variance with the natural 

classification of animals. By that system BI. Agassiz has extended our know- 

ledge of the natural characters of species, and introduced to the calculations of 

the zoologist as well as geologist, a new element by which we must be guided 

in the study of fossil fishes, rather than a principle opposed to the classification 

of these or other animals according to their structure and habits. 

Dr. Buckland's Brid. Treat. p. 270. 
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Cyprinidce cottstit~ite t l t e j i s t  L qf'tlte seco?ld order o$'osseousjishes tianzed 

in tlte R e g ~ t e  Animal, " Mnlaco/)teryg.ii Abdomi)taZes," jhom their oetttral 

$ns be i~tg  pluced behind the pectornls, withowt being. nttachecl to the holies oj '  

the shoulder. 

CHAR. One dorsal $in, stomach without ccecal appejtcluges, brc~ticltinl me~rz- 

b r a m  with f ew  ruys. 

1. SUB-FA~~.-P~EONO&IINR.* J. M. 

CHAR. Mouth slightly cleft, either llorizorital or directed more or less 

downward. The  stomach is a lengthened tube continuous wit11 a long intesti- 

nal canal. Colours plain. Three rays in the branchial membrane. 

Oss. They occur only in fresh water, and comprise a large proporti011 of 

the fishes of lakes and rivers, more especially those that are of' economical 

importance. Their food consists chiefly of confervoid plants and other pro- 

ductions of the vegetable kingdom. 
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CHAR. Lower jaw composed of two short limbs loosely attached together 

in front, where instead of a prominent apex, there is a depression ; lips soft and 

fleshy with four cirri,* dorsal without spinous rays. 

OBS. This genus mould seem to be represented in America by the Catas- 

tomi of Leseur, and in Europe by Cyprinns proprius, Cuv. I n  India it  

affords several of the most favourite, abundant, and wholesome species. 
* 

Spec. C. macronotus, J. M. t. 41. f. 1. 

Length of the head to that of the body as one to four; 

forty-one scales along the lateral line, and thirteen in an oblique 

line from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. D.23 : P.16 : 

V.9 : A.7 : C. 19. 

HAB. Assam and North-eastern parts of Bengal, where i t  

attains from two to three feet in length. 

Spec. C. nandina, Buch. P. G.t t. 8. f. 84. 

Length of the head to that of the body as one to three ; 

forty-four scales along the lateral line, and twelve in an oblique 

line from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. D.26 : P.16 : 

V.9: A.7 : C.19. 

HAB. Bengal and Assam. 

Spec. C. calhasu, Buch. P. G.  t. 2. f. 33. 

Length of the head to that of the body as one to four and 

a half; forty-two scales along the lateral line, and fourteen in an 

I am not sure as to cirri forming any very valuable cliaracter of a natural genus. The length 
of tile dorsal fin certainly does not ; in the first species it is as long as in the Carp. 

t P. G .  These initials refer to Buchanan's work on Gangetic Fishes. 

0 
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oblique line from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. D.15 : 
P.17 : V.9, or 10 : A.8 : c.;. 

Variet. Forty-two scales along the lateral line, and fifteen 

in an oblique line from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. 

D.16 : P.15 : V.9 : A.5 : c.,:. 
HAB. Bengal and Assam. 

Spec. C. rohitn, Ruch. P. G. t. 36. f. 85. 

Length of the head to that of the body somewh:lt less than 

one to three ; forty-two scales along the lateral line, and twelve 

in an oblique line from the base of the ventrals to tlie dorsum. 

D.15 : P.16 : V.9 : A.7 : c.$ 
Variet.' t. 42. f. 2. Forty-three scales along the lateral 

line, and thirteen in an oblique row from the base of tlie ren- 

trals to  the dorsum. D.15 : P.16 : V.9 : A.8 : C.20. 

HAB. Bengal and Assam. 

Spec. C. gonius, Buch. P. G. t. 4. f. 82. 

Scales minute ; snout muscular and perforated by numerous 

inucous pores. D.15:P.17:V.g:  A.7:C.19. 

HAB. Bengal and Assam. 

spec. C. ?lnncar, Buch. P. G.  p. 299. 
Sub-operculum rudimentary, and concealed beneath the 

integuments. D.20: P.18: V.9:  A.8:  C.19. 

HAB. North-eastern parts of Bengal. 

This fish attains a large size in Assam, and is probably the true Rtcee of the natives. T l ~ a t  

which is figured by Buchanan is as far as I I~ave seen a small fish, though the larger kind w l ~ i c l ~  

I have figured would seem to be tlle'one Ile has described. This as well as the preceding species 

present so many varieties, probably the result of artificial means resorted to for thcir propagation, 

from their value as an article of food, that it is difficult to define their true characters. 
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Tlie followirig three species have a black spot a t  the base of the caudal, 

and the dark colour of the back descends in fasciated points on the sides, thus 

indicating a relation with the Sarcoborince; but until the nature of this relation 

be determined, and tlieir habits and structure known, I place them with the 

Cirrliins. I only know them by Ruchanan's figures and descriptions.* 

Spec. Cyp. ntoruln, Buch. P. G. PI. xviii, f. 91. 
Length of the head equal to the altitude of the body, and 

to a fourth of the length ; lips pendulous, the hinder fimbriated. 

D.13 : P.16 : V.9 : A.8 : C.19. 

HAB. Ponds in Bengal. 

S'ec. Cyp. joalius, Buch. t. 42. f. 6. P t  
Head large and very blunt, mouth low and liorizontal. 

D.12 : P.-? V.9:  A.8 : C.-? 
HAB. North-eastern parts of Bengal. 

Spec. Cyp. dero, Bucli. P. G. t. xxii. f. 78. 
Only two cirri. Head oval and blunt, snout prominent and 

rough, lips smooth-edged. D.13 : P.18 :- ? V.9 : A.7 : C.19. 

H A D .  Brainaputra. 

CHAR. Structure and habits agree with those of the Cirrliins, but cirli are 

wanting, or very minute. 

Ons. The last species would seem to be a Cutnsto~~vs, and the two first to 

be very nearly allied to each other, and to differ chiefly from C. go~t ius,  Buch. 

* To these Inay be added for tile present Cyp. partsio, Bucl~ .  P. G .  317. t. 42. f. 4 p. It seenls 

to differ from tllenl merely in being witllout cirri. 

t This sign P ,  denotes that tile fgurc given is from Buclianan's collection. 
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in being without cirri. They correspond with the species named by Buch- 

anan, Cyp. curchius, C. cursa, and C. cursis, but I cannot altogether reconcile 

them with his descriptions ; they appear to me to be varieties resulting from 

domestication. 

Spec. Cyp. cu~cltius, Buch. t. 40. f. 3. 

Scales minute and disposed so as to indicate longitudinal 

stripes, Lips fleshy and fimbriated, seventy-eight scales along 

the lateral line, and thirty from the base of the ventrals to the 

dorsum. D.17 : P . 1 6 :  V.9 : A.7 : c.: 
HAB. Bengal and Assam. 

Spec. Cyp. cursis,* Buch. t. 38. f. 3. 

Snout thick and projecting, eighty-three scales on the la- 

teral line, and about twenty-seven across the body-from the base 

of the ventrals to the dorsum. D.16 : P.17 : V.9 : A.7 : c.:. 
HAB. Assam and Bengal. 

Variet. Cyp. cursa, Buch. t. 38. f. 2. /3 

Scales and fin rays the same as in C. curcltius, but the 

back is more abruptly arched, and the (abdominal margin is 

straight to the anal. 

Spec. C. dyocAeilus,t J. AZ. t. 37. f. 1. 

Goreuh of the Assamese. 

Head long, opercular plates covered with thick integu- 

ments, snout muscular, forty-four scales along the lateral line, 
- - - - -- . - - - - - -- - - - -- 

This variety had been figured from a dried specimen and transferred to stone, before I 

found in Buchanan's collection a most excellent drawing of it. 

t So called from the pendulous structure of the snout descending 80 a4 to form tile appearance of 

a second lip. 
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and thirteen in an oblique line from the base of the ventrals 

to the dorsum. D.12:P.18:V.9:  A.8:C.lg.  
HAD. Assam, where it  usually attains two feet and 11p- 

wards in length. 

CHAR. Lower jaw composed of two lengthened limbs, united in front so 

as to forin a smooth narrow apex. Dorsal short preceded by a strong spine, 

lips hard, four cirri, intermaxillaries protractile. 

OBS. Species of this genus inhabit the Caspian Sea, the Nile, and several 

of the rivers of Europe, generally confined to clear water. The comparative 

shortness of the intestinal canal proves them to be less exclusively herbivo- 

rous than any other fishes of the same sub-family. The Indian species, 

indicated in the Regne Animal, all belong to other genera. 

Spec. B. hexustichus,* J. R1. t. 39. f. 2. 

Cyp. tor, Buch. P. G.  305. 

Lohra of the Assamese. 

Length of the head to that of the body as two to seven, 

twenty-five scales along the lateral line, and six in an oblique 

row from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. D.11 : P.17: 

v .9  : A 8 : C.19. 

HAB. Great rivers in the plains of Iildiit. Ordinary length 
froin one and a half to three feet. 

F r o n ~  the scales for111i11g six rows a lor~g tire ~ides.  

1' 
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Spec. B. progeneius,* J. M. t. 56. f. 3. 

Cyp. tor, Buch. Coll. 

Length of the head to that of the body as one to  three, 

twenty-six scales along the lateral line, and six in an oblique 

row from the base of the ventrals to  the dorsum, with a large 

cellular appendage to the apex of the lower jaw. D.12  : P.16 : 

V.9 : A.7 : C.19. 

HAB. Great rivers in the plains of India. Ordinary length 

from 14 to 3 feet. 

Spec. B. macrocephalus, J. M. t. 55. f. 2. 

Bura  hetea of the Assamese. 

Length of the head to that of the body as two to five, 

twenty-seven scales along the lateral line, and six in an oblique 

line from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. D.ll  : P.16: 

V.10 : A.7 : C. 19. 

HAB. Rapids in Upper Assam. Ordinary length from 2 

to  34 feet. 

Spec. B. Aezagonolepis,t t. 41. f. 3. 

Bokar of the Assamese. 

Length of the head to that of the body as one to four, 

exposed surface of the scales hexagonal, twenty-seven scales 

along the lateral line, and seven in an oblique line from the base 

of the ventrals to the dorsum. D.12: P.16 : V.9: A . 7 :  c.:. 
HAB. Upper Assam. Ordinary length from 1+ to 24 feet. 

- - - - -- 

a Frorn n p o y ~ v t t o s ,  that has a prominent chin or long beard ; in allusion to the s~ngular 

appendage to the lower jaw of this species by which it may be eas~ ly  rccognizrd. 

t In all~lsion to the form of the exposed portion of the scales. 
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Viariel. Cyp. putitora, Buch. 

Head small and blunt, with eleven rays in the dorsal, 

attaining occasionally nine feet in length.* 

Spec. B. megalepis,t Hardw. Illust. t. 93. 

Cyp. mosal, Buch. 

Afaha'seer of the Hindus. 

Body below uniformly arched at the insertion of the anal, 

length of the head to that of the body as one to three. D.13 : 

P.17 : V.9 : A.7  : C. :. 
HAB. Northern parts of Bengal. Length occasionally four 

or five feet. 

Spec. B. chelynoides, J. 11. t. 57. f. 5. Jour. A. S. vii. t. 56. f. 5. 

Head large, lips thick and smooth, thirty-three scales 

along the lateral line, and nine in an oblique line fro111 the  

base of the ventrals to  the dorsum. D.10 : P.16: V.9 : A.7 : 

c.18.  

HAB. Rlountnin streams at Simla. Usual size about six 

inches in length. Dr. llacleod's Coll. 

C)IIS. The following five species have the dorsal spine serrated behind. 

'Yhe first three are probably varieties of the same species. 

' T l ~ i s  fisl~ I have been unable to identify with Bucl lanal~ '~ description, I may therefore 

have described i t  under another name; he says the head is bllillt, oval, small, and smootl~. 

\vl~icl~ scarcely applies to either of the foregoing, in which the head is remarkably Irngthened ; 

that of B. Ae.rngo?~o/epiu would come nearest to it, though sonlc of the others seen1 to correspond 

Inore in ot11t.r respects with the account given. Pisc. Gang. 303. 

1. From lCIqgn large, and Iepis a scale. 
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L5jw(-. Cyp. sarancl, Buch. P .  G. p. 307. 

Gyp. kanta, id Coll. 

cgp. ku?tnn~o Buss ? 

Head blunt, oval, and small, with a small bone at either 

side of the upper lip, green above, below silvery, scales large. 

D.10 : P.16 : V.9 : A.8 : C.19. 

HAB Ponds and rivers in India. Rarely attaining two feet 

in length. 

Spec. B. spihpholus,* J .  BI. t. 39, f. 4. 

Head much compressed, cheeks and snout perforated wit11 

mucous pores, forty-eight scales along the lateral line, and 

seventeen in an oblique tow from the base of the ventrals to the 

dorsum; each scale marked with a black spot at the base. 

D . l l  : P.15 : V.9 : A.7 : c.:. 

HAB. Northern parts of Bengal. 

Yliriet. Cyp. chaenio, Buch. P .  G. 

Scales large and spotted at the base, head much compres- 

sed, with numerous prominent mucous pores on its fore part. 

D.12 : P.17 : V.10 : A.8 : (2.19. 

HAB. Northern parts of Bengal. 

,Yf)ec. R. cliliciosus, J. M. t. 39. f .  3.' 

Head short and blunt, thirty-four scales along the lateral 

line, eleven in an oblique line from the base of the ventrals to 

the dorsum, with a bright gold coloured spot on each operculum. 

D.12 : P.16 : V.9 : A.7:  C 19. 
HAB. Assam. Ordinary size about 10 inches in length 

- - - -. - - --- -- -- 

* From spppilos a spot, and pholis a scale. 
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Spec. B. ~odnctyks,* J. M. 
Fins red and orange, except the dorsal and upper lobe of 

the caudal, ten rays in the dorsal. 

HAD. Lower Assam. Usual size about 5 inches in length. 

CHAR. Head fleshy, mouth vertical, lower jaw shorter than the upper. 

snout muscular and projecting, furnished with cirri, dorsal preceded by 

;r serrated spinol~s ray, scales small. 

OBS. Intestinal canal and stomach form a tube equal to about four or 

five lengths of the body, including the head and caudal. 

Spec. 0. guttatus, J. M. t. 39. f. 1. 

Head covered with thick integuments, branchial apertures 

small, sides and fins irregularly marked with brown spots, scales 

minute. D.10:  P.17 : V.l l  : A.10 : C.20. 

H A D .  Mountain streams in Boutan, at  an elevation of 

about 5000 feet, where i t  was found by Mr. Griffith. 

Spec. C'ypri?tus Richardsonii, Gray. Hardw. Illust. t. 94. f. 2. 

About eleven rays in the dorsal, and nine in the anal, back 

speckled with minute dots.+ 

Roiiaktylos, literally rosy-fingered, in allusion to its red fins. 

t From Orei~ros, pertaining to mountains. 

: This may probably prove lo be 0. giitlal~w. 
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Spec. 0. mnculatus, J. RI. t. 57. f. 6. Journ. A. S. vii. t. 56. f. 6. 

hIouth situated on the lower surface of the head, small 

shapeless spots irregularly distributed over the body, but not 

on the fins, scales minute. D.ll : P.18 : V.10 : A.5 : C.19. 

HAB. Mountain streams at Simla, elevated between 5000 

and 6000 feet, where it  was found by Dr. Macleod. 

Spec. 0. progaslus,* J. bI. t. 40. f. 4. 

Adoee of the Assamese. 

Rluzzle fleshy and pointed, lips thick, somewhat pendulous 

and muscular, abdomen very prominent beneath the pectorals. 

D.12 : P.13 : V.10 : A.7 : C.19. 

HAB. Rapids in Upper Assam, where i t  occasionally at- 

tains 18 inches in length, but its flesh is believed to produce 

vertigo and other alarming effects on those who use it. 

CHAR. Body elevated, lower jam short and rounded in front, lips hard, 

thick, and without cirri ; dorsal long. Dorsal and anal usually preceded by 

spinous rays. 

Oss. Only two species of this group have been as yet found in India, and 

one of these is without the dorsal and anal spinous rays.t 

Spec. C. semiplotus, J. bl. t. 37. f. 2. 

Sentoo~ee of the Assamese. 

Head slightly depressed, with a single row of large mucous 

pores extending horizontally in front of the snout, back gbbous, 

n p o y a a r w c ,  that llas a prominent belly. 

t They have little affinity to each other; in C. senaiplof~rs, the head is small and fleslly, SO as to 

conceal the opercular plates, and in C. calla, it is large wit11 naked opercula. 
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thirty-two scales along tlie lateral line, and ten in an oblique 

row from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. D.27 : P.16: 

V.9 : A.9 : C.19. 

HAB. The rapids of the Bramaputra iri Upper Assam. 

Usual size 1 foot to 1+ in length. 

Spec. C. cntkc, Buch. P. G. t. xiii. f. 81. 

Head large, forty-four scales along the lateral line, and 

fourteen in an oblique row from the base of the ventrals to 

the d o r s ~ ~ m .  Dorsal and anal without spinous rays. D.18 : 

P.18 : V.9 : -4.8 : C.19. 

HAB. Fresh water rivers and ponds in Bengal and As- 

Sam. Ordinary size from 14 to 3 feet in length, but occasion- 

ally it  is found twice that size. 

CHAR. 'rhe dorsal is placed over the ventrals, and like the anal is short 

and without spines, lower jaw shorter than the upper, and is either round 

or square in front, lips thin and liard, snout prominent. 

0 ~ s .  The Gudgeons thus defined are a very natural group, remarkable - 
for the extraordinary length of the abdominal canal. One of tlie only two 

indicated by Cuvier from Buchanan's species, is an Opsarion, a genus no less 

remarkable for the shortness of the abdominal canal than the Gudgeons 

are for its length ; but as the distinctions on which tlie subdivisions of the 

family are here made, have not before been observed, we cannot be surprised 

that it should be repeated in the last edition of the Regue Allimal fronl 

Linnreus, that tlie stomach of Cyprinida " is con t in~ lo~s  \\,it11 a sllort ill- 

testine." The following five species Iiave eacll tlvo cirri. 
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Spec. C9p. ntr ip la ,  Buch. t. 38. f. 1. P .  G. t. 6. f. 7. 

Length of the head to that of the body as one to four and 

a half, depth of the body about one-fourth of the length, forty- 

four scales along the lateral line, and fourteen in an oblique line 

from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. D.16  : P.17:  V.9 : 

A.8 : C.19. 
HAB. Rivers and ponds throughout Bengal and Assarn 

Ordinary length two feet. 

lrariet. Rowah of the Natives, t. 58. f. 1. 

Head less compressed than the body, upper jaw somewh:~t 

prominent, forty-three scales on the lateral line and thirteen in 

an oblique line from the base of the ventrals to the dorsunl. 

D.15 : P.16 : V.9 : A . 8  : C.19. 
HAB. Ponds in the vicinity of Calcutta. 1,ength from six 

to twelve inches. 

Sl~ec. Cyp. cztrnJuca, Buch. Jour. Mys. 111. t. 30. 
Snout prominent and furnished with tubercles or lnucous 

pores, lips smooth, and on each there is a small bone. D.ll : 

P.16 : V . 9  : A . 8  : C.18. 

HAB. Rivers in Southern India, where it occasionally 

reaches three feet in length. 

8'1ec. Cyp. reha, Buch. P. G. p. 280. 

Head blunt, mouth small and directed do\vn~vards, lips 

soft. D.11 : P.17 : V.9 : A.8 : C.19. 

HAB. Northern parts of Berlgal and Uehar, where it attains 

two feet in length. 
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Sj~ec .  Cyp  a!gra,  Buch. 

Cyp: linhiltonii, Gray, Hard. Illust. t. 86. f. 1 . 
~a$eenc of the Assamese. 

."=, Snout prominent and fleshy, thirty-five scales along the 

lateral line, and fourteen in oblique line from the base of the 

ventrals to the dorsurn. D.10 : P.10  : V.9 : A.8 : C.19." 

HAU. Bramaputra. 

S'lec. G. lissorAync8us.t J .  n4. t. 55. f. 5. 

Cyp. acra, Buch. Cyp. cura, id. P. G.  p. 284. 

Snout smooth and blunt without cirri, thirty-nine scales 

along the lateral line, and thirteerl from the base of the ventrals 

tothedorsum. D . l l : P . 1 6 : V . g : A . 8 : C . 1 9 .  

HAD. Large rivers of Bengal and Assam. Usual length 

six to nine inches. 

I n  the six follo~ving species the scales are thin and rough, and generally 

so that each scale is in the asis of the one immediately preceding 

or succeeding, and not in regular oblique rows as is usual in the family ; 

but this peculiarity is not so well marked in some species as in others. 

They are all without cirri. See Cyprinzis bajzgon, Buch. t .  58. f. 2. P. 

Spec. Gobio isurus, J. M.$ 
Snout smooth without cirri, scales in parallel rows, with a 

grey line between each row. D.ll : P.14 : V.9  : A.7 : c.:. 
HAD. Upper Assam, where i t  attains a size of eight or ten 

inches. 

* Bucl~anan gives the fin rays as D.ll : P. LO, or 19 : V.9 : A.8 : C.19. 

t From lissov smootl~, and rhynchzcs the snout. : From isos equal, and otrrn cavda. 
* R 
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Spec. Cyp. boga, Buch. P. G. t. 28. f. 80. 

Snout perforated with numerous mucous pores, lower lip 

fimbriated, scales raised on either side of the base of the dorsal, 

lobes of the caudal slightly divided. D.12 : P.-V.9 : A.8  : C.- 
HAB. Bramaputra. Usual length about nine inches. 

S'J~C. G. bicolor, J. fiI. t. 40. f. I .  

Snout smooth, long, and rather pointed, lower jaw shorter 

than the upper, forty-two scales on the lateral line, thirteen in 

an oblique row from the base of the ventrals to  the dorsum. 

Blue above, beneath silvery, pectorals small. D.12  : P.16 : V.9 : 
A.7 : C.19. 

HAB. Rivers on the northern side of Assam. Griff. Coll. 

Spec. G.  u~ziszirus,* J. 11. t. 40. f. 2. 

Snout blunt, lower jaw shorter than the upper, lips hard and 

smooth, thirty-nine scales along the lateral line, and thirteen in 

an oblique row from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum, 

lower lobe of the caudal longer than the upper. D.12 : P.17 : 

V.9 : A . 7  : c.;. 
HAB. Upper Assam. Griff. Coll. 

Vurict. Cyp. butu, Buch. P. G.  p. 383. 

Upper lobe of the caudal longer than the lower, with an 

ill defined transverse bar, ventrals smaller than the pectorals. 

D.12.: P.17 : V.9 : A.8  : C.19. 
HAB. Rivers and ponds in Bengal, where it attains a foot 

in le~igth. 
- 

* From nnisos unequal, and ortrn a tail. 
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Spec. G. ZimnophiZus,* J. M. t. 55. f. 3. 

Scales in parallel rows, thirty-six in each row, and twelve 

across the body. D.10 : P.19 : V.9 : A.7 : C.19. 

HAIL Ponds in Bengal. Length 124 inches. 

In the remaining species the scales are as usual in oblique rows. 

Spec. Cyp. pu?zgusin, Buch. t. 42. f. 1. P t 
Snout fleshy, porous, and prominent, forty-one scales along 

the lateral line, and fifteen across the body; lips fimbriated. 

D.14 : P.18 : V.9 : A7 : C.19. 

 HA^. Bengal, where it attains a span in length. 

spec. Gyp. nvina, Ruch. Jour. RLys. 111. t. 31. 

Snout and under lip smooth, twelve rays in the dorsal ; in 

other respects it resembles the last. 

Spec. G. vicnovhy?lchus, J. M. t. 55. f. 1. 

Snout thick and wrinkled, forty-three scales along the 

lateral line, and ten across the body from the base of the ven- 

trals to the dorsum. D. 12 : P. 17 : V. 9 : A. 7 : C .  19. 

 HA^. Northern parts of Bengal, here i t  was found by 

Mr. Hodgson. 

* From A u p v ~  a s\vanIp or lake, and $ I ~ J C  to love or frequent. 

1. ~ t s  form is not so slender as represented in the figure. Buchanan also gives seventeen rays to 
cacl~ pectoral, and cigl~t  to the anal. 
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Spec. G.  ~~~nl~~costomtts .*  J .  M .  
C. falcnta. Gray Hardw. Illust. t.-?t 

Nepurn of the Assamese. 
Snout thick, fleshy, and perforated with nulnerous large 

mucous pores, margins of the lips double and fimbriated. 

D. 12:  P. 16:  V. 9: A .  8 :  C. 19. 

HAB. Rapids in Upper Assam. Length from six to twelve 

inches. Rlr. Griffith's Coll. 

CHAR. Mouth situated under the head, which is long and covered with 

thick integuments, body long and sub-cylindrical, snout perforated by numer- 

ous mucous pores, dorsal and anal short, opposite, and without spines. The 

intestine and stomach form a continuous tube about eight lengths of the 

body. 

OBS. This genus hitherto rested on a single species long since found at 

the Cape of Good Hope, but the Garre of Buchanan chiefly belong to it, as 

well as several species which have since been found in India. 

The first three species are without cirri. 

Spec. G .  gobioides, J ,  R I .  t. 43. f. 2 .  

Herilwa of the Assamese. 

Altitude of the body to its length as one to four, thirty- 

seven scales along the lateral line, and nine in an oblique row 

From { t a X a ~ o s  soft, and a7opos the mouth. 

t This plate is not numbered in Hardwicke's Illustrations, nor is it included in the list of plates 

prefixed to the volume. 
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from the base of the ventrals to the dorsurn. D.10:  P.15 : 

V.9 : A.7 : C.19. 

MAD. Bramaputra, in Assam. Length about a span. 

Spec. G.  petrophilus, J .  M. Jour. Asiat. Soc, iv. t. 1. 

Scales very minute, body and head long, eight rays in the 

dorsal.* 

Spec. G.  r ~ ~ p i ~ z ~ l u s ,  J .  M. t. 43. f. 4. 5. 

Snout thick and smooth, pectorals rounded;t fins short, 

and the membrane in which their rays are enclosed thick and 

opaque; thirty-five scales along tlie lateral line, and nine in 

an oblique row across the body. D.8 : P.10 : V.9 : A.6 : C.20. 

HAB. Mishmee mountains. Length about two inches. 

Griffith's Coll. 

Spec. G. himacz~latus, J. M. 
Snout warty, porous, arid divided by a fissure, without 

cirri ; a black spot at the base of the caudal, lower lobe of the 

caudal longer than the upper, thirty-four scales along the lateral 

line and eight rows between the ventrals and dorsum ; pectorals 

and verltrals lanceolate. D.9 : P.13 : V.9 : A.7 : c.,:. 

HAB. River Laeeh at the foot of the Mishmee mountains, 

. where it  was found by Mr. Grifith.$ 

* Tile habits of this species are fully described, but we want to h o w  more of its specific characters. 

t The  form of the pectorals is not accurately represented in tlie figure. 

: Also at  the foot of tlie Nipal.mountains, wliere Mr. Hodgson appears to have found a specimen 

now in the Asiatic Society's colleclion. I n  this, however, the lobes of the caudal are of equal 

length. I t  is so like tlie succeedillg variety that I ]lave tliouglit it unnecessary to figure it separately, 

S 
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Spec. Cyp. Za~~u'a, Buch. t. 43. f. 2. P P. G. p. 343. 

Gyp. godiyaun, id. Coll. 

Four very short cirri, pectorals and ventrals lanceolate, and 

a black spot on either side of the tail, snout thick and warty. 

D. lO:  P.13 : V.9:  A.7 : C.19. 

HAB. Northern parts of Bengal, where i t  attains 2+ or 

three inches in length. 

Spec. G. gotyla, Gray, Hardw. Illust. t. 88. f. 3. 

Snout thick, and divided by a deep transverse fissure in 

which numerous large mucous pores are situated, a fleshy 

pendulous point at each comer of the mouth ; four minute cirri. 

HAB. Rlountains of India. 

Spec. G.Jimbrintus, t. 43 f. 3. P 
Cyp. sn&, Buch. P .  G. 

Four cirri little shorter than the head, pectorals and ventrals 

falcate. D.10 : P.- ? V.9 : A.7. 

HAB. Northern parts of Bengal, where it attains a few 

inches in length. 

The remaining three have each two small cirri. 

Spec. G. nzacrosomus,* t. 43. f. 7. P 
Cyp. Z(ltius, Buch. P .  G. p. 346. 

Depth of the body to the entire length as one to six, two 

cirri,scalessmall. D . l l : P . 1 3 : v . g : A . 7 : C . 2 0 .  

HAB. Northern parts of nengal. 

From M a ~ ~ o s  long, awtcct the body. 
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Spec. Cyp. gohanra, Buch. P. G. p. 346. t. 43, f. 6 . P  

Cyp. dyangra, id. Coll. 

Is  shorter in proportion, and more arched above and below 

than the former, and has eight rays in the anal. 

HAB. Northern parts of Bengal. 

Spec. G. brachypte~u,r, J .  M. 
Lower surface of the head flat with a cartilaginous zone 

behind the mouth like G. rupicubs,* a few irregular pores on 

the snout, thirty-six scales on the lateral line and seven rows 

across the body. 

HAB. RIishmee mountains. Griff. Coll. 

TI. SUB-FAM.-SARCOBORIN%,t J. M. 

CHAR. Mouth directed upwards, or more widely cleft and horizontal, 

with a bony prominence more or less distinct, serving as a prensile tooth on the 

sympliysis of the lower jaw; colours bright, disposed in spots and streaks, or 

evincing an uniform lustre. The stomach is a lengthened sack ending in a short 

abdominal canal. Three rays in the branchial membrane. 

Ons. Like the Paonomina, they occur only in fresh water, and al- 

though they are generally small, yet from the vast numbers in which 

they abound in every pond they must be considered as of considerable 

importance. 

* ~t also agrees wit11 that species in the f0ml of it3 fins ; the presence of I\vo very nlinute cirri 

being my &ief reason for separaling them, I have not thought it necessary to give n figure. 

t From ~ n p ~ o ~ o p O s ,  carnivorolls. 
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CHAR. Intermaxillaries protractile, dorsal and anal short, the former 

opposite to the ventrals and preceded by a spinous ray ; body elevated, and 

marked by two or more distinct dark spots, or diffuse spots either on the fins 

or opercula, prominence on the apex of the lower jaw obscure. 

Oss. I n  the following species the depth of the body is equal to about 

half the length, and the spinous ray of the dorsal is serrated behind, except 

when otherwise described. 

Spec. S. imrnacuhlus, J. M .  t. 44. f. 5. 

Four cirri, a slight golden tinge on the opercula, fins dark, 

thirty-two scales on the lateral line and ten in an oblique line 

from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. D.11 : P.15 : V. 9 : 

A.7 : C.19. 

HAB. Small streams with sandy bottoms in Assani, and 

probably occasionally in the large rivers. 

Spec. S. chrysosomus, J .  M .  
Two minute cirri, thirty-five scales along the lateral line ; 

opercula and suborbitar plates stained with gold yellow. D. 10: 

P.16 : V.8 : A.8 : C.19. 

HAD. Bengal. Length about six inchest 

* From Systonros, that has a narrow mouth. 

t From a figure in Capt. Burnes' Colleelion, this species would also seern to be an inllabitn~lt 

of the Indus; it is nearly allied to the preceding species, and is probably a variety only. 
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Spec. S. tetrarupctgus, J. 1%. t. 44. f. 3. 

Clr/l). titius, Buch. (?) P. G.  315. 

No cirri, a black spot on either side behind the opercula 

and another at  the end of the tail. D.10 : P.12 : V.9 : A.7 : C.20. 

HAB. Bramaputra and ponds in Assam." 

Spec. S. chr~~sopterus, J .  R'I. 

No cirri or spots, pectorals and vetitrals red, twenty-three 

scales along the lateral line and eight in an oblique line from 

the base of the ventrals to  the dorsum. D.9 : P.13 : V.9 : A.7 : 

C.18. 

HAB. 13engal and Assam, and is numerically of great 

importance, though its size is sma1l.t 

S 1 ~ c  S. pyroyterus, J.  BI. t. 44. f. 1. 

No cirri, fins red, a black spot over the situation of the 

anal, twenty-four scales along the lateral line, and nine in an 

oblique row from the base of the ventmls to the dorsum. D. 9 : 

P.12 : V.9 : A.7 : C.19. 

HAB. Very numerous in ponds in Upper Assam. 

.!!)ec. C. sophore, BUCII. P. G. t. 19. f. 86. 

TVithout cirri, spinous ray of the dorsal smooth behind. 

a black spot on the tail and another on the dorsal, opercula 

yellow. D.10 : P.14 : V.9 : A.7:  C.19. 

HAB. Bengal. 

- Cypri~r~cs ticto, Buch. P. G. t. 8. f. 87, is nearly allied to thisspecies, but shorter. 

+ As  1 yllsprct illis to be a variety oT S. p~ropterrts I have not t h o ~ ~ g l ~ t  it ullllecrssary to 

atld a fifiorr. 

T 
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S ~ F C .  Gyp. choln, Buch. t. 58 f. 3. P 
Two cirri, a yellow spot on the opercula, and a black spot 

on the middle of the tail ; the spinous ray of the dorsal smooth 

behind. D.lO: P.13:  V.9:  A.7:  C.19. 

HAB. Northern parts of Bengal. 

Spec. S. gibboszis, t. 44. f. 7. /3 

Cyp. terio, Buch. P. G. 313. Cyp. teripungti, id. Coll. 

Back abruptly arched, below straight, no cirri, dorsal 

spine smooth behind, with a black spot near the middle of the 

side. D.11 : P.13 : V.9 : A.8 : C.19. 

HAB. Northern parts of Benpl .  

All the remaining species but the last two are ful.nished with a dorsal 

spine serrated behind ; none of them have cirri. 

Spec. Cyp. C O ~ L C ~ O ~ Z ~ U S ,  Buch. t. 44. f. 8. P 
A black spot on the lateral line over the insertion of the 

anal, fins pale, dorsal spine serrated behind; the fin rays are 

D.10 : P.10 : V.9 : A.8 : C.19. 
HAB. Northern parts of Bengal. 

.)'I'ec. Cyp. gelitis, Buch. t. 44. f. 4. /3 

An irregular black spoi or streak at the base of all the fins 

but the pectorals ; abdomen silvery, bounded behind with a 

dark streak, twenty-five scales on the lateral line, and eight 

in an oblique row from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. 

D.lO: P .13  : TT.9 : A . 7 :  C.19. 
HAR.  Bengal ; and scarcely attains two iiicl~es in length." 

' I t  is not improl)able that as Buchanan gives eight rays to llie ventrals, he may Ilave described 

t11v following variety for the one figured. 
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A variety of this last species with twenty-three scales along 

the lateral line, and ten in an oblique row from the base of 

the ventrals to the dorsum, is common in ,swamps about the 

neighbourhood of Calcutta. 

Spec. S. Eeptosonzus,* t. 44. f. 2. /3 

Cyp. phutunio, Buch. P. G. 3 1 9  

Cyp. phtctutz+ungto, id. Coll. 

Twenty scales along the lateral line and seren across the 

body, a black streak over the pectorals on either side, and another 

over the anal, with an obscure streak in front of, and another 

behind the dorsal. D.10 : P.12 : TT.8 : A.7 : C.19. 

HAB. Bengal, where it  attains about 1+ inches in length 

Spec. Cyp. canins, Buch. t. 44. f. 6. (3 P. G. p. 320. 

Cyp. rrmipungti, id. Coll. 

Red. Abdomen silvery and diaphinous, base of the fins 

and body marked with dark spots. D.10 : P.8 : TT.9 : A.7. 

HAD. Benpl .  1,ength about 13 inches. 

Spec. S.  nzak~copie~trs, t. 44. f. 9. P 
C'yp. coswtis, Uuch. P. G.  338. 

Gyp. cosmnti, id. C. D. 

Back abruptly arched, no spine in tlie dorsal. \vhicll wit11 

tlle ventrals is marked with an irregular black stain. Tn-entj-- 

three scales along the lateral line. and either five or six roirs 

fro111 the base of the ventrals to tlie dors~uni. D.10 : P.1.j : 

1'.9 : A.7 : C. 

HAU. Uengal, and is seldom above two inches ill length. 

* From Iepfos stnnll. and nt,ll,n tltr body. 
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CHAR. Body short and elevated, a short dorsal is placed opposite to the 

ventrals, colours plain, anal long. 

OBS. One species only has hitherto been discovered in India. 

Spec. Cyp. cotis, Bucll. Y. G. Pl. 59. f. 93. 

Body silvery white, scales very sinall, a sn~all  black spot is 

situated at the base of the dorsal. The fin rays are n . 1 0  : 

Y.13 : v .10  : A.38 : c.19." 

CHAR. Head small, obliquely raised above the axis of the body ; dorsal 

placed opposite to a larger anal ; apices of the jaws raised to a line with the 

dorsum, \vhich is straight ; the ventral margin is much arched ; sides ~rsually 

streaked ~vitli blue ; fins without spinous rays. 

OBS. In  this genus the intestine is small, and very little longer than 

the body. The species all subsist exclusively 011 insects, which they seize 

by leaping above the surface. They vary from two to four inches in length. 

I n  the first two species, the altitude of the body is equal to half its 

length. 

Sl~ec .  Cyp. d e v a ~ i o ,  nuch. P. G. t. 6. f. 94. 

Back arched, sides marked with a single interrupted blue 

streak. n . 1 8  : P.10 : V.8 : A.18 : C.19. 

 HA^. Bengnl iuld Assam. 

Buchanan makes the fin rays D.10 : P.16: V.12 : A.36: C.19. the discrepancy depentls on t l ~ r  

dilficulty of counting the rays in some of the fins of t l~is  small species. 

t From ntprhapnw to irradiate, or shine brilliantly. 
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Spec. P. ostreog~apRus,* J. M. t. 45. f. 3. 

Back straight, sides marked with several blue streaks. D.12 : 

P.15 : V.8 : A.16 : C.19. 

HAB. Assam. 

In the next two species the altitude of the body is equal to a third 

of the length. 

Spec. P. perseus,t J. M. t. 46. f. 5. 

Pectorals and ventrals long, one blue streak on either side. 

D.19 : P.8 : V.5 (?) A.21 : C.- 

HAB. Assam, and probably Bengal. 

Spec. P. guttatus, t. 45. f. 4. /3 

Cyp. Iaubuca, Buch P. G. p. 260. 

A small green or blue spot over the base of each pectoral, 

and another at the base of the caudal, on either side. D.10 : 

P.12 : V.7 : A.24 : C.- 

HAB. Northern parts of Bengal. 

In the following two, the first ray of each ventral is prolonged to half the 

length of the body. 

Spec. P. psiZopteromus,$ t. 46. f. 4. /3 

Gyp. Zoyukuln, Buch. Coll. 

Cyp. atpar, id. P. G .  p. 259. 
Depth of body almost equal to half its length, much com- 

pressed, ventrals elongated, a narrow blue streak along the 

lateral line, D. 9 : P. 11, or 12 : V. 5 : A. 25 : C.- 
HAB. Bengal. 

* Oarpctoypagrls, marked with purple streaks ; from oarpcrolp ypagco. 
t Peraeoa, tlie Greek name of an unknown fish. 

$ From Psiloa slender, pteroma the fin of a fish. 
U 
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Spec. Gyp. cnchius, Buch. t. 46. f. 6. P 
Gyp. kackki, id. CoU. 

Diaphinous, ventrals elongated. D.7 : P.8 : V.3 : A.26. 

HAB. Sunderbuns, and southern parts of Berigal.* 

The following species have four cirri. I n  the two first the depth is 

equal to about a fourth of the entire length of the body. 

Spec. P. reticulatus, t. 45. f. 1.13 

Gyp. dangila, Buch. P .  G. p. 321. 

Reticulated purple stripes on the sides, caudal almost entire. 

11.13 : P.12 : v . 7  : 8 . 1 7  : c.20. 

HAB. Rocky streams in Behar. 

Spec. P. striatus, t. 46. f. 1. /3 

Cyp. rerio, Buch. P. G. p. 322. 

Dorsal round, four or five bright blue stripes on the sides. 

D.8 : P.10 : V.7 : A.17 : C.18. 

HAB. Bengal, particularly the Sunderbuns. 

I n  the following three, the depth is equal to about a fifth of the entire 

length. They have each four cirri, and the anal is short. 

Spec. P. recuruirostris, t. 46. f. 2. /3 

Cpp. jogia, Buch. P .  G. p. 326. 

A dark blue stripe extended from the eyes to the caudal, 

apices of the jaws recurved. D.9 : P.12 : V.8 : A.7 : C.19. 

HAD. Bengal, from Calcutta to Purnea. 

* This is the s~nallest species of the group, being only about an inch in length. 
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Spec. P. macropterus, t. 46. f. 3. (3 

Cyp. sutilza, Buch. P. G. p. 327. 
Much compressed, diaphinous below the lateral line, cau- 

. dal large, first ray of the other fins extended to a lengthened 

filament. D . 8 :  P.lO: V.7: A.7:  C.19. 
HAB. Gurruckpore district. 

Spec. P, thermophilu.r, J. M.* t. 54. f. 19. 
Head very obliquely raised, green above, below silvery, 

thirty-one scales 011 the lateral line and seven rows across the 

body. D.8: P.9: V.8 : A.7: C.20. 
HAD. Found by Dr.  Cumberland in Hot  Springs at  Pooree. 

Temperature of the Springs 110" Far. 

CHAR. Dorsal and anal small, without spinous rays, head horizontal, 

inouth of moderate size, scales and opercula covered with a copious silvery 

pigment. 

OBS. The stomach is capacious as well as the intestine, which is short. 

seldom exceeding the length of the body. The anal is generally smaller 

than tlie dorsal, and the moutll directed sligl~tly upward. Seldom with cirri. 

* I have here reserved the initials J .  31. for species that have not before been described, or which 

I have been unable to refer to Buchanarr's descriptions ; but I nrn responsible for all new specific names 

in this paper, whetller such initials be attached to tlreur or not. I may observe, however, that I have 

been more anxious to identify l3uclianan's species tlran to describe new ones, aud to reserve Iris 

rlarnes than to substitute others. 
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Spec. Gyp. daniconius, Buch. P. G. t. 15. f. 89. 

A dark stripe extends over each side of the head along the 

lateral line to the caudal; lower jaw pointed, and received into a 

notch in the upper. D.9 : P.13 : V.9 : A.7 : C. 19. 

HAB. Bengal, where it only attains about two inches in 

length. 

Spec. L. lateralis, P. G. 328. 

Cyp. anjana, Buch. 

Two streaks on each side, jaws somewhat depressed, the 

lower jaw longer than the upper, pointed and received into a 
notch. D.9 : P.13 : V.9 : A.7  : C.19. 

HAB. Northern parts of Bengal. 

Spec. L. dystomus,+ J. M. t. 56. f. 4. 

Cyp. elanga, Buch. (?) P. G. 281. 

Two small cirri, forty scales along tlie lateral line, eleven 

oblique rows between the base of the ventrals and the dorsum. 

D:9 : P.15 : V.9 : A.7 : C. 19. 

HAB. Bramaputra in Assam. 

Spec. Cyp. rmoboru, Buch. P .  G. t. 2. f. 90. 

Three prehensile knobs on the lower jaw, caudal tipt with 

black, twenty-five scales along the lateral line and seven across 

the body. D.9 : P.13 : V.9 : A.8 : c.'$ 
HAB. Bengal and Assain. 

Avnrottoc hard-mouthed. 
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Spec. C ~ l p  woln, Buch. p. G. t. 35. f. 92. 

A lead-colonred streak along the lateral line, scales small 

a n d  easily detached, d e p t l ~  eqi~al  to a third of the length. 

D.9 : P.15 : V.9: A.7:  C.19. 
I - IA~ .  Ganges and Bramaputra. 

Spec. L. p~llucidu~r, J .  M. 
A lend-coloured streak along the lateral line, depth equal 

to a fourth of the entire length. D.8 : P.16 : V.9 : A.6 : C.19. 

HAD. Ganges and Brarnaputra. 

I n  otl~ers the anal contains as many and even more rays than the dorsal, 

but they are short ; in these the mouth is horizontal. 

S2)ec. Cyp. opiallis, Jaquern. Voy dnns 1'Inde. t. 15, f. 3. 

,Ypm. L. 2rrancitinltls, J .  R J .  t. 42. f. 5 .  

Scapulary and branchial plates present a broad silvery sur- 

face behind the opercula, forty-four scales along the lateral line, 

and ten in an oblique row from the base of tlie ventrals to the 

dorsurn. D . 8 :  P .14:  V .9 :  A.10: C.18. 
HAB. Assnm and the northern parts of Dengal.* 

Spec. Cyp. cItcrl/.a, Bucl~. Hardm. Illust. t. 87.  f. 3. 

Scapulary plates exposed, caudal extrenlity of the body re- 

c~urved. The fin rays are, D.10 : P.14 : I-.$) : ~ 1 . 1 1  : (2.18. 
HAD.  Northern parts of Bengal. 

* A variety of this species has a ~ O W  of black dots crossing the rays of tllr dorsel. mhicll with 

c:~cl1 ventral hns nine rays. 
* 

S 
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Spec. L. ?t~a,banro&s,* J .  R.I. 
Snout rather prominent, first suborbitar plate extends to 

the mouth,' scales small, lower lobe of the caudal 1.at11er longer 

than the upper. D . 9 :  P .15:  V . 8 :  A . 8 :  C.19. 

Han. Upper Assani, ~vhere  i t  was found by Capt. Hannay. 

Spec. Cyp. nlorar, Buch. P .  G. t. 31, f. 75. Chuln of the Assamese. 

Suborbitar plates extend to the corner of the mouth, scales 

large, loosely attached, and covered with a copious white pig- 

ment. D.10 : P.14:  V.8 : A.12 : C.19. 

HAB. Bramaputra. 

Spec. Cyp. cocsa, Buch. 1'. G .  t. 3. f. 77. 

Four  cirri, suborbitar plates extend to the mouth, several in- 

complete bars descend partially across the sides, forty-two scales 

along the lateral line, and eleven in an oblique row from the 

base of the ventrals to the dorsum. D . 9  : P.13 : V.9  : A.10 : C.19. 

HAB. Northern rivers of Bengal, where it attains a span ~ I I  

length. 

Spec. I,. elit~gulatus, J. RI. t. 57. f. 4. 

Peril. elingulotus, id. J .  A. S. vol. vii. t. 56. f. 4. 

No cirri, head high and compressed, snout blunt, forty-six 

scales on the lateral line, and eleven in an oblique row from the 

base of tlie ventrals to tlie dorsum. D . 9  : P.13 : V.9 : A.10 : C.19. 

Han. Mountain streams : ~ t  Simla. Dr .  Macleod's Coll. 
--- 

MnpyapioGss, resembling pearl. The scales of this species would afford abundant material~ 

for tile nlanufacture of mock pearl. There is a variety of this species with nine rays in the ventral. 

and eight in the anal lin. 
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CHAR. Moutli widely cleft, body slender, and usually marked with 
transverse green streaks or spots, dorsal small without spines, and placed 

behind tlie rniddle, anal long, lower margin of the body more arched than 
the upper. 

Ons. Intestine very short, and extends almost straight from the stomach 

to tlie vent. 

The first three are silvery white, without bars or spots, and have the 

dorsal opposite to the coinmencement of the anal and the lower lobe of the 

caudal longer than the upper. 

Spec. 0. pkolicephalus, J. M. t. 47. f. 2. 

Qyp. gora, Buch. P. G. p. 263. 

Pectorals long, ventrals small, scales extended on the crown 

over the situation of the eyes, dental hook very prominent. D.9 : 

P.13 : V.8 : A.17. 

HAU. Assam and Bengal. 

Cyp. bacaliu, Buch. P. G. t. 8. f. 76. 
Depth equal to a third of the length of the body, two lateral 

lines on each side. .D.g : P.12 : V.9 : A.16 : C.19. 

HAB. All parts of India. 

Spec. 0. bucerus, J. M. t. 47. f. 3. 

Depth equal to a fourtli of the length. Ventrals very 

small. D . 9 :  P.13 : V.9 : A.14 : C.18. 

HAB. Bengal and Assam. 

From o ' b p t o v ,  piseiculrcs, a snlall fisll. 
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Spec. 0. albulus, J .  NI. t. 48. f. 10. P 
Gyp. ]>rhzi/o, Buch. P. G. p. 262. 

Nape extends to the eyes, head short, lower lobe of the 

caudal somewhat longer than the upper. D.9 : P.11 : V.8 :. 
A.20  : C.18. 

HAB. North-western parts of Bellgal. 

T h e  following two have a portion of the dorsal in front of the anal, and 

the depth equal to about a tliird of the length. 

Sl~ec .  0. ciwatus, t. 56. f. 5. ~3 

Cyp. shakra, Buch. P .  G. p. 271. 

Four  cirri, branchial plates exposed beliind the opercula. 

lower lobe of the caudal longer than the upper. D.9  : Y.13 : 

v . 9  : A.10 : C.20. 

HAB. Kosi river. 

L!$IPC. 0. fasciatus, t. 48. f. 9. /3 

Cyy. Borna, Buch. P. G.  p. 268. 

A longitudinal yellow streak, and about nine incomplete 

green cross bars on each side. D.9  : P.13 : V.9 : ,4.12: C.19. 

HAB. Ganges, Bramaputra, and .Jumna. 

111 the following three, the depth is equal to about n fourth of the lengt l~ ; 

the dorsal is placed opposite to the interval between the \.entrills and anal : 

the branchial plates exposed and broad. 
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Spec. 0. ?)lnc?dos?/8, t. 47. f. 4. 

Cyp. tileo, Uuch. P. G. p. 276. 

Apex of the lower jaw witliout a tooth but  sharp, and receiv- 

ed into a notch in the upper jaw ; two rows of oblong transverse 

spots, D . 9 :  P.14 : V.8 : A.15:  c.,:, 
HAB. Ganges and Bramaputm. 

Spec. 0. bracltialis, J. RI .  t. 48. f. 6. 
Head short, pectorals rei~loved backwards by the breadth of 

the branchial plates, sides marked with two ro~vs of oblong trans- 

verse spots. D . 9 :  P .14:V.g:A. l3 :c . : .  

HAB. Assam.* 

S'lec. Cyp. bendelisis, Buch. Jour. l l y s .  111 t. 32. 

Ten incomplete bars on each side, two cirri, nine rays in 

the dorsal and eleven in the anal. D . 9  : P.13 : T'.g : A.11 : C.19. 

HAB. Assam and other parts of India. 

I n  all the remaining species the body is long, the depth being equal 

to one-fifth of the length. 

S)ec. 0. grcrcilis, t. 47. f. 1. 

Cyp. g - o h ,  13ucli. Hardw. Illust. t. 5. f. 3. 

Head long, mouth cleft beyond the eyes, dorsal opposite to 

the space between the ventrals and anal, sides spotted. D.10 : 

P.13 : TT.9 : A.12 : C.18. 

H a n .  Ganges and Bmmaputra. 

* I am not sure as to the nccurecy of sepamting this from the last. 

T 
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Spec. 0. ?~iegasto?)izds, t. 48. f. 5. P 
Cyp. boln, Buch. P. G. p. 274. 

Head small, mouth cleft beyond the eyes, sevetal transverse 

green bands on the sides. D.10 : P.16 : V.9 : A. l l  : C.19. 

 HA^. Bramaputra. 

Spec. 0. isocheilus, t. 56. f. 1. P 
Gyp. vagra, Buch. P .  G. p. 269. 

Jaws of equal length, sides silvery, marked with ten minute 

transverse spots. D . 9  : P.13 : V.9 : A.14 : C.16. 

 HA^. Ganges. 

Spec. 0. nnisocl~eihs, t. 48. f. 8. /3 

Cyp. Bnrila, Buch. P. G. p. 267. 

Cyp. chedrio, id. 1. c. 

Upper jaw more prominent than the lower, mouth rather 

small, incomplete bars on the sides. D.8 : P.14 : V.8 : A.13. 

S)ec. 0. lalipinnatus, J. M. t. 48. f. 7. 

Balisunderi of the Assamese. 
Sides marked with transverse green bars, dorsal opposite to 

the ventrals, and contains nine rays widedy separated from 

each other, the first preceded by a short isolated ray.* 

HAD. Upper Assam. 

. - - - - 

* Further information is required regarding this species ; having lost tlie only specimen I had 

I am unable to add ite specific charactere more fully. 
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SUB-Fanr.-APALOPTERIN&,* J. RI. 

Consists of those genera, the species of which have either elongated 

cylindric bodies or flat heads, as the Loaches and Pmi l ie .  They are without 

s l ) i~~ous rays in any of the fins, the intestine is short, and enveloped in a 

copious mucous secretion ; three to six rays in the branchial membrane. 

CHAR. Head flat, with the eyes placed on the upper surface, fins thick 

and opaque, pectorals large, anal small, caudal bifid, moutli without teeth and 

placed on the lower surface of the head, three rays in the branchial membrane. 

Ons. The stomach and intestine form a continuous fleshy tube, not much 

exceeding the length of the body ; they are found in elevated mountain 

streams. 

Spec. P. maculata, t. 49. f. 1. 

Balitora maculata, Gray. Hardw. Illust. t. 88. f. 9. 

Obscure irregular spots on the body, and two rows of the 

same on the caudal. D.8 : p.17 : V.9 : A.6 : C.19. 

HAB. Boutan mountains. GriK Coll. 

Spec. Balitora Brucei, Gray, t. 49. f. 1. Hardw. Illust. t. 88. f. 2. 

Fins barred with dark streaks, body sp0tted.t 

* Etym. AnaXos soft, and s r ~ p o v  n fin or wing. 

1. For etymology, see page 246. 

?: This species, I believe, at present depends cliiefly on a figurc in the work referred to. 
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Spec. P. ~lnsuta, J. RI. t .  57. f. 2. J .  A. S. vol. vii. t. 55. f. 2. 

A deep depression on the snout between the eyes, thirty-four 

scales on the lateral line, and eight in an oblique row from the 

base of the ventrals to the dorsuin. D.10 : P.16 : V.9 : A.6 : C.15. 

HAB. Kasyali mountains. Griff. Coll. 

11. GEN.-PSILORHYNCHUS,* J. RI. 

CHAR. RIuzzle elongated and flattened, eyes placed on the edges of tile 

head, mouth small and suctorial without cirri, opercula small, caudal bifid, 

dorsal opposite to the ventrals. 

Spec. P. sztcatio t. 50. f. 1. P 
Gyp. sucatio, Buch. P. G. p. 347. 

Eyes placed far back near the branchial aperture. D.9 

P.13 : V.9 : A.7 : (2.19. 

HAB. North-eastern parts of Bengal. 

Spec. P. vnniegntus, 50. f. 2. P 
Cyp. bcilitora, Buch. P. G.  p. 318. 

Diaphinous, silvery below, above spotted, one row of cloud- 

like spots on the back, and another on each side. D.10 : P.12 : 

V.9 : A . 7  : C.18. 

HAB.  Nortli-eastern parts of Bengal. 

CHAR. Head flat, minute teeth inserted along the edges of the jaws, 

caudal entire ; from four to six rays in the branchial membrane. 

* For etymology, see pagc 248. 
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OBS. 'l'llis genus irlcludes the P~cilinpropricr, Schn. Lehifls, Cuv. F' t r t~r l r / l , rs  

Lacep. iWoli~esi~r, Leseur. Cyp,inodor, Lacep. They are here reduced to rill>- 

genera ; and the following Indian sub-genus is added to the group*. 

SIJB-GEN.-APLOCHEILUS,~  J .  RI. 

CHAK. Intermaxillaries fixed, apices of the jaws broad, flat, and directed 

up~vards ; five rays in the branchial membrane ; fins transparent. 

Oss. A short dorsal is placed opposite to the last ray of a long anal, 

tlie \-entrals are very small; the intestine and stomacll form together a 

sinall tube scarcely longer than the body. 

Spec. A. ck~ysostig~?~zi~,j: J. RI. t. 42. f. 2. 

A bright gold-like spot on tlie occiput, aiiotlier in front of 

the dorsal ; about twenty-eight scales on tlie lateral line, and nine 

rows between the ventrals and dorsum ; a single uniform row 

straight teeth. D.7 : P.13 : V.-: A.17 : C.18. / 
HAB. Sunderbuns and ponds about Calcutta. Scarcely an 

inch in length. 

S1,ec. A. rt?elnstigm?is,§ .I. D l .  t. 42. f. 3. 

A black spot at tlie base of tlie dorsal, rentmls \ .ry mi- 

nute, teeth slightly hooked and crowded at the sides of t l ~ e  

mouth. D.7 : P.10 : V.-? A.22 : C.18. 

HAD. Tanks in Calcutta, and being scarcel- an incli in 
length, is the smallest Indian species of the family. 

* In Llle Regne Animal, we hare in this part of the faluily almost as many genera as species, \\111lt. 

tile wl~ole of the important groups composing tile Ptco~io~xi~ t re  and Snr.co6oritrct. are drwribed as 

sub-gencm. 

t ArrXoc. sitttple or si,tgZe and X C ~ X ~ C  Ihe I/>. : Etynl. clrrysos gold, and sttjnttr R 

4 From ~trrfns blncL, and sth~nzn a spot. 

z 
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Spec. ESOZ pa~tchns, Bucl~.  1'. G. t. 3. f. 69. 

A black spot on the dorsal, opercula covered with scales. 

D.6 : P.1G : V.6 : A.14 : C.16. 

HAB. Sunderb~uls in Bengal, where i t  attains two inches in 

length. 

There is still a fourth species, t. 55.  f. 4. which I derive from Buclianan's 

collection of drawings, but cannot find it  referred to in the Gangetic Fishes, 

we must therefore postpone naming i t  until we see the papers of the late 

Doctor, or the species itself. 

IV.  GEN.-COBITIS. LIN. 

CHAR. Head and body elongated, little compressed, and no where depres- 

sed ; the dorsal and ventral margins are little arched, and in some, almost 

straight; the snout is long and directed obliquely downwards, and projects 

slightly in front of a soft moutli, which is surrounded with short muscular 

cirri; three rays in the branchial membrane. 

Ons. I sub-divide them into two sub-genera according to their general 

structure and the form of the caudal fin.* 

Since the remarks were made in a preceding part of this paper on RIr. Gray's sub-division 

of the Loaches, I have been favoured with the perusal of a part of nI. Agassiz's great work on 

Fossil Fishes, in which I perceive the spined Loaches arc separated from the Linn:can genus as pro- 

posed by RIr. Gray. Surely a prir~ciple of division must be unnatural that would separate 

s11cl1 species as Cob. ocztlntn, t .  51. f. 1. and Cob. pat:o?lncen, t. 52. f. 1 . ;  and bring togctller such 

species as Cob. &trio, Buch. P .  G. t. 29. f. 95. and Cob. ci)l~ra))zo??~en, t. 51.  f. 5.-? : get s11c11 would he 

thc effect of adopting RIr. Gray's genus Bolin, or what would be the same thing, RI. Agassiz's genus 

/iranthol)siu wliich differ only in neme. 
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CHAR. Caudal entire, large, and ornamented as well as the dorsal 

with bars or spots; prevailing colour of the body various shades of brown, 

disposed in more or less dense nebulze. 

Ous. Air vessel small, oval, bony, and placed over the pharynx. Tlre 

stomach is small and a little curved so as to bring its lower orifice in front 

of the organ when empty; in this state the intestine extends straight 

to the vent, but when the stomach is distended the intestine forms a few 

short serpentine turns. The f i s t  five apices have double suborbitar spines 

on either side, except otherwise stated. 

Spec. C. oculala, t. 51. f. 1. P 
C, gongota, Buch. P. G. 351. 

Orbits raised above the frontals, pupils small and vertical, 

pectorals and ventrals round, bmnchial membrane, large and 

attached behind to the base of the pectorals. D.11 : P.10 : V.7 : 
A.7 : C.16. 

HAB. Assam, and the northern parts of Bengal. 

Spec. C. cncuru, Buch. t. 51. f. 2. P 
Clouded with black along the lateral line, all the fins but 

theanalrounded. D. 9 : P . g : V . 6 :  A.7 :  C.15. 

HAD. Northern parts of Bengal. 

Spec. C, gu~ztea, Bnch. t. 51. f. 3. /3 

Two nebulous stripes on the sides, the lateral line copper 

colour. D.8 : P.8 : V.7:  A.7:  C.17. 

HAD. Bengal and Assam. 
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Spec. C. bivtucronatn, t. 51. f. 4. P 
C. botici, Buch. 

A single spine under each eye, body greenis11 above, below 

silvery, with a red tinge 011 thefins. D.14: p .13:  V.8: A. 8: C.15. 

H AB. North-eastern parts of Bengal. 

Spec. C. cin?za?~~o?)aea, t. 51. f. 5. P 
C. pa?zgia, Buch. 

Very long and low, of cinnamon colour; dorsal opposite to 

tlie interval between tlie ventrals and anal. D . 7  : 1'.10 : V.6 : 

A.7 : C.18. 

HAB. North-eastern parts of Bengal. 

The remaining species are witllout suborbitar spines, and the dorsal is 

placed over the ventrals. They have each six cirri, and bars on the caudal 

and dorsal, which last is placed over the ventrals. 

Spec. C. ocellata, t. 51. f. 6. /3 

C. biltzirin, Buch. P. G .  Coll. 

A sinall eye-like spot at tlie uppcr base of the caudal, and 

another at the hinder base of the dorsal ; silvery, with clouded 

streaks. D . 1 4 : P . 1 4 : V . 8 : A . 7 : C . 1 9 .  

HAD. Bramaputra. 

,Sl,ec. C. gibbosa, t. 52. f. 7. P 
C. hirio, Buch. P. G. Coll. 

Back abruptly arched, a small ocellatecl spot on either side 

at t l ~ e  base of a square caudal. D.8  : P.12 : IT .8  : A.7 : C.19. 

HAD. Brainaputra. 
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h'pec. C. p~luonacea, J. 1\J. t. 52. f. 1. 

Body long, crossed by about twenty half bars, wit11 an 

ocellated spot at the base of the caudal on either side. D.17 : 

P.13 : V.9 : A.6 : C.20. 

HAD. Assam. 

0. f. 2 .  Sjl'cc C. monocera, J .  J9. t. 5- 

Body without clouded or other marks, but  the caudal and 

dorsal are ornamented with cross bars ; a short blunt spine on 

the snout. D.12:  P.12: V.8: A.6:  C.18. 

HAB. Assam. 

Spec. C. chloroso)na, J .  11. t. 52. f. 3. 

Light green, clouded with a darker green, caudal and dorsal 

marked with spots in transvere rows. D.ll:  P.12: V.8: A .6 :  C.18. 

HAD. Upper Assam. 

The two remaining species have each only four cirri. 

&Ypec. C. guttatct, J. M. t. 52. f. .5. 6 .  

Colour light green, with dark blotches, eight rays in tlle 

dorsal. 

HAD. Upper Assam. 

Spec. C. p?toroc/~ei~a,* J. RI. t. 52.  f. 4. 

13rowi1, caudal alone with bars, liead much compressed, and 

raised obliquely as in the Perilamps. D.8 : P.8 : \'.G : A.6 : 
C.16. 

HAB. RIishmee mountains. Griff. Coll. 

" cl)oEoXrtXos, that 11as pointed l ips. 

'\ a 
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8. SUB-GEN.-SCHISTURA,* J. nr. 

CHAR. Caudal bilobate, dorsal and ventrals opposite, anal short ; wit11 or 

~~ritl iout suborbitar spines ; sides ornamented with fasciated bars, ~nostly green. 

OBS. The intestine is somewhat longer than that of the true Loaclres 

(Cobitisproprici), being usually reflected once upon the stomach. 

'rhe following species have each six cirri, and two suborbitar spirirs 

on either side, except when stated to tlie contrary. The three first have 

a nlembranous uatatory bladder placed in the abdomen, as in Paottomi,rrr., 

but its cells are separated by a longitudinal septum instead of a tra~~sverse 

stricture. Their form is arched and high as in ordinary Cyprins. 

Spec. C. dario, Buch. P. G. t. 29. f. 95. 

Seven transverse bars bifurcating and becoming filin t 

below ; three or four interrupted bars on the caudal. D.11 : 

P.13 : V.8 : A.8 : c.,:. 
HAB. Ganges and Bramaputra. 

- Spec .C.getc1 ,BucI i .P .G.t . l l . f .96 .  

Seven transverse bars on the sides, one crossing the 

eyes, and one or two interrupted bars on the caudal.-\ D.12 : 

P.13 : V.8 : A.8 : C.19. 

HAB. Bengal and Assam. 

Etyrn. Z X ~ c ~ o s  split or separated, and oupa cnuc/n. 

t I obser\.ed a sligl~t difference in the form and numbcr of t l~e  bars in some \.arielies of 

t l~is  spccies. 
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S p c .  Botici ,o.).cittcliu, Gray, Mardw. Illust, t. 94. f. 3. 

13oily olive-brown, with irregtllar yellolv spots and .streak\; 

eight cirri ? 

HAD. Said to have bee11 found in tlie mountains of liirmn- 

on ; its description I believe is yet a desideratum ; and ;IS the 

only spotted species known, it might be named S. rnac~tkutcr. 

The fins of the remaining species are without bars, spots, or other orna- 

meiits; the air vessel is bilobate, and placed over the pharynx, and the body is 

long and cylindric as in the true Loaches. 

Spec. C. hulgnru, Bucll. t. 5.7. f. 2. /3 

Clouded with brown above, below silvery. D.7  : P.7 : TT.7 : 

C.17. 
HAB. Northern frontier of Bengal. 

S)ec. S. nculctitri, J .  RI.* 

Trenchant bony ridge between tlie eyes, cloitded streaks on 

the sides. D.8 : P.9 : A.7 : C.-? 
HAD. Assam. 

,il)ec. S. t~iontnna, J .  RI. t. 57. f. 1. J .  A. S. vo1. vii. t. 55. f. 1. 

Twelve zones encircling tlie body, with a black bar at tlie 

insertion of the caudal, and a single stiborbitar spine on each 

side. D.8: P.lO: V.8: A.6: C.18. 

HAL RIountains at Simla. Dr.  RZacleod's Coll. 

T h i s  species corrcspol~ds in form with tlre preceding so closely that I Ilavc ~ l o t  figured it, n11,1 

as I I~ave not folllld Uucall.?nan's species, I suspect they are the same; lllollgl~ he has not noticrd the 

1)t'culiarity of tllr I~cad. 
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The following species are without suborbitar spines, and have six cirri, 

except \vIien the coiltrary is mentioned. 

Spec. C. scnkvi,o.inrr,* Bucli. t. 53. f. 6. /3 

Ventrals round, irregular cross bars on the sides, interrupt- 

ed at the lateral line. 

Spec. S. su6fuscu, J. R1. t. 53. f. 5. 

Ten regular brown zones encircling the body. D.11: P.11 : 

V.7 : A.7 : C.17. 

HAB. Assam. 

Spec. S. pu~~ctntct, t. 53. f. 4. 

C. COP-ica, Buch. P. G. Coll. 

A row of spots on each side, and another along the back. 

D.9 : P.ll : V.7: A.6: C.19. 

HAB. Nortli-eastern parts of 13engal. 

S~ICC. S. =otzcita, J. Pli. t. 53. f. 1. 

Eleven dark green bars cross the body, wit11 light green 

zolles between them. D.ll : P.11 : V.8 : A.6 : C.17. 

H ~ B .  Assam. 

Spec. C. srcoonn, Buch. t. 53. f. 3. P 
Body compressed, dusky black above, with narrow yello~v 

bars. D.10 : P.10 : V.6 : A.6: C.-? 
HAB. Northern parts of 13e1igal. 

.- 

Tllis species is not referred to in the Gangelic Fislleu, thougl~ figurcd i n  Ilitvl~arlitn's collec- 

t1t.11 or drawings : to me it seems to be nearly allicd to S. sztyttscrc, but its f i~ ls  appeiv larger. 
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Spec. S. rrq~eculu, J. RI. t. 57. f. 3. J. A. S. vol, vii. t .  55. f. 3. 

About fourteen bars across the body, and three on the cau- 

dal ; pectorals and ventrals round. D.8 : P.10 : V.8 : A.7 : C.16. 

HAB. RIountain streams at Simla. Dr. Jlacleod's Coll. 

Variet. Thirteen rings round the body. D.9: P.12 : P.8 : A.6 : 

c.17.  

HAB. Stagnant pools in Upper Assam. 

The more prominent characters only of each group and species being 

brought forward in the above classification, i t  is necessary in another part of 

the paper to enter inore fully into particulars regarding the different species ; 

but the want of any museums or collections of fishes, public or private, in 

India, and the difficulty of preserving them in such a climate, are obstacles 

that have rendered the undertaking less complete than i t  ought to be. TVe 

inay however hope, from the zeal evinced in different parts of India in favour 

of this untrodden branch of Natural History, that the subject will not be 

allowed to rest, until we have a perfect knowledge of all our fresh-water fishes, 

as well as of the particular family here but superficially noticed. 
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D E S C R I P T I O N  O F  P L A T E S .  

PLATE LIV. 

Fig.  1. Upper side of the right ramus of the lower jaw of Cyprinus sen~iplotus, 

J. R I .  Fig.  2, the same of Cyprinus mrigalo, Buch. Fig.  3, the 

same of Qyp. bata, Buch. a, the point of union with its fellow a t  the 

symphysis ; b, the articulating surface behind. Figs. 4, 5,20, and 21, 

represent the lower side of the left ramus of the lower jaw in the 

Cirrhins ; b, the articulating surface behind, and a, the point of 

approximation with its fellow in front, where instead of a symphysis 

the two bones are attached by ligaments. Fig. 6, the lower jaw of 

the Barbels, c. side'view of the left limb of Barbus kexastichus, D, 

under side of the same ; a, symphysis, b, articulating surface behind. 

Fig. 7. Side view of the scull of spined Loaches ; a, suborbitar spine erect ; 

b, in its situation when concealed in the sinus. D, spine twice its 

natural size ; c, its natural size. 

Figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11. General form and disposition of the stomach and 

intestines in Paononziwe. Figs. 14, 13, 14, and 15, general form and 

disposition of the stomach and intestines in Sarcoborinre; a, being the 

entrance to the stomach from the mouth, and b, the vent. Fig .  8, 

stoinncll and intcstines of the Cirrhins. Fig.  9, stornacli and in- 

testine of the Barbels. Fig. 10, stomach and intestines of tlie 

Gudgeons. Fig.  11, stomach and intestines of the Gonorhynchs. 
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Fig. 12. Stomach and intestine of the Systoms ; fig. 13, of the Perilamps ; 

fig. 14, of the Leuciscs; and fig. 15, of the Opsarions. I n  this last 

genus the alimentary canal is merely divided into stomach and cloaca. 

Fig. 16. Stomach and intestine of Plutycara mac~ikata; fig. 17, stomach and 

intestine in the genus Cobitis propria ; fig. 18, the same in ScAistrwa. 

Fig. 19. Perilempus therntophilus, J. M. The caudal fin in the only two 

specimens I received is imperfect. 

P L A T E  XXXVII. 

Fig. 1. Cutustomus dyocheilus, J. Pul. Goren?~ of the Assamese ; about one- 

fifth of the natural size. 

Fig. 2. Cyprinus se7niplotus, J .  BI. Scnturee of' the Assamese ; with a figure of 

the head, natural size. 

P L A T E  X X X V I I I .  

Fig. 1.  Cyp.  mrigala, Buch. One-fifth the natural size, from a living specimen 

in Assam. This is one of the species figured by Buchanan, Pisc.  G a q .  

t. 6, 79, but there is such a want of character in the figure alluded 

to that I am induced to submit another, the accuracy of which may 

be put to the test in any of our fish markets in Bengal. 

Fig. 2 6. Gyp. cursn, Buch. This figure is taken from Buchanan's Collection. 

Fig. 3. Cyp. cursis, Buch. Drawn half size from a dried specimen. I after- 
wards fomld a far better figure of this species in Buchanan's 

collection. It is very nearly allied to  Cyp: ci~rsu,  fig. 2 ;-both are 

distinguished by their s1m11 scales and the flesh being fill1 of small 

bones. Fig. 4 is the air vessel, the anterior cell of which is double. 
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P L A T E  XXXIX. 

Fig. 1. Oreinus guttatus, J. &I. Drawn the natural size of a specimen 

brought down from Boutan by Mr. Griffith. It belongs to the new 

sub-genus of Mountain Barbels ; but the minute serrations on the 

hinder margin of the first ray of tlie dorsal fin are not shown in tlie 

figure, and tlie cross lines on the lower parts of the body are not 

natural, having been occasioned by keeping in spirits. 

Fig. 2. Barbus hexc~tichus, J. RI. A n  important species, inhabiting most of 

the large rivers in the north-eastern parts of Bengal. Its colours 

are probably subject to variation; but during the cold season all I 
met with in Assam were as represented in the drawing, which is 

about one-fifth of the natural size of the fish. 

Fig. 3. Bnrbus diliciosus, J .  M. Half the natural size. 

Fig. 4. Barbus spilopl~ilus, J. &I. Half size from a specimen in spirits, 

found by Mr. Hodgson, and presented by him to the Asiatic Society; 

i t  is probably the Cyp, chagunio of Buch. The two long filaments in 

the anal are only, I suspect, an individual peculiarity. 

P L A T E  XL. 

Fig. 1. GoBio bicolor, J. M. Natural size. 

Fig. 2. Gobio anisztrus, J. R1. Natural size ;-both are Bangotls of the natives. 

Fig. 3. Cyp. curcl~ius, Buch. Half size; i t  is very nearly allied to Fig. 2, 

P1. 38. 
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Fig. 4. Oreinus progastas, J. M. Half size. A characteristic, but not well exe- 

cuted figure of a species said to be poisonous ; it is very common in 

the rapids of the Bramaputra, where i t  is called Adoee by the natives 

of the neighbouring parts of Assam, to whom it is well known. 

PLATE XLI. 

Fig. 1 .  Cir~lzinzds nzncroaotus, J. n4. This is a large species, nearly allied to Gyp. 

~~nwdina, Buch. P. G. t .  8. f. 84, and very common daring the cold 

season in sandy streams in Assam, where i t  attains a great size and 

weight. I t  is a species that might be extensively propagated in ponds 

in all parts of India, and together with other herbivorous Cyprins 

inight be rendered much more abundant by merely destroying the 

SiZurida and Pikes, with which all the waters in the interior abound. 

Fig. 2. Cyp. rohitn, Bucli. Ruee of the natives; no less celebrated in  India 

than the Carp in Europe. I t  is the fish described by Buchanan, 

though not the one he has figured as the Ruee, the principal differ- 

ence being in the form of the mouth. The various slight modific;l- 

tions of form under which the R w e  appears, prove the extent to 

which this species must have, at  one period, been propagated in 

India. I t  is one of the largest and most abundant fishes in all parts 

of the country. 

Fig. 3. Barbus he~~oollolepis, J. R I .  Bokw of the Assamese; a large species 

very common. It is generally dark brolvnisll on the back, bluish 

below, and on the opercula, and the scales and opercula are illu- 

minated with yellow. 

C C 
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PLATE XLII. 

Fig. 1. j3 Cyp. pangusia, Buch. Fig. 2. Aplocheikts chrysostigmus, J .  Ri. 
Fig. 3. Aplocheilus melastigmzts, J .  14. Fig. 4. /3 Cyp. pausio, Buch. 

Fig. 5. Leuciscus brachiatus, J .  M .  Fig. 6. P Cyp. joulias, Buch. 

PLATE XLII1.-GONORHYNCHUS. 

Fig. 1. Gonorhyncltzts gobioides, J .  RI. Fig. 2. P Cyp. hntla, Buch. Fig. 3. P 
Gon. 3mbriatus, J .  R i .  Figs. 4, 5. Gon. ~.upeculzts. Fig. 6. j3 Gow. 

gohamu, Buch. Fig. 7. Gon. mncrosomns, J .  M .  

Fig. 1. Systontus pyropterus, J .  RI. Fig. 2. j3 Syst. leptosomus, J .  M. Fig. 3. 

Syst, tetrarupugus, J .  RI. Fig. 4. j3 Cyp. gelius, Buch. Fig. 5. Syst. 

immaculntus, J .  RI. Fig. 6. /3 Cyp. canius, Buch. Fig. 7. P. Syst.gib- 

bosus, J .  RI. Fig. 8. j3. Gyp. conchonius, Buch. Fig. 9. P Syst. ntnln- 

copterzis, J .  M. 

PLATE XLV.-PERILA~IPUS. 

Fig. 1. /3 Peritu))tpus reticulatus, J .  R i .  Fig. 2. (3 Cyp. deunrio, Buch. Fig. 3. 

Peril, ostreogr~/.phus, J .  BI. Fig. 4. P Peril. gutlntzts, J.  RI .  

PLATE XLV1.-PERILA~RIPUS. 

Fig. 1. /3 Perilampus striatus, J .  RI. Fig. 2. /3 Peril. 9-ecuiwirostris, J .  BI. 

Fig. 3. /3 Cyp. szttihu, Buch. Fig. 4. Peril. psilopterus, J .  R4. Fig. 5. 

Peril. perseus, J .  M .  Fig. 6. P Peril. naacsgterus, J .  M .  
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P L A T E  XLVI1.-OPSARIUS. 

Fig. 1. Opsnrizls pacilis, J. M. Fig. 2: Ops. pholicephahls, J. RI. 2r1, air 

vessel of this species reversed. Fig. 3. Ops. leztce~ns, J. M. Fig. 4. 

Ops. nznczrlosus, J. RI. 

P L A T E  XLVII1.-OP~ARIUS. 

Fig. 6. Opsnrius brachialis, J. M. Fig. 7. Ops. latipinaaks, J. R I .  with its 

air vessel. Fig. 8. /3 Ops. anisocheilus, J. M. Fig. 9. /!I Ops. fnscinks, 

J. BI.  Fig. lo. /!I Ops. albzllus, J. M. Fig. 5. /3 Ops. ntegastomz(s, 

J. RI. 

P L A T E  XL1X.-PLATYCARA. 

Fig. 1. Balitorn brucei, Gray, Fig. 2. Platycas.~ nzacz~htn, J. Ri. Both these 
figures are taken from Hardwicke's Illustrations, in consequence of 

the important light their singular forms cast upon the affinities of 

the whole family. 

P L A T E  L.-PSILORHYNCHUS. 

Fig. 1. P Psidorhyncl~z~s sucatio, J. RI. The figure of this remarkable species 
is from Buchanan's collection. 

Fig. 2. /3 P s i l o ~ h y ~ ~ ~ h t ~ s  ,unr.iegatlls, J. RI. Also from Buchanan's collection. 
I have never met with either of these species.* 

* Since this and other remarks on the same silbject (page 248) were written, I hare been 

favoured will1 a small collection of fishes fro111 Captain IIormay of Upper Assam, in \\rl~ich I find 

one specin~el~ of Psi!. unriegnlus, a descriptiorl of which will appear in a subsequent part of this paprr. 
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Fig. 1. /3 Cobitis oculata, J. M. Fig. 2. P Cob. cuczwn, Buch. Fig.  3. P Cob. 
gunlea, Buch. Fig.  4. /3 Cob. binz~tcroncila, J. RI. Fig. 5. Cob. 

cinnalno~~~ea, J. M. Fig.  6. /3 Cob. ocellatu, J. RI. All these figures 
" are from Buchanan's collection of unpublished drawings ; the first, 

third, fourth, and sixth species are in m y  collection also, but  as 

Buchanan's figures are better than mine, I give them the preference. 

P L A T E  LI1.-COBITIS. 

Fig.  I. Cohitis pavonacea, J. 11. Fig. 2. Cob. naonocera, J. RS. Fig. 3. Cob. 

chlo~.osonta, J. RI. F ig .  4. Cob. phoxocheila, J. RI. Fig.  5 .  Cob. 

g7cttuta, J. Ri. fig. 6. head of the same magnified, showing the cirri 

to  be four, on which its specific character rests. Fig.  7. /3 Cob. gib- 

bo.s7iw, J. RI. 

P L A T E  LII1.-SCH~STURA. 

Fig. 1. Schislura zot~atc~, J .  RI. Fig. 2. /3 Cob. buZgarn. Buch. Fig.  3. /3 Cob. 

sttvona, Buch. Fig,  4. /3 Schist. pztnctutt~, Fig. 5 .  Schist. sztbfztscrc, 

J .  31. Fig.  6. /3 Cobitis sccrturiginu, Buch. 

P L A T E  LV. 

Fig-. 1. Gohio ricnorhynchus, J. RS. Fig. 2. Barb21s nzacrocephalus, J. M. Fig. 3. 

Goh. livznophilus, J. R4. Fig. 4, is a species of the curious genus 

Aplochcilus figured in Buchanan's collection, but not named on the 

drawing, or alluded to in the Gangetic Fishes; nor has the species 

itself been met with by me. I t  differs apparently froin the two I 

have described, in the greater depth of the body, as well as in other 

characters, which, however, i t  would be unsafe to derive from the 

figure alone. Fig.  5. Gobio Eissorhynch~~s, J .  R1. 
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P L A T E  LVI. 

Fig. 1. /3 Opsarius isocheilus, J .  M. Fig. 2. /3 Lenciscus margurodes, J .  M .  

Fig. 3. Bnrlus  progeinea~s, ,J. Ri. Fig. 4. Leusiscus dystomus, J .  M .  

natural size. Fig. 5.  P Opsnrius cirratus, J .  RI. 

P L A T E  LVII. 

Fig. 1. Schisturn montana, J .  M .  Fig. 2. a ,  b, Platycara nasut(4, J. M .  
Fig. 3. 3 a, Schisturn rupecula, J .  M .  Fig. 4. Leuciscus el inplatus,  

J. M. Fig. 5 .  Barbus cheilyzoides, J .  M .  Fig. 6. Oreinus macu- 

lat~cs, J .  RI. 

PLATE LVIII. 

Fig. 1. Cyprinus ~~zrigala,  Buch., or that variety called RewaR by the Ben. 

galese. Fig. 2. P Cyp. bangon, Buch. Fig. 3. P Cyprinus choku, 
Buch. Fig. 4, the air vessel as i t  occurs in the smaller species of 
Schistare. Fig. 5, as i t  occurs in Cobitispropria, J. M. 

The remaining plates, chiefly representing the structure of the scales of 
nearly allied species, will be afterwards described. 
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A C C O U N T  O F  S P E C I E S .  

This is a large wholesome fish, much resembling the European Carp, but 

without the dorsal spine of that species. I t  is very nearly allied to Buchanan's 

Cp. nandina, but has three rays less in the dorsal fin, and other slight pecu- 

liarities, which may ho~vever be mere variations arising from artificial pro- 

pagation, or  other causes. 

The length of the head to that of the body, exclusive of the head and 

caudal fin, is as one to four, and the greatest depth is equal to  one-third of the 

length. The dorsal fin commences at the most prominent part of the back, 

at a distance from the head equal to about a third length of the body, and 

extends to  within half such distance from the caudal. 

The  ventrals are placed in the middle of the body, somewhat behind the 

commencement of the dorsal and the anal, on the posterior third of the space 

between the ventrals and the insertion of the caudal. The base of the dorsal 

fin is equal to  nearly twice the length of the head; the first of its rays is 

scarcely half the length of the second, but all the rays are con~paratively short, 

and the membrane of the fin thick and strong. The fin rays are, 

D.23 : P.16: V.9 : A.7 : C.19. 

There are forty-one scales along the lateral line, and thirteen in an oblique 

row from the base of the ventrals to the back. The head is larger in every 

respect than that of C. calbasu, Buch., but shorter and blunter, a i  well as more 

bulky, than that of C. ~ohita ,  Buch. The posterior margin of the operculum is 

the segment of a circle whose centre is situated on the lo~rrer and posterior 
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corner of the orbit ; the mouth is similar to  that of C. rohitu, except that it is a 

little smaller, and the two bony limbs of the lower jaw stronger, and their 

transverse apophyses more massive. See t. 54, f. 5. 

Buchanan observed that a variety of Cyp. nan&?ta occurs with twenty-three 

rays in the dorsal instead of twenty-six. The  variety alluded to is no doubt 

tlie one here described; affinities run so close between several of the larger 

species of Cirrhins that i t  is only by comparison of many individuals, that we 

can arrive at satisfactory specific distinctions. This species was observed by 

Buchanan in tlie Goruckpur district, on the northern frontier of Bengal; the 

individuals I met with in Assam, in Rlarch, were found in sandy streams which 

they had entered probably for the purpose of spawning. They are seldom 

seen so high in the Bramaputra as the rapids, and never, I believe, so low as to  

come within the influence of the tides, which effect a change by the deposit of 

mud instead of sand, no less remarkable in the bottoms and banks of rivers, 

than in the character of the fresh water fishes which are found within their 

influence. 

11.-CYPRINUS NANDINA, B u c ~ .  

Pisc. Gang. t. viii. f. 84. Nandi?~ of the fishermen. 

Length of the head compared to that of the body as one to three, forty- 

four scales along tlie lateral line, and twelve in an oblique line from the base 

of the ventrals to the dorsum, which is much arched. The dorsal commences 

on the most prominent part of the back, at a distance from the head, equal to 

tlie length of that organ. The fin rays are, 

D.26 : P.16 : V.9 : A.7 : C.19. 

The specimen from ~vliich this description is formed, mas found by Mr. 

Griffith in the great jeels on the northern side of Bengal. I think I have 
met with it in tlie Bramaputra as high as Gowallattee, but i t  disappears where 

the currents become rapid, and the water more cool and clear. Buchanall 

found it  very abundantly in the marshes adjacent to the ruins of the ancient 
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Gour, on the northern side of Bengal, where i t  usually attains two or three feet 

in length, and is a well flavoured and wholesome food. Its form, he says, is 

thick, but still slightly compressed, and the colour of the upper part of the 

body is dark green, with a coppery gloss ; below it is white ; the fins are dark, 

and the eyes red. Buchanan supposed that of all fishes he had met with in 

India, the ilTatldiw has the greatest resemblance to the European Carp, but that 

many of its qualities are different ; to this I may add, that it wants the dorsal 

and anal spines of Cyprin2ts carpio, while it differs from Cyp.$)nb~intus, B1. in 

having cirri, as well as a much longer dorsal. 

011. Cit. PI. 1l:f. 83. Kalbasu, and ICundna of the fishermen. 

I t  is stated by Buchanan that this species is closely allied to the Barbel of 

Europe; and Cuvier on his authority referred i t  to that genus, although 

i t  has neither the short dorsal, nor the spines of the Barbels. Buchanan's 

figure though tolerably characteristic, presents the operculum too much 

rounded, and in his description the dorsal is said to be straight above, although 

i t  is falciform, and the nostrils to have but one aperture on either side. 

Buchanan was aware of the existence of two varieties of this species, and 

it strikes me he has applied the description of one, to the figure of the 

other. The following seems to me to be the variety he has figured. 

General colour deep leaden blue, scales dotted, fins dark, lips pendulous 

and fimbriated, forty-two scales on the lateral line, fourteen in an oblique row 

from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. Fin rays, D.15 : P.17 : V.9 or 

10 : A.8 : c.:. There is yet a third kind, probably a distinct species, with 

red ventrals and forty scales along the lateral line, and twelve in an oblique 

row from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. 

T l ~ e  following is a description of the other, or ferruginous variety, 

I<~i~uZhna of the natives :- 
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The length from the operculum to the base of the caudal is four and a 

half lengths of the head, which is small and fleshy. The posterior margin of 

the operculum is equally rounded forming part of a circle, and the eyes are 

placed intermediate between the branchial aperture and the snout. The dorsal 

is placed somewhat nearer to the caudal than to tlie head, and forty-two scales 

are ranged along the lateral line, which is but slightly depressed over the 

pectorals ; fifteen scales form each oblique line extending from the base of the 

ventrals to the dorsum on either side; the ventrals are placed a little behind 

the dorsal. The fin rays are, 

D.16 : P.15 : V.9 : A.7:  (2.20. 

I t  is observed by Buchanan that in some places, as at Moonghyr where 

the Ganges is clear, passing over a pure sandy or rocky bottom, many of the 

scales assume a felruginous colour, and the fish is supposed by the Natives to 

be a different species, which they call Ku?zdhna, though he has no doubt this 

difference of colour is accidental. Buchanan farther remarks, that this species 

is very common in all the rivers and ponds of Bengal, and that i t  is also found 

in tlie Western Provinces about a foot and half in length, and sometimes even 

twice that size, and is a well flavoured light food, but contains many small 

bones. In general, Buchanan observes, it is of dark colour with a silvery gloss, 

inclining to yellow, and the scales are covered with numerous black dots. I t  is 

n very common fish in the Calcutta market. 

IV.-CYPRINUS ROHITA, Buc11. 

Pisc. Gang. P1. 36, f. 85, t. 41, f. 2. 

The head of this species is a third longer than that of C. ccrlhcisrt, and is 

eqnal to the depth of the body, while in the latter species tlle length of tile 

head is little more than about half that depth. Before I was aware of tile 
E e 
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existence of several varieties of this species, I thought Buchnnan's figure the 

very worst imaginable, in as much as i t  does not correspond with his descrip- 

tion ; in proof of which i t  is only necessary to mention that although lie 

correctly says tlie mouth extends straight backwards, i.e. horizontally, yet the 

figure places its orifice under the head half may between the snout and thc 

eyes, as in the Gonorhynclis; but when the mouth of C. ~ o k i t a  is closed, t l ~ e  

upper lip, which is rather thick and muscular, is drawn in front of the orifice 

of the mouth like a projecting snout. There is, however, a small sized variety 

very common in Calcutta, which corresponds very accurately in every respect 

with Buclianan's figure, while his description agrees with a larger fish, probably 

the one I have figured, though there are still other varieties, but they may all 

be considered as one species. The different characters which i t  presents are no 

doubt the result of domestication. The variety figured by Buchanan is con- 

stant in its characters, and may be described as having two minute cirri, one at 

either angle of the mouth; the length of the head is rather less than the depth 

of the body, which is almost equal to  a tliii,d of tlie length. The back is green 

and gold coloured, diminishing on the sides ; tlie upper part of the head, the 

dorsal, caudal, and anal are dark olive, the pectorals pale, ventrals red. There 

are forty-three scales on the lateral line, arid twelve from the base of the ven- 

trals to  the dorsum. The fin rays are, 

This is the Rztee figured by Buchanan. The following description refers to 

the one I liave figured which is much larger, and very common in Assam; and 

i t  seems to me that Ruchanan's description applies more to the latter than the 

former variety. I liave stated the rays of the anal to be eight, while Buclianan 

makes them seven ; the last ray of that fin is usually double, and sometimes 

it  is difficult to say whether there be one ray more or less than a given 

number. 
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The dorsal is placed equidistant between the head and caudal, its base is 

equal to the length of the head and to one third of the body, and there are forty- 

two scales along the lateral line, and thirteen in an oblique line from the 

ventrals to the back. The operculum is the segment of a circle whose centre 

is placed on the posterior margin of the post operculum, a peculiarity which 

belongs to none of the adjoining species, and the eye is placed considerably 

ilearer to the snout than to the branchial aperture. The fin rays are, 

This species is common, Buchanan states, in the rivers of the Gar~getic 

provinces as well as in those of Ava, and I may add Assam. I t  is propagated, 

he says, in ponds with considerable care, being a most valuable fish, and its 

beauty, he observes, both as regards its form and colours, equals its value for the 

t;~ble. The same praise may however be with almost equal justice bestowed 

on each of the preceding species, which are generally, with the exception of the 

Calbasu, sold under the same name ; and indeed the fishermen are perhaps the 

only natives who are acquainted with their distinctions. Wi th  regard to their 

importance, i t  may be observed that there are 110 animals of Inore extensive 

utility, as they are equally used by all castes and classes. I believe, how eve^.. 
that in the North Western Provinces they are scarce, yet there is no part of' 

the plains of India into the waters of which they might not be introduced 

;tnd propagated to the greatest extent. In  any attempts that might be made to 

this end, it would be necessary to attend not only to specific, but also to  sexual 

distinctions ; i t  may be sufficient in this place to remark that the abdonlen ill 

i'einale fishes is usually larger than in the males, while in the l ~ t t e r  the 

brancliial aperture and gills are somewhat larger, as Blr. Yarrell states, than ill 

the former. 

Having pointed out the distinctions between the foregoing species \fyith 

sufficient minuteness to ellable any one to recognise thenl, I may notice n felt- 

 mints conilected wit11 their general appearance and strl~cture. Ill colour the?- 
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differ little froin each other, the back is darc green in C. roAita and C. nu?&di,ta, 

hut it approaches more to olive in one variety of C. calhasn, and in another to 

dusky blue ; below the colours vary from yello~visli to reddish white, the sides 

often presenting an ochrey or occasionally a coppery iridescence or gloss. In 

all, the fins generally are dark, and the rays composing the pectorals slender, 

while those of the ventrals and anal are more stout and coarse. After they 

are caught the eyes and skin covering the edges of the opercular plates become 

bloodshot, an appearance not to be take11 for a natural colour. 

Although, as appears in the description of each species, the head differs 

considerably in size, i t  may generally be described as short and conical, flattened 

slightly above. The mouth is small and circular, and when opened occupies 

the apex or anterior part of the head, but at other times a slightly muscular 

snout closes i t  in front; the lips and cirri are pendulous, and the former in 

particular are strong and muscular, and may be supposed to be used for col- 

lecting worms, loose seeds, and other detached objects from the bottoms of 

muddy waters, such as ponds, jeels, and sluggish rivers. Indeed the frequent 

examinations that I have made of the contents of their abdominal canal 

places the certainty of this beyond supposition, at  the same time i t  is necessary 

to observe that vegetable substances coristitute by far the largest proportion 

of their food, which would seem to be obtained by stirring tlie deposits at 

the bottom of stagnant waters by means of the snout and its appendages. 

In  C. calbnsu the stomach is a lengthy sac gradually narrowing to the 

capacity of the intestine, which is estremely long and loaded with a grey 

opaque matter, which seems to change in its passage through the intestines to 

a leaden hue; sometimes tlie contents of the intestine are greenish, but I 

have seldom found the scales or testaceous parts of other animals in the sto- 

in:tch of any of these species. 

The liver is a dark red coloured organ consisting of three elongated lobes, 

the gall-bladder is large, and tlie air vessel is divided into two cells, the pos- 

terior of wliicli is smaller than tlie anterior. 
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V.-CYPRINUS GONIUS, Buch. 

Op. Cit. P1. 4, f. 82. Goni of the fishermen. 

Snout very muscular and ~erforated with pores, scales minute, intestines 

larger than in the preceding species, and loaded with a green vegetable pulpy 

matter. The fins large, their rays are, 

D.15 : P.17 : V.9: A.7: C.19. 

Buchanan observes that this species is very tenacious of life and strong, 

attaining a foot ai;d a half in length, though it  is little valued as food. 

Above it  is of dark green colour, and the sides are marked with longitudinal 

dotted lines presenting an analogy to the Perilamps. 

\'I.-CYPRINUS NANCAR, Buch. 

Op. Cit. 299. 

This species I have not met with, nor is there a drawing of i t  in Bucha- 

:~i;hn's collection ; there can be no doubt, however, from the description give;] 

L1 the Pisc. Gang. that i t  belongs to the Cirrhins; the nlouth is small, sur- 

rounded by thick crenated lips, the snout projects slightIy in front of the 

mouth, the head is fleshy so as to conceal the bones of the operculum, which 

perhaps induced Buchanan to suppose the sub-operculum to be wanting, or 

that each operculunl is formed of a single bony plate ; in other respects it 

bears a resemblance to C. ~ohi tn ,  but the important peculiarity of the oper- , 

culum and thick covering of the opercular plates, evince perhaps a close1. 

affinity to Cataston~~rs dyocheilrls. The fin rays are, 
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Op. Cit. PI. 18, f. 91, P .  331. H a r d ~ r .  Illust. P1. fig 

The head is equal in length to the altitude of the  body, and to a fourth 

of the entire length, including the caudal fin ; tlie lips are pendulous, the 

hinder one fimbriated on the edge ; the fin rays are. 

D.13 : P.16 : V.9 : A.S : C.19. 

This fish was found by Buchanan in the fresh water polids of Bengal. 

where i t  reaches the size of a small herring. All  the preceding species were 

placed by Buchanan with his true Cyprins, forming the fourth division into 

which lie separated the family, and this species, 117hich is ranked witli his se- 

venth division, is also here placed with tlie Cirrhins, from its general accordance 

witli them in form ; but  there is one peculiarity ~vliich i t  possesses in com- 

mon with tlie two following species, and which has been overlooked in both 

figures that have been published, namely, the transverse tendency of the 

colours descending in the form of faint bars from the back across the sides, 

very beautifully shewn in Buchanan's original drawing, though not mentioned 

in his description. This, together witli their having a black spot at the end 

of the tail, induced me to describe the three species in question under 2 

separate division in tlie outline of tlie family, for until we are acquainted 

wit11 their habits, and tlie structure of their stolnacll and intestines, we have 

110 means of deciding as to  the genus to n~hich they may belong. 

~ ~ I I . - C Y P R I N U S  L)EIIO, U U C ~ I .  

Op. Cit. P. 22, f. 78, P. 278. 

Cyp. rllrenro, id. Coll. D h e t ~ , ~ r o  of the fisliennen. 

This species seldom esceeds four inclies ill l e r ~ g t l ~  ; its markings are similar 

to those of the last;  i t  llas o111y two cirri, and the fill  rays are, 

D.13: P.18 : ? IT.9 : A . 7 :  C.19. 



Bachanan observes that t l ~ e  colours of the back and belly are regularly 

indented into each other on the sides, there is also a dark spot a t  the end of' 

the tail. The snout projects a little in front of the mouth. is thick ancl 

perforated with mucous pores, or what Buchanan names, callous points. I n  

tlie Gatzg. Fislles this species is placed with the Bangons or Gudgeons, to 

\vl~icIi perhaps it belongs. 

IX.-CYPRINUS JOALIUS, BuCh. 

Op. Cit. p. 316. 

Cyp. jmcynEi, id. Coll. 

This species has four cirri, with a dark spot a t  the end of the tail. 

and a similar distribation of obscure bars on the sides \\lit11 the two preceding 

species, tlio~igh i t  is placed by Bucl~anal~ in his fifth division. I t  grows to 

about three inches in length, and is common in tlie ponds ancl ditches in the  

~~ortli-eastern parts of Bengnl ; it is a bro~vnish green colour above, and silvery 

beneath, the two colours tu~i t ing alternately in bars on the sides. The  fin 

T l ~ e  form of the mouth appears to be nearly t l ~ e  same as in tlie tnro last 

described. 

The 1,nbeos agree in structure ;uld 1i:abits wit11 t l ~ e  Cirrlii~as. but ha\-e 

no cirri. 

~ . -CYPRIXL-S  C V I : C H I ~ - S .  BLIC*II. 

t. 40, f .  3. 

hiir-chi of the Bellgal fishermen, and Coiir.ic. of the Xssa~nest,. 

T I  1 llis speciea differs fro111 C. gotli~ts, Ua~ch. in being :.destitl~te of cirri. 

and i l l  I~:rvil~g so~ne\rllat s~li:aller pectorals : its l e l~g t l~ .  exclusive of tlie cnud;al. 
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is rather more than thrice the altitude; the scales are very small, and extend 

in rows along the sides, seventy-eight in each row, and thirty in an oblique row 

from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum; the head is less compressed 

than the body. The fin rays are, 

\ 

The lips are continuous round the mouth, double and fimbriated on 

their margins, and formed for collecting a loose soft food of a confervoid kind, 

~ v l ~ i c h  occurs abundantly in most of the waters of the plains of India, and 

the remains of which is plentifully found in the intestines. 

The stomach is a long tapering tube, which terminates gradually in an 

extremely lengthy but narrow canal, which instead of being disposed in cir- 

cular or serpentine convolutions, appears coiled in complicated meshes which 

occupy more or less of the abdominal cavity, according to the state of ingesta 

at the time the specimen is examined. The waters in which this species appears 

to delight, are the larger rivers where the currents are sluggish, and the 

banks formed of sand or mud ; or extensive jeels, such as those on the north- 

eastern side of Bengal. It seldom attains a greater size than a foot in length, 

is excessively bony, and rather insipid as an article of food. 

The variety of this species described by Buchanan under the nanie 

of Cyp. cursa is distinguished by four cirri, and eight rays in the anal fin. 

'I'he following are the characters of one which is common in Calcutta-seventy- 

eight scales along the lateral line, thirty-eight in an oblique row from the base 

of the ventrals to the dorsum ; under lobe of the caudal smaller than the 

upper; no cirri ; intestines and stomach thirteen lengths of the entire animal. 

The fin rays are, 

Plate 59, figs. 1, 2, reprcsent the structure and disposition of the 

scales. Were I sure that my collection is complete in the varieties described 
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by Buchanan, I would add further figures of the structure of scales in this part 

of tlie family ; hilt having some doubts on the subject, I must allow this group 

as well as the Cirrhins and Barbels, to stand for the present with some 

obscurity as to the number of species that belong to them. 

Buchanan observes that i t  inhabits fiesh water rivers and ponds in tlie 

south of Bengral, and is often found from two to three feet in length ; i t  is fill1 

of bones, and many of tlie natives abstain from its use, imagining tliat if eaten 

on tlie same day wit11 milk it  will occasio~l a disease called elephantiasis. 

The figure above referred to is taken from a dry specimen, and was litlio- 

graphed before I was aware of the existence of an excellent figure in Bucha- 

nan's collection, which I consider to be a male individual of Cyprinus c7wcAirrs. 

though he lias given i t  one ray less in the dorsal and one more in each of' 

the ~ectorals, yet I have exalnined so many speciinens that I cannot hut re- 

gard both as belonging to the same species. 

Its length, exclusive of the caudal, is rather more than thrice the altitude 

of tlie highest part of the body. There are eighty-three scales on the lateral 

line, and twenty-seven in an oblique row from the base of the ventrals to  tlie 

dorsum. The dorsal fin is p1;iced on the middle of the back, equidistant fro111 

the snout and the caudal. Tlie head is less compressed tllan the body, the 

eyes are placed higli, and the crown is flatly arched froin side to side : the lips 

are fimbriated and continuous round the moutll, and fornled for collecting 
loose floating plants, such as are abundant in jeels and creeks; the snout is also 

furnished with t\vo small cirri, too minute to be of much eviclent utility. 

'I'lie gill covers are full and gracefully rolinded behind ; the caudal and dorsal 

fills are large, the others less fully developed. Tlie fin rays are accord in^ to 
~ u c l ~ a i ~ a i i .  D.15 : P.18 : V.9 : A.7 : (2.19-or, as I I~uve follild them. 

1'' D.16 : p.17 : y . 9  : -1.7 : c .:,. 
'. g' 
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The stoniacll is a small tapering tube terminating gradually in an ex- 

tremely lengthy canal, and instead of encircling tlie abdomen, the whole is 

twisted spirally round the stomach. Tlie contents of the canal is a green soft 

vegetable substance like chopped cabbage. 

I ts  usual size is from twelve to four inches long ; the colour is green 

above and silvery below. I t  is a beautiful fish, common in Bengal and Assam 

as high as Sudyali, but being full of bones is little valued as an article of food. 

I f  i t  be less useful in this respect than other Cirrhins, i t  is more serviceable 

than we are aware of, in common with tlie numerous Gudgeons, in clearing the 

indolent waters of the plains from a redundancy of vegetation with which 

they would be otherwise choked up. 

I am not sure that these small scaled species might not be formed into ;L 

sub-genus with the Tench. 

111.-CYPRINUS DYOCHEILUS, J. RI. 

P. 37, f. 1. Gorealz of the Assamese. 

I t  is without cirri, but the under jaw is identical with that of the Cirrhins, 

\vliile the snout and maxillary are covered with thick muscular cushions. 
I t  is found in the clear active currents of the Bramaputra from Middle Assam 

to the rapids at the extremity of the valley, but appears to be equally unkno~vii 

in mountain torrents, and sluggish rivers and jeels in the plains. The head is 

elongated, and covered with thick integuments which envelope the operculum 

and branchial rays; the eyes are small, and placed almost in the posterior 

third of tlie head; the depth of the body is equal to about a third of the 
length; forty-four scales are placed along the lateral line, and thirteen in 

an oblique line from the base of tlie ventrals to the dorsum. Tlie dorsal fin is 

placed midway between the plane of tlie head, and that of the anal, and all 

tlie fins but the dorsal are largely developed, and indicate considerable powers 

of motion. The fin rays are, 

D.12 : 1'.18 : v . 9  : ~ . 8  : c.19. 
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The colours are bluish or brownish black above and on the extremities of 

the fins, but bluish white along the belly ; the sides are also bluish-white with 

various stains of red and yellow on the shoulders. 

On a closer examination of its structure, the limbs of the lower jaw are 

found to have a stronger ligamentous attachment in front than was observed 

in the true Cirrhins, while the articulation behind to the pteropalatine bones 

is considerably weaker, and the maxillary apparatus forming the front of the 

upper jaw is remarkably strong, the intern~axillary having firm articulations 

laterally with the outer sides of the apophyses of the limbs of the lower ja\\r, 

proving clearly that whatever power such a structure is intended to exercise, 

must be rather adapted to the crushing of detached objects, than the separa- 

tion of such as are fixed or rooted to the ground, which would require a 

strong abutment of the jaw behind, as in the Gonorl~ynchs. Hence we ]nay 

infer, that the bruising of shells and seeds is the peculiar object of its 

existence. In  its search for such food, i t  would naturally be led to  sl~allolv 

waters on banks of sand and boulders where shell fish and drifted fragments 

of plants are most common, and the dangers to which it  is exposed in sucl~ 

situations from birds and other animals, as well as of being left above the 

retiring currents, would be more to be guarded against than in species inhabit- 

ing deeper waters ; lience those fins on which the velocity of its morements 

depend are large ; and like all those species that inllabit rapid currents. its 

snout is perforated by numerous pores, froin ~vl~icl i  an abundant slinl;\- se- 

cretion is carried backward over the body by means of its motion through the 

water, the friction or resistance of which is thus diminished; this use of t l ~  

mucous from the nasal pores of fishes I derive from Mr. 'l'arrell. Tlie 

still more copious mucous secretion enveloping the bodies of Loncllrs allcl 

other Apnlopterittre we map presume is given then1 as n mealis of escape fro111 

enemies, rather than to facilitate their movements in the water, as they are not 

expert swimmers. Notliil~g can bctter illustrate this, tlian that in Gudgeons des- 

tined chiefly to inliabit stagnant waters, and not forilied for verJ- rapid s\\.iln- 
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ining. tlie scales are remarkably rough. 7Yitl1 all its dexterity and rapid swim- 

ming this species is more exposed to the nets of tlie fishermen than most otlier 

fish, and its native name is said by the fishermen to be derived from the instinct 

and agility it  displays ill attempts to elude them. According to the observa- 

tions of Mr. Griffith, i t  is found in Upper Assan1 in tlie early part of tlie 

colt1 season, generally keeping near the surface in deep water at the foot of 

rapids : in such situations it declines all sorts of bait and flies, but is a highly 

esteemed article of food. In the lower parts of the river, where 1 saw it  in 

JIiddle Assa~n about the end of February, its flesh mas considered coafse, and 

its haunts were then in shallow waters, perhaps for the purpose of spawning, 

~vhicli may account for the slight discrepancies regarding its qualities ancl 

habits. 

I ts  usual size is from one to two and a half feet in length, and tliougli 

so~netimes coarse, its flesh is always well flavoured. 

11.-GEN. BARBUS. 

1,olver jaw coinposed of two lengthened limbs united in front so as to 

f'orm a sn~ootli narrow apex ; the dorsal fin is preceded by a strong spinous 

ray ; lips hard, four cirri, il~terlnaxillaries protractile. 

They seem to live less exclusively on a vegetable regimen than most of tlie 

Cirrhins, from which group they also differ in the form or sculpture of the 

body, as well as in possessing a shorter intestinal canal. The dorsal which is 

small commences half way between the caudal and tlie snout, the ventrals are 

opposite t o  it. A t  the insertion of the anal the body contracts suddenly irk 

depth, leaving an abrupt tail about half the depth of the body, approaching to 

~ \ ~ l l a t  we see in the Lizards. The body is more slender, the fins smaller, but 

the rays of which they are composed are larger, and tlie colours perhaps 

brighter than in tlie Cirrl~iiis. I n  the latter tlie head is thick, and the subor- 
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bitar plates are narrow and nearly of equal breadth ; but in the Barbels the 

head is compressed, and the suborbitar apparatus forms broad plates behind, 

and narrow ones belo~v the eyes ; and i t  is on this difference in the breadth of 

tlie suborbitar and postorbitar plates tliat the length of tlie head in Barbels 

depends. The lower jaw is equal in length with the upper, and is formed of 

two lengthy bones liaving each a large pterygoid plate for tlie insertion of 

proportion'hlly large muscles for drawing tlie jaws together; the mouth is 

horizontal, and at tlie chin tlie limbs of the lower jaw are soldered firmly 

together, where they forin a narrow but smooth syinpliysis. Fig. 6, t .  54, 

represents the left ramus of the lower jaw of Bnrbxs liexnsticl~?ls ; c, side view 

showing the pterygoid plate, D under side; a, point of union witli its fellolv at 

the symphysis, b, articulating surface behind. 

I.-B. HEXASTICHUS, J. Rf. 

Cyprimds tor, Buch. Lo l r~~rn  of the Assamese. 

Head small, postorbitar plates equal to half the space between the eyes 

and the maxillaries. The relative leligtl~ of the head to the entire leligth is 

as two to seven ; twenty-five scales are ranged along the lateral line, and six in 

an oblique line from the base of the ventrals to the dorsuin. The  fin rays are, 

D.ll : P.17 : V.9 : A.8 : C.19. 

The three first rays of the dorsal are closely united and bony, the fins are 

short, and with the exception of the pectorals the rays of which they are 

composed are strong and coarse. The colour of the back, bases of the caudal 
and dorsal are greenish grey, as well as tlie upper part of the head ; the rest 

of tlie fish is reddish yellow, witli the tips of the fins a more decided red. . 

I found this species in Assam, and Buchailail met wit11 i t  in tlle large 

rivers on tlie western side of Bengal; but tlie species he has figured for it in 

H 11 
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his collection is B. progeneius. It seems to delight in the clear brisk currents 

of large rivers, passing during the dry season into shallow tributaries to  depo- 

sit its spawn ; I am not aware of its being found in the jeels and lnuddy 

rivers of Bengal. Buchanan ~nentions i t  as growing to three or four feet in 

length; those I saw in Assam varied from twenty inches to two and a half 

feet. As  an article of food i t  equals the Rr~ee,  and might be extensively 

propagated, especially in low hilly districts where that fish would not 

answer so well. 

Jzinghn of the Assamese. 

Length of the head to that of the body as one to three ; scales large and 

rounded posteriorly ; twenty six along each lateral line, and six from the base 

of each ventral to  the dorsum. Fins short. The number of rays are, 

D.12 : P.16: TT.9 : A.7 : C.19. 

The head is long and much compressed, the inouth is narrow and small, 

and from the lower lip a fleshy appendix is extended, by which it  is distin- 

guished from the neighbouring species ; nevertheless i t  is figured in Bucha- 

nan's collection of drawings as Cyp. tor, to  which it  bears so close an affinity 

that he may probably have considered i t  to be the same. The intestines 

are capacious, and consist of four convolutions extending along the posterior 

half of the abdominal cavity, leaving the anterior portion of that cavity 

chiefly t o  the stomach and liver. The first is a conical sac (larger than 

tlie stomach of the Cirrhins) occupying the right side, and terlninating simply 

in the intestine. The  liver is broad consisting of several lobes, chiefly placed 

on the left side of the stomach. 
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Bzirc~/~eteo of the Assamese. 

Length of the head compared to that of the body as two to five, twenty- 

seven scales along the lateral line, and six in an oblique row from the base 

of the ventrals to the back ; fins short, and formed of strong rays as follows, 

D.11: P.16: V.10: A.7: C.19. 

The postorbitar plates are broadly expanded ; the eyes are placed in the 

third of the head, equidistant between the preoperculum and the 

intermaxillary bones. The mouth is large and protractile, the lips smooth 

round, the jaws and intermaxillaries strong and covered, as well as the 

interior of the mouth, with an uninterrupted exter~sion of the outer skin. 

The stomach and intestine are a simple continuation of a single canal 

consisting only of two convolutions ; the liver is large, and envelopes the 

stomach and intestines with its broad and elongrated lobes. 

Mr. Griffith caught many with live bait, some as weighty as 20 and even 

30 pounds : smaller individuals are however taken with flies, and he remarked 

of this and another fish very nearly allied to  it, called by the natives 

iTIahciseer, that they are so extremely voracious and carnivorous in their 

habits as to swallo~v any of the smaller fishes that approach them. This is 

exactly what inight be expected in one of the most typical species of a sub- 

typical group, for although the Barbels belong to the Prcotzo~l~itzc~, or 

herbivorous sub-family, yet as a natural group, i t  should accol-ding to the lalv 

of syinbolical representation have its carnivorous forms, and from the preva- 

lence of these among the Barbels I have made this genus the sub-typical, or 

destructive group of the Prconomincr. 

The only iridividual I have had an opportunity of examining was cnugllt 

in deep clear water at the coin~nei~ceinent of the rapids, and was three and a 
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half feet i11 length. They are in great request in the market at Suddyah, being 

a fine wholesome food. They might be propagated in hill streams, but their 

voracity would be a decided objection t o  their introduction to  fish ponds. 

IV.-B. HESAGONOLEPUS, J.'M. 

P1. 41, f. 3. 

BoLar of the Assamese. 

Length of the head to that of the body is as one to four; twenty-seven 

scales along the lateral line, and seven in an oblique line from the base of the 

ventrals to  the ridge of the back. On the anterior part of the body the exposed 

surfaces of the scales represent Iiexagonal outlines, the fins are placed as in 

the lxeceding species, but the rays of the rentrals as well as those of the 

pectorals are small. The  fin rays are, 

D.12 : P.16: V.9: A.7: C.!!. 
!I 

The  head is small and little compressed, the snout smooth and slightly 

rounded, and the postorbitar plates less expanded in this than in any of the 

other species, having a smooth dorsal spine aiid large scales. I n  large sized 

individuals the back and head, base of the fins and scales are blackish grey ; 

but the opercular plates, scales, and fins are tipt with yellow. I n  young ones 

a leaden hue supplies the place of yellow, aiid the fins are tipt \\?it11 black. 

The  stomach is about the length of the body, gradually contracting till it 

joins the intestines, which are thrice the length of the stomach, but of great 

capacity, expanding in size from their commencement, to about the middle of 

their length, and again gradually contracting until they reach the vent. I n  

the stomacli anci intestines I found numerous minute bones of small fishes. 

Instead of the intestines of this species being disposed in transverse or longi- 

tudinal folds, they are convoluted transversely. Mr. Griffith remarks that the 

Bo1.a~ is to  be found in all large rivers on the eastern frontier, from tlie base 

of the mountains to the situation at v:hich the currents first become languid 
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i l l  the plains, keeping mostly in the middle of the stream, where it  takes a 
red hackle very freely, as well as worms and other bait. It is very powerful, 

often attaining two feet and upwards in length, and usually weighing from 

eight to twelve pounds. 

There is still another large species Gyp. piktora, Buch. closely allied to  the 

preceding Barbels, which according to 13uchanan sometimes attains nine feet 

in length ;* i t  has the following rays in its fins, 

Tlie head is said to be blunt, oval, and small, with a protractile mouth, 

and the scales to terminate with a notch behind. The first of these charac- 

ters would seem partly to refer i t  to B. hexagonolepus, while the notch at the 

apex of the scales is only apparent in B. macrocephali~s. There is no drawing 

in Buchanan's collection of tlie species alluded to, and as his description is 

not sufficiently clear, we must for the present consider Cyp. pitlctora as a 

doubtful species. 

V.-B. WEGALEPIS,  J. 31. 

Cyp. mosal, Buch. 

Hardw. Illust. Tab. 93, f. 1. 

Tlie only specimen of this species I have seen is contained in a small 

collectiori of fishes presented to the Society by RIr. Hodgson. I ts  principal 
difference from the last described consists in its having a longer head, whicli is 

* Tlie proportional deptli of sue11 an individual could not be less thau two feet. 3Ir. Yarrell 
alludes to a Carp, the largest he could find any record of, and which weighed twenty-two pounds ; 

but it appears from a notice in the Phil. Mag. Aug. 1837, tliat a Carp twenty-three pounds weight 

had been found in England in 1771. There can be no doubt however that tlic Barbel alluded to by 

Buclianan must have been twice that weight at  least, and tliat twenty-three pounds is an ordinary 

weiglit of many of tlie Indian species of this and the last described genus. 

I i 
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narrower and more compressed at the snout; but as the contents of the 

abdomen were removed from the only specimen examined, I have been un- 

able to  ascertain whether the digestive organs possess any peculiarities. 

The head is equal to  one-third of the body in length, twenty-six scales 

are ranged along the lateral line on either side, and six in each oblique row 

from the base of the ventrals to  the dorsum. The  fin rays are, 

D.12 : P.15 : V.9 : A.7 : c.:. Or, according to Buchanan- 

D.13 : P.17 : V.9 : A.8: C.19. 

The first four rays are said by Buchanan to be united in the dorsal, 

while I can only observe three to be thus joined, which may reconcile my 

twelve with his thirteen ; and as the last ray of the anal is double, Buchanan 

may have reckoned eight where I have only seven. 

The IIIosctl was found by Buchanan in the Iiosi river, on the northern 

side of Bengal. Mr. Hodgson's specimen came, I presume, from the same 

quarter, where Buchanan observes i t  sometimes attains four or five feet in 

length, and that i t  is of a long, compressed, but thick form, more prominent 

above than below; its colours are shining green on the back, softening into 

silvery on the belly : the head, he says, is sharp, oval, and narrower than the 

body and smooth, with a small tubercle (not holvever a peculiar mark) between 

the nostrils ~vhich are near the eyes; the mouth is low and horizontal, with 

rounded and smooth lips ; the lower jaw is rather shorter than the upper. 

The  Native names Mahasauln, 17lahaseer, and Tora, variously corrupted, 

probably referring to the size of the scales or the head, are without discrimina- 

tion applied by the Natives of Bengal and Assam to the preceding five spe- 

cies, the scales of which are so large that Buchanan informs 11s gaming cards 

are manufactured from them at Dacca. They appear to  be confined to the 

rapid and clear cuwents of the larger rivers along the skirts of mountains, and 

are therefore only met wit11 in the northern and eastern parts of Bengal, a\  

well as Upper Assam. Their flesh is free from the numerous small bones that 

lessen the value of many otherwise important species, and afford an excellent. 
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wholesome, and nutritious food. These fishes are, however, ~ecul ia r  to  remote 

unpopulated districts where no attempts are made t o  cure them, they are 

consequently lost to the wants of other places where an unlimited demand for 

dlied fish must prevail at  all seasons, but particularly during the rains and hot 

weather, when fresh fish become scarce. 

There can be no doubt that if some relaxation of salt duties could be 

made ia  favour of those who would embark in such a business, a profitable 

and useful trade might be established to a far greater extent than me can a t  

present form any notion of. The season for fishing is short, and without the 

means of saving Inore than can be consumed when fresh, the fishermen have 

nothing to stimulate thein to any exertion beyond that of earning during their 

brief season, a sufficient sum to support them during the rest of the year. 

Had the fisherman the nleans of preserving the results of his labor, his chief 

market would commence 1v11en the fishing season ends, and his industry ~vould 

then become a permanent benefit to himself and to the country at large. Sea 

fisheries would be of still higher importance, although neither should be neg- 

lected.* The cold season, from Nol-ember to  February, is the time at ~vhich 

fishes are chiefly taken ; the waters being then low the fish are confined to 

narrow channels, and are often completely cut off from the larger streams and 

left in pools, in which they are easily secured. When passing Solano JIookh 

with tlie Assam deputation in January, I saw boats laden wit11 most of the 

five kinds of Barbels just described, from one to two and n half feet in length ; 

but as Suddyah, the nearest nlarket at 1vhic11 they could probably be disposed 

of, was thirty iniles distant, and a strong ci~rrent to be opposed in reaching 

* Tlie attention of the Royal Asiatic Society was directed to this subject in April Irst, by n ~ y  

friend Dr. Cantor, nhose opportunities of making l~imself acquainted wit11 the subject during the 

tinie Ile was employed wit11 Capt. Lloyd in tlie Sunderbunds, should render his opinious of consi- 

derable weigl~t. Since then the discovery of isinglass in rt large Po ly~~emus ,  wl~icli frequents the 

estuaries of the Gnnges in sl~oals every cold season must, if tlioroughlg established, be the Iuerus of 

opcning r new and incxl~austible brancli of trade in a quarter ~vllcre i t  ~vns litlle expected. 
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that place, and no means of curing the fish, the owners entertained little 

hopes of realising any thing whatever by them. 

T'I.-BAILBUS CHEILTNOIDES, J. RL. 

t. 57, f. 5. 

Journ. As. Soc. Beng. 1838, t. 56, f. 5.  

For this species me are indebted to  Dr. Macleod, who found it in the 

mountain streams at Siinla. 

The length of the head to that of the body is as one to two and half, in- 

termaxillnries protractile, lips round, smooth, and thick, with four cirri. The 
body contracts suddenly under the dorsal and over the insertion of the anal 

fin ; there are thirty-three scales along the lateral line, and nine in an oblique 

row froin the base of the ventrals to  the dorsum. The fin rays are, 

D.10 : P.16 : V.9 : A.7 : C.18. 

The three first rays of the dorsal are united and spinous, the pectoral fins 

are small, and their rays slender in proportion to those of the ventrals. 

The intestine and stomach are a small and continuous tube equal to 

about twice the entire length of the animal. 

The thick lips and blunt profile of this species give it  son~ewhat the 

appearance of Cyp. chedra, Buch. ; its usual length appears from ItIacleod's 

speciinens to  be from four to  six inches, but i t  may attain a larger size. 

VII.-CI'l'. SARANA, B u c ~ .  

Op. Cit. p. 307. Cyp. Icunta, id. Coll. Cyp. Iiz~notnoo, Russ. 

The  first two rays of the dorsal are spinous, the second finely serrated 

behind ; the head is blunt, oval, small, and smooth, with a small bone at either 

side of the upper lip. The  fin rays are, 

D.10 : P.16 : V.9 : A.8 : C.19. 
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The colour is green above, below silvery ; scales large. Such are the only 

characters of value given of this species by Buchanan, who supposed it  t o  be 

probably identical with Cyp. r'ru~tamoo, Russ., though the dorsal of that species 

contained only nine, and the anal only seven rays. 

VII1.-B. sPILOPHOLUS, J .  M. 
P1. 39. f. 4. 

Cyp. chagu?lio, Buch. 

Length of the head to that of the body is as one to  three, head much 

compressed, eyes equidistant between the snout and the branchial aperture, 

suborbitar plates narrow, cheeks and snout porous, the latter abrupt, depressed, 

and projecting in front of the mouth which is low, narrow, and horizontal ; 

dorsal margin sharp in front of tlie fin ; the third ray of the dorsal finely 

serrated behind, the last is double. The fin rays are, 

D.l l :  P.15 : V.9 : A.7 : C 

Forty-seven or forty-eight scales are placed along the lateral line, and 

sixteen or seventeen in an oblique line from the base of the ventrals 

to the dorsum, with a black diffuse spot at the base of each scale; colour 

blackish grey along the back, changing to bluish white below. The specimen 

from which the description and drawing were taken, was presented to the 

Society by Mr. Hodgson, and had the two last rays of tlie anal prolonged to 

extended filanlents ; the species is probably the same as tlie following, which 

like C. saraua is said to have large scales," but if we con~pare the scales of 

* T l ~ e  fin rays of Cypri?rtts chag~~tlio. Buch. correspolld with those of Cypritttrs pitutorn, id. ; 

but in the former, the dorsal spine is serrated, and in thc latter it is smoother bellind ; in the former 

there are but  twenty-six scales along each lateral line, in the latter forty-eight. The Indian Barbels 

may he co~~velliently divided into turo sections, namely-species wit11 large scales and ~11100th dorsal 

spine, and species with snlaller scales and serrated dorsal spine. This group us \yell as the Cirrhins 

requires to be niadc the subject of a distinct monograph. 

K k  
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B. spilopholis with those of most other Barbels we must coiisider the111 as 

small, though they are large compared with those of B. progc~stus. The nrl~ole 

of our Indian Barbels, as' well as Cirrhins, will however require mucll further 

investigation and revision. 

The scales of Cgprinus chagu~zio, Buch. are spotted at the base, and the 

head is compressed, with round tubercles distributed on its fore part. The fin 

rays are, 
D.12 : P.17 : V.10 : A.8 : C.19. 

Colours above green, below silvery. I t  was found by Buchanan in the J u ~ n n a  

and the northern rivers of Beliar and Bengnl, and is said to  be an excellent 

food. 
1X.-B. DII,ICIOSUS, J. M. 

t. 39, f. 3. 

General figure short, head blunt, mouth directed obliquely upwards, 

suborbitar plates narrow, thirty-four scales along the lateral line, and eleven 

in an oblique line from the base of the veritrals to  the back. Dorsal pre- 

ceeded by a spine finely serrated behind. Fin rays are, 

D.12: P.16 : V.9 : A.7:  C.19. 

Colour bluish grey above, but bluish white beneath, wit11 a diffuse goldcn 

stain on the operculum. 

The  stomach of this species extends tlie whole leiigtli of tlie abdominal 

cavity, and contracting slightly terminates in an intestine of moderate length, 

which is merely reflected once a short way back upoil the stomach and thence 

is extended to the vent. 

'I'he ordinary length of the species is about ten iiiclies. It is found in 

languid streams on sandy bottoms in Upper Assani, and is considered an 

article of luxury froin its fine sweet flavour, wholesome qualities, and probably 

also from its coinparative scarcity. I t  is one of those species that might 1)c 

introduced with advantage, and propagated extensively in fish polids in Upper 

India. I t  seems to approach very nearly to  the Perilamps, as well from its 
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upturned mouth, its small size compared with the other Barbels, its sliorter 

abdominal canal, and the bright spot or golden tinge on the operculun-r, 

~vllile tlie absence of tlie tooth on tlie lower jaw, and'of stripes or spots on the 

body, and the small anal, are characters which must place it  with Barbels. 

Mouth directed downwards, lower jaw shorter than the upper, snout 

~nuscular and projecting, furnished with cirri. Dorsal preceded by a serrated 

spinous my. Scales small. Intestinal canal and stomach form a more or less 

c:t]~ncious tube from five to six lengtlis of the body. 

The only three species known are lierbivorous ; with one, 0. progusttts, 

I liave been acquainted since my visit to Upper Assam, a second was brought 

down by Mr. Grifith in Junelast from Boutan, and a third still more recently 

by Dr. Macleod from Siinla. It was not llntil I received this last, that I was 

fully impressed with the necessity of separating them from the true Barbels, 

not only on account of their lierbivorous habits, but of their peculiar form, and 

tlie structure of their mouth, which altogether indicate a relation to  the Gonor- 

Iiynchs, while the intestinal canal and dorsal spine bring thein closer to tlie 

Barbels, as a subordinate part of which genus we may still consider them. 

I.-0. PROCASTUS, J. n1. 

PI. 40. f, 4. 

Adoee of tlie Assamese. 

This species is easily known by its lengthened and fleshy snout, small 

mouth, and the suborbitar bones forming a narrow band below and behind the 

eyes, dorsal fin anterior to the iniddle of tlie body, with a strong ensiform spine 

toothecl behind ; the abdomen is abruptly enlarged belienth tlie pectorals, by 

wliicl~ character alone it  is readily distinguished from all other species of tlie 
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t'amily ; the scales are small, and the body much compressed. The fin rays are. 

D.12 : P.13 : V.10 : A.7 : C.19. 

The stomach is of considerable size; and of a dark reddish brown colour ; 

the intestines are a simple continuation of the stomach, and are of moderate 

length, soft, dark coloured, and filled chiefly with a vegetable pulpy matter. 

This species is said by the natives of Assam to occasion swimming of the 

head and temporary loss of reason for several days, without any particular 

derangement of the stomach ; the cause of whicli I shall endeavour to 

account for in noticing similar effects produced by some of the Gonorhynchs. 

I t  is the most herbivorous of the Barbels, and like some of the Gudgeons 

tends rapidly to decay after death, and in the abdominal cavity a copious 

oily secretion is found whicli is probably the cause of its bad effects. 

Blr. Griffith, who is better acquainted with the habits of this species 

than I am, remarks that i t  is chiefly found in rivers, along the borders of 

Assam, where the stream is rapid enough to prevent any kind of navigation 

with boats or canoes ; that i t  attains six or eight pourids weight ; and that the 

fishermen informed him if eaten it  occasions all the symptoms of drunken- 

ness, which coincides with what I had myself learnt regarding its effects. 

11.-0. GUTTATUS, J. M. 

PI. 30. f .  1 .  

Labial filaments very minute, dorsal placed behind the middle, lower part 

of the second ray bony, and serrated behind, but soft and smooth at the 

top. Eyes and branchial apertures small, head covered with thick integu- 

ments, part of which form the branchial membrane and conceal its rays, body 

covered with very minute scales, lateral line extends straight along the sides 

which are marked irregularly with brownish spots, having a black elevated 

nucleus. The fin rays are, 

D.10 : P.17 : V . l l :  A.10 : C.20. 

Colour brownish above, below silvery tinged with yellow. 
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W e  are indebted for our knowledge of this species to Mr. Griffith, who 

found it  in the Rlonas, and other rivers in different parts of Boutan, between the 
elevation of two, and five thousand feet. I t  may occur higher, but RIr. Griffith 

remarks, that ill vallies above five thousand feet though fine clear streams are 

common, yet fishes of any kind do not occur in them, and the natives assured 

the RIission to which he was attached, that no fish existed at such elevations. 

The lower jaw is short and strong, composed of two deep bony limbs 

firmly soldered at the symphysis, and covered with a thick cartilaginous 

integument, similar to that which forms the same part in Go?rorrlrynciiws 

petropl~ilus ; i t  is probably used as in that species for scraping confervoid 

plants from the surface of the rocks. The intestines are more capacious, 

but riot quitc so long as in the Gonorhynchs. Mr. Griffith remarks that though 

this species delights in rising above the surface yet i t  will not take flies. 

Length of the head to that of the body as one to three and half, snout thick 

and nluscular, and by its action the mouth, which is situated inferiorly, is 

opened and closed as in the genus Gowo~hy~zchws. 

There are four sillall cirri, and the lips are thick, hard, and smooth. 

13ody above dark and irregularly spotted, the three first rays of the dorsal are 

spinous, scales very minute, suborbitar bones concealed beneath a thick cover- 

ing of integument. The fin rays are, 

Intestinal canal capacious, about four lengths of tlie body, and found to 

contain a copious green vegetable matter. H,rbitnt. lllouiitain strean~s at 

Simla ; ordinary length about sis inches. 

T o  these species must be added Cypritt~ts RichtrrrJsonii. Gray. Hardw. 
Illustrat. t. 94, f. 13, if i t  be distinct. 

I, 1 
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111.-GEN. C Y P R I N U S  PROPRIUS. 

Body elevated, lower jaw short and rounded in front, lips hard, thick, and 

without cirri ; dorsal long. 

Sztndctree and Sento?-ce of the Assamese and Singplios. 

PI. 36, fig. 1. 

The head is small and fleshy, depressed at tlie snout, wliicli is thick arid 

square, with a row of nine large pores estending horizontally round the nose. 

The body is coinpressed and deep, the upper and lower margins unequally 

arched, the dorsal is long, and preceded by a spine. The fin rays are, 

D.27 : P.16 : V.9 : A.9 : C.19. 

The colours along the back are greyish black, changing to bluish white 

along the sides. There are thirty-two scales along the lateral line, arid ten ill 

an oblique row from the base of the ventrals to tlie dorsal. 

Mr. Griffith remarks, that the ordinary ~veiglit of this species varies from 

14 to  2; pounds, and that i t  is usually found near rapids; the larger ones in the 

deeper waters, where they are seen, particularly of all evening, rising to the 

surface, but they refuse all sorts of flies and baits, although if a stone be cast 

into the water, all these fishes in the vicinity assemble round tlie spot. The 

Dhonzs (fishermen) take them by a casting net, observing great silence, and 

frequently first dropping a stone to asselnble the fish in the spot on which it  

is intended to cast the net. 

Structure.-The opercular plates and bones of the head are concealed 

beneath a thick skin, or integument. The intermaxillary is fixed to tlie 

maxillary bones, and these last to the nasal and suborbitar piates, so as to 
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admit of no independent motion in the upper jam, as in the European Carp. 

and most of our Indian Barbels. T h e  pre-operculum is short, and forms, ill 

conjunction with tlie anterior extremity of t h e  inter-operculum, a convex arti- 

culating surface for the respective branch of the lower jaw, whicli proceeds 

almost transversely to meet tliat of the opposite side, giving the profile a short- 

ened character. The  sub-operculum is very small, as well as the brancl~ial raps, 

\vl~ich in tliis, as well as in Cntnstomns dyocheilus, and some of our Inclian 

Gudgeons, and most of' the Go~orhy7zchi, can only be see11 on removing tlie 

integuments. 

The  stomacli is a simple but lengthened sac, terminating in a very l o i ~ g  

narrow intestine; the abdomen contains an abundant supply of soft fat, in 

which the intestines seem to float. 

This species, wl~ich is reckoned tlie most delicious in Assain, is found only 

in the upper parts of the province, where the currents become clear, ancl 

some~vhat rapid. It is common a t  Suddyah, and is said to be found from 

thence to the foot of the moiintains. I ts  11sual size is from twelve to twenty 

inches in length, and from four to seven inches deep from below the pectorals 

to the shoulders. I t  contailis few bones, and is rich, fine flavoured, and whole- 

some, and for these reasons always sells at  a higher price than ordinary fishes. 

I t  is one which might be introduced with great advantage to  hilly countries, 

especially to places in India selected as sanataria, where its superior qualities 

would soon render i t  a favourite dish, and the place perhaps a favourite resort 

to otlicrs as well as invalids. 

The  most suitable vivnrit~tn for this species might be formed by stopping 

up a clear mountain stream to a certain depth, and filling the irregularities of' 

the bottom with sand, gl-avel, and stones ; tliere should be a current in the 

water, and to prevent the escape of tlie fish, a grating sllould be fixed belolv ; 

ancl at the opposite end a stronger grating, if necessary, to prevent the intro- 

duction of rubbish during floods, as well as the escape of the fish, sllould tile 

fill1 not be sufficient for the latter purpose. Enrbrts rliliciosus is another 



species for which the same fish-pond would answer, and whicl~ it  would be 

equally desirable and pi-acticable t o  introduce to  similar situations. 

Pisc. Gang. P1. 13, f. 81-1). 257. Catlu of tlie fishermen. 

Buclianan says that this species differs from C. cnrpio, or common Carp of 

Europe only in wanting cirri, but i t  also differs from that species in the want 

of spinous rays in the dorsal and anal, as well as in general form. I t  ap- 

proaches however much nearer to  tlie Prussian Carp (C. gibelio) the general 

figure, character of the fins, and number of their rays, being the same in both; 

but they differ in tlie size of their scales and proportion of the head. 

The length of the head is half that of tlie body (exclusive of the head 

and caudal), and its depth is equal to half its length. There are forty-four 

scales along the latel.al line. and fourteen in an oblique line from the base of 

tile ventrals to the back, the length of the dorsal is equal to about a third 

length of the body. The fin rays are, 

D.18 : P.18: V.9 : A.8 : C.19. 

The lower jaw consists of two broad bony plates joined sligl~tly in front, 

where they project a little before the upper jaw. 

The  Cutla is said by Buchanan to be liniited to Bengal, I found it  how- 

ever as high in the Bramaputra as Bislienath, although it  is there less 

abundant than within the limit of the tides beyond the reach of brackish 

water ; but it  lives and attains great size in tanks and ponds quite unconnected 

with tides and currents, so that i t  is capable of being introduced wherever 

there is fresh water. There is no species of more iinportance than this in 

an economical point of view. Buchanan informs us that i t  is sometimes found 

four feet in length, and that it is a light wholesome food ; the head, lie remarks, 

is peculiarly delicious ; this I can also answer for, and am only at a loss to 

know why it should have been so long overlooked by our epicures. Although 
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the Catla is one of the commonest fish in Bengal, Buchanan remarks that i t  is 

unknown in most parts of Behar. I f  a Little attention were directed to  the 

extirpation of Alligators, and other destructive animals in our tanks, there 

is no limit to the extent to which this, and similar usefill species might be 

propagated. 

1V.-GEN. GOBIO. 

TheGudgeons, according tocuvier, have both the dorsal and anal short, and 

are without spinous rays in any of the fins, or cirri to the mouth. As, however, 

we have some Indian species with two cirri, i t  is necessary to  omit the 

consideration of those appendages in the characters of the genus, otherwise 

well marked by the lower jaw being shorter than tlie upper, without hav- 

ing tlie mouth directed downwards, as in the Gonorhynchs. The  vent is 

placed close in front of the anal fin, and not between the ventrals, as in 

tlie Gonorhynchs; and in many of the species tlie liver is either altogether 

wanting, or dispersed in numerous small glands throughout the folds of the 

intestines. I have already remarked that cirri are very uncertain characters 

in this family, and that even among the Cirrhins themselves, a genus cha- 

racterised by these appendages, i t  is often difficult to say whether they are 

present or not ;  and in tlie closely allied group Labeo, cirri are altogether 

wanting, though, if we may judge from what appear to be Indian species of 

Labeo, their habits and structure in other respects hardly differ from the 

Cirrhins. The Gudgeons as I have limited the group, are strictly herbivorous, 

and surpass all other fishes of the family in the length of the alimentary canal, 

which is from eight to eleven lengths of the body, inclusive of the head and 

caudal fin, and is always filled with a soft green pulpy aliment. The stomach 

is a long tapering tube, and differs only from the rest of the canal in the 

longitudinal direction of its muscular fibres ; the lower jaw is composed of 

two bones soldered together at tlie symphysis ; the lips are hard, with a 

slight ridge on the upper surface of the lower one in many of the species, ;t 

nr 111 
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character by which Buchanan distinguished the group under the native namc 

Bang-on, but the ridge in question, though commonly met with, is not ~uiiver- 

snl, or peculiar to the group, as i t  is also observed in the genus ilit~gil, and 

besides, is very obscure. 

The forms which come under this genus resolve themselves into three 

divisions-lst, such as have two minute cirri ; 2d, those with a hard, round, 

and smooth snout without cirri ; 3d, species with a rough, soft, and fleshy 

snout. 

In  the first of these divisions we have, 1. Cyl~rinzis n~rig~iZu ; 2 .  C ~ ~ ~ I ' I I N S  

czir)jt~rca ; 3.  Cyprinzts rebn ; 4 .  Cyprinus atzgra. 

In the second division we have, 1. G. Zissorkywchus ; 2.  G.  isurzis; 

3. G. Zinznopl~iZus ; 4. G, bicolor; and 5 .  G.  anisuvus.* 

I n  the third division, 1. G. rimorl~ynchust ; 2. Cyprinlis boga ; 3. C ~ ~ I ~ I ' H I ~ S  

paj~gzisia; in all, eleven, which I have been enabled either to identify with 

Buchanan's species, or describe as distinct. 

This is one of the most important of our Indian species, and was justly asso- 

ciated by Buchanan with his Bangons, though afterwards erroneously referred in 

the R&gne Animal to the Cirrhins. I t  is the 1irigaZa of Sanscrit writers, and 

the 1TIi9-g~~ Meerica, &c. of the Bengnl and Assam fishermen. The figure 

given of i t  by Buchanan is not well expressed, the head is too much flattened 

or depressed, the scales are represented too large, and there are other dispropor- 

tions which to one well acquainted with the fish, give his figure an unnatural 

appearance, for which reason I have @veil another figure which has been care- 

' These species are probably equivalent to Cyprinrcs cisrn, Bucl~.  Cyp. bntn, id. andCyp. acrn, 

id. I have however, been unable to reconcile them with Buchanan's descriptions. 

t Gob. ~icno~hynchus,  J .  &I. is equivalent to Cyp.falcnta, Gray Hard. Illust. t. - f. -; Cyp. 

bogn, Buch. Cyp. pangusia, id, and Gob. malacoston~zcr of my synopsis arc probably but one species. 
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fully taken from life. The  altitude of the deepest part of tlie body is con- 

tained four and a half times in the entire length, and the head and caudal are 
each equal in length to the depth of the body. There are forty-four scales 

along the lateral line, and fourteen in an oblique row from the base of the 

ventrals to the dorsum. The  dorsal fin is placed somewhat nearer to tlie 

nape than to the base of the caudal fin, and tlie length of its base is equal 

to the depth of the body; the ventrals are placed opposite the dorsal, and the 

space between tlie anal and caudal is equal to half that between tlie former 

and the ventrals. Tlie fin rays are, 

D.16: P.17: V.9: A.7: C.19. 

The  eyes are placed almost in tlie anterior third of the head. Buchanan 

states that the pupils are circular, but  I have found them oval, with tlie long 

diameter vertical. I n  the variety called Rewaii, however, the  pupils of those 

I have exail~ined are circular, and if we could rely on such peculiarities as con- 

stant, they would afford an excellent character by which we might distinguish 

the species in very difficult cases. 

The  mo~i th  is placed a t  the end of the head, having two small cirri placed 

anteriorly on tlle upper lip. T h e  under jaw is formed of a very slender rim 

composed of two bones meeting in the middle at  the  chin, where they are 

soldered firmly together. 

The outer extremities of these ossn siagoncc,* as they may be named for 

convenience, are articulated above to  the corresponding extremities of the  

intern~axillaries, and behind to  the anterior extremities of what Cuvier named 

in the Perch, the nngzllnv Bone. I t  Ijas already been shown that the angular 

bones really form the lower jaw both in the Cirrhins and in the Barbels, with 

this difference, that in the one case they are united, and in the other 

 ina attached by a bony union in front. I n  the Gudgeons, however, and in 

this species in particular, the angular bones are nearly parallel to each otller, 

" From Zlnyoa~,  the jaw bone. 
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so that the front of the lower jaw is composed of the two transverse limbs 

a, e, c-P1. 54, f. 2, above described : a, is the point of union with its fellow at 

tlie symphysis ; b, the articulating surface behind ; d, the body of the angular 

bone corresponding with the analagous bone in the Perch, and with f. 4, 5, 

20, and 21, P1. 54, in the Cirrhins. 

The  intestinal canal was found to be sixteen feet in length in an individual 

whose entire length was two feet, and loaded with a transparent viscid fluid, 

as well as a grey pulpaceous substance. The coats of the intestines are 

marked at short intervals by opaque muscular rings. The stomach is merely 

distinguishable from the intestines by the longitudinal direction of its fibres, 

and seemed to be without either cardiac or pyloric valves. The anterior 

extremity of the stomach in an individual of the dimensions already men- 

tioned, was large enough to admit the finger, while the posterior extremity 

was about the size of a large goose quill. The liver is large, and consists 

of elongated lobes of dark red colour, extending along each side of the 

stomach. The air vessel consists chiefly of a great anterior cell of an almost 

cylindric shape, with rounded extremities; this is separated by means of a 

stricture from a balloon-shaped posterior cell of considerably smaller capacity. 

I have entered thus fully into a description of this species, because it is not 

only one of our most valuable fishes, but in a scentific point of view, is to be 

regarded as the most perfect member of the group to which it belongs. 

I ts  superiority in the one respect being fully established by its bulk, and the 

frequency with which it is met with in the bazars as well as on our tables ; and 

in the other, by the variety of its food, which consists, as well as I could deter- 

mine from the contents of the stomach, of soft shell fish and vegetable matter, 

a diversity of aliment which requires a higher degree of intelligence to select, 

and a more perfect organization to procure and digest, than can be supposed 

to belong to the ordinary species, which appear to subsist exclusively on 

conferva?, and other plants that abound in the waters of ponds and swamps, 

where the Gudgeons of this country are chiefly found. 
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The nfrigala is most esteemed during the rainy season in Bengal, by 

Europeans at least; the usual size at which it  is taken is from eighteen inches 

to two feet in length, when smaller the flesh is bony, and when larger i t  

becomes coarse, and loses flavour. I ts  form is seemly, and the colours ex- 

tremely rich, but undefined, generally consisting of dark green along the back, 

but sometimes brown, or both intermixed, with a gold-yellow iridescence on 

tlie sides : i t  is one of those species which might be propagated with advan- 

tage wherever a sufficiency of fresh water occurs. The Remnh I consider 

to be nothing more than the young Mrigula ; I haye not however found 

it  any where but at Calcutta, and there are solne interesting differences 

both in the disposition of the intestines, and the form of the air vessel in the 

two kinds, which deserve to be pointed out whether we regard those differ- 

ences as constituting distinct species, or as elucidating the progessive stages 

of development in the same individual. I n  the Mrigaln the anterior cell of the 

air vessel is large, constituting almost nine-tenths of the organ ; in the RelcnA 

tlie posterior cell is larger than the anterior. I n  the ~Wrigaln the intestines are 

convoluted in loiigitudinal folds ; in the Rawrsh tlie folds of the intestine are 

disposed obliquely across the abdomen, but the proportionate length of the 

alimentary canal to the size of the body is the same in both. The scales in 

both are of the same fonn, but the structure is somewhat different. 

II.-CY PRINUS CUR3IUCA, BLICII. 

Journ. RIysore, V . l l ,  t.30. 

This species is placed by Bucliaiian amongst his true Cyprittus, but from 

his figure, as well as his description, I am inclined to consider i t  as belonging 

to this place, although lie says the jaws are protractile, a character which is not 

coininon in the Gudgeons, and which will require to be particularly inquired 

into hereafter. I am aware that to describe two different species under one name, 

is more calculated to create confusioil than giving a new name to a species 

N 11 
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described before ; a t  all events, the latter error is one that may be more easily 

corrected than the former. I have, however, a specimen in my collection which 

corresponds so closely with Buchanan's description, that I might almost ven- 

ture t o  look upon i t  as the same. But  in hopes that some member of the 

Society will forward to  our bluseum a specimen of the Cz~rr)zwa, which is 

comlnon in the rivers of southern India, I will withhold for the present any 

further notice of this species than may be found in the synopsis. 

Had  Bucl~anan not stated that the cirri of this species are appended from 

the end of the snout, instead of the corners of the inoutli, I should have been 

disposed to refer the specimen which is alluded to above, to this species, which 

is common, he observes, in the north-western parts of Bengal, where i t  attains 

two feet in length : as I have not see11 it, I must refer the reader to Buchanan's 

description. 

IV.-CPPRINUS ANGRA, B u c ~ .  

Hardnlicke's Illust. t. 86, f. 1. Pisces 1. c. t. 3, f. 1. 

I liad figured and named this species Gobio leprosus during my journey in 

Assam, before I became acquainted either with the figure in Hardwicke, or awake 

of the existence of Buchanan's unpublished drawings ; but I have since lost the 

specimen I liad collected or1 the occasion, and must now trust to  my original 

notes for a description of it. The length of the head to that of the body is as 

one to  four ; operculum rounded behind ; mouth small, directed obliquely up- 

wards ; snout prominent and fleshy, ~ r i t h  two small cirri at the corners of the 

mouth ; suborbitar plates broader below than behind the eyes; pectorals small. 

with their bases slightly covered by the brancl~ial plates. The fin rays arc, 

D.10: P.10: V.9: A.8: C.19. 
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There are thirty-five scales along the lateral line, and fourteen in an 

oblique row from the base of the ventrals to  the dorsum. Colour pale 

olive brown above, and reddish-white below. Intestines long, dark coloured, 

and convoluted in circles round the parieties of the abdomen. Posterior cell 

of the air vessel much larger than the anterior. 

It was found by Buchanan in the Bramaputra, and there i t  also occur- 

red to me. The only part of the figure in Hardwicke to  be relied on is the 

outline, and even that is so obscured with a fanciful display of colours that 

no one, unless familiar with the species, could detect its resemblance to the 

drawing." 

This species includes those varieties, as far as I am able to  make them out, 

referred to in the Ga?getic Fishes under the naines of C y p r i ~ ~ t s  CIWU, 

Cyprinus ncru, and Cyprij~us bnta, and which are distinguished by hard 

smooth lips, snout without cirri, and ~vi th  from eleven to twelve rays in the 

dorsal fin. I n  the preceding part of this paper, in ~vl~icl l  I have given an 

outline of the species and groups composing the family generally, I have been 

anxious to keep distinct all species which we have any good authority for 

supposing really to exist in India, in hopes that further information will be 

obtained regarding them. 

Buchanan distinguished Cyprinus batn chiefly by the upper lobe of the cnu- 

dal fin, nrhich he says is longer than the lower ; but in the drawing he has left us. 

* During the twenty years Buchar~an's drawings lay a t  the Botanic Garden before they were 

transferred to Hardwicke's Illustrations, many of the colours appcar to ha re  undergone achange, sucll 

as light blues and greens becoming dark brown ; not aware of this, the copyist has not o l~ ly  imitated t l ~ e  

altered colours, but added a little to their intensity ; the consequence of \vl~icll is, that both t l~ i s  and 

the other figures sinlilarly obtained in the expensive \srork rcferred to, arc n ~ a d e  to appear in black. 

\v11cre t l~ey  sl~ould only be pale grey or green. 
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there is scarcely any perceptible difference between the lobes of the caudal, 

otherwise we might suppose my G. nnisz~rus to be his Cyprinus bntn ; but it is 

to be remarked that in my species the lower, and not the upper lobe is the longer 

of the two. Cyprinus ncra, Buch. is also said to have the upper lobe of the 

caudal longer than the lower, but i t  has only eleven rays in the fin of the back ; 

now, whether a species can be said to have eleven or twelve rays in the dorsal, 

depends entirely on the degree to which the last ray is separated or divided, 

\vIiich in this group i t  always is, more or less; there can therefore be little 

doubt that Cyprinus Bata and Cyprinus ucra are the same species. Cyprinzts 

cum, Buch. is said to differ from each of the former two in the lobes of the 

caudal being equal, and by there being only seven rays in the anal, while each 

of the other fins llas eight; but what has been said with regard to the division 

of the last rap of the dorsal, applies also to that of the anal fin, which also in this 

group is always divided ; and according to the degree in which i t  is separated, 

the fin may be said to have one ray more or less. I therefore treat these three 

varieties as one species, which I have named G. lissorhynchus. Before enter- 

ing on the description of this species, I must be allowed to mention one 

peculiarity which i t  possesses in common with G. isurus and G. ZimnopAil~i~, 

namely, that there is a slight prominence on the symphysis of the lower, and 

a corresponding fissure in the intermaxillaries of the upper jaw, but the lower 

jaw is always round in front, and shorter than the upper, which prevents the 

character just noted from being confounded with an analogous prominence on 

the apex of the lower jaw in Sarcoborin~, in which sub-family tliat organ is 

always narrow and pointed at the apex. 

The head is compressed, and equal to about a third of the length of the 

body, exclusive of the head and caudal fin ; the snout is hard, deep, prominent, 
and smooth, without cirri. The eyes are placed anterior to the middle of tlie 

head ; the posterior margin of the operculum is broad and somewhat square, or, 

unequally rounded. The body is symmetrical, equally arched above and 
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below ; dorsal and ventrals are opposite. The  lobes of the caudal are equal in 

length. The fin rays are, 
D.11 or 1.2: P.16: V.9: A.7 or 8: C.19. 

There are thirty-nine scales along the lateral line, and thirteen from the base 

of the ventrals to the dorsum. 

The liver is situated in the anterior part of the abdomen, immediately 

behind the diaphragm as usual, in conjunction wit11 the stsmach ; the 

alimentary canal and stomach form a long and narrow tube, equal to  eight or 

nine lengths of the body. The usual size which this species attains is from 

four to twelve inches in length, i t  is found in all the fresh waters through- 

out Bengal ancl Assani. 

V1.-Gosro rsunus,* J. Rf. 

This species bears so striking a resemblance to  tlie figure Buchanan has 

given of Cyprinzts arixn, that I have thought i t  unnecessary to  attempt a bet- 

ter representation of it, although there is no reason to suppose i t  to be tlie 

Cyprin~ls nrixn which Buchanan has described ; on the contrary, i t  appears to 

me to be quite distinct from that species, in which the snout is rough, soft, 

and perforated by numerous mucous pores, while in this i t  is smooth, hard, 

and without pores. I t  corresponds with G. Zimnophilus in the number of its 

scales, but in that species there is a distinct tube passing along the middle of 

every scale on the body, as well as on that row which forms the lateral line, 

and to \vliich sue11 tubulated scales are usually confined ; so that Gobio 
litnnopltilfls has as nlany lateral lines as there are rows of scales on the sides, 

~vhile in this species tlie tubulated scales are confined to the lateral line alone. 

The length of the head is equal to tivo-thirds of the depth of the body, and 

n fourth of its length ; the scales are large, and disposed in rows, of ~vhicll there 

*See Bucl~anitn's figure of C?l~~ri~rrcs nrkn, Journ. nIgsore, vol. i i i .  t.  31. 

0 0 
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are fourteen between the ventrals :and dorsum on either side, and thirty-seven 

disposed alsng the lateral line. The fin rays are, 

D.11 : P.14 : V.9 : A.7 : c.;. 
The colour above is bluish grey, diminishing in intensity on the sides ; the 

scales are long, and soft, presenting on the upper parts of the body pentagonal 

exposed faces. 

The  length of the intestinal canal is equal to  eleven lengths of the body, 

including the head and caudal fin, and the whole canal is a simple continua- 

tion of the stomach, nrllicl~ differs from the rest of the tube merely in being 

wider a t  the anterior extremity. The liver consists of small detached glands 

dispersed throughout the folds of the intestines, as already described. The 

only specinlens I have seen of this interesting species were found by Mr. 

Grifitli at  Suddyah, in Upper Assam. It seems to be confined to the higher 

parts of the valley where the large rivers fall in rapid currents from the skirts of 

the mountains, and the water is clear, and the bottom rocky. I n  such situa- 

tions I learn from Mr. Griffitli that i t  associates with Gonorhynchs, Gobio 

anisurzcs, and Cypri?tzls semiplotus. 

This is one of the coinlnonest species in all parts of Benpl ,  particularly 

delighting in swamps and ponds, but also coininon in large rivers where the 

water is fresh and the currents slow. After my figure had been lithographed, 

I found a better one in Buchanan's collection named Cpr inus  bangon, ml~ich I 

suppose to represent a larger individual of the same species, but this has yet 

to  be ascertained, since we find that figures without dissections shewing the 

structure of parts, are not to be relied upon in this group. 

The general proportions, particularly in regard to depth vary a little. The 

head is equal to about one-fourth part of the length of tlle body, exclusive of 
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the head and caudal ; the colours of the back as well as of the caudal and dorsal 

fins are usllally grey : the lower parts as well as adjacent fins are greyish white, 
~vitll a tinge often at the base of the fins as well as on tlle under 

jaw. The caudal and dorsal fins, together with some of the scales are oftelr tipt 

wit11 a darker grey ; the lips and snout are thin and hard, the latter is ho\vever 

prominent. The fins are small and feeble, and the dorsal may be said to  con- 

tain either eleven or ten rays, according as the last may be more or less 

divided, and the first, which is usually nothing more than a small point situated 

close to the root of the second, may happen to be more or less developed, but 

the rays may generally be stated as, 

D.10 : P.19 : 17.9:  r1.7 : C.19. 

The alimentary canal is a small but lengthy tube, equal to above eight 

lengths of the entire fish including the head and caudal ; the liver is disposed 

in several detached glands, as in the last described species. There are thirty- 

six scales along tlie lateral line, and about twelve rows from tlle base of the 

ventrals to the dorsum; the scales are long, and on each there is a tube extend- 

ing from the base towards the apex for the transmissioil of mucous to t l ~ e  

surface of the body, the same as tlie tube forming the lateral line, but smaller; 

and as these tubes are connected with a glandular structure beneath the scales, 

the latter consequently adhere more firmly to the body than they do in other 

species. After a specimen has been kept in spirits for a time, and tben 
exposed to the air until i t  becomes dry, the scales ~vill  be found to present a 

succession of depressions extending along the middle of each row, caused 

by tlle contraction of tlie nlucous ducts which draw the middle of the scales 

in~vard, by observing ~vllicli the peculiarity of this species lllay be detected. 

Even in the living state this peculiarity lnay be observed. 
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VIII.-GOBIO BIC~LOR,  J. nr. 

t. 40, f. 1. 

Tlie general form and proportions of this species agree veiy nearly wit11 

those of Gohio isrirtrs, but  in structure i t  differs essentially from that species. The 

snout is depressed, smooth, long, soft, and rather pointed ; \vith a few mucous 

pores, which however cause little or 110 rougliness. Tlie mouth is small and 

semicircular, and placed llorizontally on the lower surface of the head, ~vhicll 

is equal to  a third length of the body, exclusive of the head and caudal. Tlie 

eyes are placed on a pro~niiient ridge intermediate between the snout and the 

brancl~ial aperture. The depth of tlie body is equal to half tlie length, ex- 

clusive of tlie head and caudal ; the fins are feeble, the pectorals and ventrals 

about equal in size, and the upper lobe of the caudal is rather longer than the 

lower; the upper part of the body froin the lateral line to  the dorsum is a 

dark blue, the lower parts are white. Tlie fin rays are, 

D.12 : P.17 : V.9 : A.7 : C.12. 

There are forty-two scales along the lateral line, arrcl thirteen in an oblique 

row from the base of the ventrals to  the dorsuin ; the scales are short, and 

their exposed surfaces are rhomboidal as usual. The  alimentary canal is equal 

to eleven lengths of the body inclusive of the head and caudal ; and as in 

tlie last two species, tlie liver consists of numerous detached glands dispersed 

throughout tlie abdomen. 

This species was found by Mr. Griffitli (to whom I am indebted for the 

only specimen I have seen) to inhabit the higher parts of the Bramaputra, 

where tlie river becomes rapid and clear, and tlie bottom composed of boulders. 

1X.-Gonro ~ s r s u n u s ,  J. 11. 

t. 40, f. 2. 

This is a small species of which I have only seen one individual, which 

was found by Mr. Griffith in the higher parts of the Bramaputra. 
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The lengtli of the head is equal to the altitude of the body, and in pro- 

portion to the length of the latter as one to three. The head is a little more 

compressed than the body, and deep, especially at the snout, which is rougl~ 

llnd porous, as well as muscular and prominent. The  inouth is small, the lips 

thiclr, hard, and smooth without cirri. There are about forty-three scales along 

tlie lateral line, and the lower lobe of the caudal is longer than the upper. 

The fin rays are, 
D.12 : P.17 : V.9 : A.7 : c.,:. 

The colour above is dark bluish, softened off on the sides to the lateral 

line, below whicl~ it is wliite. The scales are lanceolate at the apex, and their 

structure is nearly uniform at both extremities. 

The intestines are of great le~igtli, equal at least to those of G. isnrlis ; 

the liver is very obscurely developed, and clistributed in minute detached 

lobes in various parts of the abdomen. 

X.-CYPRINUS noaa, Bucl~.  P. G. t. 28, f. SO. 

Cyprinns ctri:rt, id. Cypritzzrs pn~~gitsict,  id. 

The two first are chiefly distinguished from each other by the structure 

of the lower lip. Of Cyprizns b o p ,  Buchanan in one place says, lctbeo i l f e r i o ) . ~  

cl*swito,* and in another, that the under lip is inrlelztecl on the edge.t Of 

Cypil lz ls  nrirci he says in one place, lrilreo iltfieriore reJeso, i~ztegerrirrro; 

r o s t ~ o  I e c i ;  in another place he observes of the same species, that the under lip 

is reflected 011 the edge, and omits ally allusion to a peculiarity of the nose, 

furtller than that i t  is supplied wit11 large pores, but he also remarks this 

of Cyprilzzts hoga. TTTere I to detail the attempts I have ~ n a d e  to distin- 

guish these two species with all the fishes of B e n p l  that I have been able to 

* Pisc. Gn11y. 386 01). Cit. 286. 

P P 
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collect in four years before me, I should only co~itribute to the embarrassment 

of the question. Wi th  regrard to the third species, Cyprinuspcc~gusin, whicl~ 
according to Bnchanan is distinguished by fourteen rays in the dorsal fin, 

while in each of the former varieties that fin contains only twelve rays, it 

certainly does appear at  first sight to rest on a better footing ; especially as all 

the species of this group that are witllout cirri, present a hard prominent snout, 

and have only twelve rays in tlie dorsal. I am acquainted however with ;L 

variety which for a long time I considered to be Cypriaus pangztsia, but on 

re-examination I found two rudimental cirri, and that the rays of the dorsal 

fin are strictly fifteen, thus making i t  correspond with the Rewah, a variety 

of Cyp"ttts n~ r iga l c~  

When we add to these observations tlie testimony of Buchanan himself, 

that the three species nearly resemble each other, and compare the striking 

resemblance that exists between the fignre of Ctjpritzzts boga, Pisc. Ga~zg. t. 28, 

f. 80, and Cyprinus pangusia, t. 49, f. 1, we cannot hesitate in the present 

state of the question to regard them as one and the same species. Still, liow- 

ever, we ought not to forget the distinctions Buchanan has pointed out, and 

which have been preserved in tlie synopsis. The following variety may how- 

ever be distinct froin Cyprinzts bop,  and the drawing of i t  in Buchanan's 

collection is marked Cyj~rinzis pn??gzisici, although I consider i t  to be the fish 

he has described as Cyprinus arixa. 

CYPRINUS PANGUSIA, Buch. 

t. 42, f. 1. P. 

The length of the head is equal to the depth of the body, and to a thircl 

of tlie length, exclusive of the head and caudal. 

The head is compressed rather more than the body, so as to render it 

narrow between the eyes. The snout is narrow, but rough, porous, prominent, 

ancl soft, without being loose or pendulous ; the under jaw is short and thin, 

so as to be in a great measure concealed by the snout when the mouth is 
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closed. The colours above are dark olive green or blue, below white; the 

pectorals and ventrals are of equal size ; the caudal is more divided than that 

of Cyp. bogct, Buch. Intestines arid stomach form a canal of great length. 

The fin rays are, 

D.12 : P.16 : V.9 : A.7 : C.19. 

There are forty-three scales along the lateral line, and about fifteen from the 

base of the ventrals to the dorsum. 

This species I am inclined to think is identical with that wliicll is figured 

ill Hardmicke's Illustrations under the name of Cyprinas fcillcntu, althougli if 

the figure is to be depended on, (and it  is large enough for any purpose) the 

dorsal would seem to contain thirteen, and the anal eight rays. I n  Assam I 

was familiar with a fish which I have since lost from my collection, called 

Arepura by the fishermen, which I considered to  be tlie one figured by Hard- 

~vicke. I n  this opinion I was farther confirmed by a sketch of the same fish 

which RIr. Griffith had made. Still as a specimen of the Assam fish is 

wanting, a ~ d  no description of Hardwicke's figure that I am aware of pub- 

lished, I think it  safer to keep the two apart until they are proved to be 

the same. In  the latter case the best of the three names proposed may be 

selected, or the one applied to Hardwicke's figure by Mr. Gray retained. 

Sliol~ld it  prove to  be a Gobio ratlier than a Lcibeo, either rio~o~~hgtrc/ins or 

~t~ctlrrcosto~~zns, as proposed in the synopsis, would be equally applicable to it, as 

tlie only species in the group with a wrinkled snout and soft peildtllous lips. 

The contents of the abdoineri were removed from the o~l ly  specimen I have 

seen, arid in deciding as to whether i t  be a Lnbeo or n Gobio, perfect speci- 

mens ought to be examined. 
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The lengtli of the head to that of tlie body is as one to four, the back is 

arched gradually from the snout to the dorsal, ventral margin nearly straight, 

depth about a third of the length, forty-three scales along the lateral line, and 

fourteen in an oblique row froin the base of the ventrals to  the dorsum. The 

head is thick and fleshy ; the eyes small, and the lips loose and pendulous. 

The pectorals and ventrals are of about equal size. The  fin rays are, 

D.12 : P.17 : V.9 : A.7 : C.19. 

The colour above is dark olive-brown, below yellowisli white. The 

snout is perforated with numerous large mucous pores, and intersected by 

many deep wrinkles. The  specirnen here described was found by Mr. 

Hodgson, by whom i t  was presented to  tlie Asiatic Society. Tlie ATe1>7crct of 

the Assainese I found as low as Bishenath, where the current is slow, and the 

bottom sandy ; here its colour is deep blue on the back. It is small, and 

very rarely met with in Lolver Assam ; but above the ~xpids RIr. Griffitli says 

i t  is very common, and attains a large size, and that the fins and tail are 

dusky, the body below white, above olive-green. H e  also observes that i t  

refuses all kinds of bait and flies, althouill like Catnstoaz~~s dycclreiltts, with 

whicli i t  associates, i t  is frequently seen plunging on the snrface. 

The striking peculiarity of this group consists in tlie great length of 

the alimentary canal, and ilnifor~nly herbivoro[ls habits of nearly all the 

species. Their short and feeble fins adapt them to such waters as contain 

tlie greatest abundance of plants, froin ~ v l ~ i c h  alone they derive their food. 

111 the numerous dissections I have made of them, Cyprinzrs nzriguln is the 

only one in \vliich I found a trace of any animal remains in the intestines or 

stomach. Except tlie last species described, they are confined chiefly to jeels and 

ponds, but they are also found in the large rivers where tlie currents are s1011r ; 

but they never, I believe, deseend with the rivers to ~vithin the influence of' 
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sa\t-water. They are all used as a wholesome food by the people of India ; 

few of them ]lowever attain any very great size, or are much esteemed for 

tlleir flavour by the wealthy. There is reason, I must observe, to believe 

that the quality of their flesh varies occasionally according to the ~ o n d s  from 

\vliich they are taken. 

As they do not prey upon each other, tlie size of the water into which 

they are i~ltroduced is the only limit to the extent to  which they will propa- 

gate, provided inerely that the Sibtrich and similar carnivorous kinds be not 

alloived to flourish in the same ponds. I f  the proprietors of tanks were only 

to allow their fishermen to take the destructive kinds from their ponds for a 

season or two, such as the various kinds of Magur, Pctbdct, Singlzi, Boalis, 

Aoar, Sal, &c. they ~vould then find the ~lT~.igala and other Ban; ~ o n s  so 

numerous, as to repay the little attention required to prevent their destruc- 

tion. I n  Bengal fishes are so abundant that perhaps any great augmentation 

of their numbers is little to be desired ; but  in the North-western Provinces 

the case is very different, especially where there are few tanks and streams ; 

and these I have found to be almost entirely abandoned to Pikes and other 

rapacious species, such as cannot allow the more profitable kinds to multiply, 

 liere re, from a scarcity of water they ought to be preserved with the greatest 

care. JVlien fishes are too much crowded in ponds, they are liable to 

epidemics. In June  last, Mr. James l'rinsep sent to me a number of Bangons 

from a pond a t  the Mint, in which they had become blind, some of one, and 

others of both eyes. Mr. Prinsep insisted on investigation of the  snbject, 
and with the aid of our friend Mr. J .  JV. Grant, we found the disease to be a 

dropsical affection of the membranes of the eye, by which an excess of fluid 

was secreted so as to cause that organ to protrude beyond the orbits, ill some 

cases almost to tlie size of an egg. The  fisl~es thus affected were all of tile 
same species, Gobio li))~)toplti/tcs, and all in the pond were observed to be 

seized in the snune way. The cause of this singttlnr disease nras of course less 

Q 
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obvious than its nature ; whether Mr. Prinsep found any peculiarity in the 

water to account for i t  or not, I never heard ; and although the circumstance 

is curious, I mention i t  chiefly as an instance of Mr. Prinsep's vigilance re- 

garding every thing of interest, however trivial to ordinary observers. 

V.-GEN. GONORHYNCHUS.  

This genus was formed by the elder Gronovius, author of various me- 

moirs on fishes during the middle of the last century, from a single species 

found at the Cape of Good Hope ; and though no increase to the number of 

species has since been made, I find that we have no fewer than eight in India, 

many of which were described by Buchanan under the sub-generic name 

Gnwa, in his ninth division of the Cyprins. 

Their very remarkable appearance and peculiar habits, pointed them out to 

Buchanan as a distinct group, but i t  is not easy to account for Buchanan, as 

well as all subsequent writers, overlooking their affinity to tlie Cape fish 

described by Gronovius. Buchanan observed them to live amongst rocks 

and stones in rapid mountain torrents and rivers with pure sandy bottoms, 

on which account some of them are called by the natives Bnlitoru, or sand- 

diggers ; tlie word Garra  also refers to the same habit. 
The head is long, and covered wit11 a thick integument so as to conceal 

the branchial rays and opercular plates. The eyes are small, and placed rather 

more backward than the middle of the head ; the mouth is small, transverse, 

and situated in the lower surface of the head, and is opened and closed by means 

of the muscular structure of the snout, which projects considerably in front ; 

the dorsal and anal fins are small and without spines, the former placed opposite 

to  the ventrals. The vent is situated immediately behind the ventral fins, and 

not at the front of the anal as in tlie Gudgeons. The liver is very small, 

and occupies the front part of the abdominal cavity except in G. gobioides, in 

which, as in some of the Gudgeons, it is either altogether absent, or dispersed 
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in small scattered glands throughout the folds of the intestines, which usually 

float in a copious oily secretion. 

The Cape species, G. vulgaris, Gm. the only one hitherto known, has 

elongated opercula and branchial membranes ; still, from the description given 

of it by authors, I conceive our Indian species to belong to the same group, 

although they have short branchial apertures and rays, and are capable of 
sustaining life for a considerable time out of water. Those I have exa- 

mined are without a tongue, and the 0s. hyoiclcs enters into the formation 

of the lower jaw, being prolonged in front between its two lateral limbs 

which are placed parallel to each other, and united anteriorly by dense fibrous 

ligaments; these limbs are short, and articulated behind so as to  admit of 

very limited motion in the jaw, which thus resembles a valve, bounded in 

front by the long projecting snout. 

The manner of feeding, for which this structure is intended, has bee11 

described in detail in an account of one of the most characteristic species, G. 
petrophilus, J. &I. an inhabitant of high alpine streams." This species siibsists 

on a slimy vegetable production derived from the surface of rocks and stor~es 

~ I I  clear mountain torrents by swimming with sufficient force over the surface 

on which the substance grows to uproot i t  by means of the depressed lower 

jam, which is formed for this purpose alone. 

I t  is not yet determined wl~ether all the species have the same habits, as 

they have not been watched with sufficient care ; but as they are always fotu1d 

in clear mountain streams on rocky bottoms, or in the larger rivers along the 

skirts of mountains, it is probable they all agree more or less in their mode of' 

procuring food. 

I11 the extraordinary length of their abdominal canal, they are ol~ly,  if at 

all, surpassed by the Gudgeons, and the entire tube is filled ~vitli n gree11 

sliu~y s~tbstance, consisting no doubt of co~lfervoid plants. 

* .Tour. As. Soc. Erng. Vol. iv,  p. 39. \\.liere it  is ~ ~ a n i e d  Iie~liaon trout. 
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So~ne  of tlie Gudgeons might from tlie situation of tlie moat11 be describ- 

ed as Gonorhynchs ; the latter differ from the former chiefly in havillg the 

lower jaw formed for uprooting a scanty food derived from plants that are 

fixed, rather than for merely collecting such as are loose and floating plenti- 

fully tlirougliout tlie waters they inhabit. The  two gronps have therefore the 

 lear rest affinities to each other, the nature of tlie food, and the structure of 

the digestive organs being nearly the same in both. The difference betmeen 

them arises rather from the circuinstances in which they are respectively 

placed, than from any thing peculiar to the nature of either, that the other does 

not possess ; and may be traced perhaps to  an easy existence on tlie one hand, 

in the still waters of ponds and lakes, amidst abundance of food derived from 

loose, floating vegetation ; and, on the other, to the precarious struggle for 

life ill mountain torrents, liable to  sudden and violent floods, which as sudden- 

ly subside. These conditions seem to allow of the weak jaws, clumsy bodies, 

and feeble fins of the Gudgeons ; and to require in the Gonorliynchs a struc- 

ture more adapted to battle against the difficulties of their situation in the cold 

rocky streams of high altitudes, where aquatic vegetation is scanty, and only 

to  be obtained by force from tlie slippery surface of boulders, and water-worn 

rocks. Tlie most reo~arltable character which belongs to the group, is a cir- 

ci~lar disk or sucl<er, which is placed on tlie lower surface of tlie head, behind 

the lower jaw. Tliis is 110 doubt used in cases of difficulty for adhering to 

rocks, and thus resisting the violence of mountain torrents whicli, without 

such a contrivance they would be unable to withstand. This character, no 

less than the inferior position and structure of the moutl~, seeins to indicate a 

relation with the PuZ(~tycawi, Lampreys, and C!yclopterzls. Their fins are 

strong, but not large, and the rays are soft, and often enclosed in a thick 

ilIelnbrane : their bodies are elongated, by whicli they are rendered more 

Inallageable in rapid currents, while tlie peculiar structure of the lower 

jam affords an instrument singularly adapted for obtaining the o111y 

food procurable in tlie rocky basins to which they are confined. These 
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peculiarities, although perhaps more remarkably developed in 'this than 

in any other group, do not alone belong to the Gonorhynchs, but are in some 
degree shared by the no less remarkable group Oreinus. Both seem to possess 

in the highest degree a structure that should enable them to survive in situa- 

tions where the proper element of fishes is most disturbed, and most exempt 

from the extraneous objects which constitute the ordinary food of their class. 

Whether any other kind of fishes may yet be found in still higher altitudes 

than those at which the Gonorhynchs and Mountain Barbels disappear, is a 

problem in the distribution of this class of animals, that travellers in the Hi- 

malaya, and other lofty regions must decide. I n  the limpid streams which 

Mr. Griffith passed with Captain Pemberton, at  elevations of from six to eight 

thousand feet in Boutan, no inhabitants were found; and both here and at 

Simla, as well as in Kemaon, the Gonorhynchs and Mountain Barbels have not 

been found at greater altitudes than six thousand feet above the level of the 

sea, where we may presume they disappear; but from that altitude down- 

wards to the plains, they constitute the prevailing forms that have hitherto 

been met with in the waters. 

t. 43. f. 1. 

H e ~ i l w a  of tlie Assamese. 

This is the shortest and most robust species of the group, and corresponds 

in its figure considerably with the Gudgeons. I t  is probably the species named 

C?/yrinzls ~nosario by Bucl~anan, but as tliat author has not left a figlire of the 

species lie alluded to, or any other description than merely the number of the 

fin rays, and the absence of cirri, his name could only be adopted with doubt. 

The length of the head is equal to the altitude of the body, and in pro- 

portion to its length as one to four. The back and lower margin are equally 
arched, and the head is prolonged in froi~t  of the mouth, where it  terminates in 

a soft fleshy snout. The lower surface of the head is flat, containing the 

R r 
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1>1out1i wliicli is small, transverse, and opened liorizontally by the muscles of 

the snout ; the anterior lip is fimbriated, the posterior, hard and cartilaginous. 

I n  this species there is no disk behind the mouth. Thirty-seven scales are 

ranged along the lateral line, and nine rows across the body from the base of 

the ventrals to the dorsum ; colour green above, below silvery. The fin 

rays are, 

D.10 : P.15: V.9:  A.7: C.19. 

The alimentary canal is eight lengths of tlie body including the head 

and caudal, of considerable diameter or capacity, and loaded at all times from 

the throat to tlie ren t  with a green vegetable matter. The liver was not 

observed in many of the specimens examined ; in others, small hepatic glands 

seeined to be dispersed throughout the folds of the intestines, as in many of 

tlie Gudgeons : and in such as present this peculiar form of liver, the whole 

of the abdominal viscera float in a dark oily kind of fluid. 

The  nature and source of this secretion in most of the Gudgeons and 

Gonorl~ynchs will require to  be farther inquired into. I have found it  in those 

species in which the liver is normal, as well as in those in which that organ 

seeined to be represented by small detached glands. I have also observed that 

either this fluid, or the great proportion of vegetable matter contained in the 

intestines of the Gudgeons and Gonorhynchs, tends rapidly to putrefac- 

tion ; to  which cause, as well as to tlie neglect of removing the viscera from 

these species imniediately after they are caught, I ascribe the bad effects which 

have by some been observed to result on certain occasions from their use. Dr. 

Campbell, of Nipal, describes a case' in one of Corbyn's Journals in which 

deleterious effects were produced by a cominon fish in the streams at I<atman- 

du, which lie supposed to be identical with a Kemaon species, GonorJtynchus 

petp.oPlzibs. Rlr. Bruce, of Assam, also mentioned to me, that 11e knew of 

instances of indisposition supposed to be occasioned by a variety of Bangon. 
All Bangoils and Gonorliynchs should therefore have tlie viscera removed 

soon after they are taken, and the dark oily fluid washed away ; when, if it be 
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necessary, they will keep fresh as long as any other kind of fish ; but if 

this be neglected, the stomach rapidly putrifies, in which state if i t  be 

necessary to use these fish, the thin parts adjoining the ventral fins sl~ould 

be removed. 

Jounl. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 4. t. 1. 

For an account of this species I must refer to the fourth volume of the 

Society's Journal, in \vhich its habits are fully described under the head of 

Kemaon Trout,'-the name given to i t  by English sportsmen, not from the 

sport i t  afforded, as i t  could not be induced to take flies or any sort of bait. 

The lower jaw is a mere valve placed on the under surface of the head, and 

used for uprooting and sucking into the mouth the slimy vegetation that ac- 

cumulates on the surface of rocks submerged in clear mountain torrents. The 

snout is elongzted and muscular, without cirri ; the scales are minute, and a 

double row of pores for the transmission of mucous are ranged along the 

lateral line. There are eight or nine rays in the dorsal fin, and the intestines 

are about eight lengths of the body, including the head and caudal fin. 

It inhabits streams in Kemaon at an elevation of 6,000 feet above the 

sea, and has been observed by Lieut. Hutton at similar elevations in the 

mountains north of Simla, as well as by Dr.  Campbell in Nipal. The fishes 

of the Himalaya are as yet but little known, and the characters which I 
formerly gave of this species are now unsatisfactory even to myself; i t  is 

therefore to be hoped that residents in mour~tain districts will contribute 

small collections of the fishes of their neighbourhood to our hluseum, or to 

other scientific institutions, where they may be properly examined. Should 
I be honored with any such consignments, the parties forwarding them 

may rest assured of their receiving as prompt an attention as circumstances 

nlay admit of. 
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t. 43, f. 7. p 

Cyprinus latius,* Buch. 

This species appears to be very widely distributed, having been found 

by Buchanan in the Tista river, at the foot of the Sekim mountains on the 

northern frontier of Bengal, and by Mr. Griffith in the cataracts of the Brama- 

putra, in the eastern extremity of Assam. A small collection of fishes made 

by Captain Hannay in the rapids of various rivers in Assam, also contained 

many examples of this species. The length of the head is equal to the 

altitude of the body, and to one-sixth part of the entire length. The eyes 

are placed somewhat behind the middle of the head, and two short cirri are 

placed at either side of the snout, which is long, round, and muscular ; the an- 

terior lip is fimbriated on the edge, the posterior lip smooth, the mouth small, 

and transverse. Thirty-nine scales are placed along the lateral line, and ten in 

an oblique row from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. The fin rays 

are long, and in number as follows, 

D.11 : P.14 ; V.8 : A.7 : C.19. 

The two first rays of the anal are closely united. The general colour is 

dusky greenish blue, diminishing in intensity on the sides, belly, and fins. 

The three species above described are the largest of the group, usually attain- 

ing six or eight inches in length. 

* By giving a Latin termination to Lati, the native name of this species, Buchanan has rendered 

it the moat inappropriate that could be invented. So far from it being broad, it is the longesl 

proportioned form among the l'wog~omince, and is in fact a true representative of the anguilli- 

form fishes. 
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1V .-GONORHYNCHUS BREVTS, J. M. 

t. 43, f. 6. P. 

Cyprittus gohamcr, Ruch. Cyprinus c lyanpa.  id. Coll. 

This species I have not met with, but i t  has been found by Ruchanan 

in the I<osi river, in the north-western parts of Bengal, as well as in the 

Ganges. I t  appears to differ from the former in being of shorter proportions, 

and by having one ray more in the anal fin, which with the ventrals and 

pectorals are thin and pelucid; only that Buchanan states that i t  contains two 

cirri, liis description might be referred to G. gobioides. 
In his collection of figures, however, Buchanan seems clearly enough to 

point out the species to which he alludes in his description, althougl~ he has 

there given i t  a different name. 

JT.-GONORHYNCHUS RUPECULUS, J. RI .  

This species has the under surface of the head flat, wit11 a cartilaginous disk 

or sucker behind the mouth ; snout broad, smooth, depressed, with a row of 

ol1e11 pores extending round the snout between the nostrils, and another row be- 

tween the eyes; mouth very small, vertical, and fleshy; pectorals round; fin rays 

short, soft, and the membrane in which they are enveloped thick arid opaque. 

D.8 : P.10 : V.9 : A.6 : C.20. 

Colour yellowisli white below, and dark bro~vn above, without spots. Thirty- 
five scales along the lateral line, and nine rows on either side between the dorsal 

and ventrals. The  specimen fro111 which this description Itas been taken was 

found by Mr. Griffith in the Laeel1 river a few miles beyond Bran~ncuird, at arr 

elevation of 1000 feet in the Rlisl~mee mountains, lat. 27' 4.5' N. long. 96" 20' E. 

The abdominal canal is very narrow, and abo l~ t  eight lcngths of tlre body. 
S S 
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With  i t  was found the following, which though I have described as a species, 

inay only prove to be a variety. 

Under surface of the head flat, with a.cartilaginous disk behind the 

mouth; two very minute cirri and a few irregular pores on the snout ; there are 

thirty-six scales along the lateral line, and seven rows between the ventrals and 

dorsal on either side. 

D.8 : P.14: V.9 : A.7 or 6 :  C.19. 

The disk or sucker is, as usual in all the species in which it is fully 

developed, of an oval form ; coinposed of cartilage slightly elevated in the 

middle, but hollow externally, and surrounded with a loose membranous 

margin. 

This species, which is figured in Buchanan's collection under the name of 

Cyprinus godiyava, is, I conceive, the one described in the Gangetic Fishes as 

Cyprinus lamta, which was found by Buchanan in rivulets with rocky bottoms 

in the province of Behar, as well as in the Gorrockpore district. In a small 

collection of fishes presented to the Asiatic Society by Mr. Hodgson of Nipal, 

I find a specimen which seems to correspond equally with-the figure and 

description given by Buchanan. The following is its description-Pectorals 

rounded, snout with two very minute cirri, rough, divided by a deep fissure, 

and studded with large irregular pores ; behind the mouth there is a smooth 

callous sucker, and at the base of the caudal fin on either side, a black spot. 

Tlle fin rays are, 

D.10 : P.13 : V.9 : A.7 : C.19. 
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Thirty-five scales along the lateral line, and seven rows from the base of the 

ventrals to the dorsum. The  following may perhaps be regarded as a dif- 

ferent species, 

Snout warty, porous, and divided by a horizontal fissure, without cirri ; a 

black spot at  the base of the caudal; lower lobe of the caudal longer than 

the upper ; thirty-four scales along the lateral line, and eight rows from the 

base of the ventrals to the dorsum. This species, if i t  may be so called, 

corresponds in other respects with G. bimaculaius. It was found by Mr. 

Griffith in the Mishmee mountains. 

Cyprinus sadu, Buch. 

This species is distingmished by four cirri shorter than the head, the lateral 

line is placed high on the sides, and the dorsal fin anterior to the middle of the 

back. The fin rays are, 

D.13 : P.- : V.9: A.7 : C. 

Colour green above, and silvery below. This mould seem to be an alpine 

form although i t  wants the sub-inaxillary sucker, and was found by Buchanan 

in the Bramaputra in Lower Assam. I have not met with it, and can therefore 

add nothing to the information given regarding it in the Gangetic Fislies. 

T o  this group must also be added C'yprint~s gotyln, Gray, Hardwicke's 

Illustrations, t. 5,  f. 3, said to have been found in the mountains of India. In 
the synopsis I have stated what seem to be its distinguishing characters. 

Since the paper has gone thus far through the press, the first volume of RIr. 

Swainson's work 011 the Natural History of Fishes, Amphibians, and Reptiles, 
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T,ond. 1838, has reached me, and affords many observations in corroboration 

of the results to which I have been led in the analysis of Indian Cypr in i t l~ ,  

particularly in the formation of tlie aberrant groups of the family. Speaking 

of tlie apodal order, to  which the Gonorhynchs present many relations, as well 

in their lengthened cylindric forms, thick integuments, and submaxillary 

sucker with which they are furnished, Mr. Swainson says, " i t  would seem, 

indeed, that nature upon leaving the annulose circle, and entering that of the 

fish, intended to  show us all the forms of variation in the first group, which 

she afterwards employs to characterise higher divisions : this she has done 

in the class Acrita, as Mr. Macleay has so beautifully illustrated in the '' H o r z  

E n t o m o l o g i c ~  ;" and in confirmatioil of this, we now find the apodal forins 

;.eappear, not alone among the Peonominre as in' the Gonorhynchs, but 'also 

in the Platycara and Cobitinm, thus marking the most distant groups with 

certain types, througli which the character of annulose animals, or worms, 

inap be traced. Unacquainted before with this analogy, yet in tlie formation 

of aberrant groups I have been led to the development of its truth by another 

path, than the one which led to its detection by Mr. Swainson. 

CHARACTEIIS.-A blunt knob on the upez qf the lozcer jaw, more or less distinct; 

intcslinal canal short ; colours brigl~t .  Like the Paeonomin=, they are confin- 

ed to fresh water, hut their l~ubits are carnivorous ; size snzall. Three rays 

in the brttncl~ial nzembmne. 

T h e  first object is to show that the relations of this sub-family to tlie 

Paaono~nina are parallel, and therefore that the two groups are distinct. The 

number of types representing genera in each sub-family are apparently five, 

some of them are very well made out ; as for instance, Cirrhinws, Bnrbris, 

Gohio, and Gonorhynclrna among the Pc~onomirio?; and Stjstomus, P C I . ~ ~ I N I ~ N S ,  
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Let'ciscns and Opsurius among the Sarcoborince. I t  remains, however, to  be 

determined from the materials of other parts of the world, whether the 

Cutastomi and Lnbes may not be united with the Cirrhini, and Cyprinf~s 

carpi0 with the Barbels, or retained as the type of distinct groups to  which 
CyPrinus semiplotus, J .  n9. and other similar species may be united. I t  

remains in like manner to be determined, whether the Breams are to be placed 

with tlie Peonomince, or, as the only Indian species indicates, with the Sarco- 

borine; and in the latter case, if they may not be united in one group with 

the Perilamps. 

I t  is these doubts, which can only be settled by a direct appeal to the 

species of other countries, that renders a comparison of the two groups in this 

place somewhat unsatisfactory. Without attempting to speculate on the 

subject, we may at once compare together those genera in both sub-families 

with which we are best acquainted. 

The head and body in the genus Barbus are long, and slender, but in the 

genus Systomus short and deep: the Barbels blend in their direct affinities 

with the herbivorous forms ; and the Systoms with the carnivorous. The same 

result will attend the conlparison of any of the other groups of the two sub- 

families, as tlie Opsarions and Barbels : both have the body and head long and 

slender, and are the most carnivorous in their respective groups ; both have 

short dorsal fins, and the head much elongated behind tlie eyes ; but here 
9 

their relations end. The Barbels are without an armature on tlie jaws, and 

have a long, narrow stomach and intestinal canal, and feed upon small fishes 

and plants : the Opsarions, on the other hand, have a capacio~is fleshy stomacl~, 

an armature on the lower jaw, and the power of seizing and s~valloming piece- 

meal species wonderfully approaching their own size. 111 the one case the 
characters blentl with the herbivorous, in tlie other with tlre c ~ ~ r n i r o r ~ ~ s  

Cyprins ; thus proving such relations as do exist to be those of alialogy, u~rci  

11ot of affinity. Tlie affinities of the Barbels are indeed \\re11 understood to 

be confined to the Pcono~,rirrc. Tlie direct affinities of tlle 0ps;lrions \v i t l l  
T t  
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the Perilamps and Leuciscs are, on the other hand, clearly enough confined to 

Sarcoborine ; but there is a group still required to fill up the space betweell 

the Opsarions and the Apalopterine in order to  complete the Snrcohorina, and 

unite that group with the aberrant circle. Whether the American genus 

Amin, or the genus Siidis, CUV., or Eryth~inus,  Gronov. which all natu- 

ralists suppose to present near relations to  Cyprinih,  may, one or all, be 

destined to fill up this blank, is a question regarding which, without those 

genera before me, I cannot venture an opinion. Amia, I may remark, is said 

to  be without clecal appendages to  the stomach, a circumstance which 

ought to  place it  with the Cyprins, rather than with the Clupeide. 

I t  may be necessary to explain in this place why I have given the two 

principal groups of Cyprinidre the rank of sub-families, rather than that 

of mere genera. A genus appears to  have been intended as the lowest deno- 

mination of a perfect group ; and, indeed, is still so regarded that no smaller 

groups are supposed to be comprised within it, although where the species 

are ilumerous they may be conveniently separated into artificial sections, or 

sub-genera. Should such sections be further augmented, so as to become ne- 

cessary to separate them still farther, i t  is obvious that this can only be done 

by augmenting the value of the higher group, by raising it  to the rank of a 

family, or sub-family, when the sub-genus would naturally become a genus. 

This is what I have done ; and though a species may be so isolated, as to form 

a distinct family of itself, by means of the numerous links that would be 

requisite to connect i t  with the nearest known forms being lost, or undis- 

covered, yet this is so unlikely now to be the case in zoology, that we may 

regard the number of genera as the safest rule for determining the value of 

groups ; and as genera are understood to be the lowest denomination of perfect 

groups, and sub-genera mere artificial sections of genera, we can 11ave no 

uncertainty ill the nomenclature of groups ; though I am aware that for want 

of a little reflection on this subject, the distinction between genus and sub- 

genus is often confounded, or ill understood. 
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This sub-family includes the several divisions into which Indian species 

have been separated by Buchanan, under the terms Cheln, Barilius, Pu?ztius 

Danio, ~~farulius,  and Cabdio, which were merely characterised by that author 

as having no resemblance to other genera. Indeed i t  mould have been im- 

possible in Buchanan's time to have assigned positive characters by which the 

Sarcoborina, or their subordinate groups, could be distinguished, without a 

knowledge of the discoveries that have been made by Mr. Macleay. I n  the 

introduction to the Gangetic Fishes, we are told that to have adopted the im- 

provements introduced by Cuvier, whose system appeared after the R1.S. had 

been prepared for the press, would have occasioned a trouble for which there 

mould not have been a sufficient counterbalance ; and indeed that system alone, 

without the aid of Rlr. Rlacleay's views, which appeared about the same time, 

would have afforded very little assistance in this family. I t  is impossi- 

ble, however, not to admire the excellent notions of natural afinities whicli 

are apparent in every part of Buchanan's work, but particularly in the genus 

Cyprintls, where he was induced to cast aside all respect for systematic writers, 

and to act independently of their authority. All that can be regretted is, that 

more care had not been bestowed by him in characterising the new groups which 

he proposed, of which Chela alone appears to  be the only one that has bee11 

adopted, and that merely from a supposed affinity ~ r h i c h  i t  presents to Cltlpele 

or Herrings. The C h e l ~ ,  however, strictly speaking, consist only of three or 

four aberrant forms, \\,hose affinities lie between the Perilamps and Opsarions. 

The head is small, oval, and smooth ; the mouth is small, and when opened 

the intermasilliaries are drawn forward so as to form s some~vhat cylindrical 

tube ; the tongue is thick and fleshy ; the dorsal, placed in the middle of the 

back, is co~nposed of rather long, but not numerous rays preceded by a s p i ~ ~ r ,  

and placed opposite to the ventrals ; the body is deep, sl~ort, compressed, ;1nd 
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s:llient on tlie upper margin, but less prominent below ; tlle colours are usually 

distriblited in peculiar spots and streaks ; the scales are large. The species arc 

numerous, and of small size, but very abundantly distributed throughout the 

ponds of Bengal, Assam, and indeed the waters of all parts of India. 

The stomach is a long, narrow, fleshy tube, terminating in a single intes- 

tine, which in most of the species is twisted round the stomach like the thread 

of a screw, see P1. 54, f. 12. a ,  resophagus, B, is the vent. The entire length 

of the canal does not however in any case exceed thrice that of tlie body. The 

air-vessel and liver are fully developed, and present slight variations of form 

in the different species, but agree generally with the same organs in the 

Cirrhins. From the sllortness of the intestinal tube compared with that of 

Pceoftomince, as well as on account of their bright colours, and the pecllliarities 

of the mouth, which seems to be constructed chiefly for insect food-the 

remains of th?s having been found abundantly in their stomach-these fishes 

are placed with the Surcoborine. Their protractile jams, often supplied with 

cirri or muscular filaments, and their comparatively elaborate digestive organs, 

indicate, on the other ,hand, a: perfection of structure compared with'the 

other genera of SarcoBorine, that naturally raises them to the first place in 

that sub-family, of which they consequently become the typical group. 

I . -S~s~oarus  IRIRIACULATUS, J. AT. 

P1. 44. f. 5. 

Entire length equal to about twice the depth, back arched equally from 

the snout to  the dorsal fin ; the upper half of the dorsal spine serrated behind ; 

thirty-two scales along tlie lateral line, and ten in an oblique line from the 

base of the ventrals to  the dorsum. Four small cirri. The fin rays are, 

D.ll : P.15 : V.9 ; A.7 : C.19. 

Colour green above, below greenish white, fins pale, and a tinge of red on 

the opercula. The stomach widens at the esophageal extremity, and the 
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posterior cell of the air-vessel terminates in a sharp point. Systomus chrysosomus 

of the synopsis is probably a variety only of this species, which is generally 

distributed throughout the rivers and ponds of all parts of India, sometimes 

weighing as much as two pounds, but generally much smaller ; i t  is however 

taken in vast abundance in some places, which makes up for its deficiency in 

size ; it is considered a sweet, wholesome food. 

11.-SYSTOIIUS CHRYSOPTERUS, J. hg. 

A short, well formed little species with red pectoral and ventral fins, with- 

out cirri or spots ; each operculum tinged with red ; upper parts of the body 

olive green, below silvery. The fin rays are, 

D.9 : P.13 : V.9 : A.7 : C.18. 

Twenty three scales along the lateral line, and eight in an oblique line from the 

base of the ventrals to the dorsum ; the secor~d ray of the dorsal spinous, but 

smooth behind. This species would require to be further examined ; i t  abounds 

in the Bramaputra in Lower Assam, in the early part of the cold season. 

III.-SYSTOI~US TETItARUPAGUS, J. h1. 

t. 44. f. 3. 

Gyp. titius, Buch. P.  G. Bornjnlee of the Assamese. 

Depth of the body compared to the entire length, including the head and 

caudal, as one to three; body equally arched above and below, a black spot at 

either e r~d  of the lateral line. The fin rays are, 

D.10 : P.12 : V.9 : A.7 : C.20. 

The stomach is a narrow fleshy tube, ending in a still narrower dark coloured 

intestine ; which, together with the stomach, is not n~uch  above the length of 

the body. 

This is a very common species in the Bramaputm, and is found in great 

ab~undance along with the last described. 

U I1 
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1V.-CYPRINUS SOPHORE, Buch. 

Op. Cit. t. 19. f. 86. 

Without cirri Short and elevated body with large scales, green above, 

below silvery, with a distinct black spot on the lower part of the dorsal fin, 

and another at the end of the tail ; and a diffuse yellow spot on the opercula. 

D.10: P.14: V.9 : A.7: C.19. 

Buchanan states that this species is common in the ponds throughout 

Bengal. A small collection of fishes forwarded to me by Dr. Macleod, Insp. 

General of Hospitals, from Hazareebagh, a place about one thousand feet 

above the plains, contained examples of this species. 

V.-CYPRINUS TICTO, Buch. 

Op. Cit. P1. 8. f. 87. 

RIouth small, without moveable intermaxillaries, lower jaw rather longer 

than the npper, formed of two limbs placed parallel to each other, and 

affording a slight prominence at the apex; intestine twice the length of 

the body. 

The depth of the body is equal to half its length, exclusive of the head 

and caudal ; scales large, twenty-four on the lateral line, and eight in 

depth from the base of the dorsal to the ventral on either side. The dorsal 

is placed on a high and sharp ridge, the arch of the back extending equally 

from the base of the fin to the snout; the lower margin of the body is less 

prominent than the upper; there is a black spot at either extremity of the 

lateral line, and one on the dorsal fin ; the first three rays of the dorsal ;ve 

united, and spiny. Fin rays are, 

D.11 : P.15 very small : V.9 : A.7 : C.20. 
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Coloi~r above dark green or purple, below silvery ; length, about two inches. 

Though small, this species occurs in such vast numbers as t o  be extremely 

important as a wholesome and nutritious article of food ; they are generally 

taken in casting nets, which at every draught bring up a large number from 

almost any pond in Bengal and Assam. 

A variety of this species with two rows of dots on the dorsal is figured 

by Buchanan as Cyp. bimaculatus, but as i t  has two black spots on each side, 

i t  should rather have been named quadrimacz~latus. 

Buchanan alludes to a species which he named Gyp. tictis, the description 

rf which he postponed in hopes of recovering his drawings which were relain- 

ed in India. 

V1.-SPSTOBIUS PYRROPTERUS, J. RL. 

Depth equal to half the length, but the body and head are thinner, or 

more compressed than in any of the other species ; there is a black spot on the 

lateral line over the anal fin ; the second ray of the dorsal fin is strong ; mouth 

furnished with a small hook on the apex of the lower jaw ; twenty-four scales 

along the lateral line, a i ~ d  nine in an oblique row from the base of the ventrals 

to  the dorsum. The fin rays are, 

D.9 : P.12 : V.9 : A.7 : C.19. 

Colour above green, below silvery stained with orange on the sides, fins 

bright red. 

The abdominal canal of this species is thrice the length of the body, exclu- 

sive of the head and caudal. I t  is very numerous in ponds in Upper Assam, 

seldo~n a t ta in i~~g a larger size than two inches in lel~gth. 
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Konchon pzdngti of the fishermen. 

One black spot near the middle of the tail as in S. pyrropterus, but the 

body is shorter and deeper ; colour greenis11 above, and silvery below; fins 

pale ; second ray of the dorsal spinous and serrated behind. The fin rays are, 

D.10 : P.10 : V.9 : A.8 : C.19. 

I n  the waters of Behar, Buchanari observes, tlie fins are blackish in this species? 

and still farther west in a stagnant river full of weeds it  had the belly stained 

with black, while the dorsal and caudal were yellow, tipt with black. 

Chola pungti of the fishermen. 

Depth equal to half the length ; arch of the back rising abruptly froin the 

nape to  the base of the dorsal ; two very small cirri ; third ray of the dorsal 

spinous, but smooth-edged ; scales large, twenty-six in a line along each side, 

and nine in an oblique line from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. The 

fin rays are, 
D.11 : P.15 : V.9 : A.7 : C.19. 

Ventrals bright red, pectorals, anal, and opercula stained red, and an indistinct 

blackish spot on tlie tail ; above olive green, below silvery. 

The alimentary canal is very small, and about twice the length of the 

body. 

Casting a net iiito a pond in Middle Assam, not presenting any reinark- 

able appearance of containing fish, about 120 mere brought up at a single 

draught; of these forty were S. pyrroptertts, thirty Cyprinzcs choln, fifteen, 
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C. sophore, eight S. im~naculatus, ten Anatas  scandens, Cuv., five Bsox ca~lcila, 

Buch., five Opsari7cscfirsciatus, J. M., and two Sil7lrtrs singo, Uuch. and five 

l!r~ichoporlus coGsn, id. W i t h  the exception of the T~ichopo(lz~s the five last 

kinds prey upon the Systomi, which are themselves insectivorous. The  extent 

of the pond may have been 400 yards, and that of the net three yards ; and sup- 

posing half the fish to have escaped from under the net, the number in the 

pond would have been 32,000. When we consider the vast extent of surface 

occupied by waters equally productive, both in Bengal and Assam, we may 

form a conception of the inexhaustible supply of fish that might be procured 

for consumption in other parts of the country where they are less plentiful. 

Cyp. Terio, Buch. 

Te9.i 11~11gti of the fishermen. 

Back abruptly arched from tlie nape to the base of the dorsal, belly 

straight from the pectorals to the anal, which is placed on an oblique base, as in 

tlie Barbels. There is a distinct black spot on the lateral line over the anal. 

The fin rays are, 

D.ll : P.13 : V.9 : A.8: C.19. 

Colours above green, below silvery, the fins pale, the nape, snout, and part 

of the operculu~n marked each with a yellow diffuse spot. This and tlie fol- 
lowing species were found by Bucllanan in the north eastern parts of Bengnl, 

and are beautifi~lly figured in his collection of drawings. Buchanan says that 
in old individuals the spot on t.he tail becomes surrounded by a faint ring. 
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C9p. cosuatis, Buch. 

ILTOszuati of the fisher me^^. 

Back abruptly arched from the nape to the dorsal, which is somewhat 

rounded and without a spine ; scales large, and black at their bases ; lower 

margin of the body uniformly rounded. The fin rays are, 

D.10: P.15 : V.9 : A.7 : c.;. 

Colour above greenish, without any distinct spots on the sides, below 

silvery, ventrals light red, other fins pale; found by Buchanan in the Kosi 

river in the north-western parts of Bengal. I have not hesitated to place it 

in this group, as well from its general characters as from the remark of 

Buchanan, that the jaws protrude much in opening." 

The three remaining species are slightly diaphanous, with a chaste and 

beautiful variety of colour distinctly distributed over the body. The lobes of the 

caudal are not separated by a deep fissure, thus indicating an affinity to  the 

Perilamps ; and as such peculiarity of form and diversity in the fixed colours 

indicate in all similar cases throughout the C ~ p r i n i d ~  carnivorous habits and 

structure, I cannot view these species as an exception to the rule, l~nt i l  they 

are proved to be so. 

XI.-CYPBINUS GELIUS, B U C ~ I .  

GeSpungti of the fishermen. 

Abdomen and a stripe on each side silvery, an irregular black spot 

extends over the first three or four rays of the dorsal, as well as ventrals and 
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anal; a black bar across the tail, and another behind the pellucid abdomen ; 

eyes rather large and elevated. Fin rays, 

D.10 : P.13 : V.9 : A.8 : C.19. 

Second ray of the dorsal serrated behind. Twenty-five scales along the lateral 

line, and eight in an oblique row from the base of the ventrals to the  

dorsum. I t  is a beautiful little species very common in the  Sunderbuns, and 

is usually found about an  inch in length 

XII.-SYSTO&IUS LEPTOSOMUS, J. R'I. 

t. 44, f. 2. p. 

Gyp. pAutu?&io, Buch. 

Green above, abdomen silvery, five black transverse streaks on the sides, 

ventrals red, second ray of the dorsal indented behind. Fin rays are, 

D.10 : P.12 : V.8 : A.7 : C.19. 

This species is still smaller than the last, and very much resembles i t :  

but there are only twenty scales in each row on the sides. I t  is also found in 
a 

the Sunderbuns where it is caught in creeks, on the return of the tide, by 

means of smaU baskets, i t  is then dried in the sun, and though hardly an inch 

in length, affords wit11 Cyp. gelius, Cgp. caaizis, Perik[tn~pus shiatus, and other 

equally small species, a considerable supply of food to the poorer classes. 

llrliere the larger species are so plentiful, these small kinds are only sought 

for from the ease with which they may be preserved without salt. 

Abdomen, opercula, and lateral line silvery ; several black spots on the 

sides, with a black spot at  the base of each of the ventrals, arid a t  that of the 

dorsal arid anal fins ; rest of the body and fins red, second ray of the dorsal 

serrated behind. 
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11.-GEN. ABRARIIS, Cuv. 

Body short and elevated, a short dorsal is placed opposite to tlie veiitrals : 

anal long, colours plain. 

Tlie following is the only species yet found in India. 

Back raised suddenly from tlie nape to a salient point, behind which the 

dorsal is placed; in front of the first ray of the dorsal there is a small dark 

spot, but all the rest of the body is silvery. The fin rays are, 

D.10 : P.13 : V.10 : A.32: C.19. 

Buchanan makes them, 

D.10 : P.16 : V.12 : A.36 : C.19. 

Until i t  be shewn that we have described different species, which I do not 

think we have, the discrepancy may be supposed to have arisen from the diffi- 

cul tyaf  counting the fin rays. 

Tlie intestine is continuous with a small elongated stomach, and tlie 

whole tube scarcely exceeds the entire length of the fish, including the head 

and caudal 

111.-GEN. PERILARIPUS, J. M. 

The Breams, as defined in the Rtgne  Animal, are Cypri~icZ~~ that have 

neither spines nor cirri, their dorsal is short and placed behind tlie ventrals, 

and their anal is long. This was quite sufficient to  embrace the few species 

that were known at the t ime;  for although several editions of the zoological 

system of Cuvier appeared subsequently to the publication of the Gangetic 

Fishes, in which many of the species composing the genus Pe~iZrmp7r.v are 

described, yet the retention of Buchanan's drawings in India not only deprived 
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that author of much of the merit to which his labours as a naturalist en- 

titled him, but the world at large of the masterly elucidation of this subject 

that might have been expected from the hand of Cuvier. 

Notwithstanding the very general assemblage of forms that Cuvier's 

definition of the genus Abrnmis might be supposed to admit, the European 

species only amount to five, and three of these are peculiar to the tributaries 

of the Baltic. I found, however, upon a close examination of Indian Cypri- 

n ida  that if we were to content ourselves with the characters given of the 

Breams by systematic writers, we should not only confound at least two 

natural groups, but augment our Indian species of that genus to about 

thirty five in number. 

From this vast accession of materials, for which we are chiefly indebted 

to Buchanan, I am enabled to distinguish two natural genera, Perilampus and 

Opsarizls, and to suggest something like natural limits to  the hitherto ill 

defined genus Leuciscus. Before entering upon the consideration of any 

one of these groups, i t  is necessary to offer a few remarks on their general 

distinctions. 

The Perilamps, so called from the brilliancy and variety of their colours, 

as well as the Opsarions, or fish-eaters, seize their prey by means of a sudden 

effort or spring, for the performance of which the great breadth of fin appears 

to be accumulated behind. The mouth is armed with a prominent knob 

on the apex of the lower jaw, more or less sharp in the several species ; when 

the mouth is closed this knob is received into a corresponding fissure in 

the upper jaw: thus far the two groups agree, but in the general develop- 

ment of their forms and structure, nature has assigned to each a totally 

distinct organization, adapted to the peculiar ends for which the species were 

designed. Between the two groups here alluded to the Leucisci occur, con- 

sisting perhaps of species that might be referred on the one side to tile 

Perilamps, and on the other to Opsarions, rather than forming, by any distinct 

structure or habits of their own, a natural group. 

y Y 
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The Perilamps, or first of the three groups in question, seem to follow 

the Breams as next in the direct relations of habit and structure. Our only 

Indian Bream has the short alimentary canal of thc Snrcoborina, and those of  

Europe appear to indicate a somewhat corresponding disposition for animal 

food. Such is particularly the case with Abrnmis hlicccr which, when seizing 

live bait, according to Mr. Parrell, is more prone to rise than to descend, causing 

the float to lie horizontally on the water rather than to drag it like other 

species beneath the surface. This may or may not indicate an affinity to 

the habits of the Perilamps, though the form and colour of the species i r r  

question are in favour of the affirmative ; I merely allude to  this peculiarity. 

which is referred to by Rlr. Yarrell on the authority of RIr. Lubbock, as 

a singular circumstance, probably capable of explanation by reason of the 

affinity here suggested. 

The first species in which we observe a decided approach to the cha- 

racters of the Perilamps is Cyprinzcs devario, Buch., whicl~ combines the long 

anal and form of a Bream with the dorsal of a Cyprinus proprizts, and the 

mouth and real markings of a Perilampcs. As the latter group, and consequent- 

ly the peculiarities by which its species are distinguished were unknown until 

now, some of the most striking characters which belong to it  were lost sight 

of in the figure of Cyprintcs devario given by Buchanan. The mouth is direct- 

ed upward, and although the peculiar prominence of the apex of the lower 

jaw is absent on this species, yet tlle deficiency in this respect is compensated 

for by a slight roughness on the lower jaw, first observed by Buchanan, 

and which he thought " might perhaps be considered to be teeth," without 

a suspicion that an indication of any maxillary structure equivalent to  pre- 

hensile teeth in this family should prove the carnivorous propensities of 

the species possessed of such peculiarity, and that both in structure and mode 

of life they should be found perfectly distinct from ordinary Cyprins. 
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C ~ r a n a c ~ ~ n s . - H e a d  small and raised, suborbitar plates broad below, and 

narrow behind the eyes: mouth small, and directed upward, so that the apices 

of the jaws are raised to the altitude of the crown, the lower jaw is armed 
at the point with a blunt knob or equivalent organ to teeth. The  tongue is 

thick and wrinkled. The body is much compressed ; the back straight or only 

very slightly raised under the dorsal ; the belly or lower margin is very pro- 

minent, and the sides are marked with bright colours, mostly blue. T h e  caudal 

is large, a small dorsal is placed opposite to a large anal, the ventrals and 

pectorals are small, but in some the ventrals are composed of elongated rays, 

apparently to facilitate the effort to rise into the air. 

They are without spines, and often with long setaceous cirri. 

This species has been referred by Cuvier to  his sub-genus Cyprinus pro- 

p ,  T o  me that group does not seem to be either natural or well defined, 

in  as much as the dorsal spine is by no means commonly associated with a 

lengthy dorsal fin ; indeed both the characters alluded to are so artificial that 

they cannot. be had recourse to in forming any group of Cyprinide. Authors 

from a diffidence to reject altogether a group that has received the sanction of 

so high an authority as Cuvier, are continually in the habit of modifying the 

characters of the group in question, to suit the particular species they meet 

with, as I have done to bring Cyprinus semiplotus into i t  ; but  were I acquainted 

sufficiently with European species,'I might have had no hesitation in making 

Cyp~inus se~niplotus the type of a new group. C.yprinus cnrpio, on which the 

group is founded, seems to me to be strictly a Barbel, uniting that genus with 
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the Cirrhins ; the remainii~g species of Cyprinus prop. may be formed into a 

~~lrtilral group characterised by a long dorsal and the absence of cirri : view the 

subject as we may, however, Cyprinus devario, Buch. is not only different 

from the true Cyprins, but from the whole of the Pmonominm. 

The body is much compressed, narrow, and deep ; the head small, without 

cirri ; the dorsal and anal long, opposite, and without spines ; the fins feeble, the 

mouth raised obliquely upwards, and the sides marked each with a broad 

purple streak, and the abdominal canal, which is continuous with the stomacli, 

is altogether only equal to  about the length of the body. For  these reasons 

I regard Cyprinus deuario as a Peritampz~s, presenting relations of analogy only 

to  Cyprinus proprius, as indicated by the arched back and the long dorsal. 

The following are the characters by which it  may be distinguisl~ed,- 

depth equal to half the length, back arched, dorsal long, sides marked with a 

single interrupted crooked light blue streak extended over the caudal, jaws 

rough, with a blunt knob on the apex of the lower jam, which is narrow 

and directed upwards. The  fin rays are, 

D.18 : P.10: V.8 : A.18 : C.19. 

There are about forty scales along the lateral line, which descends along 

the third row of scales from the ventral margin. Seldom attains more than 

two inches in length, and is common in Bengal and Assam. 

11.-PEBILAMPUS OSTREOGRAPHUS, J. M. 

The depth is almost equal to  half the length of the body ; the back is 

straight from the snout to the caudal, and'the lower margin or abdomen is 

much rounded and protuberant ; the head is small, directed obliquely 

upward, the body much compressed, and the sides are marked with several 
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distinct purple stripes extending from the branchial aperture to the extremity 

of the caudal ; the colour of the back is bluish black, and of the abdomen red- 

dish white or pink ; the caudal is almost entire, the middle rays being very 

little shorter than the outer. F in  rays are, 

D.12 : P.15 : V.8 : A.16 : C.19. 

Thirty-five scales along the sides in depressed oblique rows, and about fifteen 

from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. The  mouth like the head is di- 

rected upwards, and has a prominent knob on the apex of the lower jaw ; the 

tongue is thick and corugnted. 

The stomach of this fish is about half the length of the body, and terminates 

in an intestine equal to about the length of the body. T h e  intestine is 

reflected over upon the stomach, and from thence extends straight to the vent. 

In the stomacli of all those I have examined I found nothing but the remains 

of insects, such as live on the surface of waters. 

The liver extends in a single lobe along the surface of the stomach, to 

which also the spleen adheres loosely. There is a peculiarity in the air vessel of 

tlris species, for instead of being a distinct organ it seems to be either wanting, 

or merely formed by a dliplicature of the lining membrane of the abdomen 

\vhich forms an air cavity under the spine. 

This species is found throughout Assam in small indolent streams, as well 

as in tlie larger rivers. I t  is also abundant in some parts of Bengal, though 

i t  is one of the few species that escaped Buchanan's observation. I t  usually 

attains about three inches in length, but its great depth and abundance 

in some places renders i t  of value as an article of food. 

t. 60. f. 1. 

For this very \\,ell marked species we are indebted to Mr. Griffith's 

researches in Assam, although i t  escaped my notice until very recently. 

" Etynl. /Eq~in/ifos and p i n ) ~ n  ; in allusion to the dorsal and anal being of equal size. 

Z z 
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when engaged replenishing the spirits in which a portion of Mr. Griffith's 

extensive botanical collections are preserved, during his absence with the 

army of the Indus.* 

The depth of the body is from one-third to  one-fourth of the entire 

length. The  pectorals and ventrals are short, the dorsal and anal are of equal 

size, and the lateral line descends close to  the lower margin of the body. The 

fin rays are, 

D.13 : P.13 : V.9 : A.13 : C.19. 

There are thirty-two scales along the lateral line, and eight rows from the 

base of the ventrals to  the dorsum. The  length of the intestine and stomach 

together are equal to about the length of the body, inclusive of the head and 

caudal. The mouth is directed obliquely upwards, with a blunt knob on the 

apex of the lower jaw, tongue thick and corugated. 

t. 45. f. 4. /3 

Cyprinus laubuca, Buch. 

This species was found by Buchanan in the ponds of the north-eastern 

parts of Bengal. I n  other parts of the province it  would seem to be more 

rare, as I have only met with one specimen. I t  is a well proportioned, hand- 

some species, and Buchanan remarks that each nostril consists of but one 

Like several other specimens of fish preserved in spirits along with plants in the same collec- 

tion, i t  retains its perfect freshness and form, with a far greater degree of solidity than if it had been 

kept alone in spirits. This fact may be of some practical use to naturalists with whom it is of course 

an object to preserve the greatest variety and extent of collections during their travels. 11 has 

already been three years in spirits in an Indian climate, and might, to all appearance, keep for ever 

in the same state ; the only disadvantage is that the colour alters to a deep brown or black, but this 

is removed by subsequent maceration in  fresh spirits 
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aperture. The usual septum which appears to divide the nostrils of Cyprisid~ 

into two is in this species placed somewhat horizontally so as to form a valve, 

in which however there is a second aperture. 

The head is small, the mouth obliquely raised, the tongue large, and a 

pointed process is placed on the apex of the upper jaw, with two prominent 

obtuse points on the lower one ; the depth of the body is equal to about a 

third of the length, the pectorals are long, the ventrals very small, the body 

inferiorly much compressed, the post-operculum triangular, with a green spot 

on either side above the base of the pectoral fins. The fin rays are, 

D.10 : P.12 : V.7 : A.24 : c.:. 
The lateral line descends low along the sides, and belleath it  the scales are 

small, thirty-four in a row on either side, and about seven froin the lateral line 

to the base of the dorsal fin ; dorsal and anal opposite. 

The stomach and intestine together are scarcely equal to the length of the 

body. 

V.-PERILARII'US PERSEUS, J. &I. 

This species presents all the peculiar characters of the Perilamps, in the 

]nost prominent degree. The head is small, the back straight from the snout 

to the caudal, and the mouth may be said to be placed in the upper part of 

the head so as to be carried along the surface of the water when swimming. 

The pectorals and ventrals are very long, and each side of the body is marked 

wit11 a light blue streak. The fin rays are, 

D.9 : P.18 : V.5 : A.21 : C.- ? 

'l'he caudal is much divided, but the only specimen in my possession is so 

nliich injured that I am unable to determine with accuracy the number of 

scales and caudal fin rays. 
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I r I . - P ~ n ~ ~ ~ n r r r ~ s  PSILOPTEROJIUS, J. RI. 

t. 46. f. 4. /3 

Cyp. atpccr. Buch. C. loyukilln, id. Coll. 

I n  this species tve perceive a form no less adapted to insectivorous liabits 

than that of the last, but fro111 the great breadth of fin accumulated on thc 

hinder parts of the body or tail, and the oblique insertions of the dorsal and anal 

fins urllich bring their propelling power into operation with the caudal in the 

direction of the long axis of the body, we may conclude that i t  captures 

insects rather by sudden springs into the air, than by a rapid course along the 

surface. Were further proof of this required, we have only to refer to the 

elongated ventrals which, like stilts, serve to support tlie vertical position when 

the anterior parts of the body are emerged from the surface, and to break tlie 

fall and preserve the natural balance 011 returning again into the water. 

The body is much compressed, its depth equal to about half its length 

exclusive of tlie caudal and head. The moiith is directed obliquely up\varcIs, 

and the ventral fins are equal to half the length of the body, narrow, and 

colnposed of few rays. The abdomen is silvery, and a bright blue line extends 

alO~lg each side from the branchial aperture to the caudal. The fin rays are, 

D.9 : P.11 or 12 : V.5 : A.25. 

This species grows to about three inches in length, and was found by Bucha- 

nan in the Bramaputra, the Ganges, and Jumna. 

VI1.-CY PRIXUS CACHIUS, Buch. 

t. 46. f. 6. 

Diaphinous with a glossy iridescence changing to green, purple, and 

silvery on the belly ; ventrals slender, and attenuated as in tlie last. The fin 

rays are, 
D.7 : P.8 : Ir .3  : A.26 : C.-? 

I t  is found in the Ganges about the commencement of the Delta, and is 

scarcely an inch in length. 
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Four cirri; length of the head to that of the body as one to three, ex- 

clusive of the head and caudal; depth of the body to the length, as two 

to five. The sides are ornamented with reticulated narrow blue stripes, below 

silvery, above olive green, dorsal opposite to the commencement of the anal. 

The fin rays are, 

D.13 : P.12: V.7 : A.17 : C.20. 

The  caudal fin is almost entire. I have only seen a single specimen of 

this fish in Calcutta; according to Buchanan i t  inhabits rocky streams south 

of Monghyr, and is said to attain about the size of the finger. 

C y p ~ i n t ~ s  rerio, Bucli. 

A very beautiful little species, found by Buchanan in the Iiosi river on 

the northern boundary of Bengal, but which is also very common in the 

Sunderbuns, where it seldom attains above an inch in length. 

I t  has four setaceous cirri, two very long and two sliort, in frorit of 

the nostrils. The sides are marked with eight or nine alternate stripes of 

blue and silver; several distinct blue stripes on the caudal and anal fins : 

colour above olive, below silvery. The  dorsal fin is placed opposite to the 

3 A 
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con~inenceinent of the anid, and is rounded, the middle rays beirig longest. 

The fin rays are, 

D.8 : P.9 : V.7 : A.17 : C.18. 

The figure, wliich is from Buclianan's collection, is an excellelit represerltatioll 

of this reniarkably brilliant species. 

A small species with four fine setaceous cirri, and a dark blue stripe 

extending from the eye along the 1niddle.of each side to the caudal. Length 

of the head equal to  the depth of the body, and one third of the lenth exclu- 

sive of the head and caudal. The jaws are slightly recurved, and the form 

slender and graceful ; the anal small, but placed far back and opposite to the 

end of the dorsal. The fin rays are, 

D.8 : P.10 : V.8 : A.7 : C.19. 

Twenty nine scales along the lateral line, and six rows across the body from 

the ventrals to the dorsuin on either side. Found by Buchanan in the Kosi 

river, but also very common in the Sunderbuns and in ponds at Calcutta. 

The following is perhaps a variety only,- 

XI.-PERII.ARIFUS RIACROURU, J. h'1. 

t .  46. f. 

A small species with four fine setaceous cirri, two of which are very long. 

The form is much compressed, the first ray of the fins prolonged to a slender 

point ; the sides are marked with a faint blue silvery line. The fill rays as in 

the last. This species is found in like manner throughout Bengal. 
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Tllis curious little species was found in hot springs at  Pooree by Air. 

Cumberland, by whom two specimens were presented to the Rledical Society. 

and afterwards obligirlgly submitted to me by the Secretary, Dr .  Goodeve. 

'l'lie head is directed obliquely up\vard, and the tail downward. T h e  

caudal fin is Lowever imperfect in both the specimens. 

Two short cirri in front of the upper jaw, and two long setaceous bristles 

at  the angles of tlie mouth ; thirty-one scales along the lateral line, and seven 

rows of scales from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum ; chin rounded and 

placed in front of the mouth. The  fin rays are, 

The te~nperature of the springs in which this species is very common was 

remarked by Rlr. Cumberland to be 112" Faht. but they are said to die when 

placed in water heated to 120" Faht. 

The  last three species from the small size of the anal fin should, were we 

to be guided by that character alone, be placed with the Leuciscs; but the 

srilall and obliquely raised head, peculiar form of body, and opposite position 

of the dorsal and anal fins, are characters which are not to be overlooked. 

On the other hand, there are species placed with other genera ~vhicli might 

be said to belong to this, as Cyprilius dattico~iius among the Leuciscs, and 

Opsarizrs Lucerzcs ; the first from having the lateral stripes of the Perilamps, 

and t l ~ e  second from its obliquely raised head; but in Cyp. cln~lico~tius tlie dorsal 

fin is opposite to the ventrals and the head is large, and although 0psnrilc.c 

le~dcerus has the head as well as the habits of a Perilamp, yet it lias tile 

elongated and slender form of an Opsurius, with tlie dorsal opposite to the 

anal, characters which separate it from the Leuciscs. 
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The lengthened rays of the pectoral and ventral fins of Perilanzl,lls perseus, 

together with the broad surface of the anal, enable it  to  move along the surface 

of the water in pursuit of flies and other i~isects,-a mode of life for which every 

part of its structure is admirably formed. The mouth, as already stated, is 

so constructed as to be carried above the surface, even when other parts of the 

body are submersed. This essential peculiarity of a species that derives its 

subsistence exclusively from an element superincumbent to that which it 

inhabits is effected by means of the lower jaw, which instead of being horizon- 

tal, or even slightly inclined, is placed almost vertically in front of the mouth, 

so that the apex of the jaws are higher than any other part of the body, and 

diametrically opposite to  what obtains in the ground-feeders, or typical 

Pceonomince, and implies a totally different economy from what belongs to 

those Sarcoborincz? that derive their food from within their own elenlent. 

I n  these last, as we shall see in the genus Opsarius, or fish-eaters, the moutl~ 
is wide, unencumbered with a tongue, and extended straight forward. A 

tongue indeed to animals that swallow living prey approaching in an incredible 

degree to their own size, would be an useless appendage. The mouth of 

the Opsarions is therefore to be regarded as little more than a prehensile 

apparatus, equivalent to the claws and hands of other animals; but in the 

fly-catchers, or Perilamps, the mouth is furnished with a large rugose, and we 

may presume highly sensible, tongue, which is requisite for conveying into 

the stomach minute objects that would otherwise adhere to the sides of tlle 

moutl1. 

111 none of the Barbels, Cirrhins, or Gudgeons, nor in any of those groups 

that live on plants, shell fish, or other objects obtained by scraping or rooting 

in mud, do we find any thing like a soft or sensible tongue, the office of which 

is in many cases better performed by cirri. 
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Cirri however, when they do occur in the Perilamps, are of that setaceous 

character which we observe in birds of similar habits, and their use in both 

cases is the same. But for this unity of design that extends throughout nature, 

reconciling to certain ends all the infinite variety we behold, we might justly 

exclaim-How perplexing must the study of nature be, when a single group 

presents such diversity in form and structure as belongs to  the Cllprini~Zce! 
A wider view however of those relations of analogy and affinity pointed out 

by Rlr. RIacleay dispels all our difficulty, and we find by this means, that a 

knowledge of one group serves us as the key to every other. After passing 

through the first section of the Perilamps, the remaining species are furnished 

with slender setaceolis cirri, as already stated, and their low and elongated 

shapes gradually bring us back again to tlie ordinary form of Cgprinirle. 
Their graceful forms, peculiar structure, and brilliancy of colour still holv- 

ever mark them as Perilamps, and certainly give this group an equal claim 

to beauty in its own circle, with the fly-catchers and butterflies of other classes 

in theirs. Nor can me altogether say that the dense and gloomy mediunl to 

which the Perilamps in common with all fishes are consigned, prevents them 

from contributing, like corresponding types in other classes, to  cheer and enliven 

the solitary landscape. Wi th  fishes we have certainly fewer sympathies, be 

their beauty what i t  may, than with beings whose occupations and business of 

life are carried on before our eyes ; but to those whose thoughts are accustom- 

ed to dwell on tlie works of nature, all living beings present soniething to  

excite either wonder or adrniratio~~. During the stillness of morning, before 

sun-rise, as well as on tlie approach of twilight, the Perilamps are al~llost the 

only disturbers of our peaceful lakes, and at those llours in particular the 

surface of ponds is kept in constant ripple by Perilamps in pursuit of insects. 

Nurnerous troops of them may also be observed advancing \vith the tides 

in the Hoogly and other rivers in Bengal. where they separate illto sll~all 

bands on either side of the ctlrrent, and spreading with the waters over 

shallow banks and low inundated tracts covered \\lit11 vegetation, constitute 
Y u  
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with the insects they pursue, and the king-fishers and wading birds whicll 

they attract and support, a very lively and interesting part of the scene, to 

those whose attention has been once directed to the circumstance. 

1V.-GEN. LEUCISCUS. 

The Ables, or white fishes, were distinguished by IClein, a naturalist of the 

last century, by the following characters-" Dorsal and anal short ; neither 

spines nor cirri, and nothing particular about their lips." Cuvier, however, 

observes that species with cirri occur, and instances Cyp. da?wicn, Buch., and 

although I have referred that species to the Perilamps, still I have replaced it 

by Cyp. cocsa, Buch., as well as Cyp. elanga, id, both of which have cirri. 

Cuvier in addition to IClein's characters distinguished Leucisci into smaller 

divisions, according to the position of the dorsal fin, arllich he remarks is not 

always clear. The genus, he observed, is rich in species ;. but this is the case 

with all ill defined groups, it being often as difficult to determine what does 

not, as what really belongs to them. 

Dorsal and anal small, without spines, the last ray of the former placed 

anteriorly to the first of the latter fin, so as to bring it at least opposite the space 

between the ventrals and anal, if not opposite to the ventrals. The sides are 

white and silvery, presenting little variety of colour; the scales are covered 

with a pearly pigment; the mouth is either horizontal or directed npward; the 

lower jaw is armed with one or more blunt prominences, or where these are 

wanting, its apex is received into a fissure in the upper jaw. 

The stomach and intestines are scarcely longer than the body, the inter- 

maxillaries are not protractile. 
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The effect of the foregoing definition, the substance of which may be ex- 

pressed in a few words, as in the synopsis, is to  exclude Cyp. boga, Buch. 

Cyp, arixn, id. Cyp. sophore, id. and Cyp. dunrica, id. from this genus, though 
referred to in the Regne Animal as Leucisci. The two first are Gudgeons, the 

third is a Systomtcs, aAd the fourth is a Perilamp, thus reducing the seven 

Iridisn species of this genus indicated by Cuvier to three. But  in place of those 

removed me must add Cyp. cocsa, Buch. as its alimentary canal scarcely 

esceeds the length of the body, while that of the Barbels, with which it  stands 

in the Regne Animal, varies from three to  six times that length ; i t  is besides 

without the dorsal spine of the Barbels, while it has faint bars across the body, 

indicating an approach from the Lezdcisci to the O~sarions. Six other species, 

most of which I have carefully examined, must also be added, making the 

number of our Indian Leucisci already known amount to  ten. 

The improvement, if there be any in this restriction of a genus acknow- 

ledged before to be imperfect, must rest a good deal on the principle, that 

nature in fixing the position of the dorsal fin, determines from this, what shall 

be the concurrent habit and structure of the species. 

I n  looking over the descriptions of the six European Leuciscs whose 

dorsal is opposite to the ventrals, we find the anal small, and the mouth low 

and ho~.izontal, as if exclusively formed for obtaining their food from the 

bottoms of waters, and we know this to  be further confirmed by the fact of 

their subsisting chiefly on herbage and worms. W e  then arrive at Cuvier's 

second division of this genus, in which the dorsal is placed behind the ventrals. 

NOT\', when the dorsal is placed so far behind the ventrals as to be opposite to 

the anal, I no longer regard the species as Leuciscs, but Perilamps or Opsari- 

011% according as they correspond in most respects with one or other of those 

genera. If we take the Rudd (L .  ergthropthalvr~cs) as an example, we find it 

is marked by the receded position of the dorsal, the greater development of 

the anal, the upturned mouth, and the remarkable brilliancy of colours, d l  

denoting an affinity to the Perilamps ; \\.hicli is further co~lfirmed by a cor- 
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responding tendency to carnivorous habits ; its food being, according to Rlr. 

k'arrell, 6 6  worms, molluscous animals, and insects, with some vegetable matter." 

Lercciscus nlbtcrnus, another European species, the dorsal of which is placed 

opposite to  the coinmeiice~nent of a large anal, possesses a blind appetite for 

insects to such a degree as to render i t  an excellent aml~sement for young 

fly-fishers, and the activity of this species in seizing insects is the poetical 

theme of all field naturalists. This species may also, as well as Cyprijt~~s 

crtl~ratus, IJin., be referred either to the Perilamps or to the Opsarions ; but 

this question I leave to  be determined by the naturalists of Europe, where 

these species are found. 

The  positioil of the dorsal and size of the anal therefore become natural 

characters, and appear sufficient to enable us to discriminate clearly between 

the Leuciscs and the adjoining groups. 

For  the right application of these characters, i t  is necessary to state that we 

must regard those cases in which the first ray of one fin is opposite to the last 

my of the other, and aice versa, as opposite fins ; and thus we shall very rarely 

]lave occasion to  remark the position of the dorsal as opposite to the interval 

between the ventrals and anal, without being more or less opposite to one or 

other of the latter fins. When  such a case happens, the species must be re- 

p r d e d  as a Leucisc if the anal be small, and either Opsarion or Perilamp if 

the anal be large. 
Cyprinzls danico~zi~cs has the form of a Leucisc, with the markings of :L 

Perilamp on the sides. I n  Buchanan's collection there is a figure of another 

variety which I have not met with, A?ga?zu of the natives, P. G .  328, whicll 

in the synopsis I have placed with the Leuciscs under the name of L. Zaternlis, 

but which we might have equal reasons for placing with the Perilamps. I t  

has in fact the mouth and lateral streaks of the latter genus, with the general 

form and fins of a Leucisc, so that i t  would be just as accurate to place it  in one 

genus as in the other. I n  size and general forin i t  corresponds precisely with 

Cyprinus cZ(lniconizu, but differs from it  in having the head more compressed, 
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and the jaws recurved directly upwards, with a sharp point on the apex 

of the lower jaw;  both are so nearly allied to each other, and correspond so 

much with the Leuciscs in the form and disposition of their fins, that we 

may describe them together in the same genus, although perhaps the true 

place of the one would be a t  the close of the Perilamps, and of the other, at  

tlie coinmencement of the Leuciscs. 

I .-I~EUC~SCUS LATERALIS. 

Cyprinus anjana, Buch, Coll. 

The dorsal is placed opposite the ventrals, anal small ; a blue stripe 

extends froin the mouth over the operculum on either side to  the 

caudal. The head is more compressed than the body, the jaws somewhat 

flattened and directed upwards, with a short point on the apex of the lower 

one, which is received into a corresponding fissure in the upper jaw. There 

is a depression on the crown, from which the jaws appear recurved, and this 

is the only difference in the figure of this species from that given of Cyprintis 

daniconius, P. G.  t. 15. f. 89. The  fin rays are, 

11.-CYPRINUS DANICONIUS Buch. 

* 
The arch of the back descends equally from the base of the dorsal to the 

apex of the jaws, without a depression at  the nape, or on the crown. The  
liead and body are equally compressed, the sides are marked ivith faint streaks 

more or less apparent in different specimens, but often obscure and merging 

to grey and yellow. The n~outh  is horizontal, and the head placed in a line 

3 c 
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with the axis of the body, as in the genus Leuciscz~s, with which it  corres- 

ponds in the form and disposition of the fins ; the rays of wliicli are, 

D.9 : P.14 : V.9 : A.8: C.20. 

There are forty scales along the lateral line, and nine rows from the veritrals 

to  the dorsum. 

Cyp. elonga. Buch, Op. Cit. 281. 

Length of the head to that of the body as one to  three, mouth small and 

directed upwards, with a round knob at the apex of the lower jaw very 

prominent, two minute cirri are placed at either side of the mouth, opercula 

slightly pointed behind, suborbitar plates a little broader behind than below 

the eyes ; brachial plates projecting slightly over the origin of the pectorals. 

The  fin rays are, 

Forty scales extend along the lateral line, which descends to within four rows 

of the ventrals, and eleven scales are found in each oblique line from the base 

of the ventrals to the back. The scales are soft, quite transparent, with s 

silvery lustre and colour except on the back, where the colour is greenish 

yellow. 

The stomach is small and pyriform, terminating in a short straight intes- 

tine ; the liver consists %f (two ?) elongated lobes. The spleen is in this species 

of considerable size, and of a bright red colour and elongated shape, and is placed 

between the left lobe of the liver and the stomach. This species, which may 

be considered to partake equally of the habits of the Perilamps and Opsarions, 

is very common in most of the rivers and ponds of Bengal and Assam ; its 

usual size is from six to  eight inches in length ; its flavor is good, but i t  is not 
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so common as to entitle i t  to any degree of importance, and its habits would 

render it objectionable in fish ponds. Its food consists chiefly of small fishes 

and insects, the remains of which have been found in its stomach. 

IV.-CYPRINUS RASBORA, Buch. 

Op. Cit. P1. 2. f. 60. 
a 

Depth equal to one-fourth of the entire length ; body much compressed, 

and equally arched above and below; mouth directed upwards, with three 

blunt knobs on the lower jaw ; head small ; opercula sharp-pointed behind ; 

scales large, about twenty-five along the lateral line, and seven in an oblique 

row from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. The fin rays are, 

Caudal fin tipt with black ; body greenish grey above, with a leaden hue on 

the lateral line; dirty greyish yellow below. This description is taken from a 

specimen in spirits brought from Upper Assam by Mr. Griffith ; the colours 

are no doubt more marked in fresh or living specimens. 

The stomach and intestine taken together are scarcely longer than the 

body, the abdominal canal is however capacious, and loaded with the remains 

of insects. 

V.-CYPRINUS nloLA, Buch. 

Op. Cit. P1. 38, f. 92. 

nlonh, of the Assamese. 

Scales very small, colour white, opercula rounded behind, and tip of the 

caudal \vithout any dark colour. The fin rays are, 

D.9 : P.15 : V.9 : A.7: C.19. 
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Instead of a knob, the apex of the lower jaw is furnished with a sharp 

recurved edge ; the length of the head to that of the body as one to three ; the 

intestine and stomach form a canal nearly twice the length of the body. 

The  usual size of this species is about four inches, i t  is very common in 

ponds and rivers throughout Bengal. There is a small diaphinous variety 

also very common in Assam, where both kinds are understood by the same 

name by the natives-Moult, said to be derived from the name of an insect on 
a 

which they feed. I n  this last variety I found the fin rays to be, 

There is still a third kind, white and silvery like the preceding, with 

small scales, but more translucent and slender; i t  is called by the fishermen 

Dorikana. I have named i t  L. pellucidus, but have not obtained sufficient 

information to  notice i t  separately in this place ; its distinguishing characters 

are noted in the synopsis. 

I n  the preceding species the anal is smaller than the dorsal, and the 

mouth is directed slightly upwards ; but in the following the anal is as large, 

or larger than the dorsal, and the mouth horizontal. 

V1.-CYPRINUS APIATUS. Jacqem. 

Voy. Duns I'Ind. t. 15. f. 3. 

This species I have not met with, but i t  is figured in M. Jacquemont's 

travels in India ; and though no description has yet appeared of it, I may add 

the following note taken from the drawing, which may be sufficient to 

characterise the species. It appears to have been found in the Jumna. 

Depth equal to about half the length, exclusive of the head and caudal, 

snout and margin of the lower jaw perforated by numerous mucous pores ; 

dorsal and anal contain about nine rays each. 
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VI1.-CYPRINUS CHEDRA, Buch. Coll. 

Hardwicke's Illust. t. f. 

The most remarkable character of the fish represented by Buchanan 

under this name, is the contraction of the body between the ventrals and anal, 

and the recurved direction of the tail, causing a convex, or oblique surface 

over the insertion of the anal, as in the Barbels. The fin rays, as stated by 

Buchanan, are, . 
D.10 : P.14 ( ? )  : V.9 : A.11 : C.18. 

There are two circumstances that induce me to suspect the peculiarity in 

form above noticed to be accidental, or a fault either in the drawing or in 

the specimen from which it  was taken ; the first is, that Buchanan does not 

notice i t  in his description ; and the second, that the fish from which the 

following description was taken appears to me to be the same species, though 

differing in the number of rays in some of the fins. 

~ r I I I . - L ~ u c ~ s c u s  BRACHIATUS,* J. R I .  

PI. 42. f. 5. 

Length of the head to that of the body as one to three, and greatest 

depth is equal to the length of the head ; suborbitar plates of uniform breadth, 

scapulary and brachial plates present a broad silvery surface behind the opercu- 

la; forty-four scales are ranged along the lateral line, which descends to  the 

fourth row of scales from the ventrals ; ten scales in an oblique row from the 

base of the ventrals to the dorsum ; at the base of each scale there is a small 

black spot. The fin rays are, 

D . 8 :  P.14:  V.9 : A.10: C.18. 

* Tlie s p e c i ~ ~ i e ~ i  from wliicll my figure and descriptioli were taken, was presented to the Asiatic 

Society by Mr. Hodgson. 1 have since l~owever obtained several from Mr. Griffith. 

3 D 
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Tlle colour is dark bluish along the back, with a dark streak across the 

dorsal fin, which with the anal and caudal are tipt with black ; the ventrals are 

small, and rounded. Mr. Griffitli states that this species is comnlon in the 

rapids of the Bramaputra, and most voracious in its appetite for flies. 

Cyprinus bukrungi, id. Coll. 

The mouth is small, placed behind a prominent and narrow snout. Back 

green, sides entirely white, and siIvery; scales large arid covered with a copious 

pearly pigment. About forty scales along the lateral line, and nine rows from 

the base of the ventrals to  the dorsum. The lower lobe of the caudal longer 

than the upper ; suborbitar plates extend forward to the corners of the mouth ; 

snout fleshy and prominent. The fin rays are, 

This species is very abundant in the Bramaputra, is about three or four inches 

in length, and as Buchanan justly observes, is high flavoured and much sought 

after as a delicacy; stomach and intestine form a thick fleshy canal equal to 

the entire length of the body, inclusive of the head and caudal. I n  addition 

to it, Buchanan 11as figured another variety, Bukrnngi, in which the lobes 

of the caudal appear to be less divided, and the scales marked with slight 

s t l ie  in the drawing, and the membrane of tlie fins dotted, and a slight 

tinge of yellow on the lower parts of tlie body. I have not seen this species, 

nor can I find i t  described in tlie Gangetic Fishes. 
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X.-LEUC~SCUS MARGARODES, J.  M. 

Cyp. jaya, Buch. Coll. ? 

Chola of the Assamese. 

The mouth is small, placed behind a prominent and narrow snout ; scales 

small, about fifty-four in a row along the lateral line, and eighteen in an oblique 

line from the ventrals to tlie dorsum ; they are easily detached, and are covered 

with a copious pearly pigment; lobes of the caudal of equal length ; back 

green, sides silvery, two anterior suborbitar plates extend to the upper lip on 

either side. The fin rays are, 

D.9 : P.15 : V.8 : A.9 : C.19. 

The stomach and intestine forms a thick capacious fleshy canal, equal to about 

one and a half lengths of the body, inclusive of the head and caudal. This 

species resembles Cyprinus mornr so closely in form that I have not figured 

it. I t  is also found in the Bramaputm, especially in Upper Assam. 

XI.-CYPRINUS COCSA, Buch. 

Op. Cit. PI. 3. f. 77. 

Four cirri ; back green ; sides, opercula, and lower parts of the body sil- 

very ; faint streaks descend partially from the back to the sides, as in the genus 

Opsarius; suborbitar plates occupy the space between tlie eye and the cor- 

ner of the ~nouth  on either side, as in the last two species; mouth horizontal ; 

forty-two scales along the lateral line, and eleven in an oblique line from the 

ventrals to the back ; snout prominent and deep, with a depression in front 

of the upper jaw for the reception of the apes of the lower, which is without 

a prominent tooth. The fin rays are, 
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The stomach is large and muscular, about one-third of the length of the body, 

with its pyloric reflected and terminating in one large intestine a little longer 

than the body, or about twice the length of the stomach. 

Cuvier has indicated a place for this species among the Barbels, but as 

we have no instance of Barbels having longer anal than dorsal fins, I have no 

hesitation in placing i t  with the Leuciscs, notwithstanding its cirri. I n  this 

I am guided equally by its peculiarly bright colours, its short alimentary 

canal, and comparatively large anal. Its markings however denote an approxi- 

mation to  the Opsarions. I may further remark, that Cyprinus cz~lbasu, Buch. 

Cyprinus rohita, id., Cyprinus gonius, id., and Cyprinus rlaniconius, id., are 

also indicated in the Regne Animal as Barbels. The two first are Cirrhins, 

the third a Labeo, and the last a Leucisc. 

The  tongue is variously developed in the Leuciscus, according as the 

habits of the species approach to those of the Perilamps, in which i t  is 

usually large and rugose ; or to those of the Opsarions, in which it  is almost 

absent; or to  those of pa on om in^, in which i t  is usually cartilaginous. In  

this species, however, which is a native of mountain streams at Simla, where 

it  was found by Dr.  Jiacleod, the tongue is almost quite absent. 

I t  was first described in the seventh vb~ume of the Journal of this Society, 

from a single specimen, as a Perilamp ; but its form though stout and short, 

is that of a Leucisc. The head and fore part of the body deep ; brachial plates 

slightly exposed behind the opercula ; snout round, and terminates abruptly 

in front of the eyes ; forty-six scales are ranged along the lateral line, and 

eleven in an oblique row from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum ; 
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colours plain,-at least after having been for a time in spirits. The fin 

rays are, 

D.9: P.13 : V.9 : A.10: C.19. 

The stomach and intestine form a tube equal to about the length of the 

body. 

V.-GEN. OPSARIUS, J. M. 

The body of the Opsarions is either long and slender, or considerably 

compressed ; the mouth is large, the symphysis of the lower jaw is hard, 

and received into a fissure in the apex of the upper jaw; but in the more 

typical species it is armed with a larger prominence than in others. The back 

is but slightly raised, but the abdominal margin is more prominent; the 

sides are either plain, or marked with transverse green bars or spots. A 

short dorsal is placed far back upon the body, nearly opposite to a long anal. 

They are without spines or cirri. 

They afford instances of the shortest alimentary canal in the family, and 

in no case does the entire tube including the stomach, which is usually longer 

than the intestine, much exceed the length of the body, though i t  is occasion- 

ally much less. 

The abdominal cavity is long, and almost entirely occupied with a 

strong muscular stomach capable of great dilatation, narrowing in its capa- 

city gradually to the pyloris, where it is joined by a short fleshy intestine, 

which gradually contracts towards the vent. The liver consists of two elon- 

gated lobes extending along the ston~ach ; the air-vessel is very long and 

narrow, extending the whole length of the abdomen close under the spine, 

so as to be less exposed to injury during violent struggles in which the 

species of this genus necessarily engage with their prey. Their habits are 

extremely voracious and carnivorous, and their whole form constructed for 
3 E 
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rapid swimming and sudden efforts essential in procuring prey, which con- 

sists chiefly of Gudgeons and other elongated spineless species, which are 

swallowed entire. 

The four first species of the group are white, with long falciform pecto- 

rals; tlie mouth and head obliquely raised with regard to  the axis of the body. 

as in the Perilamps, with which Cypri~zus bncailu, Buch. and 0 .  leucerus agree 

in habits, living exclusively on insects. Opsarius pholicephalus is however a 

most destructive and voracious fish-eater. The  habits of 0. albulus are 

as yet unknown, but they no doubt correspond with one or other of the 

adjoining species. These four are strictly Buchanan's Chek, and from 

their compressed and prominent abdominal margin, as well as their form, cer- 

tainly do evince a relation to  the Cdupece as Buchanan supposed ; but that this is 

merelyi a relation of analogy, we may conclude from the want of ceca, as well 

as t11c bird serrated abdomen, while the head corresponds with that of the 

Perilamps, and the abdominal canal with that of the Opsarions. Buchanan's 

name C/telu, may therefore be retained for them as a sub-genus. The remaining 

species of the group however are very different ; the mouth is horizontal, the 

head larger and longer, and the body not more compressed than that of the 

Sulmonide, from which they differ in their shorter and more capacious in- 

testinal canal, which is without ccecal appendages, and in the absence of teeth, 

while their direct affinities confine them to the Cyprinide, although carni- 

verous in the very highest degree. 

The  difference between this species and the variety which I have called 

0. leuce~us is very slight, the latter having but two rays less in the anal. All 

the other characters being nearly the same, I am in some doubt as to the 

propriety of regarding then1 as distinct species. 
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This is a bright silvery species, very common about Calcutta, with the 

lower lobe of the caudal longer than the upper. The  body above is straight 

from the apices of the jaws to the caudal fin, the lower margin is gracefully 

arched from the apex of the lower jaw, so as to form the deepest part of the  

body under the pectorals, which are long and falciform, and covered above 

their insertion by a scaly appendix. The  fin rays are, 

D.9 : P. 13 : V.9 : A.14 : c.: 

The  scales are very minute ; the stomach is short, thick, and pyriform, termi- 

nating in a short muscular intestine which extends straight to the vent. 

Some of the ponds near Calcutta contain vast numbers of this species. 

After the first fall of rain that took place in June  last, when tlie surface had 

been parched and dry for several months, I was surprised to see a number of 

persons fishing in the trenches of the Esplanade, which a t  first seemed to be 

quite unconnected with any ponds from which the fish could have come, but  

on inquiry. I found that they had ascended to the drains from a reservoir 

at  some distance, from which the fish inust have had a fall of several feet 

to surmount. 

t. 47. f. 2. 

Cyprinus gorn, Buch. P. G.  p. 263. 

Crown covered with scales ; minutely serrated and sliarp abdominal mar- 

gin ; sides silvery without spots, lateral line descends to the lower third of 

tlie abdomen. Pectorals long, ventrals very small. nluscular structure of the 
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back continuous over the nape to the snout, suborbitar plates all of equal 

breadth, hook or knob on the apex of the lower jaw prominent; dorsal 

opposite to the ventrals. The fin rays are, 

D.9 : P.13 : V.8 : A. 17. 

I n  form this species is not unlike Opsarius leucerua. 

Cyprinus phulo, Buch. Op. Cit. 262. 

, Cyp~inus phulchela, id. Coll. 

A 4rnaI.l species found in the ponds in the north-western parts of 

Bengal; like the last the sides are silvery without spots or bars. The fin 

rays are, 

Dorsal placed opposite the ventrals. 

Cypinus shacra, Buch. Op. Cit. 271. 

Head thick, and less compressed than the body. Pectorals low, and 

situated at  a considerable distance behind the branchial aperture. Brachial 

plates broad, ' and a flat space below under the base of the pectoral fins; 

scales very small; suborbitar plates of nearly equal breadth behind as 
below the eyes; rays of the branchial membrane large and strong. Several 
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short transverse bars on the sides ; four cirri ; caudal yellow, stained with 

black ; brachial plates exposed and broad. The fin rays are, 

D.9: P.13 : V.9 : A.10 : C.20. 

Found by Buchanan in the Kosi river, and in Upper Assam by Captain 

Hannay ; i t  usually grows to four or five inches in length. 

Cyprinus barnn, Buch. Op. Cit. 268. 

Cyprinus balibhola, id. Coll. 

Depth equal to a third of the length of the body, exclusive of the head 

and caudal ; head deep and compressed, mouth horizontal. Eleven transverse 

green bands on each side ; about forty-two scales along tlie.i'era1 line ; rays 

of the dorsal widely separated ; fins strong, but pellucid. Fin rays are, 

This species has been found by Buchanan in the extreme branches of the 

Ganges, in the Jumna, as well as in the Bramaputra; i t  attains three inches 

in length, he observes, and is often found in shallow waters on sand banks. . 

Cyprinus lileo, Buch. Op. Cit. 276. 

Length of the head to that of the body as one to four, depth of the body 

equal to a third of the length, sides marked with several rows of green spots. 

mouth large, lower jaw sharp at the apex, and received into a notch on the 
3 F 
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upper jaw: intermaxillary fixed, suborbitar plates broadest below the eyes, 

brachial plates broad, and extend obliquely backward and downward, termi- 

nating in a rounded point on either side over the base of the pectorals. Pec- 

torals and ventrals small, sides silvery, back green, caudal tipt with black. 

lower lobe longer than the upper. Fin rays are, 

D.9 : P.14 : V.8 : A.15 : c.;". 

Stomach strong and muscular, intestine consists of a short muscular canal ex- 

tending straight from the pyloris to  the vent. 

This is probably only a variety of the last. The suborbitar plates are 

very narrow behind the eyes and broad below, on which account the head is 

short and deep. The pectoral fins are also placed very low down, and consi- 

derably behind the operculum ; but the fin rays are nearly the same as those 

of the last species, and the sides are similarly marked, so that it is doubtful 

whether the slight diversity of form between the two can be considered of 

sufficient consequence to render them disthct species. The jaws are narrow, 

but the gape is wide, and when taken out of the water the jaws are 

usually much distended. 

1X.-CYPRINUS BENDEI~ISIS, Buch. 

J o u r .  Mys. vol. iii. p. 32, 1'. G. p. 270. 

This species though described in both the works of Huchanan above re- 

ferred to, does not appear to be found in any other part of India than My- 

sore, unless its place in the Gangetic Fi.shes be taken as evidence of its being 
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found in Bengal. I t  appears to differ from Opsarizts cirrutus ill having 

larger scales, but  the markings and fin rays in both are alike, which made 

me at one time mistake the latter for Cyprinus be?zdelzsis. 

X.-OPSARIUS GRACILIS, J. M. 

Cyprinus goha, Buch 

Korang, of the Assamese. 

The  length of the head to that of the body is as two to five, the body is 

long and slender, covered by minute scales ; the mouth is widely cleft, and 

I~orizontal, extending behind the eyes, which are placed in the anterior third 

of the head. The  dorsal fin is placed over the space between the ventrals and 

anal ; the pectorals are of moderate size, the ventrals small. The  fin rays are, 

D.10 : P.13 : V.9 : A.12 : C.18. 

One or two irregular bars of round green spots on each side; sides bright, 

and silvery white;  the back is greell, and slightly, but uniformly, raised 

in tlie middle. The body is moderately compressed, and the dorsal and 

ventral margins extend uniformly over the head to the apices of the jaws. 

which are placed in the axis of the vertebral column ; the apex of the lower 

jaw is armed with a prominent blunt knob. 

One of the most peculiar characters, perhaps, of this species, consists in 

the third s~iborbitar plate representing the corresponding bone of the sub- 

orbitar chain in the Perch, being expanded. and extended backward behind 

tlie eye, causing a remarkable elongrntion of the head, as in some of tire 

Barbels, especially B. mc~gucephaltds. Yet  considering the wide interval 

between these groups, we cannot look upon this peculi:~rity otherwise 

than a relation of analogy, similar to that mllicli tile compressed and 
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sinooth abdomen of the two first species of this group presents to the 

narrow serrated abdominal ridge of the Cdupeide. 

The stomach is equal to about half the entire length of the animal, and 

the intestine from the stomach to the vent only about half the length of the 

stomach itself, and separated from that organ, which i t  rivals in capacity, 

merely by a stricture. 

The liver and other large glands whose functions are supposed to 

facilitate digestion are extremely small in this species, though i t  is possessed 

of an i-nsatiable carnivorous appetite ; nor have I found in Cyprinida, in 

general, those glands bear any proportion to the size of the stomach, or the 

nature of tlie food in different species. 

This species occurs in all parts of Assam, in the Kosi, the Jumna, the 

Ganges, and the Soane rivers ; in which last Buchanan says i t  attains the size 

of a Herring, and is called Trout by the English, chiefly from the spots on the 

sides, and its fine flavor. For the latter I cannot answer ; but as the species 

of this group are not much esteemed by the natives, I suspect i t  owes its 

imagined sweetness, in some degree, to its supposed resemblance to Trout. 

Notwithstanding the beauty of its appearance, its habits are such as to render 

i t  very objectionable in fish ponds. 

Cyp, bola, Buch. 

Blouth large, several transverse green bars and a yellow longitudinal 

streak on either side ; the suborbitar plates are elongated posteriorly ; apex of 

the lower jaw sharp, and received into a notch in that of the upper jaw. 

which is longer. The fin rays are, 

D.10 : P.16 : V.9 : A.ll : C.19. 
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This species was found by Buchanan in the Bramaputra, where he says it 

grows to four or five inches in length, and is little valued. 

XII.-OPSARIUS ISOCHEILUS. 

Cyp. vugru, Buch. Op. Cit. 269. Cyp. loya, id. Coll 

A well formed, handsome species, with a small head; jaws of equal 

length ; intermaxillaries protractile ; depth of the body equal to  about one- 

third of its length ; the sides are silvery, and marked by a row of small oblong 

spots placed transversely ; the mouth is cleft to  the eyes. Fin rays are. 

Forty-two scales along the lateral line, and ten in each oblique row from 

the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. Brachial plates exposed behind the 

branchial aperture. Found by Buchanall in the Ganges at Patna. 

The rays of the caudal being so generally nineteen, I am in some doubt 

as to their being only sixteen in this species, as observed by Buchanan. 

I n  two small collections of fishes received from very opposite parts of 

India-Upper Assam and the heights on the TVestern side of Bengal, for which 

I have been indebted to the kindness of Captain Hannay and Dr. Macleod-I 

find a species which, with the exception of having the usual number of 

caudal rays, differs but slightly from the above. 

The following are its characters-forty-four scales along the lateral line, 

and eleven from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum, nine bars or trans- 

verse spots on the back. 

H . % n ~ ~ ~ ~ . - H a z a r e b a u g .  and Upper Assam. 
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XII1.-OPSARIUS ANISOCHT: a ILUS. 

Cyp. barila, Buch. 

Cyp. chedrio, id. Loc. Cit. 

Silvery sides, with a row of incomplete bars or oblong transverse spots on 

each ; the deepest part of the body would seem, according to Buchanan's figure, 

to be abont tlie situation of the pectorals; the head is shorter, and blunter 

than has been observed in preceding species, and tlie lower lobe of the caudal 

is longer than the upper. Buclianan states " the upper jaw is the longest, and 

is entire at the end," though i t  would appear to retain the other essential 

characters of Opsarions. Fin rays are, 

D.8 : P.14 : V.8 : A.13 : 

This species was found by Buclianan in the northern parts of Bengal ; Cypri- 

nus chedrio, Buch. would appear to be the same, having one additional ray 

in the dorsal. 

Bcilisundree of the Assainese. 

The specimen having been lost from my collections before I could 

make either the necessary corrections of the figure, or of the description, 

both are to be received with doubt. 

Mouth large, suborbitar plates broadest beneath the eyes, greenis11 

yellow on the back, with a red blush on the other parts of the body. 
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sides crossed with green bars, dorsal opposite to the ventrals, contains nine 

rays and is preceded by a short detached spinous ray ; the  first rays of the 

~ectorals  separated by a broad expanse of the membrane of tlie fin. 

The  alimentary canal of this curious species is long and convoluted iri 

circles round the cavity of the abdomen ; the coats of the stomach and intestines 

are soft, so as to separate on the slightest touch of the forceps, and the contents 

are dark coloured ; the air-vessel is loilg, and divided into two cells, the first 

small and globular, the posterior cell long, and conical. Although there is 

something doubtful about the habits of this species which, notwithstanding 

the length of the intestines is said by the natives to be carnivorous, I have 

ventured to place it conditionally in this genus. 

This sub-family comprises the Linnrean genus Cobitis, the Pacilia of 

Schneider, Cypritzodotzs of Lacepede, and two other small genera recently dis- 

covered in India. 

They are distinguished ;IS a natural group from preceding sub-families 

by their slightly co~npressed bodies covered with a thick slimy mucous, by 

the uniform softness of all the rays of their fins, and the peculiarities of the 

head and branchial membrane, as well as by the circumstances attending the 

air-vessel, which in some is wanting, in others encased in a bony cell, in others 

divided by a longitudinal septum. 

The  diversified cllaracter of the group may well entitle it to the denolni- 

nation aberrant, independent of the sense in which that term is strictly 

employed by writers on natural classification. 

Apart from the principles mhicl~ those writers have laid don.11, it would 

be difficult, if not impossible, as indeed i t  has proved to the greatest conlpnm- 

tive anatomist of modern times, to arrange according to their natnrnl relntioil\ 
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tlie seven artificial genera which lie has attached as so many dislocated appen- 

dages to  a single artificial genus, Cypriatis, in the Regne Animal. 

The length of this paper now compels me to take a rapid survey of the 

remaining divisions of the family. The first observation that here presents 

itself, is the very close connexion of the Pacilia,  the Lebinsfiiaduli, and 

Cypriwocloas, which in the Regne Animal form so many distinct genera, in 

consequence of a variation in tlie number of rays in the brancliial membrane, 

while in all other respects tliey closely correspond. Were the branchial rays 

alone to  direct us in the formation of groups, i t  is evident the Loaches, which 

all have agreed to be distinct, should be embodied in one genus with 

the Sarcoborina and P ~ o n o m i n ~ .  Since i t  would be obviously wrong to 

unite such opposite forms in one group merely because tliey correspond in the 

number of branchial rays, i t  must be equally so to separate other forms wliich 

are closely allied because their brancliial rays differ. I therefore propose to 

distinguish all the sniall groups in question by the following cllaracter :- 

Head  j€atteaed, with millute teeth inserted along the edges of the jaws, caudal 

e)zlire,fl.onz four to six rays in the branchid membrane. 

Tire should then have the following sub-genera forming one natural 

group :- 

1 Pcecilia, prop. Schn. Five rays in the branchial membrane, jaws pro- 

tractile, with a single row of teeth. 

2 LeLius, Cuv. Teeth hooked, jaws protractile. 

s Aplocheilus, J. M. Teeth as in the Pacilia, intermaxillaries fixed. 

4 Fundulus, Lacep. 
and i Four rays in tlie branchial membrane, teeth crowded. 

5 Molinesia,Leseur. 

6 Cyprinodon, Lacep. Six rays in the brancliial membrane. 
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first sub-genus is peculiar to tlie rivers of America, the tl~irrl 

is only found in India, and the remainder are common t o  Europe arid 

America. 

T h e  Platycnsa, P1. 49, form tlie next genus ; in these the head is alqo 

flat, the eyes placed on the upper surface, as in the S i l u ~ i d e ;  but the 

mouth is small, without teeth, and soft. The  alimentary canal is however 

as in carnivorous species ; their pectorals are round, and sometimes 

placed on fleshy pedicles or arms, with but two rays in the bmnchial mem- 

brane. This remarkable genus corresponds with the natatorial type, to ~vhicll 

I conceive the P~cilitzce also belong, notwithstanding their small size. 

The PsilorAywchi follow tlie last in the order of t l~eir  affinities ; in these the 

snout, rather tlran the head, is flattened, and much elongated in front of the 

inoutli, which is remarkably small. This genus connects the I,oacl~es with the 

Pkitycara, and affords the suctorial type, as will be seen from the descriptions 

(and figures, P1. 50) of the only two species yet met with. 

T o  these last the Loaches follow. I have already stated my reasons for 

having arranged the111 according to their colours and form of the caudal ; I shall 

nolv merely notice one or two points on which their typical characters seem 

to rest. In this group the silborbitar plates are transformed into spines, 

wl~ich are fixed by an articulation to a process of the frontal bone in front of 

the eye, so as to be raised a t  pleasure as organs of defence, like the horns of 

Ruminants ; at other times these spines are lodged in a suborbitar sinus, si- 

milar to that of the Cervidce. Of tlie two sub-genera into which I have divid- 

ed them, the true Loaches, or those with the caudal entire, appear to be the 

inore terrestrial, in consequence of the rudimental character of tlie natatory 

bladder, or, of its total absence in inany of the species ; ~vllile in solne 

of the Sclristura, or those with bifid caudal, there is an abdominal air-ressel 

enabling the species possessed of it to fiequent tlie deepest waters in tlie 

largest rivers, while the true Loaches are generally found in creeks and 

jeels, and would thus appear to present n closer re1:ition to ApocIllccl fisl~es ; 
3 H 
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the former therefore close the circle of the family by their union wit11 

the Cirrhins. Having thus pointed ant the leading divisions of the Apa- 

loyterine, I shall now proceed to notice our Indian examples of its com- 

ponent parts in detail. 

Of the Pmil iane  we have only in India the 

This sub-genus has the head flat and broad, with the eyes placed on its 

edges, the mouth directed upwards, and a single row of large teeth inserted 

along the edges of the lips, which are not protractile as in Pacilia propria, 

Schn. They have five rays in the branchial membrane, the fins thin and 

transparent, and the caudal entire. A short dorsal is placed near tlie extremity 

of the tail and opposite to a long anal ; the ventrals are very small, and the 

intestine and stomach form together a small tube, scarcely longer than tlie 

body. Two species are found in the ponds in Calcutta, and were first point- 

ed out to me by my friend Mr. Griffith, in vessels of water in which he kept 

Conjerva for botanical purposes. 

t. 42. f. 2. 

Little more than an inch in length, with a bright gold-like spot on 

the occiput, and another in front of the dorsal ; about twenty-eight scales 

along the lateral line, and nine rows between the ventrals and dorsum ; caudal 

entire, and lar~ceolate behind. The fin rays are, 

D.7 : P.13 : .V.-? A.17: C.18. 

The stomach is large, and with the intestine forms a s11ol.t conical canal a b o ~ ~ t  

two-thirds of the length of the body. 
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11.-APLOCHEILUS MELASTIGMUS, J. M. 

t. 42. f. 3. 

Somewhat less than an inch in length, with a black spot at the root of 

the dorsal, teeth small, and crowded at the sides of the mouth, with the outer 

row slightly hooked, ca~tdal entire, and rounded behind. The fin rays are, 

D.7 : P.10 : V.-? A.22 : C.18. 

Alimentary canal as in the preceding species. 

11.-GEN. P L A T Y C A R A ,  J. M. 

. BALITORA, Gray .  

The head is flat, with the eyes placed on its upper surface ; the fins 

are thick, opaque, and supported by soft and feeble rays; the pectorals are 

large, round, and broad, placed on fleshy pedicles ; the anal is sinall ; the 

dorsal opposite the ventrals ; the body long and not compressed ; the tail 

is long and the caudal bifid ; inouth soft, small, without teeth, and placed on 

the lower surface of the head. Three species only are known, and two of 

these are figured in Hardwicke's Illustrations, but from their forming a dis- 

tinct type I have taken the liberty of introducing their figures to this paper. 

I.-PLATICARA BIACULATA. 

t. 49. f. 2. 

Balitorn n~acttluta, Gray, Hard. Illust. 

t. 88. f. 8. 

Prominent, loose, flacid abdomen, obscure and irregular brown spots on 

the sides, two small interrupted bars on the caudal, scales rather large, fins 

except the anal and caudal, round. The fin rays are, 

D.8  : P.17 : V.9 : A.6 : C.19. 
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The  stomach and intestine form a continuous fleshy tube not much longer 

than tlie body. The specimen from which this description was taken was 

brought from the Boutan mountains by Mr. Griffith, but was too much de- 

cayed to admit of a fuller description. 

This species was found in the Kasyah mountains by hIr. Griffith, to 

whom we are indebted for so many similar accessions. The snout is abruptly 

depressed between tlie eyes, with a large pit between tlie nostrils ; body 

strong and sub-cyltndric; about thirty-four scales along the lateral line, and 

eight in an oblique row from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. The 

fin rays are, 
D.10 : P.16 : TT.9 : A.6 : C.15. 

Length six inches. 

Bnlitorn brztcei, Gray, Hard. Illust. t. 88. f. 1 .  

t .  49, f. 1. 

Of this species I know no more than is conveyed in the apparently excel- 

lent figure given in Hardwicke's plates ; i t  seems to differ from tlie first ill 

liarirrg still broader pectorals and ventrals, and in all the fins being crossed 

by obscure bars, which might have suggested a more appropriate name than 

that bestowed on i t  by Mr. Gray. 

111.-GEN. PSILORHYNCHUS, J. nl. 

Muzzle elongated and flattened, eyes placed far back, opercula small, 

mouth small and suctorial, without cirri, fins as in the Go?zorhynclti, but more 

elevated. 

I am indebted for this genus to two drawings in Buchanan's collection, 

named by the author Siolcphortrs sfiknti, and S. bcrlitora. 
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Now the Stolcphore or E?tgraulis, CUV. (A~~chovies) belong to the Clrr- 

peidre, to which the depressed form, and short ailals of these species render i t  

impossible that they could belong ; and Buchanan seems afterwards to have 

corrected the mistake, as the species in question appear to me to  be described 

ill the Gangetic Fishes as Cypritzus sztcatio, Buch. and Cyprinzls bnlitot-a, id. 

Tlle typical character of these species depends on the extreme prolongation 

of the snout irl front of a remarkably small soft mouth, which is without cirri. 

The defenceless body, the backward position of the eyes, the well formed 

and fully developed fins, indicative of rapid powers of motion, are also analo- 

gical relations to the suctorial types of other classes. W e  are not acquainted 

with tlie habits of the species in question, and can only say that they were 

obtained in the north-eastern parts of Bengal, to which they have beer1 pro- 

bably swept down from the mountains." 

t. 50, f. 1.  

Cyp. sucutio, Buch. Gnn. Fis. 347, 

Pectorals ronnd, snout depressed and elongated in front of the mouth, 

which is small, with fleshy protractile lips ; apertures of the gills small, belly 

flat. The fin rays are, 

D.9 : P.13 : V.9 : A.5 : C. 16. 

Said to have a strong resemblance to Inany of the genus Cobitis both in form 

and coloul., but wants cirri. 

Sittce the cliaracters of these intcrestitrg species noted in the synopsis \\.ere printed, together 

xvitlr other relnarlts regarding the singular fornrs of the two species figured by Buclranan, I Itave 

been fortunate enougl~ to find a sillglc specit~rerr of one of tlrern in a small collection of fislres with 

wl~iclr I 11ax.e bee11 favoured from Upper Assam by Capt. Han~ray. 

3 1 
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Cyp. halitorn, Bucli. Op. Cit. 348. 

StolepAorus balitora, id. Coll. 

The  following characters derived from the Assani specimen, differ 

little from those given by Buchanan, except that the rays of the pectorals 

are seventeen in each fin, instead of twelve as stated by Buchanan with 

doubt. The  colours are, 

Silvery below, above spotted; one row of cloud-like spots along the back, 

and another on each side ; thirty-three scales along the lateral line, and about 

eight across the body from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum ; three 

bars on the caudal. The fin rays are, 

D.10 : P.17 : V.9 : A.7 : C.18. 

Stomach hard and round, intestines small, and about half the length of the 

body. 

H A B I T . - R ~ ~ ~ ~ s  at the foot of mountains. 

1V.-GEN. COBITIS. Lin. 

The Loaclies are very numerous in India; Buchanan describes thirteen 

species, and Rlr. Griffith's and my own collection in Assam make us acquainted 

with seven more. 

The  caudal fin appears to afford the only natural character by which they 

may be separated; of this I have taken advantage, and find that in addition to 

the entire caudal, the colours of the true Loaclies consist of different shades 

between brown and yellow, more rarely green ; but whatever the colour may 

be, i t  is usually disposed in dots accumulated in clusters or nebulie on the 
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upper part of the body (Pl. 51 and 52) ,  while the Schisturm, or those wit11 

bifid caudal, have their colours, l~sually different shades of green, disposed 

in numerous rings or transverse bars distinctly marked on the sides. 

I n  their digestive organs, the true Loaches (Cobitisprop.) assimilate nearer 

than the Schistunx to the preceding genera; the stomach is small, and 

slightly curved or lunate, so as to place tlie pyloric orifice in front, and the 

intestine is either convoluted slightly or straight, according as the stomach 

inay happen to be distended ; but the whole length of the alimentary canal 

does not exceed half that of the body.* 

* Tlle observation of I I r .  George Daniel1 communicnted to Mr. Yarrell, British Fishes, p. 379, 

of two spl~erical bony cavities placed under the first and second vertebrae, seem to me to be nothing 

more than the bony bilohate case enclosing the air-vessel, as pointed out by Schneider Syn. Pisc. 

Arted. 5 and 337. Professor Weber, according to Blu~nenbach, Comp. Anatomy, p. 285, found a con- 

nection between the air-vessel and ear of fishes by means of a chain of small bones analogous to the 

sralleus, ilzctls, and stapes, of dinmmalia. These ossic~ila azcditus occlipy the situation of the bilo- 

bate case in the Loaches. What  strengthens the probability of a connection between the air-vessel 

and ear of fishes, and destroys the idea of the situation of the air-vessel in the Loaches being so 

peculiar as Mr. Swainson supposes (Nat. Hist. Fishes rol. i. p. 36'2) is, that i t  is found in precisely 

the same situation in several of the Silzcridm, according to the interesting observations of Dr.  J. Taylor, 

Gleanings in Science, Calculta, Juue  1830. " The  air-vessel," says Dr. Taylor of the Pinzelodtcs 

gngora, P. ba.garius, Siliirzcs singio, fiincroptc~.otzohcs ntagur, Bucll. "is placed behind the head, 

close to its artirtilation with the first vertebra; and in this situation is connected with the ossicztln 

alidittcs which are conspicuous, and present the same appearance as those of the Silurus boalis." Dr. 

Taylor then enters into a very minute anatomical description of t l ~ e  part in question in each of the 

four species. 111 the first, it is situated in a bony cup attached by means of a narrow neck to the 

body of the first vertebra close toits junction with t l ~ e  cranium, and consists oftwo distinct air-blad- 

ders, which have no con~munication with each other. I n  the second species the air-vessel is also 

bilobate, but the lobes are situated on opposite sides of the vertebra. I n  the two last the air-blad- 

ders are also double, consisting of two lobes of pyriform shape, united a t  their narrbw extremities. 

and conlinued in a funnel-shaped case projecting out\vard from the body of the first vertebra. As 

the direct afinity of the Loaches to Siltcritim, is suggested by Mr. S\vainson(Nat. Hist. Fishes, vol. i.) 

I\-itllout, it \vould seem, being amare of tl~esingular agreement in the curious points of structure 
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I n  the Schistum the stomach is also lunate, but there is one or two con. 

volutions of the intestine on its surface, and the aliinentary canal is somewhat 

longer, equal to about the length of the body. 

Ill. Agassiz, Blr. J. E. Gray, and Mr. Swainson, have divided tlie old 

genus Cobitis according to the presence or absence of suborbitar spines, retain- 

ing the term Cobitis for the  spineless, and each proposing a separate name for 

tlie spined Loaclies. 1 liave already observed, that I liave sought i11 vain for 

other characters that might justify a division so simple and obvious ; tlie result 

is, that I find i t  quite untenable, since i t  separates species otherwise most in- 

timately allied to each other;  while, on tlie contrary, i t  brings tlie most 

opposite forms together. No  two species bear a more marked impress of one 

common genus than Cobitis oculnta, t .  51, f. 1, and Cob. puuowncen, t. 52, f. I . ,  

yet the one has suborbitar spines, ant1 the other is without them. No two 

species look less likely to be inembers of the same natural group than Cobitis 

dario, Buch. P. G. t. 29, f. 95, and Cob. cin1znnlo71zen, t. 51, f. 5 ; yet both 

have suborbitar spines-both mould belong to R I .  Agassiz's genus Aca?t- 

tl~o21sis, to Mr. Gray's genus Botin, and to Rlr. Swainson's C u ~ ~ t h o p h ~ p s ,  which 

are all names for the same thing. 

alluded to, i t  is reasonable to suppose that this newly detected relation belween Silurida? and Cobz- 

tin@ will be received as confirmation of Mr. Swainson's view, which may be further supported by 

the form of the air-vessel in those Loaches in which i t  is membranous, and placed in the abdomen, 

as Colitis d a ~ i o ,  Buch.; for neither in that specics, nor in any,of the Silur.ida? whicl~ I have ex- 

amined, is i t  divided by a stricture as in C y p ~ i ) z i d ( ~ ,  

B u t  notwithstanding the relations here pointed oat  between the Loaches and SiluriJe,  

the bones of the shoulder, the bones of the head, and the spines, and covering of the body in the 

two groups, seem to prove that the relations between them are those of analogy, while the ab- 

sence of teeth, the presence of scales and soft fins, indicate an aflinity of the Loaches to the Cyprins, 

wl~ich has induced nearly all authorities on the sobject since the time of Artedi to place then1 conti- 

guous to each other, until Cuvier a t  length comprised them under one comnlon fanlily. 
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Sun-GEN.-COBITIS PROPRIA, J. BI. 

Head and body elongated, the former conical and invested wit11 a 

thick fleshy covering. Body almost cylindric, with small scales ; a clouded 

distribution of plain colours, often brown; caudal entire, moutll small, 

placed below a narrow fleshy snout, and surrounded with small cirri. No 

:~bdominal air-vessel. 

I . - C O ~ ~ I T I S  OCULATA, J. M. 

Cobitis gongota, Buch. 

This species, like most of the Loaches, has six cirri. The eyes are promi- 

nent and raised above the crown ; pectorals, ventrals, and caudal round; the 

branchial membrane is attached to the pectoral fins, as in the Gobes ; body long, 

and marked with clouded spots of yellowish brown colour ; dorsal and caudal 

crossed wit11 interrupted fine bars or spots ; colour above browll, below silvery. 

The fin rays are, 

D.ll : P.10 : V.7 : A.7 : C.16. 

Uuchanan makes but six rays in each ventral, and eight in the anal fin. 

I t  has two suborbitar spines on either side; the stomach and intestine are 

continuous and straight, and abont half tlie entire length of the body. Tlie 

lower jaw is composed of two very slender bones attached together in front 

by ligaments, and the air-vessel is contained in a small bony case situated 

over the entrance to the czsophagus. I t  is cornmoll in small stagnant 

streams wit11 sandy bottoms in Upper Assam, and Buchanan found i t  in tlie 

northern parts of Bengal near the foot of tlie mountains ; its usual length is 

about six inches. 
3 K 



This beautiful little species, ~rrhich is named Cl~otn L~ukura by the n a t '  ~r-es. 

has also six cirri, and two suborbitar spines. The sides are clouded with black 

along the lateral line, brown above, and below silvery ; all the fins but the 

anal are rounded, and the eyes are prominent. The fin rays are, 

It appears to be very nearly allied to  C. oczlkutn. I t  was found by Bucha- 

nan iri the northern parts of Bengal, where it  attains three inches in length. 

This species has two cirri in front of the mouth, and four at its angles ; 

t\vo suborbitar spines on each side, and a nebulous stripe of copper colour 

extends along the lateral line ; colour above olive, below diaphinous, but 

clouded with dots collected in clusters, with a tinge of green on the opercula, 

all the fins except the anal rounded. The fin rays are. 

Rays of the caudal and dorsal spotted with olive, those of the lower fins 

with dark metallic colour. I t  is very common throughout nengal and 

Assam. 
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Cobitis botin, Bucll. 

This species has six cirri, with a single suborbitar spine on each side. 

The body is nebulous green above, below silvery, and somewhat diaphino~~s. 

The fins are angular, the dorsal and caudal ornamented with spots. The  fin 

rays are. 

D.14 : P.13 : V.8 : A.8 : C.15. 

This species was found by Buchanan in the rivers in the northern parts of 

Bengal. 

Cob. pangia, Bucli. 

This very remarkable species is long, and almost quite cylindric; i t  has 

eight cirri with prickles under the eyes, and the whole is a light cinnamon 

colour ; the height of the body is equal to about a tenth of the length ; the 

fins are round and small, the dorsal opposite to the interval between the nnnl 

and rentrals. The fin rays are, 

n.7 : P.10 : V.G : A.7 : C.18. 

This species was also found in the north-eastern parts of Bengal by Buclians~l. 

who says i t  attains the length of three or four inches. 

'rhe remaining species are ~vitbout suborbitar spines. 
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V1.-COBITIS OCELLATA, J. RI. 

Cobitis biltzira, Bucli. 

Tliis species has four cirri in front, and two a t  the angles of the nloutll. 

I t  has srnall eye-like spots on the base of the caudal and dorsal fills ; colour 

above brown, disposed in nebulous spots, and bars on the caudal, below silvery ; 

ventrals lanceolate. The  fin rays are, 

D.14 : P.14 : V.8 : A.7 : C.19. 

This species was f o ~ l n d  by Buchanan in the Bramaputra, and is very nearly 

allied to the following- 

Cbbilis turio, Bucli. 

Tliis species differs very slightly from the last ; the back 1101vever is 

Inore abruptly arched, and the dorsal is much smaller at  the base of the 

caudal ; there is an ocellated spot on either side ; colour above yellow, wit11 

nebulous streaks, below silvery ; pectorals and ventrals lanceolatc. The fin 

rays are, 

D.8 : P.12 : V.8 : A.7:  C.19. 
I 

T w o  cirri are attached to the corners of tlie mouth, and four to tlie upper 

jaw : found by Buchanan in the Bramaputra. 
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The body of this interesting species is long, low, and crossed by about 

twenty half bars of dark greenish grey on the sides, an eye-like spot on 

either side of the tail, similar to the moons of the peacock, but surrounded by 

a plain, though distinct colour ; caudal and dorsal crossed by numerous bars. 

There are two cirri at  the corners, and four in front of the mouth; the 

snout is somewhat flattened. The fin rays are, 

The stomach is of lunar form, with the concave margin placed in front. 

with the pyloris directed forward, and ending in an intestine hardly half 

the length of the body, and which, after making one short turn passes to 

the vent. 

H A B I T A T . - A S S ~ ~ .  

t. 52. f. 3. 

Light green, clouded with dark olive green above the lateral line, fins 

tinged with red, dorsal and anal slightly barred, snout short, six cirri. The 
fin rays are, 

This species has been found in pools in the sandy beds of rivers in Upper 

Assam. 
3 L 
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The length of the head to that of the body as one to four, snout some- 

what flat, and armed with a slightly prominent spine. The body is uniformly 
greenish yellow, with a silvery lustre ; the integuments covering the operculn 

tinged with green, caudal and dorsal streaked with numerous small brown 

bars. The fin rays are, 

D.12 : P.12 : V.8 : A.6 : C.18. 

The stomach and intestines of this species agree in form with those of Cobitis 

oculata ; there is however some uncertainty in judging of the form of the 

stomach in these species, as I find this to  depend partly on the quantity of 

ingesta containcd in it. I n  a specimen examined after i t  had been for some- 

time in spirits, the stomach was straight ; in others which were examined fresh 

the pyloris was reflected forward ; but in all, the intestine was found to be 

small and short. This species is not distinguished by the Natives from 

Cobitis chlorosoma, both of which they name Bnli Botetr. 

XI.-COBITIS GUTTATA, J. RI. 

This species differs from the last two, chiefly in having but four cirri ; 

the snout is soft, and tlie body dotted, green above and silvery below. 

There are but eight rays in the dorsal fin. The stomach and intestine form 

a straight continuous tube. The liver is large, and envelopes tlie stornacll. 

I t  inhabits tallks in the vicinity of Joorhath. 
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XII.-COBITIS I'MOXOCHEILA, J. &I. 

t. 513. f. 4. 

This curious species has tlie head raised obliquely as in the Perilamps, 

and tlie ridge between the eyes sharp and bony. Sides compressed, and a 

dark nebulous streak extends along the lateral line on either side. Above 

clouded with browr~, beneath silvery. Tlie fin rays are, 

D.8: P . 8  : V.6: A.6:  c.16. 

The  caudal is round, arid crossed by several small bars. Found by Mr. Griftit11 

in the Mislimee mountains. 

Tlie species composing this sub-genus have hitherto been placed wit11 

the Loaches, witli which their habits and form correspond ; many of them 

have also similar suborbitar spines to those of some of tlie true Loaches, anil 

all of them have small scales, and the surface of the body enveloped in n 

copious mucous secretion like the Loaches, from which they are only known 

by their bifid caudal, aiid the transverse bars or rings of colour that encircle 

the body. This last remarkable character may be r e p r d e d  as n remote 

analogy to the structure of annulose animals, to which these fishes approxi- 

mate by means of tlie Lampreys and'llixines, ~vliich Linnxus placed \\.it11 

the worms. Tlie resemblance between the mouth of the Loaches and that 

of the Rlisines is indeed so remarkable as to require only to be alluded to. i l l  

order to perceive the relation between the two groups. 

The alimentary canal is some~vliat longer thaii the body. tlie s ton~ncl~ 

is short ancl lunnte, tlie pyloris reflected and supplied witli n valve. ~1 hilo- 

bate natatory bladder, divided by a longitudinal septum, is found in some of 

the iiiost pcrfect species, ns Cobitis (Z~rio aiid Cobitis getn, Bucli. ~vhose s11ol.t 
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figure, arched back, and comparatively lengthened intestine, seem to conduct 

us back once more to the Cirrhins and other typical forms of the P~o~iorn ine .  

111 order that this interesting fact may be conveniently seen by the reader, I 

have copied Buchanan's figures of the two species in question, Plate 61, f. 8 

and 9, for the sake of comparison with the Ruee, P1. 41. f. 2, and other 

Cirrhins. 

I t  will be evident to the naturalist, or indeed any one who may con- 

descend to reflect on the subject, that we could not consistently commence in 

this group by describing Cobitis dario and Cobitis geta immediately after 

Cobitis guttata and Cobits phoxocrlzeila, with which the last group ended, espe- 

cially if we regard the order in which species are described as that in which 

their affinities pass from one to another. TVe must differ therefore in this 

instance from the usual practice of describing the most perfect species first, 

and we are compelled, whether we will or not, to commence with the most 

imperfect form, because it  corresponds nearest in every respect with the form 

last described; and this appears to be a natural result, which must always 

be experienced in that group which closes a perfect circle of affinities. 

This small species was discovered by Dr.  Macleod in mou~itain streams 

in the vicinity of Siinla. I t  is characterised by twelve zones or rings, which 

encircle the body, and with a black bar at the base of the caudal fin. I t  is 

furnished with a single suborbitar spine on each side. The fin rays are, 

D.8 : P.lO: V.8 : A.6 : C.18. 

Dorsal arid caudal each marked with a single row of spots; it is one of the 

most lengthened forms in the group. 
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Without  suborbitar spines; the body is encircled by about eleven com- 

plete rings of green colour ; opercula broad, naked, and silvery, fins pellucid, 

witliout dots, 

D.ll  : P.11 : Ir.8 : A.5 : C.17. 

This small species was found in ponds in the Muttuc district in Upper ass an^. 

The  pyloris is reflected forward so as to form the stomach into a small lunate 

sac, on the surface of which two or three convolutions of t h e  intestine take 

place ; between tlie stomach and intestine there is a narrow stricture, pro- 

bably a pyloric valve. Linlbs of tlie lower jaw firmly united a t  the symphysis, 

as in the Gudgeons. 

IVithout suborbitar spines ; there are about fourteen bars or zones encir- 

cling the body like those of the last ; pectorals and ventrals round. 

D.8 : P.10 : V.8 : A.7 : C.16 

This species was found by Dr .  Macleod in the mountains in the vicinity of 

Simla, and is very evidently distinct from either of the adjoining species. 

This is a different species from either of the accompanying, although it is 

difficult to make the real differences appear correctly either in drawings or 

tlescriptions. The  fin rays are, 

D.9 : P.12 : V.8 : A.6 : C.17. 
3 nr 
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I t  was found in stagnant pools in Upper Assam. The stomach is short \ritIl 

the pyloric reflected, intestine small, convoluted over the surface of the 

stomach, to which the convol~~tions are closely fixed in this as in several of 

the Schistttm; the length of the intestine is equal to that of the entire 

animal. 

V.-SCHISTURA SAVONA. 

t .  53. f. 3. p. 

Cobitis savona, Bucli. 

Without spines, six cirri, four in front and two at the corners of the 

mouth, colour above dusky, with about ten narrow light coloured bands ; be- 

low silvery. The fin rays are, 

D.10: P.10 : ?  V.6 : ? A.6. 

Found by Buchanan in the Kosi river. 

t. 53. f. 4 .  p. 

Cohitis co~ica, Buch. 

Without spines ; six cirri, four in front and two at the angles of the 

mouth; a row of eleven spots along the lateral line on each side, and a 

similar row along the back ; below silvery, above bluish ; the whole however 

somewhat diaphanous. The fin rays are, according to Buchanan, 

D.9 : P . l l  : V.7 : A.6 : C.19. 

or, as I have found them, 

D.10: P.11 : V.9 : A.7: C.10. 
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TVithout spines ; four cirri in front of the mouth, various regular zones 

encircling the body ; eyes approximating to each other on either side of a nar- 

row trenchant ridge like that of Cobitis phoxoclreila ; snout hard. Fin rays are, 

H A B I T . - ~ P P ~ ~  Assam. 

Cobitis scntzwiginn, Buch. 

This species is also without suborbitar spines, and in my opinion is nearly 

allied to S. subfilscn; the ventrals are however round, and the rays of the 

dorsal are marked on the iniddle with a brown spot. I cannot find this spe- 

cies referred to  in the Gangetic Fishes, although it  is figured in Bnclianan's 

collection. 

So many divisions of the Loaches have been proposed, and so inany names 

to designate those divisions, that I feel some doubt in recommending the 

generic term Hy?~~enplrysa* for the follo~ving three species, which are dis- 

tinguished from all others by the presence of an abdominal natatory bladder. 

separated into lobes by a longitudinal septum. 

* ELYIU. ;,!,LI,, a ~nernbrane, nnd +vrrn. en air-bladder 
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1.-COBITIS DARIO, Buch. 

t . 6 1 . f . s .  P . G . t . a g . f . 9 5 .  

Six cirri, two suborbitar spines, body compressed, depth equal to about a 

third of the length, body crossed by about seven transverse green bands. 

Tliree or four interrupted green bands on the caudal. The fin rays are, 

D . l l  : P.13 : V.8: A.7 : c.;". 

Found in all the large rivers of Assam and Bengal, and attains eight or 

ten inches in length. 

8.-COBITIS GETA, BuCh. 

t . 6 1 . f . 9 .  P . G . t . l l . f . 9 6 .  

Eight  cirri, two suborbitar spiries under each eye, and seven transverse 

bars of blackish green across the body, and one on either side of the head 

crossing over the eyes, and also two interrupted bars on the caudal. The 

fin rays are, 

D.12 : P.13 : V.8 : A.8 : C.19. 

Buchanan's variety of this species has but one bar on the caudal, nine rays 

in each ventral, and only seven in the anal fin. There are other trifling 

differences of colour between the Assain and Bengal varieties, but scarcely 

enough to induce me to regard them as distinct species. 

3.-BOTIA GRANDIS,  Gray. 

Hurclw. ZZZust- 

Body brown, with irregular and somewhat square yellow spots, fills 

streaked and spotted with brown, eight cirri. This is the only instance of 

a spotted species that I know of in this group, and ought to siiggest a better 

name than that above applied to it. 
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A comparison of the S C ~ L ~ S ~ I ~ C E  as they appear plate 53, with the 

1,oaches which immediately precede them, plate 52, will show that the 

latter present little resemblance to the typical forms of the great family to 

xvhich they belong; indeed fig. 7, t. 52. is perhaps the only one on the 

plate that seems to indicate any resemblance whatever to the ordinary forms 

of Cyprins. 

I n  the succeeding plate 53, we do  see a somelvliat nearer approach to the 

general forms of Cyprinide; figs. 8 and 9, plate 61, ~vhich in their direct 

affinities follow those species, represented plate 53, present a still closer re- 

lation to the Cirrhins, nor is this a mere resemblance of outer form, for in 

CoBitis and Schishra the natatory vessel is absent, or enclosed in a bony case 

which is situated over the throat. But  that vessel is again restored to the 

genus in the two species represented plate 61, thus perfectly obliterating the 

interval by which the ScJlistt~r~~ a t  one extremity of the family are removed 

from the Cirrhins at the other, and causing the two ends to meet, according 

to the law of natural affinities pointed out by Rlr. T'Cr. S. RIacleay. 

D E S C R I P T I O N  O F  PLATES LIX, LX, LXI. 

The  important use that has been made of the structure of scales of 

fishes by R l .  Agassiz, not only in the classificatiori of fishes, but  for objects 

of equal interest in another branch of science, must in future render ally 

descriptions of fishes in which figures of the scales are omitted very in- 

complete. h9. Agassiz in the prospectus of his forthcoming work on the 

natural history of the fresh water fishes of Europe observes, c c  Comme j' at- 

tache la plus grande importance a u s  caractl'res tirl's de la forme des bcailles, je 

1 1 5  point nPgligP d'en figurer trois pour chaque espece, snroir, une de In, ligiie 

lattrale, une de la region dorsale et  une troisihne de la r6gion nbdominnle." 
3 s 
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Before I was aware of the position and number of the scales selectetl 

by RI. Agassiz for examination, most of the plates were finished ; and to 

give separate ones of three scales from each species would have increased 

the bulk and expense of the paper beyond the measure of any equivalent 

advantage. The  scales which are represented on the annexed plates were 

therefore selected from the posterior third of the body, about half way be- 

tween the dorsal and caudal fins, where they appeared to bear the nearest 

relation to  the general forin of scales on other parts of the body. When a 

second scale is given, i t  has always been taken from between that situation 

and the dorsu111. 

PLATE T.,IX. 

Fig. 1.  Scale of IAez~cisczls dcmicouizls, Buch. from the lateral line. 

Fig. 2. Scale of Leticiscus dystomus, J. M. from the lateral line. 

Fig. 3. Scale of Leuciscus ntorar, Buch. from the lateral line. 

F ig  4. A single scale of Opsnrius Zeucerus, from the lateral line. 

Fig. 5 .  Scales of Leuciscus nlokci, a froin the lateral line, b from between that 

situation arid the back, c natural size. 

Fig. 6 .  A single scale of Cypri?zus baicala, Buch.-b natural size. 

Fig. 7. -4 single scale of Leuciscris ?nurgarodes-b natural size. 

Fig. 8. Scales of Leuciscrtr eZilzguZ<~tus-a from the lateral line, b from be- 

tween that situation and the back. 

Fig. 9. Scales of Opsarius fasciatus-a from the lateral line, b from between 

that situation and the back. 
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Fig. 10. Scales of Opsarius mcgacephakcs-a from the lateral line, b from be- 

tween that situation and the back. 

Fig. 11. A single scale taken from the lateral line of Opsarizls maculosz~s. 

Fig. 12. A single scale from the lateral line of Opsarius brachinlis. 

Fig. 13. Scales of Opsurius isocheilus--a from lateral line, b from between 

that situation and the back. 

Fig.  14. Scales of Opsarius cirrntus-a from the lateral line, and 2, from be- 

tween that situation and the back. 

PLATE LX. 

F i g  1. Perilantpus aqz~ipitznutus, J. R9. natural size-a breadth of the body, 

b scale from the posterior third of the side a little above the lateral 

line which is very small. 

The remaining figures of scales on this and the succeeding plate h a ~ e  

been drawn from the microscope by m y  friend RIr. Mr. BI. Westermann. 

Fig. 2.  Scales of Cyprittus curchil~s, Buch--a from the lateral line, b fro111 be- 

tween that situation and the dorsum, c and d natural size. 

Fig. 3. Scales of Gobio bicolor, J. R1.-a from the lateral line, b from between 

that situation and the dorsum, c and d their natural size. e the  

lnanner in which they are placed. 

Fig. 4. Scales of GoBio awisr(rtis, J. R1.-a from the lateral line, b from bc- 

tween that situation and the dorsum, c and d natural size. e tlieir 

disposition. 
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Fig .  5 .  Scales of Gobio islerus, J. 11.-o from tlie lateral line, b from bet\veell 

that situation and the dorsum, c and d natural size. 

Fig. 6. Scales of Gobio ?.icnorhyacl~us, J. 11 .-a from the lateral line, b fro111 

between that situation and tlie dorsum, c and d natural size, e 

the manner in which they are placed. 

Fig. 7. Scales of Gobio limnophilz~s, J. 1I.-n from the lateral line, h from be- 

tween that situation and the dorsum, c and d natural size, c! the 

manner in which they are placed. I n  this species, as already re- 

marked in the description, every row of scales has its own row of 

mucous pores the same as the lateral line, which last differs from 

the other rows merely in being a little more prominent. 

Fig. 8. Scales of Cyp.inus bogu, Buc11.-b from tlie lateral line, a from be- 

tween that situation and the dorsum, c and rZ natural size, e their 

relative position to  each other. I n  this species, ~vliicl~ may either 

be Cyprinus boga, Cyprinus ariza, or Cyprinus pnngusia, of 

Buchanan, each row of scales is possessed of a line of mucous pores 

as in Gobio linznopJzilz~s. 

Fig.  9. Scales of Gonorhynchu.~ mnc~oson~zis, J. RI.-a from the lateral line, 

b from between that situation and the dorsum, c and rl natural 

size. 

Fig. 10. Scales of Gonorlrynchtls birt~aczllutus, J. Jl.-n from the lateral line, 

2, from between that situation and the dorsum, c and tE natnral 

size. 

Fig. 11. Scales of GonorhyncJi~is brachypterzis, J. M.-n froni the lateral line, 

b from between that situation arid the dorsum. 
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PLATE IJXI. 

l'ig. 1 .  

Fig. 2. 

F ig .  3. 

Fig. 8 .  

Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7. 

Fig:.. 8 .  

Fig. 9. 

Scales of Systomus cl~rysosomus, J. 13.-a from the lateral line, b from 

the interval between that situation and the dorsum, c natural size. 

Scales of Systomzcs immaculntus, J. M.-a from the lateral line, h 

froin between that situation and the dorsum, c natural size. 

Scales of Cyprinus sophore, Buch.-n from the lateral line, b from 

between that situation and the dorsum, c natural size. 

Scales of Systomus pyroptertls, J. hl.-n from the lateral line, and b 

from between that situation and the dorsum, c natural size. 

Scales of Cyprinus conchonitls, Buch. I n  this species the lateral line 

is very obscure, or altogether wanting ;-a is a scale from the usual 

place of the lateral line, and b from between that situation and the 

dorsum, c natural size. 

Scales of Systonazds ~~nlacopte~as ,  J. M. The lateral line in this species 

is also indistinct ;-a is a scale taken from its usual position, b from 

between the usual position of the lateral line and the dorsum, c na- 

tural size. 

A scale from the lateral line of 01-eitttis yrogastus, J. 11. 
0 '  . . 

CoAitis rlario, Buch. Natural size, and,- 

Cohitis getn, Buch. two species liere introduced from the Gangetic* 

Fishes, to show how the form of the Loaches returns to tliat 

of the Cirrllins. Thus they inay be compared with f. I .  t. 37.. 

f s . 1 . 2 . t . 3 8 . , f s . 1 . 2 . 3 . t . 4 0 . , f . 2 . t . 4 1 .  
3 o 
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I t  remains to express my obligations to those who have assisted the 

object of the foregoing paper. 

T o  WILLIA~I GRIFFITH, Esq., &I. A. S. &c. Madras Medical Service, who 

aided me in my collections since 1835, and is still mindful of this though 

engaged in other services of higher interest to science, I have been indebted 

for many species hitherto unknown from countries only visited by himself, 

and which were preserved under difficulties and privations that mould have 

deterred an ordinary naturalist from the attempt, especially in the midst of 

other occupations. 

To B. H. HODGSON, Esq. M. A .  S. &c. Resident at  Nipal, I have' bee11 

indebted for a small collection of Cyprins deposited in the Asiatic Society ; 

and to W. R1. WESTERRIANN, Junior, Esq.-a name not unknown to 

science in conriection with one of the richest cabinets of insects in Europe, 

am I indebted for the drawings of scales forming the last two plates. 

T o  Doctor MACLEOD, Inspector-General of Her hlajesty's Hospitals in 

Bengal, I have been indebted for several collections from different parts of 

India, comprising many species previously unknown. 

T o  Capt. SIRION FRASER HANNAY, I am indebted for several species 

from Assam, some of which had escaped me during my visit to that pro- 

vince, as well as for others which were lost from my own collections from 

the difficulty of preserving them in this climate. 

I am also indebted to Captain FRANCIS JENKINS, M. A. S. &c. Com- 

missioner of Assam, for similar favours, as well as for other facilities afforded 

to my pursuits. 

T o  Captain RICHAKD LLOYD, M. A. S. Indian Navy, wlio had already 

rendered a high service to ichthyology by the facilities afforded to Dr. Cantor 

while under his command, I am indebted for several small collections of fishes 

from the Te~iasserim coast. 

To  R. B. CUMBERLAND, Esq. Bengal RIedical Service, 1 am also indebted 

for a small collection of fishes from the Cuttack district : and, lastly- 
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I am indebted to the gracious consideratior~ of the RIGHT HONOR- 
AnLE GEORGE, LORD AUCKLAND, G. C. B. &c. not only for the opportunity 

of examining my collections of fishes, which had otherwise been denied on 

my return from Assarn, but also for the inspection of the splendid collec- 

tion of drawings of the late Dr. FRANCIS BUCHANAN HA~IILTON, many of 

which, under Providence, I have been the humble means of submitting to 

the world. 

SUPPLEMENT. 

Sirice this paper was presented, two important communications have 

been made in Europe on the subject of the Fresh-water Fishes of India. The 

first is a paper presented in December, 1838, to the Zoological Society of 

London by Colonel Sykes, descriptive of forty species inhabiting the 

rivers of the Deckan, including several new genera. As  Colonel Sykes's 

paper has not yet appeared, i t  remains to be seen how far the fishes 

of Western India correspond with those of the Ganges, Bramaputra, and 

North-eastern tributaries of those rivers, from which nearly all Bucha- 

nan's species and my own have been derived. The second work just al- 

luded to, embraces descriptions of sixteen species of fishes found by Baron 

Hiigel near the source of the northern branches of the Indus, of which fifteen 

belong to the great natural family Cyprit~ida; these are all ably described 

and beautifully illustrated by M. von Heckel, an eminent German naturalist 

of Vienna,* who anticipates some of the obser\~-itions contained in the fore- 

going pages, as well as one new genus, Oreit~rrs, of which 31. \.. Heckel 

describes ten species, all except one distinct from tlie three \vIiicli I have 

met \vith. The curious circumstance of the absence of Sf7l?l10~lid@ i l l  

Fiscl~e nus Cascl~mir, grsan~melt und herausgrgrben Von C. F .  v. Hiigel. brschriebc~~ \'an 

J .  J. \,on Hrckcl, kc. k c .  Wicn, 1838. 
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India, which I have observed upon, p. 268, also seems to have occurred 

to RI. R1. Hiigel and Heckel, who observe that the Cypriuirla have not 

only replaced the Srtlnloaicla in the rivers of India, but have also assumed 

llluch of their habits. In the Nile, they observe, we ]lave few Cyprins, and 

in the rivers of Surinam and Brazils there are none ; i t  is on]y,in the rivers 

of India where Cyprins have replaced the Trouts, (Forelleu) that the number 

of their species is so considerable (Fische aus Caschmir, p. 2.). The species 

described in the work alluded to as Silurus lamyhur, Heck. differs from 

Silurus pabdu, Buch. in the eyes being nearer to the mouth; but in other 

respects i t  approaches, R9. v. Heckel thinks, to Silurzls chinois, Lacep ; 

tlie colour is rusty brown, with a silvery glitter. The next two are Loaches, 

not far removed froin the species I have described as Cob. chlorosomn and 

Cob. guttatu. They are named by RI. v. Heckel Cob. nzarnaorata, and Cob. 

~~it tuta .  The  first, he thinks, may be Cobitis coricrr, Ruch. and the second 

is named Gurua, by the natives of Cashmeer. A fourth species described 

by RI. v. Heckel is referred to the genus Varicorhinzls, Ruppell, which 

~vould include those species I have described as Gudgeons when they happen 

to have two cirri; but as cirri are not characters to be alone relied on in 

the formation of groups, i t  is unnecessary to dwell on the value of this 

genus: those who wish to adopt it, have oi~ly to apply the term Varicor- 

hinus to the five first species of Gobio I have described, namely, the ICrrigr~l~~, 

the Rewalb, Curmuca, Rebn, and Angra. The one described by Heckel as 

Yuricorhinzis diplostomus, Fisch. Casch. t. xi., is a new species, somewhat 

resembling, as D l .  v. EIeckel supposes, Leucisczts cloubln, but the body is 

inore cylindric, and less compressed than any previously known species either 

of India or Europe. 

The sixth species of AX. v. Heckel is referred to another nominal genus, 

Labeobnrbzi.r, Ruppell, which differs in nothing more from the genus Brcrbns, 

Cuv. than in a fleshy appendage to tlie apex of the lower jaw, as in Bcrrbzrs 

progeweitts, J. RI. t. 56. f. 3. The species given by Heckel as LabeoBcr?.bw.q 
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ntncrolepis, o. c. t. x. f. 2. appears to resemble very much a species figured 

in Buchanan's collection under the name of Cyprinus tor, which is however. 

according to Buchanan, a large fish, while Heckel's species is only five inches 

long. I now come to M. Heckel's new genus Schixothornx, Etym. ZX;,C,,l 

split (spalten) Owpat: a shield (pan-er), from a membranous gusset in front of 

the anal fin, thus separating the scales slighfly on either side of the vent; :I 

character whicli I have overlooked in my genus Oreinus. I regard this curi- 

ous peculiarity as an indication of some remarkable fiinction or analogy. 

When  in addition to  this singular structure the scales on either side of tlie 

anal are enlarged, as in all RI. v. Heckel's species, the character may be con- 

spicuous enough ; but in the three species I have met with, the scales, as in most 

Cypriniclcz, continue to diminish progressively froin the sides to the hinder 

part of tlie body, where they are smallest : the inembranous cleft however 

is perceptible; I would therefore regard those species whose scales are not 

enlarged on either side of the anal cleft, as still belonging to the sub- 

genus Oreinus, especially as RI, v. Heckel observes with regard to Cyprinus 

Ricllnrdsonii, Gray, which I had ranked with the latter group, that i t  agrees 

nearly with his Schixothoruz pln,o.iosto~n~~s, but as the great scales near tlie 

anal appear from the figure to be wanting, i t  cannot be included in that 

genus (see note, Fisch. Casch. p. 16). Instead of the sub-genus Oreinus being 

ranked under the head of the Barbels of Cuvier, as i t  stands in the pre- 

ceding pages, i t  should now become a sub-genus of 11. v. Heckel's new 

group, of n~liich tlie follo~ving are the characters :- 

SCHIZOTHOR~X,  Heckel. 

Four cirri, one at eacll angle of the mouth and two at the middle of tllc maxillary bones : 

clorsal and anal short, the first preceded by a bony my serrated bellind ; scales snlall ; the latter 

part of the belly terminatil~g in a nlenlbra~lous spacc, in \\,lrich l l ~ e  rent is placed, bo~mded laterally 

hy large scales, which also encircle the basc of the anal fin. 
3 r 
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Tcn species of this genus are described by RI. von Heckel, all of thein 

found by Baron Hiigel in the tributaries of the Hydaspes ; RI. v. Heckel forms 

them into three divisions, according to the structure and situation of the 

mouth and snout; but as these peculiarities, together with the dorsal spine, 

form their great distinguishing feature from all previously known groups, 

they ought perhaps t o  have bden stated in the essential characters of the 

genus, particularly as the species do not differ so mnch ninong tliemselvcs as 

to render the subdivisions proposed by M. v. Heckel of much consequence. 

T o  enable the reader to  identify the several species described by RI. v. Heckel, 

I here subjoin a synopsis of them :- 

1 . Sc~~ixothoraxplagiostonz~~, Heck. Fisc. Casc11.t. i. Snout blunt and wrinkled, mouth in- 

ferior, large and transverse; cl~eeks and snout perforated with numerous pores. Length 8,: incl~es. 

2. Scliizothorax sinuatus, id. o. c. t. ii. Head compressed and obtuse, mouth small, dorsal placed 

over the comme~~cement of the ventrals; body spotted uniformly above the lateral line, below 

silvery. Lengtl~ 8 inches. 

3. Schizotlroraz curv~rons .  id. o. c. t. iii. Snout placed in a line with the axis of t l ~ e  body, 

crown rounded prominently over the eyes; back spotted, as well as the dorsal fin. Length 8: inclles. 

4. Schizothorax longipinnis, id. o. c. t, iv. Snout blunt, compressed and deep, corresponding 

with the axis of the body; anal fin long; body without spots. Length 94 inches. 

5.  Schizotl~orax 91@er, id. o, c. t. v. Snout sl~ort, head depressed over the eyes, sides and dorsal 

uniformly spotted and dark. Length 9 inches. 

6.  Scliizolhorax nas~cs, id. o. c, t. vi. Snoot below the axis of the body, back rather abruptly 

arclled in front of the dorsal fin ; back and base of the dorsal fin spotted. Length 104 inclles. 

7. Scliixothoraz Hiigelii, id. o. c. t. vii. Snout below the axis of the body, thick. Dorsal fin 

commences in the middle of the baclc, scales a t  the base of the anal fin very large ; spotted along 

the back. Length 14 inches. 

8. Scliz2o~lrornx micropogon, id. o. c. t. viii. f. 1. Snout in the axis of the body, cirri very 

small, moulli small. Length 5 incllcs. 
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9. Schizothor.n.r planvronr, id. o. c. t. viii. f. 2. Snout above the axis of the body, and some- 

what recurved, crown depressed, cirri longer than in tlte others. 

10. Schixothorax esocinw, id. o. c. t. ix. Snout placed in tlte axis of tlte body, head long, 

depressed; operculutn terqinatcs behind in a long angular process; mouth long, as in the ordinary 

Barbels, spots dispersed irregularly on the sides above the laternl line and on the base of the dorsal 

and anal fins. 

This last form approaches t o  the true Barbels, and the succeeding species 

described by 1\31. v. Heckel as Barbus d+lochilus, t. x. f. 1.  is either an Orai- 

? u s  or a Gonorily7tciltis. 

I t  would really seem as if we intended to leave all that requires either 

intellect or observation to discover in the productions of India to our 

neighbours on the continent. I t  is true, Natural History is not a pursuit 

likely to enrich the individuals who follow i t ;  but as calculated to direct 

the energies of a nation to  practical objects, as well as to afford the best 

promise of new articles either for our luxuries or our wants, its claims are 

not to be despised.* To  be fairly rivalled in any pursuits where facilities 

* I t  is not an uncommon tlting wit11 us, to witness the publication of journals, reports, travels. 

and books of various kinds devoted to new countries, witltout a singlc remark to show that the au- 

thor of any of them seemed a t  all aware that the creation consists of any thing deserving of observa- 

tion but  himself and his kind. However excusable this may be in the mere tourist, it is hardly so 

in tl~ose who are supposed to ltave been selected for their presumed acquirements as Nat~~ral is ts .  

While we are thus indifferent to objects that sl~ould connect our names with the science of our 

country, the collectio~~s of RI. Jacquemont, 31. A. DeLessert, RI. Von Hiigel, and other distinguish- 

ed foreigners are daily appearing, some under the auspices of Societies abroad, and others under that 

of foreign noblemen w l ~ o  devote their wealth to the promotiot~ of science ; so that, howeyer the 

sciences of Europe may be expressed in t l ~ e  English language, those of India are likely to be found 

only in languages foreign to the English student. Tlle Indian Education Committee, a t  whose door 

Buchanan's RISS. ltave so long lain, while ten tl~ousand pounds r year have been expended 1)). 

tliem in juvenile schools, should look to the situation to w l ~ i ~ l l  they are soon likcly to be reduced. 
[ The attempt 
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are equal between the parties would be bad enough, but to be indebted 

to strangers for a, knowledge of the productiorls of our own country, argues 

:i fault somc~vhere, but where that fault lies it might be a delicate question to 

inquire, as I fear none of us \vould be altogether free from a share of tlie 

reproach. As  far as Cypriaida are concerned, the preceding pages will afford 

any one an opportunity of comparing those which are here described with 

sucli as occur in his vicinity, and by thus endeavouring to  complete the 

liistory of each species, we might soon become as well acquainted with Indian, 

as with European kinds. 

The  attempt to carry a national system of education into effect by means of juvenile instruction, 

\vhilc the cultivation of those sciences on which national prosperity depends is neglected, as well 

as individuals wlio evince a capacity and desire for education, may be regarded as doubtful in 

every way. Children can hardly be made the objects of foreign education without exciting tlie 

jealousy of parents, which has a secret tendency in the opposite direction ; besides, few profit by 

instruction received in childhood. For these reasons, I think, attempts ought to be directed to the 

extension of science, and to the instruction of those only who evince a desire and capacity for it. 

I n  plans conducted on such principles we could hear of no failures, every rupee laid out woula 

hare  its effects, and leave something to show for it. 

I n  France we have heard of education being superintended by Cuvier and tlie greatest members 

of thc Institute, but in England we search in vain for the names of our plrilosophers in Kildare 

Street and British School Societies. Hence their failure ; for \vho are so fit to direct the education 

of others, as those who have themselves displayed the highest proofs of cultivated genius. Although 

it would unquestionably be a loss to the world were our Ilerschels, Bronns, Daltons, and RIacleays 

to devote thcir attention to o ~ h e r  objects than their own researches, yet their presence in the places 

alluded to, would inspire a confidence that must be wanting in any system of education e m a n a t i l ~ ~  

from bodics fron~ which they are excluded. 
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On the use of Ichthyology. 

Utility will always be found to depend more on the degree of attention 

paid to any subject connected with science, than on the nature of the subject 

itself ; yet i t  is a common remark that this, or that, is important or frivolous, 

according as we happen to be acquainted with it. When we find any branch 

of science regatded as useless, we inay be assured that, contrary to ordinary es-  

pectation, it will prove the most productive field we can enter. Science, in- 

deed, can only be useful where i t  has been cultivated, and its principles work- 

ed out  ; practical results will then follow in proportion to the pains t;iken to 

develop them. 

The  moral interest of Ichthyology having been sufficiently attended to 

tliroughout the preceding paper, I shall here pass i t  over, merely remarking. 

that in common with other branches of natupal science i t  is calculated to irn- 

prove the mind as well as the condition of society, while its ciiltivation need 

not interfere with any duty, public or private ; and few who are placed on orir 

coasts, or oil tlie banlts of any of tlie noble rivers of India, who might not with 

ainuseinent to themselves, and advantage to science, communicate inany ob- 

servations no where else to be collected regarding our indigenous species. T l ~ e  

season of spawning, and places to which the various species resort for this pllr- 

pose-their food-the kind of waters in which they thrive best-whether run- 

ning or stagnant-with sandy or with muddy bottoms,-would be all points of 

great interest that might be settled by persons of no pretensions to a scientific 

kiiowledge of the sobject. 

IVitIi regard to tlie propagation of fishes, RIr. Yarrell remarks-that a11 

acre of water will let in many parts of the continent where fresh-water fishes 

are in more request than in England, for more tlian an acre of land. In no part 

of the continent of Europe, however, can fresh-water fish be of so mucll i ~ n -  
3 u 
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portance as in India, where most of the domestic animals which in Europe 

afford the principal food, as the ox, swine, poultry, &c. are rejected by a 

large proportion of the people. 

Throughout the R4ysore country, as well as in many of the western pro- 

vinces, large tanks or reservoirs occur, many of them from three to thirty miles 

in circumference, and being indispensable for irrigation, may be supposed to 

be nearly universal in all populous districts not watered by rivers. These re- 

servoirs are considered by the Hon'ble Colonel Rlorison C. H.* as among the 

greatest national monuments to be found in India 

They are capable, according to  Buchanan,t of supplying water for from 

eighteen months to two years, and thus of maintaining the surrounding 

crops should no rain fall within that period. 

They are drained by an ingenious system of sluices and aqueducts of the 

most simple, but complete construction, which afford a perfect control-over the 

distribution of the water. During the dry season they are all pretty much 

exhausted, and may, if necessary for repairs, be left perfectly dry. This would 

afford an excellent opportunity for destroying crocodiles and all the various 

clestructive fishes, sparing only the more profitable kinds, which are limited to 

two or three species only ; and by repeating this operation for several seasons, 

or as often as may be necessary, all but those we wish to propagate would 

soon be exterminated. 

By a wise law of nature, the carnivorous animals of every class are less 

prolific than the harmless, and may therefore be the more easily subdued. 

Nearly all the destructive fishes are viviparous, bringing forth compara- 

tively few young ; whereas, the more ~rofitable kinds, or those which should 

be the object of our care, are all oviparous, and bring forth their young from 

spawn. 
-- ____. 

* To whom I am indebted for Inany partisulars regarding them. 

t See his Jourrley in BIysore. 
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A single female Carp weighing only nine pounds has been found by 

Bloch to contain no less than six hundred thousand ova ; and by Schneider, 

one, ten pounds weight, was found to contain seven hundred thol~sand ova. 

or eggs. 

T h e  fecundity of the Ruae, Calla, and Mrigakc, has not yet bee11 ascertairl- 

ed, b u t  from their close affinity to the Carp we may suppose them to corres- 

pond in this respect with that species ; the question, however, is one that may 

be easily ascertained by weighing a grain of the roe and ascertaining the num- 

ber of globules i t  contains, while these will be to the whole roe what one grain 

is to its entire weight. The  result will show that these species are capable of 

yielding, by their extraordinary fertility, a source of food as inexhaustible as 

the sands of the ocean, could we only bring their propagation and the safety 

of the young sufficiently within our control. 

In  the reservoirs above described, we have every facility for effecting this 

object on a scale of great magnitude, without in any way interfering with the 

other uses of the water. 

There are certain kinds which though they cannot be said to be carnivor- 

ous, mould yet be still more fatal to our object by devouring t l ~ e  spawn or 

ova ; such are the Barbels, so common in the higher parts of our rivers, and 

w]licli but  for a knowledge of this trait in their character would, from their 

appearance and flavour, be the first we should recommend for propagation, and 

thus from an ignorance of one simple fact, destroy every chance of success. 

W e  sllould not, however, condemn all the Barbels merely from a fault in some 

of the species, the circumstance should impress on our minds the necessity of 

the varieties of fish in a single-reservoir to the lowest possible num- 

ber of herbivorous kinds, such as the three I have mentioned, namely, Cypi-  

nus rohita, Buch. Cllyrinus calla, id. and Cypritltcs ~~ir&ala, id. ; there is reason 

to believe that either of these species would answer equally \veil in any part 

of the plains of India. As they usually attain a large size, they may be slow 

in to perfection, and, therefore, instead of having these three large spe- 
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cies in t l ~ e  same water, i t  would probably answer the purposc better to have 

one of them only as a principal species, with any one of the common Gudge- 

ons or Bangons of India as a cheaper article, which would not require more 

than a year or two at the utmost to  arrive a t  perfection. Beyond a single spe- 

cies of GoBio, and a single one of the larger species already mentioned, more 

ought not to  be introduced to the same water, or allowed to exist in it, from tile 

danger of their proving inimical to each other, a point which I presume llas 

never been attended to sufficiently in attempts hitherto made to propagate 

fishes ; hence, perhaps, the want of that degree of success which no doubt would 

have rendered a practice so simple and beneficial, long since universal. 

The  only alteration in the present form of the reservoirs to adapt them 

to the purposes in view, would be to  enclose the lowest portions of the bottom 

of each with stakes, long enough to reach above the highest surface of the 

water, and close enough together to  prevent the entrance of crocodiles, otters, 

and the like, should any such exist in the neighborhood. The spawning sea- 

son of the Ruee and other Cirrhins, appears to  be in the dry weather; the con- 

trivance here suggested would therefore protect them a t  that time, and if there 

should be any danger of the whole of the water drying up, wells of sufficient 

size and depth might be formed within the enclosure, to  which the fishes would 

retire during droughts, while the shallow waters around the wells would afford 

space enough for the deposit of spawn. 

Much of our success would depend on keeping these enclosures as free as 

possible from all but the species we desire to propagate. A t  the commence- 

ment of the dry season, before the fish begin to enter the enclosure, the inter- 

val between the stakes might be closed with straw, and as the water becomes 

sufficiently low without, most of the rapacious kinds may be removed or de- 

stroyed ; none should be allowed to remain, but that species alone which may 

be the object of our care. This done, the only further attention necessary. 

wo~lld be to  save the fish in the enclosure from birds during the remainder of 

the dry season. 
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Should our success be complete, from every moderately sized female Ruee 

we should have on the commencement of the rains from five to ten hundred 

thousand fry, which, as the waters rise would be quite able to take care of 

themselves till the next season, when i t  would be necessary again to destroy 

the rapacious kinds, as before. 

T h e  repair of the carnys* of l lysore is said, by Buchanan, to be attended 

with considerable expense, nevertheless i t  is understood to be an indispensable 

object to have them in perfect repair, since the fertility of the country depends 

entirely on them. The plan here proposed of converting them to new pur- 

poses of utility would add to their importance, and the interest of keeping 

them up, without in any way increasing their expense. 

On the fishes of Bengal, Assam, and other provinces subject to the inun- 

dations of the larger rivers, we can exercise no control, nor is i t  desirable that 

we should, even if i t  were in our power, the supply of fish being plentiful and 

constant enough ; but in the higher parts of the plains, near the foot of the 

mountains where the  larger Cirrhins and Barbels retire during the dry seasori 

for the purpose of spawning, fisheries might be carried on with advantage to 

a considerable extent. See p. 339. 

It would here be out of place to enter on the subject of sea fisheries, and 

before we could do so with advantage i t  would be necessary to pay as much 

attention, or more, to the fishes of our coasts as we have devoted to those of 

our rivers. 

Already we have attained one important piece of information regarding 

the value of the S d e a  fish of our estuaries, Polynemus sele, Buch., which from 

the earliest titnes has been celebrated throughout China for its isinglass. 

This substance mas formerly supposed to be afforded only by certain fishes 

in the rivers of Muscovy, from whence i t  was exported to all parts of 

Europe, where, from its high price, its use is chiefly confined to the arts. 
- - . -- - - - -. . -- -- - 

Such is the name by which the reservoirs are known in Southern India when kept up 
for irrlgalion. 

3 R 
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A solution of this substance mixed with Canadian balsam and spread 

on black silk forms the useful article called court plaster. A few grains 

of isinglass boiled in milk forms a most nutritious food, which is given 

medicinally. 

Ignorant of its abundance in certain fishes of the Hoogly, that used 

by the English residents in India is still imported, probably at an expense of 

about 800 Rs. per maund,* wliile the same thing is collected in abundance 

and shipped to China from the Calcutta river.t 

Ten grains of this substance is sufficient to give the consistency of jelly 

to a pint of water, and as i t  keeps good in a dry state for any length of time. 

we may imagine its value as a portable food, and what its importance might 

be in tinles of scarcity, since one pound avourdupois, at the above rate, would 

afford a nutritious meal to 1560 persons. 

Whether i t  be used in times of scarcity in China I do not know. 

but probably i t  is collected and stored to meet such occasions, since Dr. 

Lulnqua-an honorary member of this Society-a Chinese Physician, long re- 

sident in this city informs me that the Bengal Jish-srrgo procured from Poly- 

ncmus selc, Buch. is known throughout the empire, and that nothing could 

surpass his surprise on his arrival nearly twenty-five years ago in Calcutta, 

when he found that with the exception of his own countrymen who carried 

on the trade, no one appeared to  know or care anything whatever for the 

article in question, and as no one could describe the fish, the same igno- 

rance continued up  to within the last few months to prevail on the sub- 

ject. The  advantage, however irlconceivable of an abundant supply of 

any substance, a single maund of which would afford a nutritious rneal 

to upwards of one hundred thousand persons, could only be felt occasionally. 

but the intrinsic value of the article in all the common conveniencies of 

* It is retailed in Calcutta at a much higher rate. 

t See Journal of the Asiatic Society for March 1839. 
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life, is eminently calculated to direct attention to other uses of the species 

affording it. 

This is one of the largest and finest fishes, both as regards flavour and 

wholesomeness, on our coasts or in our rivers, while the season a t  which i t  

is taken is the one most favourable for a residence in boats or ships in the 

Sunderbuns. Under these circumstances i t  is not likely that the subject of 

sea fishcries in this quarter will be altogether overlooked, longer than the cir- 

cumstances on which thei? success must depend shall have been properly ex- 

amined. 

All sea fishel*ies are practised on migratory species, which advance annu- 

ally a t  stated periods in search of food and proper situations to deposit their 

spawn. Their progress is so regulated, that a t  certain seasons they approach 

the different coasts, in their course, with so much regu1a;ity as to enable the 

people to repose as much confidence and hope in their corning and departure 

as they usually place in the ripening of their crops. The  shoals of fishes are 

so dense as to cover the  sea for-leagues without interruption, and extend to 

a solid depth of many fathoms in some instances, so that they are taken as 

quickly as i t  is possible to salt and barrel them. The  season lasts from a 

month to  six weeks, when thousands of ships are laden with cargoes which 

are to serve as the common stock of food for many of the surrounding nations 

for twelve months, when the fishing is recommenced. 

Such are the fisheries on the banks of Newfoundland, on the coasts of 

Norway, Sweden, and Great Britain ; and unless the coasts of India afford 

promise of resources of similar extent and importance, the object would hardly 

require much public attention. If, however, it be found that we have species 

on our coasts equal in every respect to that which is the object of enterprise 

a t  Newfoundland, and that these advance into the Sunderbuns at  a season 

lvIlen ships and men without number may be employed with safety, there can 

be nothing to prevent the national importance of the circumstance. 

I n  this instance, as well as in that of the propagation of fresh-water spe- 
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cies, science, while i t  exhibits varieties as numerous almost as the stars, teaches 

us at the same time how to strip tlie subject of vagueness arising from this 

cause, and amidst the countless species which inhabit our seas, directs our at- 

tention and our energies to  a few only, and of these the Sulea, or Polynemus 

sele, Buch. is the one which from its bulk, its habits, and its qualities in every 

way seems capable of becoming a permanent benefit to society. I t  ap- 

pears to be the Cod-fish of the tropics, and equals its representative in the 

northern seas in all those qualities which render that species so invaluable ; 

but  from its bulk i t  is unmanageable by the Indian fishermen, who are also 

without the means of preserving it." These however are not sufficient rea- 

sons why an article that might add an exhaustless supply to the common 

stock of food should be altogether lost, now that an European spirit, under 

the influence of h paternal government, begins to infuse itself in all 

things connected with the resources of India. 

* I t  must have been long lrnown that tlie difficulty of preserving meat depends more on the 

state of tlie atmosphere in regard to elcctricity and moisture than on temperature. I n  Calcutta, 

in the month of December, when the mean temperature is about 60°, it  is not uncommon to 

keep meat before it is dressed for eight days, though in England during the summer a t  the time 

of the herring fishing too, it cannot be kept in the best meat-safes for more than half that time, 

though tlie temperature be lower than here. With salt and other means a t  hand, I conceive 

there would be no difficulty in curing fish in an Indian climate in tlie months of November 

and December, when the Sulea fishing would be carried on ;  nevertheless the subject is one of 

much interest, and I cannot therefore omit the following remark with which I have been favoured 

on this head by Mr. C. K. Robison, one of the Magistrates of Calcutta. " I t  would be a famous 

thing if these enormous fish (the Sulea) could be cured, as well as their isinglass obtained ; 

and I cannot help thinking the measure very feasible, if the fishermen a t  the time of taking them 

and cutting them up, dipped them first into weak chloride of soda mixed with a small quantity 

of impure pyroligneous acid. This would not only preserve the fish till the salt acted, but irn- 

prove the flavour." These materials could be manufactured a t  a very cheap rate on the spot, as well 

as every thing else that would be requisite. For an account of the Sulen fish, see Journal Asiatic 

Society Bengal, March 1839. p. 203. Also an article on "some Indian Fishes by Dr. Cantor," Pro- 

ceedings Royal Asiatic Society, April 1838. 
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Collections of fishes from Mysore, as well as other parts of India in 

which similar isolated waters occur, with remarks on the habits of the 

more important kinds, as well as on the fitness of the waters for the mode 

of propagation here proposed, or for any other mode that might promise 

more success, according to particular circumstances. 

What  are the nligratory fishes of the coasts of India, the seasons and 

places at which they appear, particularly the grand resorts of the shoals ? 

What  are the habits of the Sulea, (Polynenaus seke, Buch.) and its chief 

places of resort ? 
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